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For Pamela, who flies me to the moon.





The machine, which at first blush seems a means of isolating man from the great problems of

nature, actually plunges him more deeply into them. As for the peasant, so for the pilot, dawn

and twilight become events of consequence.

—Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, Wind, Sand and Stars
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Preface and Acknowledgments

On June 14, 1966, a robotic spacecraft had just landed on the moon and begun trans-

mitting images to NASA. Project Gemini was drawing to a close, Apollo hardware was

beginning to emerge from factories, and Apollo software was experiencing a crisis. And

on that day I was born.

I do not remember the first lunar landing of Apollo 11 or the drama of Apollo 13, but

I do remember watching the later launches and landings on television. In that sense, I

am among the first of a generation—those for whom lunar landings have always been

a fait accompli—for whom the twentieth century’s greatest technological spectacle was

an accomplishment rather than a dream. Nevertheless, as a boy I was fascinated by

images of Apollo. When my father brought home a book, Apollo: Expeditions to the

Moon, filled with wonderful, complicated imagery, I pored through it hundreds of

times. The book shaped my lifelong fascination with machinery and my later choice

to become an engineer.

This book arises out of a later scholarly trajectory. It is the third in an unplanned tril-

ogy, a series of books I have been writing since I chose to become a historian in 1991.

For fifteen years, beginning with a study of the USS Monitor in the American Civil War,

I have written about the relationship of humans and machines, the experiences of new

technologies and their effects on human identity. My second book, Between Human and

Machine: Feedback, Control, and Computing before Cybernetics, explored the history of hu-

man interfaces, control systems, and digital computing. That book included an episode

during World War II when Charles Stark Draper (and his young associate Robert Sea-

mans) collaborated on a gun sight project with James Webb, then a lawyer for the

Sperry Gyroscope Company. These three men would play central roles in the Apollo

program. As I completed that book I found more and more continuities between the

earlier history and the lunar landings. A project funded by the Sloan Foundation and

the Dibner Foundation on the History of Recent Technology on the World Wide Web

provided early support for collecting documents and interviews (that website is avail-

able at http://digitalapollo.mit.edu). A senior research fellowship from the Dibner Insti-

tute supported early writing.



A number of colleagues, friends, and students have been patient interlocutors and

have read manuscripts in various states: Alexander Brown, Stephen Cass, Paul Ceruzzi,

Don Eyles, Slava Gerovitch, Jeff Hoffman, Thomas P. Hughes, Chihyung Jeon, Rich

Katz, Alex Kosmala, Roger Launius, John Logsdon, Fred Martin, Larry McGlynn, Dava

Newman, Jim Nevins, Chuck Oman, Wayne Ottinger, Philip Scranton, Sherry Turkle,

John Tylko, and Rosalind Williams. Paul Fjeld made incisive readings and a variety of

documents from the Grumman Archives available from his personal collection; John

Knoll generously created the cover image with historical help from Fjeld. Eldon Hall

also generously shared documents and photographs, as did Hugh Blair Smith and Jim

Nevins. Victor McElheny, as always, proved an engaging friend and also provided ac-

cess to his collection of documents from his reporting on Apollo for the Boston Globe.

Sarah Fowler assisted the research for the final stages of the manuscript with energy

and humor. Thanks to Jack Garman for granting permission to produce the image

from his Apollo 11 program alarm ‘‘cheat sheet,’’ and to the Society of Experimental

Test Pilots for providing access to their back issues of journals and newsletters (some

of them dug out of a closet). A number of Apollo participants generously gave their

time for a series of group oral history interviews: Ramon Alonso, Dave Bates, Hugh

Blair-Smith, Ed Blondin, Herb Briss, Ed Copps, Ed Duggan, Cline Frasier, Joe Gavin,

John Green, Eldon Hall, Margaret Hamilton, David Hanley, David Hoag, Alex Kosmala,

Dan Lickly, Fred Martin, Jim Miller, John Miller, Jack Poundstone, Herb Thaler, and

Bard Turner.

While writing this book I created a course at MIT, ‘‘Engineering Apollo: The Moon

Project as a Complex System,’’ as an exploration of the project from numerous angles,

from management techniques to software, from presidential policy to press coverage.

I’ve been fortunate to teach in collaboration with Professor Larry Young from whom I

have learned a great deal. We brought a wonderful mix of guests to class to create a

unique educational experience for graduate students in engineering, management,

and history: Buzz Aldrin, Dick Battin, Hugh Blair-Smith, Charlie Duke, Don Eyles, Joe

Gavin, Eldon Hall, Sy Liebergot, John Logsdon, Victor McElheny, Ed Mitchell, Bob

Parker, and Bob Seamans. A particularly interesting moment was attending a lunch

with Chris Kraft, Bob Seamans, Aaron Cohen, and Jeff Hoffman. Each, through their

generosity, memory, and insight, has contributed to my own thinking on Apollo.

I have also been fortunate to serve on the NASA Historical Advisory Committee and

to work with the NASA historians, archivists, and librarians without whom books like

this would not be possible. These include Nadine Andreassen, Steve Dick, Steve Garber,

Christian Gelzer, Mike Gorn, Roger Launius, Peter Merlin, Jane Odom, Curtis Peebles,

Jennifer Ross-Nazal, Rebecca Wright, and the numerous interviewers who have col-

lected NASA history since the 1960s. The NASA History Office preserves and publishes

a history that, in addition to being central to spaceflight, exemplifies the evolution of

a large technological system. Open and well documented, NASA’s systems are more ac-
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cessible to scholars than military or corporate ones, and hence provide crucial material

for understanding the human evolution of technology.

Only the second time I met my wife’s family, they accompanied me to the Cradle of

Aviation Museum in Long Island and enjoyed a detailed tour of a lunar module. Their

genuine interest and excitement made a warm welcome into the Getnick family that I

will always remember.

Pamela, whom I met and married while writing this book, sang me through it. I ded-

icate the book to her, for laughing with me through every day and into our future.
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1 Human and Machine in the Race to the Moon

A July Day on the Moon

On a July day in 1969, after a silent trip around the far side of the moon, the two

Apollo spacecraft reappeared out of the shadows and reestablished contact with earth.

The command and service module (CSM) (sometimes simply ‘‘command module’’) was

now the mother ship, the capsule and its supplies that would carry the astronauts

home. The CSM continued to orbit the moon, with astronaut Michael Collins alone

in the capsule. ‘‘Listen, babe,’’ Collins reported to ground controllers at NASA in Hous-

ton, ‘‘everything’s going just swimmingly. Beautiful.’’ His two colleagues Neil Arm-

strong and Edwin ‘‘Buzz’’ Aldrin had just separated the other spacecraft, the fragile,

spidery lunar module (LM, pronounced ‘‘lem’’), nicknamed Eagle, from the command

module. This odd, aluminum balloon, packed with instruments and a few engines,

would carry the two men down to the lunar surface.

A rocket engine fired to slow the LM, causing it to fall out of orbit. Once on its way

down, the spacecraft would either execute a dangerous abort or soon hit the moon.

Whether the impact was a landing or a crash depended on the next ten minutes—the

longest continuous series of critical events in the entire mission.

In the LM, weight was such a premium that seats had been eliminated altogether.

The astronauts stood up, stabilized by tensioned cables connected to the floor. The

spacecraft was an enclosing home, complementing the astronauts’ bodies. It supplied

their food, exchanged their gases, and collected their wastes. The human occupants,

in turn, controlled flows of the spacecraft’s numerous fluids, drinking some for hydra-

tion and carefully igniting others for propulsion. An inertial navigation system—

accelerometers wedded to precisely spinning gyroscopes—measured the vehicle’s

motions. A radar reached an invisible beam down to sense the first approach of the

moon’s surface, like a blind man’s stick tapping for a curb.

Tying the whole thing together was an embedded digital computer, made out of ex-

otic devices called ‘‘integrated circuits’’—silicon chips, running a set of esoteric pro-

grams. In the middle of the instrument panel, amid familiar dials and switches, stood



the computer interface, a numeric keypad glowing with segmented digits. Throughout

the mission the astronauts punched in numbers, ran programs, and read the displays.

Much of the landing was under direct control of these programs. Neil Armstrong,

when he did fly, did not command the spacecraft directly, but rather used two control

sticks to command the computer, whose programs fired the thrusters to move the LM.

Every move was checked and mediated by software, written by a group of young pro-

grammers half a world away.

Nor was the LM alone with its computer, for the command module had an identical

computer of its own; both were linked to Houston’s control center. Down in Houston,

numerous experts monitored systems, offered advice, and controlled some parts of the

flight (they even had a remote computer keypad for entering commands directly into

the computer in either of the two spacecraft). Communication between the three

nodes was calm, matter-of-fact conversation, the precise technical banter of profes-

sionals, with an audience of millions.

As the LM began to descend the ground controllers focused their attention. Mission

Control locked its doors.

Suddenly, the LM lost contact with Houston. The main antenna that carried data

and voice communications to NASA’s control center in Houston was having problems.

It had to point directly at the earth to work, but other parts of the spacecraft blocked

the path, so a computer-controlled feedback loop was commanding the antenna to

‘‘hunt’’ around to seek a new orientation. Aldrin intervened, turned off the automatic

control, and adjusted the antenna by hand. The imperfect communications now

required Aldrin’s attention to keep on track. Frustrated flight controllers in Houston

strained through the noise to hear the astronauts, struggling to piece together a con-

tinuous story from intermittent bursts of data. ‘‘This is just like a simulation,’’ one

controller observed on the intercom. Indeed, the performance had been rehearsed,

countless times in countless variations, in computer-controlled virtual simulations on

the ground.

The astronauts stood in a high state of tension. Their attention was a scarce resource,

and any increase in the ‘‘workload’’ could cause them to lose control of the situation.

Indeed, for Armstrong the faulty communications detracted from the intense focus of

his task.

Uncertainty and ambiguity: on one hand, the astronauts were in control, piloting an

autonomous machine far from home; on the other hand, they were part of a network

of communications channels, human experts, and control centers. Intermittent com-

munications caused Aldrin to oscillate across this borderline: ‘‘You didn’t know where

you were—whether you were on your own, or whether you were still under the close

supervision of ground control. And that sort of reality is rarely simulated in training.’’

The engineers who designed the system (including the astronauts themselves) did not

anticipate how electrical noise could interfere with this critical control loop, half a
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million miles long. Still, in the scheme of things, these problems were minor, easily

handled by the conservative design of the LM and the calm professionalism of the

astronauts.

At 50,000 feet above the moon’s surface, the LM rocket engine fired again, the pow-

ered descent initiation (or PDI) that would bring the vehicle to the surface. ‘‘Throttle

up. Looks good!’’ Aldrin radioed. They were going down. The computer was in control.

Then, as the spacecraft passed 35,000 feet above the moon, an unexpected light

flashed on the computer display.

‘‘Program alarm,’’ Armstrong called out, with noticeable concern.

The computer was having a problem, calling the astronauts’ attention. Like its users,

the machine had a limited amount of workload and the processor was overloaded with

data. This problem might not be serious, but at this moment even a benign distraction

could cause trouble. The computer restarted itself, Aldrin punched some keys to in-

quire about the problem, and it indicated alarm code 1202.

‘‘Give us a reading on the 1202 Program Alarm,’’ Armstrong urgently asked Houston.

With the push of a button, the astronaut could abort the landing, an action practiced

countless times in simulation. Yet he held off. Armstrong later explained himself as a

mechanism: ‘‘In simulations we have a large number of failures and we are usually

spring-loaded to the abort position. And in this case in the real flight, we are spring-

loaded to the land position.’’

Houston checked out the problem. Young engineers recognized it from a recent sim-

ulation, and conferred with their support teams in the back room. They quickly found

the cause. The computer was overloading and restarting but not shutting down. It was

ignoring low-priority tasks, but these were not critical for the mission. ‘‘We’re go on

that alarm,’’ the ground controller replied, meaning the LM could proceed. For his

role in clearing the landing, engineer Steven Bales later accepted a presidential award

on behalf of the flight control team.

Armstrong surveyed the computer display; it had frozen. He checked the LM’s sys-

tems. The vehicle seemed to be responding to his commands, meaning the computer

was still running. So he continued. But these checks focused his attention inside the

cockpit for critical moments when he should have been looking out the window for a

landing site.

Now 2,000 feet above the surface, he again looked out the window. There he saw

a potential disaster—a large crater stood where the landing area should have

been, boulders surrounding its rim. In that moment Armstrong quit being a computer

operator and became a pilot. He seized control of the spacecraft from the computer and

flew the LM past the crater. The move took precious additional seconds, and ground

controllers became concerned the LM would run out of fuel. Armstrong knew the lim-

its, however, and guided the vehicle down. When the computer sensed the LM was a

few feet off the moon Armstrong hit a button and shut off the engine. The LM fell the
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last few feet with a gentle thud. Aldrin called out the descent systems’ shutdown

sequence: ‘‘Mode control: both auto. Descent engine command override: off. 413 is

in.’’

Relieved, Armstrong then chimed in with his definitive line of technical poetry:

‘‘Houston, Tranquility Base here. The Eagle has landed.’’

Human and Machine

The Eagle’s landing is a familiar story, one of the great technological mythologies of

the twentieth century.1 I have retold it here by emphasizing elements that usually

hide in the background: the interaction between human and machine, the role of the

computer in mediating the astronauts’ responses, the network of connections in space

and on the ground (figure 1.1). Frequently mentioned but rarely analyzed, these rela-

tionships lie at the core of manned spaceflight since its inception, and they continue

to frame questions surrounding our proposed future in space.

Figure 1.1

Jim Lovell on Apollo 8 aligning the optics for the Apollo guidance and control system. His left

hand controls the spacecraft’s attitude, while his right hand points the optics. (NASA JSC photo

S69-35097.)
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Human and machine: their relationship is not a new story. Indeed, it is one of the

great narratives of the industrial world, from the mythical John Henry, who won a

race with a steam drill at the cost of his life, to Charles Lindbergh, who used the word

‘‘we’’ to describe his partnership with his aircraft.2 Even during the 1960s, scholars and

philosophers debated the appropriate trade-offs between automatic systems and human

skills. Yet the many accounts of space travel have failed to explore this profound part

of the venture. This book tells the story of the relationship between human and

machine in the Apollo project and how that relationship shaped the experience

and the technology of flying to the moon. It is a story of human pilots, of automated

systems, and of the two working together to achieve the ultimate in flight. It is also

a story of public imagery, professional identities, and social relationships among en-

gineers, pilots, flight controllers, and many others, each with their own visions of

spaceflight.

To engage the nation, NASA’s publicity machine drew on age-old American icons of

control and mythologies of individuality and autonomy, from cowboys to sea cap-

tains.3 Apollo’s astronauts shared their title with the men who plied the great river-

boats down the Mississippi: they were pilots. From the beginnings of aviation up

through Apollo and the spaceflight of today, the identity of the aviator-pilot shaped,

and was shaped by, technologies of flight.

For Apollo, NASA and its contractors built a ‘‘man-machine’’ system that combined

the power of a computer and its software with the reliability and judgment of a human

pilot. Keeping the astronauts ‘‘in the loop,’’ overtly and visibly in command with their

hands on a stick, was no simple matter of machismo and professional dignity (though

it was that too). It was a well-articulated technical philosophy. It was also necessary to

achieve the political goals of the space program and show that the classical American

hero—skilled, courageous, self-reliant—had a role to play in a world increasingly domi-

nated by impersonal technological systems (especially in contrast to the supposedly

over-automated Soviet enemy).

That technical philosophy reflected policy making at the highest levels. When NASA

administrator James Webb argued for the project, he cautioned that the decision ‘‘can

and should not be made purely on the basis of technical matters,’’ but rather on the

‘‘social objectives’’ of putting people into space. He and Secretary of Defense Robert

McNamara argued that, ‘‘it is man, not merely machines, in space that captures the

imagination of the world.’’4 Presidential science advisor Jerome Wiesner famously

opposed a manned lunar program because its scientific goals did not justify the cost.

The debates leading up to Kennedy’s decision distinguished between ‘‘exploration,’’

which is manned, and ‘‘science,’’ which has higher intellectual prestige value but is

best conducted remotely.5

Yet the grammar of President Kennedy’s 1961 call to action contained an ambiguity.

‘‘Achieving the goal, before this decade is out, of landing a man on the moon and
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returning him safely to the earth,’’ made the astronaut a passive participant.6 Indeed,

NASA made an early, radical decision to use a digital computer, a ‘‘thinking machine,’’

in the Apollo capsule that would control much of the flight. The computer design and

its software then reflected a philosophy of automating the fights while not actually

replacing the astronauts.

In the end, the astronauts ‘‘flew’’ a very small part of the total mission by them-

selves, but their control included critical moments of the lunar landing (as well as ren-

dezvous and docking)—landing having long been the ultimate expression of a pilot’s

skill. Even then, the astronauts controlled the lander indirectly: unless in an emer-

gency mode, their sticks actually commanded a software program, which then con-

trolled the vehicle. Software, a concept barely understood at the start of Apollo,

became critical during its development. The programs had the ability to bring the LM

right down to the lunar surface under automatic control. They could also crash and kill

the astronauts if they went wrong.

Despite the automation, on each of the six Apollo landings the astronaut in com-

mand took control and landed in a manual mode. This book explores why.

Chapter 2 begins by examining the anxieties surrounding the role of aircraft pilots in

the 1950s. Professional test pilots debated human-machine interactions in the years

just before human spaceflight as a host of new technologies—from electronic flight

controls to computers in the cockpit—both mediated their control of the machine

and gave them access to new realms. When the shock of Sputnik launched the space

age in 1957, pilots pondered their potential role in this new era. The X-15 rocket-plane,

the subject of chapter 3, sought to prove that human skill and judgment would be

required for at least one phase of spaceflight: reentry from space back into the atmo-

sphere. Pilots mastered reentry with the help of computers that augmented their skills

and stabilized their flight.

In the wake of the Sputnik scare, NASA was created out of the National Advisory

Committee on Aeronautics (NACA) and a variety of federal research groups, and chap-

ter 4 follows pilots into the space age. X-15 test pilots like Neil Armstrong proclaimed

that human operators could manually fly the huge new rockets directly off the launch

pad and on toward the moon. The powerful Wernher von Braun had an alternative vi-

sion, of rockets as automata, carrying passive human cargo. His idea would overrule the

astronauts’ desire to fly off the pad.

Yet pilots had new powers of their own. The Project Mercury astronauts sparked in-

tense public interest in human spaceflight and immediately pressed for their vision of

professional identity, heroism, and control. Arguments over ‘‘spam in a can’’ and the

amount of control appropriate for the human cargo ran throughout the Mercury proj-

ect. Engineers working on the project, who would go on to form the core of the Apollo
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team, had long experience studying human-machine interactions in aircraft. They held

pilots in high regard, relished a close collaboration, and spent years flying and testing

dangerous machines. Project Mercury’s successor, Project Gemini, epitomized the pilot-

centered approach, enabling hands-on control of orbital maneuvers. The complexity of

rendezvous operations, however, also called for computational aids, from paper charts

to digital computers.

The Apollo program began with the new Kennedy administration and its recognition

of the public, political impact of human spaceflight. Kennedy’s speech launching the

moon program came just weeks after the suborbital flight of Alan Shepard, who was

hailed as a space-age Charles Lindbergh. Yet the first contract of the new moon pro-

gram was let not for rocket engines or fuel tanks or launch pads, but for a computer,

the subject of chapter 5. Engineers at MIT’s Instrumentation Laboratory, who would

build that computer, in the 1930s had helped change the nature of flight from ‘‘seat

of the pants’’ intuition to numerical, instrument-based tasks. Their Apollo proposal

derived from a Mars probe, designed but never built, and from the inertial guidance

system for the Polaris nuclear missile. The MIT engineers valued accuracy and auton-

omy and studied how a set of gyroscopes could find its way to the moon and back.

But the Apollo system had a human user, someone who would require an ‘‘interface’’

to issue commands and requests to the computer and read out information. This re-

quirement raised a series of difficult, interesting problems. The machine would have

to be much more reliable for the two-week lunar missions than for a missile’s short

flight. It would interact with two planetary bodies instead of one, and two spacecraft

instead of one. It would need to be calibrated against the stars by a human user. And

if it failed, people might die. Chapter 6 follows the Apollo computer as it became oper-

ational hardware and recounts its designers’ decisions about human interface, reliabil-

ity, and manufacturing.

Exotic as it seemed, the hardware adapted for Apollo was relatively familiar in the

world of military avionics. Radically new, however, was the software that would inter-

act with the astronauts to control the mission, the subject of chapter 7. At first, pro-

gramming was treated as a secondary, almost trivial task, but by 1966, it seemed the

early Apollo flights might be delayed for lack of available computer programs. Only

the 1967 Apollo 1 fire that killed three astronauts and NASA’s management interven-

tion into the programming team brought the software project under control and on

schedule. Early, unmanned Apollo flights revealed the delicate mix of reliability, flexi-

bility, and accountability that would surround these new, software-controlled systems.

The entire Apollo program culminated in the landing. The final ten or so minutes

before touchdown formed the most critical period of the mission. The remainder of

the book examines the design and execution of the lunar landings. Chapter 8 describes

the plans for this phase of the flight, incorporating fundamental physics, lunar models,
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computers, human performance, and a host of uncertainties, including questions

about the human role. From 50,000 feet down, the LM made the transition from

purely inertial guidance to include radar and the human eye. To allow the astronauts

time to visually assess their landing site, the maneuver’s design had to incorporate

detailed consideration of human capabilities. Automatic systems would fly the LM

down to an altitude of a few hundred feet, where the commander could take over semi-

automatic control and bring the LM down with his hands on a stick.

The final chapters go through each of the landings and the interactions between the

astronauts and their machinery, and with their colleagues on the ground. The minute

details afforded by transcripts and data telemetry allow a kind of real-time ethnogra-

phy, a thick description of human-machine interactions and their cultural context dur-

ing critical operations.

Each of the landings stood out in some dimension. Chapter 9 dissects Apollo 11 and

the famous ‘‘Program Alarm’’ that began this chapter to examine risk, responsibility,

and error in the distributed software-based system. Chapter 10 looks at the remaining

landings. As they progressed, the technical task lost some of its challenge and uncer-

tainty, while the scientific goals of the program took greater prominence—hence the

later missions landed in geologically more interesting, but tactically more difficult,

areas.

The final chapter of the book extends the analysis to the broader history of human

spaceflight in America and follows some threads from the Apollo story into today’s

world. Human-machine relationships in Apollo had significant implications for the

space shuttle, and hence for decades of American space policy. Reframing the ‘‘humans

versus robots’’ debate into one that is richer and more forthright about both human

and remote presence and their social implications is crucial for U.S. space policy as it

faces the space shuttle’s retirement and a possible return to the moon or human ven-

ture to Mars.

Rethinking Apollo

Flying to the moon was among the most notable technological achievements of the

entire twentieth century, or at least the most noted. Even today, scan the culture for

references to the Apollo program and you’ll it everywhere: from clips in music videos

(music television network MTV’s first moments of broadcast in 1981 were a picture of

Buzz Aldrin on Apollo 11 superimposed with the MTV logo; the icon remains the basis

for the network’s Video Music Award statuette) to repeated calls for a new Apollo proj-

ect to solve one or another of society’s ills. I recently looked up from my seat on a sub-

way to see the Apollo motto, ‘‘For All Mankind,’’ emblazoned on the derriere of a pair

of designer jeans.
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Even a casual bibliography has hundreds of entries. Ever conscious of its public im-

age, NASA documented and wrote Apollo’s own history in parallel with the project it-

self, producing numerous informative, if ponderous, volumes on everything from the

spacecraft to the launch pads and the lunar science experiments.7 NASA has also con-

ducted hundreds of oral history interviews, from the beginnings of Apollo up to the

present day. Those collected during the 1960s provide immediate, primary insights

into the project, while those collected more recently document the participants’

memories.

Of the twelve men who walked on the moon, at least eight have written, or have had

ghostwritten, some kind of memoir, and numerous other Apollo crew members have

chimed in as well.8 Lately the ground controllers have gotten into the act, with similar,

though delayed, levels of public interest and attention.9 One account used interviews

with engineers to tell the story of the technical people behind the scenes.10 A few of

Apollo’s engineers have added their own stories as well.11 Numerous other popular

accounts cover the project from a variety of angles; one was even made into a TV mini-

series, following on the successful feature film Apollo 13.12

With shelves straining from all this Apollo material, what could possibly be left to

say? To begin with, histories of the Apollo program are nearly all project oriented—

they begin at Apollo’s beginning and end at its end. Other than personal background

in memoirs, little is said about Apollo’s connection to larger currents in the history of

twentieth-century technology. The technical histories focus on hardware and descrip-

tion, with little broader analysis.

Those histories that provide ‘‘context’’ tend to be political or cultural, and don’t

delve into the machines themselves, the people who built them, or what they meant.13

Hence they solidify the canonical narrative of the project around key themes and

events: Kennedy’s visionary decision, the frenetic engineering efforts, the triumphs of

the astronauts, the tragic fire, the triumph of Apollo 11, the drama of Apollo 13, and

so on.

Most Apollo histories adopt a heroic tone, retelling how the skill and cunning of the

astronauts, ground controllers, and engineers brought the mission to a safe, successful

conclusion, sometimes in the face of bureaucratic incompetence or technical failures.

Heroic stories have been with us for a long time, at least since Homer, and play impor-

tant cultural roles. Heroic narratives follow a prescribed ‘‘cycle,’’ with a variety of stages

in which the hero matures and proves himself—think of the labors of Hercules, or the

island challenges of Odysseus.14 The astronauts’ stories, which vary widely in quality

and interest, tend to follow a similar pattern—the boyish fascination with flight, early

military service, transition to test piloting, miraculous selection by NASA, rigorous

training, climactic moments of judgment and skill at critical points in the flight. Histo-

rian Asif Siddiqi calls them ‘‘nosecone histories’’ for their limited views of the projects
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they describe, yet they still carry cultural weight because of the ‘‘there I was . . .’’ char-

acter and the astronauts’ lingering heroic public image.15

The human-machine relationships of Apollo both reflected and shaped the political

and cultural goals of the program and the machines themselves. Sometimes technical

decisions threatened the centrality of the human pilot. At other times they left key

tasks to human skill and judgment. At no time, however, did some abstract set of

technical requirements uniquely define the human role. Engineers and astronauts, as

well as journalists and policymakers, constantly debated the appropriate tasks for the

spacecrafts’ human operators, continuing conversations rooted in the earliest days of

aviation.

Aviation Heroism

Michael Collins, who orbited the moon on Apollo 11, remembered being inspired as a

young man in the 1930s by the dashing figure of the barnstormer pilot Roscoe Turner.

‘‘Roscoe had flown with a waxed mustache and a pet lion named Gilmore,’’ Collins

remembered wistfully. ‘‘We flew with a rule book, a slide rule, and a computer.’’ His

comment captures in one sentence Apollo’s relationship to aviation. Collins felt

caught between ‘‘the colorful past I knew I had missed and the complex future I did

not know was coming’’16 (figure 1.2).17

Roscoe Turner’s career peaked just a few decades before Collins’s, but the two seemed

worlds apart. Dubbed ‘‘Aviation’s Master Showman,’’ in the 1920s and 1930s Turner

barnstormed his way from rural America to Hollywood. He had little training and

even less formal education. Yet he fashioned himself as a colorful character, sporting

a waxed mustache and a made-up uniform from a nonexistent military in which

he had never served. He was married in the cockpit of his Curtiss Jenny and flew his

giant Sikorsky S-29 airplane, dressed up as a German bomber, in Howard Hughes’s

film Hell’s Angels. As Collins noted, Turner flew with his pet lion Gilmore, named after

the oil company that sponsored them. Turner embodied the showy, excited world

of aviation in its ‘‘golden age’’ of transition from dangerous curiosity to commercial

service.18

Collins was not alone in noting the passage from a hands-on past to a computer-

controlled and rule-based future. In the mid-twentieth century, a host of professionals

and craftspeople—from industrial managers to shop-floor machinists, from farmers to

soldiers—reacted to the advent of computers and automated systems. Yet along with

computers came new skills, work practices, and professional identities. Astronauts and

their spacecraft were but the most visible manifestation of broad changes that raised

fundamental questions: in a world of intelligent machines, who is in control? Can it

be ‘‘manly’’ to control a machine by simply pushing buttons? How does software

change the equation?
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Spacecraft and Symbolism

As different as they were, Michael Collins shared one characteristic with Roscoe Turner:

both were on display. Turner flew in an age when aviation’s commercial potential had

yet to be realized, when the airplane remained a dazzling curiosity and most profes-

sional pilots earned a livelihood through entertainment. By Collins’s day a pilot could

make a living with more prosaic tasks like flying airliners; however, the astronauts, like

Turner, worked with a technology of unclear civilian utility but whose imagery capti-

vated the attention of the press, the public, and the state.

Put a human being inside a rocket, add the resonance of a journey into the blackness

of space with all its allusions to the heavens and the long history of human fascination

Figure 1.2

Michael Collins training in a command module simulator. Note the checklists in his left hand, the

hand controller at his right, and the optical sighting equipment for the Apollo guidance and nav-

igation system at his feet. June 1969. (NASA photo 69-H-978. Scan by Ed Hengeveld in Apollo

Lunar Surface Journal, http://www.hq.nasa.gov/alsj/frame.html [accessed February 2007].)
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with the stars, and one has a technology that linked humankind’s most earthly,

practical endeavors (fuels, oxidizers, pipes, breathing, eating, shitting) to its most lofty

ambitions.

None of the symbolic power of spaceflight was lost on the visionaries who promoted

the space program, the politicians who supported it, the press who reported it, or the

public who consumed the news about it. They very consciously built symbols as well as

spacecraft.

In creating that symbolism, the Kennedy administration drew on American imagery

of exploration, individualism, and geographical conquest to sell Apollo to the press

and to Congress. Kennedy seized on the most powerful mythology in American his-

tory, the frontier narrative, and reopened it by aiming for the moon. Within this fram-

ing, the endeavor had all the elements of a classic frontier adventure: an unknown, but

conquerable geography full of lurking dangers, even villainous antagonists—the com-

peting Soviets.

Most important, the frontier narrative called upon heroic pioneers. The press may

have been biased against large government projects (delighting in exposing waste and

fraud), but they were heavily biased in favor of individual, human tales. Human pres-

ence made spaceflight into a story. For the American public, that story involved people

who embodied American virtues, from humility and self-control to self-reliance and

creativity, ‘‘part Davy Crockett and part Buck Rogers.’’19 And for that story to be credi-

ble, the astronauts had to be in control. Frontiersmen could not be passengers.

Imagery of active pilots pervaded Apollo, but coexisted with another, subtler trend.

The moon project resonated within a culture deeply concerned with the social implica-

tions of technology. It was conceived in the wake of Russia’s Sputnik success and in the

early Kennedy years when large-scale science and technical and managerial projects

seemed to promise solutions to political problems. But Apollo unfolded in the era

of Vietnam, 1960s counterculture, and increasing questioning of the social benefits of

large technological systems. Commentators worried about the phenomenon of ‘‘de-

skilling’’ as computerized machine tools transformed work on the factory floor.20

In his speeches and writings, for example, Martin Luther King frequently mentioned

automation as a cause of the social displacements he was seeking to redress. Even

NASA director James Webb suggested that the jobs generated by the Apollo program

would help mollify unemployment created by automation.

The Apollo years spanned the release of Stanley Kubrick’s Dr. Strangelove (1964),

about an automated Soviet machine that triggers the end of the world, and his 2001:

A Space Odyssey (1968), in which an intelligent computer murders American astro-

nauts. Also during Apollo, Jacques Ellul’s book The Technological Society (published in

1965 in English) challenged the increasing dominance of ‘‘technique’’ in human cul-

ture. In 1967 Lewis Mumford named the ‘‘megamachine’’ as the aggregate of technol-

ogy, social organization, and management that suppressed individual human values.
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Philip K. Dick published Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep in 1968 (later made into the

film Blade Runner), recasting traditional demarcations between humans and machines.

Thomas Pynchon’s Gravity’s Rainbow (1973) took ‘‘the rocket’’ as its central literary fig-

ure, exploring the technical, psychological, and religious dimensions of a state that

worshiped at the altar of technology, and the paranoia engendered by its invisible,

clockwork plans.21

NASA and its astronauts faced such tensions in the daily engineering of their sys-

tems, questions with the potential to undermine the symbolic agenda of the program.

Would the exigencies of rockets, supersonic flight, and split-second decisions, not to

mention onboard computers, threaten the classical heroic qualities? What tasks were

susceptible to human skill, and what was too fast, complex, or uncertain for a human

to intervene? How were Apollo designers to engineer a system that had a place for a

heroic operator? As Apollo’s machines were designed, built, and operated they called

the very nature of ‘‘heroism’’ into question. What did it mean to be in control?

Embedded Computers, Embedded Assumptions

A note on terminology raises the stakes. Essentially all of the sources from the 1950s

and 1960s use the term ‘‘manned’’ for projects sending humans into space, so I use

the term ‘‘manned,’’ as the participants did. Similarly, I refer to ‘‘men’’ or ‘‘men versus

machines’’ when referring to a particular historical group of men, namely, the Apollo

astronauts, who were all men. I use the gender-neutral term ‘‘human,’’ however, in

reference to abstract notions of human-machine interaction. This approach avoids

awkwardness and confusion in the text while highlighting the artificial nature of the

‘‘manned’’ terminology (NASA today uses the awkward and easily misheard term

‘‘crewed’’).

We now know how some scientists studied women’s potential as astronauts, but

NASA chose all of its early astronauts to be men. This decision may have countered

engineering logic: when weight and space are premium, skilled women might make

more sense than men, as they are smaller, lighter, and consume less. Yet U.S. ex-

perts cited the 1963 Soviet feat of putting a woman in space (two decades before an

American woman flew) as evidence that the heavily automated Vostok spacecraft did

not require a skilled operator. At Lyndon Johnson’s suggestion, NASA insisted that

astronauts be test pilots qualified in jets, which excluded women by definition. ‘‘The

very qualifications required for NASA astronauts,’’ argues historian Margaret Weite-

kamp, ‘‘proved the complexity of U.S. space achievements. Demonstrating that a

woman could perform those tasks would diminish their prestige.’’22

The role and nature of ‘‘men’’ were very much at stake in the design of Apollo’s

control systems. Scholars have recently begun to outline the changing faces of mascu-

linity during the last century and the public image of the astronaut certainly played
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a role in that evolution.23 Astronauts’ accounts continually reaffirm that what it means

to be a man is related to control and interpret threats to pilots’ control as threats to

their manhood. Less recognized in the historical literature is how engineers responded

to those changes. Did they design systems, knowingly or unknowingly, to leave the

operators a sense of mastery? Was that mastery perceived differently when astronauts

were pushing buttons and entering computer commands rather than having their

hands on a control stick?

Sources and Implications

How did the Apollo engineers accommodate human beings in their machines? How

did they build a computer that kept humans ‘‘in the loop’’ for the critical functions of

the lunar landing? When were the human operators operating as skilled, intelligent

beings, and when were they machine-like, following prescribed scripts? This border-

line, between human and machine, reveals the human aspects of Apollo amid so many

seemingly cold, technical calculations.

Much, if not all, of the engineering work was incredibly mundane: writing reports,

holding meetings, testing machines, developing procedures, practicing pushing but-

tons, weaving hair-like wires through tiny magnetic cores thousands of times in

mind-numbing succession. Human players interacted in ordinary ways: competition,

collaboration, professional pride and anxiety, struggles to influence and define the

project. Sources prove even more prosaic: project updates, status reports, interoffice

memos, engineering drawings, test reports, logs of an astronaut’s seemingly endless

hours in a simulator, dry mission transcripts, technical debriefs, and mission reports.

As participants often pointed out, the high abstractions of systems engineering fre-

quently meant added layers of paperwork bureaucracy. Yet lurking within these ordi-

nary documents are critical tensions and embedded assumptions whose explication

makes the detail come alive.

One of my goals is to explain, really explain, how Apollo worked, and to make one

of the most difficult engineering accomplishments of the twentieth century accessible

and understandable. The story combines the intrigue and suspense of a group of engi-

neers working at the cutting edge of technology with the drama and interest of space-

flight and the social importance of computers. Tracy Kidder’s 1981 book about a group

of engineers building a computer, The Soul of a New Machine, had the ironic result that

the computer he focused on, a minor commercial machine, was forgotten, while his

book is long remembered. This story has a similar cast of characters but in this case

the computer and its task made history.

I hope that the interested, nontechnical reader will gain from this story insight and

intuition into the thorny and fascinating engineering problem of how to fly to the

moon, particularly how to land on its surface, and some understanding of the funda-
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mental questions of machine control and human-machine interaction. These reappear

in high-risk, high-reward technologies of today, from airline operations to nuclear

power plants to proposals for a new era of space exploration.

A few words on what this book is not. It is not a reminiscence of NASA’s glory days

of Apollo, and it does not seek to explain what went wrong at NASA in the three

decades since.24 It does not repeat the numerous clichés of ‘‘we went to the moon

with a computer that was less capable than a pocket calculator.’’ That may be true if

you measure a computer’s capability in memory capacity or machine cycles alone. But

if you consider interconnections, reliability, ruggedness, and documentation, the

Apollo guidance computer is at least as impressive as the PC on your desktop, and

the Apollo software an equally intricate ballet of many people’s work and ideas.

Members of a video-game generation may find that Apollo makes sense when

explained through stories of joysticks, cockpit displays, and hand-eye coordination.

Indeed, the word cyborg was coined by NASA researchers studying bioastronautics in

the 1950s.25 The earliest video games appeared during the Apollo years, one of which

was called ‘‘Lunar Lander’’ (with instructions that read: ‘‘You are landing on the moon

and have taken over manual control 500 feet above a good landing spot . . .’’). In the

climactic moment of George Lucas’s 1977 film Star Wars, the hero Luke Skywalker

turns off his computerized sighting device and relies on the intuitive ‘‘Force’’ to help

him destroy the enemy Death Star.

Still, I also do not contend that Apollo caused changes in human-machine relation-

ships or that it created new technologies that altered those relationships. My argument

is that Apollo exemplified broad changes in human-machine relationships, not that it

caused them.

Human and Machine in the Future of Spaceflight

Yet Apollo’s human-machine history does speak to the lasting debate over whether

humans or robots should be flying into space and exploring the solar system.26 Current

polemics usually polarize around creative, flexible humans versus mindless automata,

the former being capable of ‘‘exploration’’ and the latter collecting data for ‘‘science.’’

Such rhetoric has arguably produced more heat than light in recent decades, although

the stakes are high as NASA determines new policy directions. Yet the advocates for ei-

ther side usually neglect or misunderstand the mixings and combinations of manual

and automated, especially experiences made possible by communications links and

remote controls. The Mars rovers named Spirit and Opportunity that captured public

imagination in recent years, for example, are less ‘‘robots’’ acting as autonomous

agents than ‘‘telerobots’’ responding to commands from the earth and providing data

for ground controllers, scientists, and the public to experience a foreign world from

afar. Similarly, the Apollo spacecraft and astronauts had tight connections to the
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ground and transmitted images, words, data, and experience through remote channels.

No computers made decisions on their own; all were programmed by people, distanced

in space and time from the landings, who embedded their own ideas, models, and

assumptions into the machines.

In this vein, I do not take a position on the humans versus robots debate, but rather

seek to clarify some of its terms. What, exactly, do people do in space? Which of their

tasks require strict adherence to procedures? Which require subtle perceptions and

skills? When do they use their judgment? When do they err? Less frequently debated

than the humans versus robots question is the equally contentious: which people?

What kinds of professionals? If a major goal of human spaceflight is inspiration, or

expanding the realm of human experience, should we not consider selecting and train-

ing people to communicate those experiences? What follows comprises but a first look,

and raises more questions than it answers. Still, the concluding chapter suggests that

similar analyses applied to space shuttles, deep-space probes, or robotic missions could

help redefine and advance a debate that has been stuck in circular argument for a gen-

eration. Informed public discourse on human spaceflight is essential for a successful,

sustained human future in space, whether directly or remotely present.
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2 Chauffeurs and Airmen in the Age of Systems

Test Pilots and Survival

The Society of Experimental Test Pilots (SETP) held its first annual awards banquet on

October 4, 1957. These men sat at the top of the piloting profession, crossing the bor-

der between engineering and flying skills. They had been rocketed to fame by Chuck

Yeager’s epochal supersonic flight nine years before. The atmosphere in the banquet

hall was electric as the group celebrated its new society epitomizing professional ma-

turity. Six hundred and fifty people attended, many of them making the drive from the

dry desolation and professional focus of Edwards Air Force Base, a few hours north in

the Mojave desert, down to the cosmopolitan fashion of the new Beverly Hilton. This

was Southern California at its 1950s best, as the serious, focused flyers enjoyed an

evening in the heart of mid-century Hollywood glamour (figure 2.1).

The fledgling society was barely a year old. To bolster its reputation the SETP associ-

ated itself with great names in aviation. On this evening, the group awarded honorary

fellowships to Air Force General James Doolittle, the Ph.D.-educated test pilot who led

the famous raid over Japan, and to Howard Hughes, the eccentric aviator and manufac-

turer. Charles Lindbergh had been offered a similar honor, but declined it, perhaps be-

cause he had never heard of the society (he would eventually accept the award twelve

years later).1

‘‘Honored guests, ladies and gentleman,’’ the evening’s keynote speaker began, qui-

eting the room. He was Richard Horner, assistant secretary of the air force for research

and development. Horner was himself a pilot who had flown in North Africa in World

War II, earned a graduate degree in aeronautical engineering at Princeton, and worked

as a test pilot (two years later, Horner would become NASA’s first associate administra-

tor, the agency’s highest civil service position).

Horner began with an anecdote. When he had been invited to speak, he asked a test

pilot he knew what subject would be of most interest for the inaugural banquet. ‘‘His

answer was one word—SURVIVAL—and it was so immediate as to leave no doubt

in my mind that indeed was the uppermost thought in his mind,’’ Horner said. He



therefore thought it logical enough that the test pilots in the audience would be inter-

ested in ejection seats, escape capsules, pressure suits, goggles, helmets, and the like.

Indeed the SETP charter listed safety and escape devices as the society’s primary inter-

ests. As Horner relayed his thoughts on these devices to his test pilot acquaintance,

however, he realized that they were talking at cross purposes. The young pilot had in

mind a very different kind of survival—‘‘the survival of the cockpit itself.’’

What could he mean? In this, the golden age of test flying, with test pilots energeti-

cally organizing for a professional society, what could threaten their existence? Horner

immediately realized that ‘‘my opposite number in this conversation was thoughtfully

considering such names as Bomarc, Matador, Snark, Thor, Atlas, Titan, and perhaps a

little wistfully, Navaho.’’2 These names referred to the variety of missiles then under

development by the U.S. Air Force. Some were rockets; others had wings and flew like

airplanes. Each had the dreaded modifier, ‘‘unmanned.’’ The question of survival,

then, was not simply for individual pilots, but for their very profession.

Figure 2.1

SETP inaugural banquet, October 4, 1957. (SETP, History. Reprinted by permission.)
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Usually in his speeches Horner extolled the virtues of automation. Here he was

speaking to 650 people whose livelihoods would be determined by this question.

For Horner, the U.S. national posture of deterrence, and the necessity for specialized

weapons, virtually required unmanned systems for certain missions: ‘‘It is perfectly

obvious that one of the pre-requisites for taking the man out of the systems opera-

tion must be the capability to describe very carefully, and in some detail, the charac-

teristics of the operation before it starts. Of course, in some instances the man

can be included by leaving him on the ground and providing him with necessary

intelligence.’’3

Horner prophetically acknowledged the potential of remote control (which the

pilots themselves rarely did), but he also tried to mollify the audience, declaring that

‘‘there is a place for manned aircraft in our military systems, now and as far as we can

see into the future’’ and that ‘‘it is difficult to postulate a military engagement of any

kind where the flexibility and discrimination of man’s judgment and power of reason-

ing wouldn’t be superior at some stage of the conflict. . . . The strongest advocates

recognize missiles as complementary to, rather than a replacement for the manned air-

craft.’’4 To the SETP audience Horner presented an articulate, nuanced analysis of the

engineering trade-offs between manned and unmanned systems, emphasizing that

‘‘the real justification for the inclusion of a man in a system is to capitalize on his rea-

soning, judgment, and flexibility of response.’’

Still, Horner also raised arguments against the presence of human pilots, and he did

not dismiss them out of hand. ‘‘In manned vehicles, the same performance goals come

easier in a system not handicapped by such idiosyncrasies of the human being as a de-

sire to come home.’’5 Technology would continue to progress, Horner concluded, but

human operators would always be the same old folk: ‘‘We must recognize . . . that the

one link in the manned system which we have that improves the least in successive

generations, is the man himself.’’ Horner notably avoided the position that the human

presence in military aircraft was inevitable, claiming only that it would be a matter of

engineering decision to incorporate human abilities into a particular mission.

The SETP banquet left its members with a new sense of professional camaraderie and

growth, but it also left unresolved questions about their future. The next morning, as

they read their morning newspapers, the world had changed. For on October 4, 1957,

the day of that first SETP banquet, the Soviet Union launched the first artificial satel-

lite, dubbed Sputnik, into orbit. The space race had begun, and its first hero was a

machine.

Stability and Control

Horner’s questions lay at the very heart of aviation, poised to take center stage in space.

What would be the role of the human pilot as aircraft entered ever faster, higher, and
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more demanding flight regimes? How would the pilot share the cockpit, and control

of the aircraft, with electronics and computers?

Beginning with the Wright brothers and continuing to this day, control is an essen-

tial feature of aviation. How should the pilot command an airplane? How should the

pilot be trained? What devices should aid the pilot? In the early twentieth century,

new personalities accompanied the new technology: the aristocratic aviator, the fighter

pilot, the ace, the barnstormer, the stunt pilot, to name but a few. Since then, the tech-

nology of aviation and the profession of the pilot have evolved together.

Yet within this history lay a paradox, or at least an irony. As aviation matured, aero-

nautical science became increasingly adept at measuring and modeling the airflow

around an aircraft and designing structures and devices to accommodate it. But the

core of the aircraft was still the pilot, a human being, a subject that engineering has

never fully mastered. Hence the pilot’s importance: performing tasks that are difficult

to measure or model.

At heart, debates about control and automation in aircraft are debates about the

relative importance of human and machine. They go back to the very origins of pow-

ered flight, and with a few modifications they pervaded the Apollo program. From the

Wright brothers’ flying machines to the jets of the 1950s, technologies of control have

evolved in parallel with the people who did the controlling. In aviation, as with all

technologies, technical change and social change are intertwined.

First, a few technical terms. In aviation, people and machines come together through

stability and control. Stability is the tendency of an aircraft to remain in straight and

level flight, at a given airspeed, even without the pilot’s inputs, and to return to that

state after external disturbances like wind gusts. Stability is a feature of the general de-

sign of an aircraft—the placement of the wings and center of gravity, their subtle

angles and orientations. Most modern airplanes are inherently stable—they will return

to straight and level flight if the pilot takes his or her hands and feet off the controls.

Similarly, an automobile is stable: on a flat road it should drive in a straight line if the

driver’s hands are removed from the wheel. An unstable aircraft with no pilot inputs,

by contrast, will depart from straight and level flight, and eventually crash. A bicycle

is unstable—it will not go straight, or even go at all, without some active participa-

tion from the rider. Note that instability does not make a bicycle unrideable or an

airplane unflyable—it just takes more work, attention, and skill on the part of the

operator.

Today it might seem obvious that stability should be built into an aircraft, and many

engineers indeed share this view. But consensus on this point took decades to develop

within aeronautics. At the heart of the debate was a tension between stability and con-

trol, which to some degree operate at cross purposes. The more stable an aircraft is, the

more effort will be required to move it off of its point of equilibrium. Hence it will be

less controllable. The opposite is also true—the more controllable, or maneuverable, an
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aircraft, the less stable it will be. A fighter plane is more responsive than an airliner, but

also more difficult to fly.

Chauffeurs and Airmen

The tension between stable and unstable aircraft dates from the earliest days of avia-

tion. As one observer put it in 1910: ‘‘Equilibrium [i.e., stability] has developed into a

controversy dividing aviators into two schools. One school holds that equilibrium can

be made automatic to a very large degree; the other . . . claims that equilibrium is a mat-

ter for the skill of the aviator.’’6

Already at this early date, just a few years after the first public demonstrations of

powered flight, the debate took on a social dimension and created two distinct groups

of people. The historian Charles Harvard Gibbs-Smith named these two schools: the

chauffeurs who thought the aircraft should be inherently stable, and the airmen, who

actually preferred the aircraft to be unstable. ‘‘The chauffeur attitude to aviation,’’

wrote Gibbs-Smith, ‘‘regards the flying machine as a winged automobile, to be driven

into the air by brute force of engine and propeller, so to say, and sedately steered about

the sky as if it were a land—or even marine—vehicle.’’7 Gibbs-Smith identified the

chauffeur attitude with the Europeans, particularly the French, who were experiment-

ing with flying machines around the turn of the twentieth century. These chauffeurs

saw themselves as ‘‘outside’’ their machines, which had a certain stately autonomy;

the human role was to guide, rather than direct.

By contrast, the airmen looked upon the early ‘‘aeroplane’’ as ‘‘as something to expe-

rience, to learn in, and to fly in.’’8 Gibbs-Smith includes Otto Lilienthal and Octave

Chanute among this school, but the ultimate airmen were, of course, the Wright

brothers, who realized the critical importance of flight control to any workable air-

plane. ‘‘The true ‘airmen’s’ attitude,’’ wrote Gibbs-Smith, ‘‘was evident in the pilot’s de-

sire to identify himself with his machine . . . or ride it like an expert horsemen.’’ Indeed

Wilbur Wright likened learning to fly to ‘‘learning to ride a fractious horse’’ and noted

that ‘‘the problem of equilibrium constituted the problem of flight itself.’’9 Bicycles

and horses were the Wright brothers’ key metaphors for flying aircraft. The Wrights

trained extensively in gliders before attempting powered flight. It is well understood

by historians, as it was by people at the time, that among the key contributions of the

Wright brothers were their means of controlling the airplane, and indeed their very

idea that an airplane should be controlled at all. Put another way, the Wright brothers

invented not simply an airplane that could fly, but also the very idea of an airplane as a

dynamic machine under the control of a human pilot.

Less recognized by historians are the social implications of the airmen’s philosophy.

First, if the airplane was inherently unstable, then it required a great deal of skill to fly.

Second, a less stable aircraft was more dangerous, and put the pilot at risk. As Wilbur
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Wright wrote to Octave Chanute in 1900: ‘‘What is chiefly needed is skill rather than

machinery.’’10 Inherent in their idea of a controllable aircraft was a new type of person:

a skilled pilot.

Skill and Class

Let us pause for a moment to consider skill, a common enough notion in everyday life,

but also a key to understanding the social dimensions of technology. On one hand,

skill is highly personal. It is practical knowledge, it implies a certain amount of clever-

ness, perhaps expertise, and we often think about it as residing in our bodies, particu-

larly our hands (e.g., ‘‘manual skills’’). On the other hand, skill is also deeply social. It

is not inborn, but acquired, as distinct from an innate quality like talent. Skill implies

training, the time and effort to learn and master it, often with the help of another per-

son. We also associate skill with pleasure—in acquiring it, exercising it, and observing

it in others. Hence the joy in watching a musician, a figure skater, or a baseball pitcher

(who are all probably talented as well) perform. Skill garners respect, and the more skill

you are perceived to have, the more respect you seem to earn.

Skilled workers include surgeons, carpenters, and waiters. Obviously not all skills are

equal. Some are more respected than others, and there tend to be social and economic

differences among their practitioners. Skill also sets people apart. The word itself comes

from an Old Norse word meaning distinction or difference, ideas that remain integral to

today’s meaning.11 For any skill, some people have it and some people don’t. The very

notion of skill implies a social group, possibly even an elite.

When people with common skills come together, they often form societies, set stan-

dards, and create and uphold traditions. They also police the boundaries of who is in

and who is out, and for high-status skills this makes them members of professions

(those with more traditional skills belong to crafts).12 Most would agree that surgeons

are professionals, but are carpenters, or waiters?

The Wright brothers, by emphasizing the importance of skill, created not simply a

controllable flying machine, but also its human counterpart—the pilot. From the mo-

ment Wilbur Wright first flew, this new professional was born.

In this light, the language of Charles Gibbs-Smith’s chauffeur versus airmen dis-

tinction bears some examination. The term chauffeur connotes an ordinary skill, a per-

son who is paid to perform a common task, driving an automobile, for another person

of higher social status (the word robot has similar connotations). For the chauffeur

school, flight is inherent in the machine, and hence the product of the engineer or

designer.

The term airmen, however, suggests someone who flies for himself, who is part of a

new profession, living in a new element, and it also identifies him as male. In the
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airmen school, the pilot’s continuous, active involvement—his skill—is required to

maintain stable flight. Flight itself is then a product of the pilot. If the pilot creates

flight, then his status rises accordingly. The element of risk increases it further.

The terms chauffeur and airmen were Gibbs-Smith’s from 1970, not those of the early

aviators. Nor do we need to argue that the Wrights created these distinctions inten-

tionally. Still, the dichotomy of chauffeurs and airmen makes it clear how high the

stakes were in the debates over the stability of flight around the turn of the twentieth

century. At issue was not only a technical question of aircraft design, but also the very

professional status of the pilot: Were they to be mere engine drivers, like so many

wage-earning machine operators before them? Or would they be independent profes-

sionals, masters of the new element?

Numerous models existed for pilots in the early decades of aviation: mechanic,

tinkerer, engineer, sportsman, artist, aristocrat, and soldier, among others. Boosters

saw aviators as mechanical angels, carrying the ‘‘winged gospel’’ of modernity, while

futurists and Dadaists saw in them a modernist blurring of organic and mechanical.13

Different notions of aviators would compete and evolve as aircraft changed, and the

technology itself would adapt to suit the interests and dreams of its operators.

By phrasing the debate as chauffeurs versus airmen, the winning choice should have

been clear, for who would choose to be subservient? The history of airmen seems a his-

tory of the victors. The Wrights triumphed, the airmen won. Or did they?

Stable or Unstable Aircraft

Indeed the Wrights’ early opinion that aircraft should be inherently unstable became

the consensus among aviators for several decades. The fighter aircraft of World War I

were notoriously unstable and difficult to fly, but highly maneuverable. Learning to

fly could be as dangerous (and possibly as heroic) as facing the enemy—during the

war, more British pilots died in training than in combat.14 And indeed with these air-

craft matured a new cadre of skilled pilots, and a new breed of war hero, characterized

as much by technical skill as by innate courage.15 Jerome Hunsaker, one of the great

early aeronautical engineers, referred to the ‘‘almost universal prejudice among accom-

plished fliers against so-called ‘stable aeroplanes.’ ’’16

But during the 1920s, the consensus among aviators changed from favoring unstable

airplanes to favoring stable ones. By 1935 the soon-to-be-legendary aircraft designer

Clarence ‘‘Kelly’’ Johnson was writing ‘‘the reasons why an airplane must be stable are

more or less obvious’’—indicating that engineers had changed their position. Another

opinion captured the new consensus, that ‘‘the machine should be stable, but not too

stable.’’17 What had changed, argues the engineer and historian Walter Vincenti, was

human fatigue—as aircraft acquired greater range, and pilots flew longer flights, the
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effort of constantly keeping the aircraft in level flight became tiring, and pilot opinion

shifted in favor of stable aircraft (although it also split as aircraft types evolved, deem-

ing that fighter aircraft should be less stable than bombers and transports).

Why would the pilots give up their attachment to total control, to creating flight

itself with their skills? In new opportunities open to them—long-distance flight, air

mail runs, commercial passenger flights, and increasing influence in military circles—

professional development would not depend on so-called stick-and-rudder skills alone.

The Drawing Board and the Cockpit

In the 1930s writer-pilot Ernest Gann described himself as a ‘‘craftsman’’ and ‘‘a skilled

artisan,’’ with no interest in the machinery itself. ‘‘In the beginning many of us were

scientific barbarians,’’ Gann wrote, ‘‘we had neither the need nor the opportunity for

technical culture.’’18

Yet during that decade an array of new devices emerged to aid pilots on long flights

and in inclement weather. A variety of ‘‘instruments’’ began to populate the cockpit.

Precision altimeters replaced crude air-pressure gauges, gyroscopic directional indica-

tors complemented inaccurate magnetic compasses, and instruments dubbed ‘‘artificial

horizons’’ replicated the reference points of the natural world inside the cockpit. These

and similar devices allowed pilots to maintain their bearings during ‘‘blind flying,’’

when they could not see out the window.19 As historian Erik Conway notes, pilots

had to learn to trust instruments more than themselves, making the transition from

‘‘natural’’ pilots who flew by sense, to ‘‘mechanical’’ ones who flew by rules and

indicators.20

Exemplifying the era’s changes in flying and piloting was James, ‘‘Jimmy’’ Doolittle

who would become a national hero in 1942 for leading the eponymous raid over

Tokyo. The SETP honored him at their inaugural banquet in 1957, but not for this

feat alone. Before World War II Doolittle had already made a name for himself in sci-

entific aviation.

Originally trained as a mining engineer, Doolittle joined the army during World War

I and became a pilot, although he completed his training too late to see combat. He

spent the 1920s experimenting with rapidly advancing aircraft, showing what they

could do in long-distance flights. During that work, Doolittle observed a split between

engineers and pilots. He found that ‘‘engineers felt pilots were all a little crazy or else

they wouldn’t be pilots. The pilots felt . . . that all the engineers did was zip slide rules

back and forth and come out with erroneous results and bad aircraft.’’ Doolittle

thought it would help ‘‘to marry these two capabilities in one person.’’ He went back

to school ‘‘to be that person’’ to unify the two professions.21 He enrolled at MIT to

study aeronautical engineering, and in 1925 he earned his doctorate in aeronautics,

one of the first in the field. After graduating, Doolittle became the U.S. Army’s chief
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of flight testing, where he could ‘‘alternate between the drawing board and the

cockpit.’’22

For his MIT dissertation, Doolittle had interviewed pilots and compared their im-

pressions to flight test data. Pilots believed they could intuit the wind direction

merely by the feel of their aircraft, thinking that their aircraft flew differently with a

headwind as opposed to a tailwind. Doolittle’s thesis proved them wrong. Pilots could

not detect the direction or strength of the wind from the aircraft itself; only the sight

of the aircraft’s progress over the ground gave any indication of wind direction or

strength.23

Doolittle’s work began to bring engineering precision to the craft of piloting. A series

of experiments sponsored by the Guggenheim Foundation began to look at the prob-

lem of ‘‘blind landing,’’ when the ground was obscured by clouds or fog. As the proj-

ect’s test pilot, Doolittle found that the instruments pilots used, hardly more than a

simple compass and an inclinometer, did not provide enough information for blind

landings. He turned to industrial suppliers who were just completing developments of

their own. The Sperry Gyroscope Company was then branching out from marine gyro-

scopes into aviation, and provided an artificial horizon and a directional gyroscope.

Startup Kollsman Instrument provided a new kind of altimeter, which would be accu-

rate to twenty feet or less.24

In 1929 Doolittle flew an entire flight, from takeoff to landing, using only these

instruments and a series of radio aids to keep him on course, his view out the window

blocked by a canvas hood. This experiment initiated rapid developments in so-called

instrument flying, and Doolittle was awarded the Collier Trophy, the highest award

in American aviation.25 These same instruments—the artificial horizon, the direc-

tional gyro, the precision altimeter, combined with radio navigation—remain integral

to aircraft cockpits and instrument flying today (though they are rapidly being

replaced by virtual indicators displayed on computer screens).

The Guggenheim experiments, and the commercial interest of companies like

Sperry and Kollsman, gave rise to a new subfield in aeronautics. The young engineer

Charles Stark Draper at MIT, himself a pilot with a background in psychology and

physics, began making scientific study of aircraft instruments. Draper called the new

field ‘‘Instrument Engineering,’’ and his research group the MIT Instrument Labora-

tory. He used the term instruments deliberately, to connote the clean precision of the

scientific laboratory and strengthen the association between the aviator and rational

modernity.

Until then, the science of aerodynamics and the study of engines had dominated

aeronautical engineering. As flying became more precise, Draper argued, ‘‘The growth of

an industry must be accompanied by a parallel development of suitable instruments.’’

The field had its inaugurating moment in a session at the 1935 meeting of the Institute

for Aeronautical Sciences.26 Working closely with the new, high-tech instrument
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companies, Draper ‘‘instrumented’’ an MIT research aircraft and continued to develop

blind-flying. Twenty-five years later, these same companies, Sperry Gyroscope and

Kollsman, would again collaborate with Draper on the Apollo guidance system.

None could question that Doolittle was a pilot’s pilot—he accomplished numerous

aviation firsts and record flights and won virtually every national air race during the

1930s. Still, his doctorate-level engineering skills portended a change in the craft.

With instruments in their cockpits, pilots would rely less on intuition and experience

and more on dials and indicators. Instruments could also make flying easier and lessen

the burden of training, which proved an enormous boon as flight training expanded

during World War II. The Link Trainer, an early flight simulator used to teach instru-

ment flying, enabled students to learn much of their instrument skill in a virtual envi-

ronment, without actual flight experience.27

Furthermore, once engineers had accurate, responsive instruments in the cockpit,

the next logical step was to have the instruments fly the aircraft directly, by closing

‘‘feedback loops’’ around the indicators, making flying automatic. Indeed, after decades

of experiments, Sperry introduced its automatic pilot apparatus in 1930; airlines

adopted it during the 1930s and the military during the war. An insecure pilot of the

1930s might have found these developments disturbing, believing that they would

never displace manual skill and visceral feel in an airplane. An optimistic pilot, how-

ever, might have seen that instruments and numbers called for different kinds of intu-

ition and skill. They enabled engineers to measure the art of flying, to quantify the

sacred stick and rudder skills, and to design more responsive aircraft.

Flying Qualities

Just how did one design an airplane with the right mix of stability and control? Pilots

pointed out that mathematics and theory did not necessarily produce the best air-

planes. The question of what pilots wanted and what they liked still dogged engineers.

In the 1930s, they began surveying pilots on this question, and were surprised to find

that the pilots’ opinions had little to do with the numbers that defined an airplane’s

performance.28 Some aircraft designed by the most exacting engineers proved to be un-

popular with pilots, while others that looked less remarkable on paper proved to be

favorites. Engineers lacked the tools to describe what became known as ‘‘flying qual-

ities’’—the varied and subtle characteristics that made an airplane satisfying to fly. If

the controls were too ‘‘heavy,’’ the airplane felt sluggish. If they were too ‘‘light,’’ the

airplane was unruly and difficult to control. ‘‘Stable, but not too stable’’—what did that

mean?

Here it is worth taking note of the National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics, or

NACA, the predecessor to NASA (unlike its successor, ‘‘N-A-C-A’’ was pronounced as in-

dividual letters, and not a single word). One cannot grasp the history of aviation in the
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United States without understanding this organization, and one also cannot begin to

assess the engineering cultures of Apollo without appreciating their NACA roots.

NACA was among the most innovative and productive research programs in the

twentieth century, generating much of the modern science and technology of flight.

Founded in 1915 as an effort to organize American research for World War I, it pro-

ceeded to operate a set of laboratories that churned out everything from basic airfoil

shapes to test data on the latest military bombers.29

The agency’s flagship laboratory was the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory

in Langley, Virginia, founded in 1917. There engineers and scientists concentrated on

aeronautics; there the wind tunnel reigned supreme.30 NACA Langley also produced

the engineers who would lead the nation in manned spaceflight, and who would con-

ceptualize and run the Apollo program.

In the 1920s, NACA Langley engineers began studying the problem of designing sta-

ble yet responsive aircraft and brought the subjective notion of an aircraft’s flying qual-

ities into the realm of engineering precision. Researchers measured the forces a pilot

exerts on the cockpit controls and how they translate into an airplane’s motion.

Soon a group grew up around a young Langley engineer named Robert Gilruth.

Building on earlier work by engineers like Edward Warner and Hartley Soulé, and

working with engineer/test pilot Melvin Gough, Gilruth took fifteen airplanes with dif-

ferent types of controls, installed the latest instruments, and measured a series of flight

parameters. Gilruth asked ‘‘what measured characteristics were significant in defining

satisfactory flying qualities, what characteristics it was reasonable to require of an air-

plane, and what influence the various design features had on the observed flying qual-

ities.’’ He did not come up with precise specifications, but rather with ranges of control

responses that pilots would find agreeable.

It turned out, for example, that a pilot controlling an airplane was more sensitive to

the forces on a control stick than to its position. Gilruth defined a famous parameter,

‘‘stick force per g,’’ to measure how much the aircraft accelerated in each axis for a

given amount of stick force. He defined similar parameters, and methods for measuring

the pilot’s opinions, for other control axes as well.31 In 1941 Gilruth published a set of

requirements for the flying qualities of aircraft that the navy and army air force quickly

incorporated. Gilruth’s paper became a milestone document that guided aircraft

designers for decades to come.

Flying qualities research made for interesting work, calling for close collaboration be-

tween pilots and engineers. It also required innovations in instruments, for the engi-

neers had to measure and record a variety of parameters in flight—from the forces the

pilot was placing on the controls to the airflows over the wings.

Engineer W. Hewitt Phillips exemplified the field. He had studied instrument engi-

neering with Draper at MIT. As a young engineer in 1940 Phillips joined Gilruth’s

group, the Flight Research Maneuvers section, soon renamed the Stability and Control
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branch. Phillips would plan the flight tests by providing a series of prescribed maneu-

vers for a pilot to execute in an instrumented airplane, and then analyze the data. It

was the dream job for an engineer who loved aircraft, combining practical technology

with data analysis and modeling.32

Others in the United States and elsewhere worked on flying qualities during these

years (particularly at NACA’s Ames Research Center outside of San Francisco), but Gil-

ruth’s group was the leader, and has special interest for our topic here. Gilruth later be-

came chief engineer of NASA’s manned space efforts, including the Apollo missions.

Barely two generations of engineers separated the stability and control debates of the

Wright brothers’ era from the human-machine issues in Apollo. As we shall see, ‘‘flying

qualities’’ and ‘‘pilot opinion’’ became formal terms that would recur throughout the

aerospace projects of the 1950s and 1960s, and in engineering discussions of Apollo.

After World War II the arrival of jet engines brought not only higher speeds, but

also entirely different aerodynamics and airframe designs. New realms of flying qual-

ities called for new research, and a new kind of piloting. Cultural critic Roland Barthes,

writing in 1957, noted ‘‘a sudden mutation between the earlier creatures of propeller-

mankind and the later ones of jet-mankind.’’ A Saturday Evening Post headline simply

ran, ‘‘Jet Pilots are Different.’’33 The jet age required new ‘‘flying qualities,’’ for people

as well as for aircraft.

Using the Sky as a Laboratory

Flying qualities research, especially in the jet age, emphasized a new kind of profes-

sional: the test pilot, both skilled at stick and rudder flying and familiar with engineer-

ing.

The Wrights designed, built, and flew their own aircraft, as did many of the early avi-

ators. In effect, the Wrights were their own test pilots, though the term did not exist in

their day. In the decades before World War II, test pilots occupied a unique position

between those who designed the machines and those who flew them. During the

1930s, the test pilots began to specialize: corporate pilots, who tested aircraft coming

off the production line of a manufacturer; service test pilots, who tested aircraft and

weapons in the military; and research test pilots, who worked with research engineers

developing the fundamental ideas and technologies of flight.

A 1938 Hollywood movie, Test Pilot, starred Clark Gable, just one year before he was

to portray Rhett Butler in Gone with the Wind, as a similar character operating outside

the normal social world, always pushing the limits of his profession. In his best selling

book The Right Stuff, Tom Wolfe portrayed test pilots as reckless risk-takers, cowboys

who could not fit into traditional professional molds and who made a living pushing

aircraft to their limits, often at the cost of their lives.
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Perhaps some of them were, and they did place themselves at risk, but Wolfe’s image

misses their essential feature: although skilled craftsmen, intimate with the feel of their

aircraft, test pilots worked as research engineers. Their goal was to collect data. As the

historian Richard Hallion has written, ‘‘A research airplane essentially uses the sky it-

self as a laboratory.’’34 Increasingly over the course of the twentieth century, what it

meant to be a test pilot was not only one trained in flying airplanes, but also one

trained in engineering. Despite his prominence in Wolfe’s account, Chuck Yeager

belonged to an older breed, neither college-educated nor engineering-trained. ‘‘He was

very good at flying aircraft and doing aerobatics,’’ recalled Neil Armstrong, ‘‘but he

seemed to have less interest in precision and getting information and drawing conclu-

sions from that.’’ By contrast, one Ames engineer described test pilot Joe Walker as

‘‘the most cautious man I ever met.’’35

Test pilots spent much of their time evaluating flying qualities, always in close touch

with engineers on the ground (a feature of flight testing carried to extremes in Apollo).

Test pilots understood not only how an airplane flew, but also why it flew. In addition

to their cockpit skills, test pilots were also professional storytellers, experts at narrating

and recounting their experiences. In the 1950s, as noted at the start of this chapter,

they formalized their profession.

The Testy Test Pilots

In 1955, Ray Tenhoff, a test pilot for Northrop Aircraft, brought together a small group

of his peers. The seven men met in a restaurant in Lancaster, California, a town in the

Mojave desert about halfway between two major test flying centers—the air force’s

Plant 42 in Palmdale (where the space shuttles were later built), and Edwards Air Force

Base, a few miles to the north. The men worked at these facilities or at the numerous

aerospace contractors that dotted Southern California—companies like Northrop,

Lockheed, Convair, or Douglas Aircraft. Tenhoff wanted to create an organization of

pilots and a forum for informal exchange of tips and tricks of the trade. Test piloting

was a dangerous profession and anything that one pilot learned could help save the

lives of others, he reasoned.

Soon Tenhoff and his peers organized a larger meeting. The group dubbed itself the

Testy Test Pilots Society and now attracted seventeen members. All agreed that ‘‘the

primary purpose [of the organization] should be in the area of personal equipment, es-

cape and survival, and safety of flight’’—matters of life and death of interest to all test

pilots. Despite this seemingly uncontroversial charter, the members were concerned

about ‘‘the distinct possibility of misinterpretation of the purpose of the new society

by industry.’’ They took pains to assure their employers that this was not an ‘‘advocacy

group.’’
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Why this concern? The founders wanted to make clear that the new group would

not be a labor union but rather a professional group—their model was the prestigious

Institute for Aeronautical Sciences (IAS). The group also set its own boundaries, limit-

ing its membership to ‘‘engineering type pilots’’ (i.e., pilots involved in ‘‘experimental’’

or ‘‘flight research’’). After some heated debate, a few of the production-oriented mem-

bers withdrew their participation. At the next meeting, the group dispensed with the

flippant Testy Test Pilots and adopted a more sober name: the Society of Experimental

Test Pilots, or SETP. Soon they had the trappings of a professional society: committees,

dues, even stationary, lapel pins, and a logo—a gold X on a blue background (figure

2.2).

In the following years, the friendly group grew steadily and met frequently to incor-

porate and organize. The society’s first roster in 1956 listed more than a hundred mem-

bers, most representing the variety of aircraft manufacturers working on advanced

projects for the U.S. government—North American, Lockheed, Chance-Vought,

Curtiss-Wright, and others. Only nine were government employees—six worked for

NACA, and one each for the air force, navy, and marines. Curiously, among these early

Figure 2.2

SETP logo (SETP, History. Reprinted by permission.)
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members, only one would become an astronaut, a young pilot who had just begun fly-

ing for NACA at its High Speed Research Station, located at Edwards Air Force Base. His

name was Neil Armstrong.

Pilots’ Opinions

One way to distinguish the SETP as a professional society and not an ‘‘advocacy group’’

was through publication, and it began publishing a quarterly review in the summer of

1957. The papers published here and in the SETP’s newsletter and then-magazine The

Cockpit (many of them transcribed banquet talks), are a window into the dreams and

anxieties of this distinguished group of aviators on the verge of the space age.

If we learn about technology development only from academic journals, then the

picture is biased toward the viewpoints of engineers and researchers. If we study only

newspapers and magazines, then the public account is all we see. Rarely, however, do

the people operating the machines themselves have a voice outside the public, heroic

accounts. Crystallizing that voice and making it heard were the goals of the SETP. The

opinions in its pages do not all agree, and some weather the years better than others,

but all reveal what it meant to be a test pilot in the 1950s and 1960s, and what the

prospects for the future seemed in those exciting but uncertain times.

The SETP’s first Quarterly Review came out just a few months before the inaugural

banquet where General Horner questioned the survival of the pilot. It contained four

papers. Only one, ‘‘The Trend in Escape from High Performance Aircraft,’’ addressed

safety, the SETP’s primary concern. The other three raised issues that would come to

preoccupy the SETP and its members in coming years: the appropriate role of the test

pilot, the rise of automation, and how those issues played out in current flight testing

programs. For the next decade the pages of SETP publications traced the technology

and its social implications.

Consider George Cooper’s ‘‘Understanding and Interpreting Pilot Opinion.’’ Cooper,

an engineer and test pilot at NACA’s Ames Research Center in California, expanded on

Gilruth’s flying qualities work. Cooper noted the importance of pilot opinion, rather

than quantitative factors, for determining flying qualities.36 This situation, he wrote,

emphasizes the critical role of the pilot, because it ‘‘imposes on the test pilot the

responsibility for valid and consistent opinions on which design decisions can be

based.’’

Cooper sought to turn the pilot into a more objective reporter, a kind of human

flight instrument.37 Cooper proposed ‘‘a more specific definition of our adjectives,’’ a

numerical rating system he devised that broke down flight into regimes of normal op-

eration, emergency operation, and no operation. Pilots would evaluate a characteristic

according to these numbers, which corresponded to standard adjectives, varying from
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‘‘satisfactory’’ to ‘‘unprintable.’’ A rating of 1, for example, represented ‘‘excellent,

includes optimum,’’ whereas a 6 meant ‘‘acceptable for emergency operation only’’

and a 10 meant ‘‘unacceptable under any circumstances.’’ ‘‘The use of the rating sys-

tem,’’ Cooper wrote, ‘‘is not intended to discourage pilots from also using other de-

scriptive—even colorful—words in describing their feelings.’’38 Cooper’s scale, later

adopted as the ‘‘Cooper-Harper rating scale,’’ became a standard for evaluating aircraft

in both NASA and the military.39

Cooper’s scale sought to standardize the pilot’s answers, the raw data. Then the

flight test engineers needed to weigh the answers and accommodate for the pilot’s

background and biases. A test pilot for a fighter plane already on the front lines, for

example, would be more critical than a research pilot investigating a new technique.

Ideally, a given aircraft would be evaluated by test pilots with a variety of backgrounds.

Pilots tended to find new characteristics of airplanes objectionable when they were

new, but showed a remarkable ability to adapt. Human pilots proved so adaptable,

however, that they sometimes actually masked potentially dangerous problems by

learning to fly around them. Or perhaps they could master a certain situation, but

with a degree of added concentration and distraction from other tasks that created a

new problem. Hence, sometimes the pilot’s initial impression should be of dominating

importance, while other times pilot opinion should be considered only after a period

of learning.

Cooper discussed one element genuinely different from the world Gilruth had lived

in: the use of ‘‘ground simulators in which a human pilot is part of the loop.’’ Simula-

tors created a new role for test pilots: comparing the results of simulations with actual

flight. The pilots could fly test flight profiles on the ground before risking their lives in

the air and could point out problems for the engineers to help them improve the

models and the simulations. Cooper’s paper showed that ‘‘flying qualities’’ and ‘‘pilot

opinion’’ defined by Gilruth and others in the 1930s were by no means obsolete in the

age of supersonic jet aircraft; in fact they were maturing and becoming more sophisti-

cated as the role of the test pilot evolved as well.

Electronic Stability and Supersonic Flight

Accompanying supersonic aircraft was a new technology that helped match the pilots

to their machines: electronic flight controls. In the 1950s, the ‘‘century series’’ of jet

fighters emerged, designated the F-100, F-101, F-102, F-104, F-105, and F-106 (so called

because of their 100-numbers). These sleek, silver machines were designed to take su-

personic flight out of the realm of research and into aerial combat. All of them experi-

enced prolonged, difficult flight test periods, as the practicalities of supersonic flight

ran into novel, potentially fatal problems. ‘‘Designers became increasingly discour-

aged,’’ one engineer recalled, ‘‘when the tail end of their latest creation continually
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competed with the front-end to see which could be first to greet that pure, clean air.’’40

Solving these problems brought electronics into the mix.

Early debates over stability had primarily to do with the airframe itself: the size and

shape of the wings, their dihedral (i.e., their angle relative to the fuselage), the location

of the tail surfaces, and so on. This situation had already begun to change in the 1930s

with the introduction of automatic pilots. A device to keep the wings level or hold alti-

tude, for example, can be understood as improving the stability of an aircraft. By the

1950s, stability was no longer an idea limited to the structure of an airplane, but could

be improved by active devices that actually ‘‘flew’’ certain parts of the plane for ‘‘stabil-

ity augmentation.’’

Stability augmentation brought the esoteric, but rapidly growing world of feedback

control into the realm of flight. During World War II, electrical engineers had begun

to study a wide variety of machines under the category of ‘‘feedback systems.’’ These

systems compare the ‘‘desired’’ output of a system with its ‘‘actual’’ output, subtracting

them to derive an ‘‘error signal.’’ The error is then ‘‘fed back’’ into the input, inverted,

so it drives the difference between ‘‘desired’’ and ‘‘actual’’ to zero. The system thus

seems to pursue a ‘‘goal’’ of bringing the actual and desired states together.

A simple enough idea, but any system has dynamic properties (like inertia) and may

overshoot its goal, causing oscillation or instability. An electronic amplifier, just like an

airplane, can be stable or unstable, sluggish or responsive. Engineers began to see that

electronic amplifiers, speed regulators, automatic pilots, and even early computers

could all be understood in these similar terms of feedback, stability, and oscillation.

Hence a single set of mathematical tools could be applied to all, and one type of system

could be used to simulate another.41

After the Second World War, aeronautical engineers began borrowing feedback tech-

niques from electrical engineering. For example, the ‘‘frequency response’’ method

introduced by Henrik Bode allowed one to study an amplifier’s stability by breaking

down its behavior into a series of oscillations of different frequencies. In 1948, engineer

Walter Evans, at North American Aviation (the company that would produce the X-15

and the Apollo command and service modules), expanded on Bode’s work by introduc-

ing a graphical method to plot the roots of complex equations without actually solving

them. Evans’s technique quickly influenced engineers building flight controls, and his

‘‘root locus’’ plots became a common method for studying the stability of everything

from electronic amplifiers to the Saturn V rocket.42

Evans developed his technique while working on the Navaho, an unpiloted missile,

but the electrical engineers’ techniques also applied to traditional aircraft. Much flight

testing in the 1950s involved the pilots’ introducing ‘‘impulses’’ into the aircraft con-

trols, so engineers could measure the resulting oscillations, all part of the frequency

response technique. ‘‘One could almost say that a new branch of the engineering pro-

fession came suddenly into being,’’ ran an authoritative textbook on flight controls.
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‘‘Men were proud to call themselves feedback systems engineers, or ‘systems engi-

neers.’ ’’ By 1960, engineers began using ‘‘pilot-in-the loop’’ analysis, where the human

was included as a component in the feedback system (figure 2.3).43

Once the frequency response of a system was understood, these methods also

showed how stability could be improved—not only by changing the structure of the

aircraft, but also possibly by adding electronics to change the response of the compo-

nents. Beginning in the late 1940s, engineers began improving the stability of aircraft

with stability augmentation devices, colloquially known as ‘‘black boxes’’—small elec-

tromechanical devices that aided the pilot’s motions. On one hand, these devices

could improve the stability of a given aircraft for less cost, in performance and weight,

than adding to or enlarging the wings or the tail. On the other hand, they encroached

on the pilot’s abilities, for they literally took over some control of the airplane and put

it into a circuit or mechanism.44

In today’s world of semiconductors where millions of transistors exist on a single

chip, it is easy to forget the state of electronic devices in the 1950s: they were large,

Figure 2.3

A canonical feedback system with a human pilot ‘‘in the loop’’ of a flight simulator. Pilot controls

the simulated aircraft using ‘‘feedback’’ from computer-controlled flight displays. Such loops

could be stable or unstable. (NASA Dryden photo E-5636.)
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heavy, unreliable, and, worst of all, mysterious. Pilots had trouble accepting them into

their craft. Al Blackburn, one of the SETP’s founding members and its third president,

had a master’s degree from MIT and flew flight tests for North American Aviation.

Writing in the SETP journal, Blackburn noted the pilots’ skepticism of these devices:

‘‘Five years ago, should an engineer suggest to a pilot that a given aircraft stability or

control deficiency be remedied by the addition of a ‘black box’ the pilot usually would

regard such a designer a complete sadist.’’

Pilots did not want to entrust flying qualities to a black box. Then as now, black box

stood for a mysterious gizmo whose inner workings are obscure to the user. The situa-

tion was changing, Blackburn reported, with the increased reliability of electronics,

their smaller size, and the increased weight of jet aircraft (which made the electronics

a smaller proportion of their overall weight). Most important, the increased perfor-

mance of jet aircraft meant that sometimes designers could no longer make their air-

craft stable. Blackburn noted, ‘‘The simple truth is that the range of performance of

today’s fighter aircraft has exceeded the designer’s ability to provide satisfactory inher-

ent stability for all flight conditions of which the airplanes are capable.’’45

During the 1950s, a variety of stability augmentation devices emerged to improve an

aircraft’s stability characteristics. ‘‘Yaw dampers,’’ for example, would subtly jog the

aircraft’s rudder to keep it from oscillating under certain flight conditions, and are still

common on jet aircraft today. Other devices served similar functions for pitch and roll.

Some stability augmentation systems improved the pilot’s sense of the aircraft, provid-

ing an ‘‘artificial feel’’ for hydraulically actuated controls, and some were built into au-

tomatic fire control systems to help the pilot keep his weapons on target. In his SETP

paper, Blackburn acknowledged that artificial stability augmentation was ‘‘changing

from a desirable appendage to an absolute necessity.’’

Not all agreed with Blackburn’s assessment. Neil Armstrong remembers, ‘‘Some pilots

were wary of control surfaces moving without pilot input,’’ because a short circuit or

other failure could spin an aircraft out of control.46 J. O. Roberts, also a test pilot for

North American, wrote against the little black boxes that simultaneously aided the

pilot and took over some of his control. Roberts argued, in ‘‘The Case Against Automa-

tion in Manned Fighter Aircraft,’’ that with the current variety of automated systems

and instruments, ‘‘the pilot becomes excess baggage except for monitoring duties and

the question arises as to whether he is paying his way or not.’’47 The effort and weight

put into automatic systems should go into improving the display of information for

the pilot: ‘‘Utilizing this improved visual presentation we are able to place the pilot

back in the control loop as an active servo mechanism.’’ Up through Apollo, better dis-

plays of information became a common pilot request, for the pilots believed that given

the proper needles and indicators, they could control anything.

Roberts voiced an extreme view, but he was raising an issue central for the SETP: the

role of the pilot vis à vis automated systems. Throughout the society’s early history it
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appears again and again, constantly debated in the formal Quarterly Review and the in-

formal newsletter. The question concerned far more than simply new pieces of hard-

ware; automated systems emerged from new groups of people, new types of engineers,

and new conceptions of machines. Pilots found themselves enmeshed in the age of

systems.

The Age of Systems

Indeed, pilots were not alone in their distrust of black boxes. Some engineers were sus-

picious of electronic stability augmentation devices as well, arguing that they were sim-

ply ‘‘band-aids’’ to make up for the deficiencies of the airframe’s designer, who was not

skilled enough to make the aircraft inherently stable. The critics updated the old chauf-

feurs versus airmen debate for an automated age: should the stability be built into the

missile’s airframe, or into the electronic controls that directed its motion? This ques-

tion was not purely technical but also social, for stability and control were becoming

less and less the domain of an aircraft’s structural engineers or aerodynamicists and

more the domain of electronics and ‘‘systems’’ experts.

Before going on and considering the test pilots’ response to space travel, then, we

must examine the rise of ‘‘systems,’’ the major intellectual movement in engineering

after World War II. The systems experts, the organizations they came from, and the

ideas they developed played a major role in Apollo, though their dominance did not

go unchallenged.

World War II coalesced systems thinking in several arenas. In response to technical

problems like radar and automatic gunfire control, engineers began to see that all com-

ponents of a system needed to be understood together, rather than as a hodge-podge of

components. Engineers learned to conceptualize their machines as integrated systems

with feedbacks and dynamics, where the behavior of each part helped determine the

behavior of the whole.

By 1950, these ideas and techniques began the self-conscious era of systems think-

ing. The Oxford English Dictionary shows that uses of the term system exploded after

1950, including systems engineering, systems analysis, systems dynamics, general sys-

tems theory, and a host of others.48 Each field had its own innovators, its own em-

phasis, and its own home institutions and professions, but they shared common

concerns with feedback, dynamics, flows, block diagrams, human-machine interaction,

signals, simulation, and the exciting new possibilities of computers.49 Norbert Wiener’s

Cybernetics (1948) exemplified the trend, arguing that feedback control and statistics

evoked analogies between computers and organisms, social systems, even the mind it-

self.50 The idea of the cyborg, part human, part machine, emerged as Wiener-inspired

NACA researchers considered the future mix of mechanical and organic necessary for

spaceflight.51
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The management aspects of systems engineering formalized in the mid-1950s when

the air force stretched its resources to quickly build an intercontinental ballistic missile

(ICBM). In the Atlas missile project, management began to move beyond the model

that had dominated the aviation industry for decades. Aircraft had always been com-

posed of large numbers of components from a variety of subcontractors, coordinated

by the prime contractor who built the airframe. In Atlas, airframe companies, with

their emphasis on structures and manufacturing, lost their central role. Now dynamics,

interconnection, and coordination became the dominant activities. Rather than me-

chanical designers, engineers with management experience and an understanding of

dynamics and control coordinated the project.

The technical change entailed a social shift. New types of engineers, with new back-

grounds, educations, and technical values, took charge.52 ‘‘Interface’’ became the key

idea; systems engineers believed that if they could define the connections between ele-

ments in the system rigorously and completely, then the internals of the black boxes

could be left to the subcontractors.

Many of the innovators in cold war systems engineering had their roots at General

Electric and AT&T, via the aviation industry. Simon Ramo had cut his teeth at GE and

Hughes Aircraft, and earned a Ph.D. at Caltech. His friend Dean Woolridge came out

of Bell Labs. In 1953, the two left Hughes Aircraft to found a systems-engineering con-

tractor, Ramo-Woolridge, to do systems engineering for the air force (it soon became

the TRW Corporation). Together with the air force, they coordinated contractors and

scheduling and oversaw the project’s integration. This systems-oriented ICBM culture

trained Apollo leaders like Joe Shea, George Mueller, and Sam Philips.

The navy had a similar project to build a ballistic missile-firing submarine, named

Polaris. Here the navy’s Special Projects Office performed the systems engineering func-

tion.53 When MIT’s Instrumentation Laboratory built the guidance computer for

Apollo, they modeled their machine and their organization on the Polaris project.

Ramo became a promoter of systems engineering (even making an appearance on

the cover of Time magazine), which he defined as ‘‘the design of the whole from the

design of the parts’’ (figure 2.4). As he wrote, ‘‘Systems engineering is inherently inter-

disciplinary because its function is to integrate the specialized separate pieces of a

complex of apparatus and people—the system—into a harmonious ensemble that

optimally achieves the desired end.’’54 Atlas included a system of materials, logistics,

computers, and ground support, and the missile itself was a system. In Atlas, Polaris,

and other large projects of the 1950s, systems engineering meant coordinating and

controlling a variety of technical and organizational elements, from contract specifica-

tions to control systems, from computer simulations to deployment logistics.

Technical and social aspects of systems coalesced around computers. Both analog

and digital computers figured prominently in the image and practices of systems engi-

neers. They could simulate systems and make predictions about performance in an
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uncertain environment. Both the computer and the systems analysts carried the pres-

tige of science: providing dispassionate, expert advice free of political influence. For the

strategy to work, the systems engineers required a certain amount of authority. They

sold systems engineering as an authoritative scientific way to transcend ‘‘politics’’

(whether public or military-industrial) with the outside neutrality of the expert. Sys-

tems engineering thus elevated the ‘‘systems men’’ to a new level of influence, creating

a new niche for engineers as educated managers of large projects and budgets.

Not Just ‘‘Fly-Boys:’’ Pilots in Space

For pilots, the systems men could represent a threat—they had engineered a fleet of

air force weapons that had no pilots at all and their abstract, analytical approach to

engineering could seem to crowd out the ‘‘human factor.’’ These issues came to the

fore as the test pilots began to contemplate spaceflight. As one flight test engineer

Figure 2.4

Rise of the systems men: Ramo and Woolridge on the cover of Time, with a cybernetic creature in

the background. Their mathematical, abstract approach to engineering did not always sit well

with the more hands-on aircraft engineers. (Time Magazine (1957 Time Inc. Reprinted by

permission.)
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remembered this period: ‘‘The ‘head shrinkers’ and the ‘spasmatologists’ had decided

that man had reached the limits of his capabilities. There followed the great millen-

nium of concentrated effort to design man out of the cockpit to make room for bigger

and better ‘black boxes.’ There was much gnashing of teeth and waving of arms but

alas, the day of the ‘icy B.M.’ was upon us. No one wanted the pilot around.’’55 The

metaphor ‘‘icy B.M.’’ carries a triple entendre: it refers to an ICBM, the computers of

IBM, and a pilot’s view of a ballistic missile as a frozen bowel movement.

Early SETP publications did not so much as mention space, but in the wake of Sput-

nik the topic began to appear, and soon it came to dominate. It was first brought up by

Al Blackburn, in his second appearance in the Quarterly Review in its first three issues.

He retained the outlook of an earlier era while looking ahead, explaining the sources of

the pilots’ early anxieties about space, later obscured by the topic’s sheer ubiquity.

Blackburn argued that the ballistic missile, so vaunted by the systems experts, was a

transitional technology, ultimately to be replaced by human-operated rockets: ‘‘Tomor-

row’s space explorer will no more yield his place to canines or automatons than would

Mallory have been content to plant his flag on Everest with an artillery shell.’’ His

analogy elaborates the limitations of ballistic missiles—inflexibility, complexity, and

prescribed trajectories, and their incompatibility with heroic exploration (notwith-

standing that Mallory never made it home). Blackburn went on to propose a flight

test program for manned spaceflight, using as a reference von Braun’s book laying out

a mission to Mars. Critical to this process, he wrote, would be the pilots’ involvement

at an early stage: ‘‘Let him delay too long in joining the initial design phase and his

craft will have been automated sufficiently to relegate its occupant to a human guinea

pig, along for the study of cosmic radiation effects or ennui at zero ‘‘g,’’ a stunt rider

contributing only biological interest.’’

For Blackburn, the presence of human pilots in space had direct consequences for

the pilot breed in particular and ‘‘the dignity of man in general’’: ‘‘This pilot must

prove his worth not just in terms of the weight of computers, servos, amplifiers, and

actuators he can replace. More positively, he must show that no degree of redundancy

can replace his reliability, no array of transducers can match his perception, nor can

IBM’s whole inventory of computers supplant his judgment.’’

Here one human characteristic begins to appear that will remain throughout Apollo:

reliability. The pilot must insist on instrument displays that will show him all the

details of the machines’ operation so he can monitor automatic systems and take over

at a moment’s notice in case of malfunction. The pilot is the ultimate backup system.

The pilot will ensure the success of the mission.56

Blackburn’s flight test plan was well conceived and prescient—manned spaceflight

programs would soon incorporate the steps he described. But he also moved the debate

forward in a critical way: far from representing a threat to the test pilots, the space age

offered the possibility of putting their biggest rival out of business, by putting pilots
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into ballistic missiles. As he put it: ‘‘Indeed, before its [the ballistic missile’s] perfection,

we may see it pass into obsolescence, outmoded by man’s conquest of space.’’ Else-

where Blackburn wrote that ‘‘the era of the large intercontinental ballistic missile is

merely a phase the duration of which is a matter of speculation but the demise of

which is nonetheless certain.’’57

The pilots, of course, recognized that they could not stand still in the face of ballistic

missiles, and their creators, the systems men. The answer lay in professional develop-

ment. ‘‘We have also experienced a change in the make up of a test pilot,’’ Blackburn

concluded. ‘‘Doctors have their medical boards, lawyers have their bar examinations,

and there seems to be no reason why professional aviators should not have similarly

stringent tests of their qualifications.’’58

General Elwood Quesada expanded on this theme at the third SETP banquet. A dec-

orated military pilot who had recently become the first administrator of the newly

formed Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), Quesada told the group that given the

recent hype about space travel, ‘‘It is not strange, then, that we hear a lot about crew-

less aircraft, about airpower without manpower . . . as pilots, we must not let ourselves

be caught in this mass sentiment.’’ Quesada’s solution to the dilemma was to improve

the professional background of the pilots, emphasizing, ‘‘The day of the throttle jockey is

past. He is becoming a true professional, a manager of complex weapons systems’’ (italics

mine). Some testing of unmanned vehicles was necessary, he argued, but people

should fly into space as soon as possible. ‘‘The test pilot is a remarkable combination

of servo-mechanics and complex computers, integrated with human judgment. The

computer element is packaged in a bone-encased box of 75 cubic inches. The servo-

mechanical element of this complicated machine reaches its ultimate efficiency in the

operation of the human hand.’’

The pilots’ professional qualifications must improve to maintain their status in this

new world, Quesada implored, to the point that ‘‘the test pilot, especially the experi-

mental test pilot, is usually a graduate engineer, a superb pilot, a dedicated man,

and more importantly, a thoughtful man.’’59 Steeped in the imagery of cybernetics,

Quesada’s language also employs the white-collar keyword of the 1950s: manager.

General Charles Blair, a pioneering air mail and airline pilot who had flown the first

solo flights over the North Pole, also addressed the issue head on. Blair speculated on

the practicalities of spaceflight, where the astronaut ‘‘better have a good autopilot, per-

haps a couple of them.’’ He said: ‘‘We all realize we can’t operate a space ship by the

seat of our pants. This contraption will be loaded with automatic equipment, star

trackers, horizon scanners and sensors, inertial navigators, accelerometers and gyros,

digital computers and numerous other long-haired devices . . . the further out we ven-

ture into space, the more automatic and precise our equipment must be.’’

‘‘But it’s also a fact of life,’’ Blair continued, ‘‘that pilots of all shapes and sizes are

allergic to complete reliance on automation. Somehow we like to think that our grey
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matter isn’t just going along for the ride.’’ He concluded with a concise statement of

the test pilots’ professional ambitions at the dawn of the space age: ‘‘This space man

must be an educated chap, not just a fly-boy.’’60

The SETP publications were not the only or even the most important forum where

these debates took place. Its pages doubtlessly reflected numerous informal conversa-

tions in hangars, cockpits, and bars as pilots related nightmarish experiences of failing

electronics, autopilots going haywire, and nerdy young men with computers who mis-

understood their craft. Still, the SETP offered a forum where test pilots could talk freely

among themselves while disseminating their ideas to the profession (in effect, creating

their profession); its records provide a rare glimpse into the self-image and anxieties of

this group of highly trained machine operators. As the decade closed, the experimental

test pilots felt keenly the precariousness of their position: automation was making its

way into the cockpit and analog computers were changing the basic stick and rudder

skills, with digital computers not far behind.

Moreover, systems men were gaining prestige, authority, and experience in laying

out the specifications and managing the largest projects. In the military, ballistic and

guided missiles were making headway into traditional aviation missions. The systems-

oriented mindset of the missileers was threatening to dominate the frontier of space-

flight. For some, the prospects looked gloomy and called for pilots to fight these threats

at every new black box. For others, however, the rise of automation would engender

a rise in education and professionalism among pilots, the ‘‘throttle jockey’’ to be

replaced by the ‘‘systems manager.’’ Just at that moment, a new aircraft was emerging

that would push these skills to their limits.
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3 Flying Reentry: The X-15

There is no necessity to defend an aviator for trying to put things in a perspective from which

they’ve crept and get things back into balance. There is also no challenge on the part of aviators

to automatic systems or electronic systems or sophisticated mechanical systems; it’s the challenge

of putting them into the perspectives that are necessary so that they are the best complement and

augmentation and supplementary support you can give an aviator, an astronaut, or a pilot or

whatever you want to call him.

—A. Scott Crossfield, ‘‘Pilot Contributions to Mission Success,’’ 1963

If something is unmanned, I say, ‘‘The hell with it.’’ This is a human endeavor we’re living in. . . .

I’m a pilot and an aviator. And I think that if we’re going to do anything like go into space, or

fly fast, it’s pretty much an experience that a man wants to do. We’re a human race, not made of

machinery.

—A. Scott Crossfield, interview with Merlin, 1998

A Meeting at Edwards

In October 1954, the NACA Committee on Aerodynamics held its biannual meeting.

Chairing the group was Preston Bassett, president of the Sperry Corporation, the pio-

neering control systems company that developed automatic pilots, gyroscopes, and a

host of other aircraft instruments. The committee also included leading lights of aero-

nautics: Clark Millikan, the aerodynamicist from Caltech, Allen Puckett, a guided mis-

sile pioneer from Hughes Aircraft, helicopter designer Bartram Kelley, and a variety of

other notable academic and industry representatives, including decision makers from

the U.S. Air Force and Navy. Their meeting lasted two days, the first at the NACA

Ames Research Center in Palo Alto, just south of San Francisco. Here the committee

discussed their usual business: the need for more funding in automatic control, engine

research, plans for conferences, and proposed projects.

On the second day the group flew south for a tour of Edwards Air Force Base, in

the high desert of Southern California, and the NACA facility on the grounds of

the base, the High Speed Flight Station. Great things were happening here, making



the area second only to Kitty Hawk as sacred historical terrain for American aviation. In

the American lore of flight, Edwards is a sort of shrine celebrating the flying machine

in the garden of the west.

The NACA facility at Edwards had begun as a satellite of the famed Langley Memo-

rial Aeronautical Laboratory in Virginia, bringing from Langley both its people and its

culture of flight testing—without the wind tunnels. Its leader, Walter Williams, was an

old Langley hand, had worked on stability and control during World War II, and had

been the NACA project engineer for the X-1, in which Chuck Yeager broke the prover-

bial ‘‘sound barrier.’’

Now, in 1954, the desert station was marking a banner year. What had been barely a

collection of huts and barracks during Yeager’s flight seven years before now had a

new, permanent building and a new institutional identity. It had just become its own

center, the NACA High Speed Flight Station (HSFS, later renamed the Flight Research

Center or FRC), independent of Langley and free to develop a culture of its own or,

more accurately, to build upon the unique culture that had already developed out in

the desert (it would later become the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center, and exists

in this form today). Some felt that the laboratory-like atmosphere of the wind tunnel

still dominated Langley, but the pilot reigned supreme at FRC.1 Here, engineers and

pilots established what center historian Michael Gorn describes as ‘‘the ground rules

of modern flight research’’—careful, graduated experiments, precise and electronic

data collection, and, above all, intimate collaboration among engineers, pilots, and

technicians.2 At the same time, Williams established clear directions for the work:

higher and faster.

In the afternoon the NACA committee sat down for an executive session to discuss

the ultimate successor to these highly successful research programs, following Wil-

liams’s higher-and-faster imperative. Two years earlier, the committee had recom-

mended that NACA look at the problems of manned and unmanned flight between

twelve and fifty miles high, and at unusually high Mach numbers, between four and

ten times the speed of sound. Now the NACA group heard a report from a study group

headed by Langley’s John Becker, an expert on supersonic flow. His team, which

included Langley engineer and Gilruth disciple Max Faget, studied the problem of

high-altitude hypersonic research and concluded that the critical work concentrated

in two problem areas: the heating of an aircraft’s structure due to supersonic shock-

waves, and the ‘‘achievement of stability and control at very high altitudes at very

high speeds, and during atmospheric re-entry from ballistic flight paths.’’3

Stability and control: here was the same problem the Wright brothers had encoun-

tered, the critical problem of aviation, extended into new worlds. Becker’s report noted

that while some of these problems could be addressed in the laboratory, much of the

work would have to be done in actual flight. The experts pronounced a project feasible

to the limits of Mach 7 (seven times the speed of sound) and several hundred thousand
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feet, the point at which the structure would simply melt or fall apart. They went on to

suggest that the best way to approach these flight regimes would be a piloted aircraft,

because test flights could begin in relatively benign conditions and proceed gradually

to the most extreme. They recommended a new research airplane.4

Was it even possible to build an aircraft to fly on the edge of space? What would

such a bird look like? Becker’s team argued the aircraft should be launched from the

air and powered by a rocket and should be ‘‘a piloted aircraft capable of being landed

in a normal manner.’’ Their arguments were not only technical but also pragmatic:

build the simplest conceivable aircraft to accomplish the stated goals and get it flying

as quickly as possible. And by all means put a man in it. They considered a man in the

loop a high road to simplicity, eliminating the need for fancy electronics and employ-

ing the adaptive powers of the pilot to accommodate uncertainty.

The NACA committee reviewed the Becker report with enthusiasm. ‘‘It was the gen-

eral sense of the majority of the members,’’ the minutes reported, ‘‘that there are no

known limits in flight to which we will or can take human beings, [and] that guided

missiles have not eliminated the use of manned aircraft.’’5 They recommended that a

project to build this new aircraft be initiated immediately. The air force and navy rep-

resentatives concurred, and the project was born, soon to be known as the X-15.

The Brilliant Dissenter

But there was a problem. The NACA committee was not unanimous. One member

asserted, in a confident, expert tone, that a vehicle to explore these flight regimes

should be unmanned. With no pilot, it would be less dangerous and could be built

more quickly and cheaply. Progress in remote control meant that such a vehicle could

be flying within two years.

Who was this lone dissenter, arguing against putting a pilot in the X-15? Some unap-

preciated engineer resentful of the glamorous test pilots? Some cost-sensitive bureau-

crat? One of the steely missile men in love with automatic controls? No, the man

who argued against a piloted X-15 was Clarence ‘‘Kelly’’ Johnson, legendary aircraft de-

signer, chief engineer at Lockheed, and founder of its famous ‘‘Skunk Works.’’ Johnson

had already designed or helped design such pilot favorites as the P-38 Lightning,

one of the highest-performance aircraft of World War II; the F-80 Shooting Star, Amer-

ica’s first jet fighter; and the F-104 Starfighter, which NACA itself would heavily use in

the X-15 program. Johnson would go on to notch his belt with the U-2 spy plane, the

SR-71 (designed in 1960 and still the fastest piloted aircraft ever built), and a host of

other historic planes, some of which are still in use today. He had won, or would go

on to win, nearly every major award in aviation, aeronautics, and engineering, some

of them several times. The argument for a human pilot in the X-15 was being ques-

tioned by America’s leading aerospace engineer.
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Taken aback by this heresy, this challenge to their exciting new project, the others in

the room vigorously countered Johnson’s objections. The whole point of the proposed

program, they replied, was to study ‘‘the man’’ operating a hypersonic vehicle in the

weightlessness of space. NACA was already doing research into high mach numbers

on unmanned vehicles using rockets (Gilruth’s Pilotless Aircraft Research Division at

Langley), but these tests were not adequate replacements for manned vehicles. There

followed a heated discussion.

Finally, the committee overruled Johnson’s objections, invoking the cold war imper-

ative of ‘‘maintaining supremacy in the air.’’ Its members endorsed the NACA proposal

for a new Mach 7 airplane.6

But Kelly Johnson would not be silenced. He attached a minority opinion to

the meeting minutes. He reiterated his arguments against the manned presence in the

X-15, and even questioned the very foundations of high-speed flight testing. If a

manned, hypersonic vehicle were to be built, Johnson argued, it should be made useful

for military purposes. Johnson simultaneously denigrated the science and impugned

human presence, arguing that the FRC’s much-lauded high-speed flights ‘‘have proven

mainly the bravery of the test pilots.’’7

Johnson was an aircraft designer, not a researcher or systems man. He worked for

a manufacturing company, Lockheed, not a government research establishment. He

often made use of the aerodynamic data that NACA produced when designing his air-

craft, but at this moment, in 1954, he did indeed have aircraft on the drawing board

that would dwarf the performance gains made by the NACA group. His dissent may

have been self-serving—perhaps he was arguing for approaches to the problem that

would favor his Skunk Works at Lockheed. Perhaps he was just a headstrong man

who liked contrarian arguments to push his colleagues to clarify their positions.

Whatever his motives, Johnson’s arguments could not be dismissed as those of a lu-

natic fringe. The nation’s premier aircraft designer, who created aircraft beloved by

pilots, was arguing against manned, hypersonic flight. His argument had little effect

on the decision to go ahead with the X-15, but it did signal the currency of the

opposing arguments, and it helped put the program on the defensive: from its origin,

the X-15 had to justify the manned presence in space.

The X-15 Project

The X-15 brought the old chauffeurs versus airmen dichotomy into the world of space-

flight and computerized control. It introduced changes in engineering practice and the

role of the pilot that had significant personal, institutional, and technological connec-

tions with the Apollo program.

The black airplane had a radical appearance, but it was a logical, incremental step

from the Bell X-1, consisting of a straight beam of a fuselage, short, stubby wings, a
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pilot up front and a rocket engine in the back. No fragile, crunchable airframe this: the

entire aircraft was made out of a high-temperature alloy with the space-age moniker

‘‘Iconel-X.’’ Far from the sheet aluminum normally found on the skin of an aircraft,

Iconel-X was heavy-duty stuff for building pressure vessels and turbine blades, not

light, delicate airplanes. The important feature of Iconel-X was its high melting point,

so it could withstand the extreme temperatures of hypersonic flight.

NACA administrator Dryden described the flight path of the X-15 as being ‘‘like a

fish leaping out of the water’’ because of its unusual parabolic arc into space. A B-52

bomber, converted for research purposes, would fly the aircraft to a launch altitude

slung under its wing like a parasite on the belly of a shark. At about forty-five thousand

feet, the bomber would drop the vehicle; a few seconds later (and a few hundred feet

below) the pilot would start the engine, rapidly leaving the host behind. After acceler-

ating to supersonic speeds, the pilot would pitch up and fly nearly straight up, passing

out of the atmosphere into space. After just a minute or two, the rocket would cut off,

and the vehicle would zoom up on a parabolic trajectory (figures 3.1 and 3.2).

As the pilot rocketed out of the atmosphere, he could maneuver the vehicle’s atti-

tude (i.e., its orientation) using small thrusters or ‘‘reaction controls.’’ As it rounded

the top of its arc, the pilot would point the X-15 back toward earth. Slowly at first, the

craft would descend, and as it approached the atmosphere the pilot would pitch the

nose up, to a high ‘‘angle of attack’’ (the angle between the airflow and the wings) for

Figure 3.1

X-15 being dropped from a B-52 bomber. (NASA Dryden photo E-4942.)
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reentry. After a series of turns and maneuvers to bleed off speed, the pilot brought

the machine in for a ‘‘dead stick’’ (with no power) landing at Edwards (or another of

the many lake beds around California and Nevada if something had gone wrong). The

whole flight, from the drop of the B-52 to the landing, lasted barely ten minutes. Still, it

was expensive, requiring an array of chase planes, rescue craft, and support helicopters.

The whole sequence was tracked and observed from a network of antennas and

tracking stations dotted throughout the West. Known as the ‘‘high range,’’ the net-

work continuously logged the aircraft’s position and speed and downloaded measure-

ments from the vehicle itself. A master control station at Edwards coordinated all the

data and plotted it on paper for engineers to monitor in real-time.8 During the flight,

the pilot was constantly in touch with engineers and flight controllers on the ground.

A few years later, when NASA built a global network of stations to track the Mercury

spacecraft as it orbited the earth, it explicitly modeled it on the X-15’s high range, as

well as on the X-15’s ground-control protocols.

Figure 3.2

X-15 mission profiles, showing launch from a B-52 bomber and parabolic rise into space before

reentry and landing at Edwards Air Force Base. Two trajectories are shown, one optimized for

speed and the other for altitude. (NASA Dryden photo E-616586.)
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Yeager’s original supersonic flights had been shrouded in secrecy; the X-planes of the

1950s, and initially the X-15, were not secret, but were the comparatively esoteric stuff

of high-speed flight research. That changed in 1957, when the government and the

public panicked in response to Russia’s successful Sputnik launch. Suddenly, the X-15

assumed a new prominence as the sole U.S. endeavor to send men into space. For a

brief period it became the darling of the press, hailed as a savior, the only American

project that even had a hope of putting people in space.

In October 1958 NASA came into being and North American first rolled out the

X-15, with Vice President Richard Nixon in attendance at Edwards. In September 1959

it flew under its own power for the first time, achieving Mach 6 and higher than

200,000 feet by the end of 1961. The X-15 flew until 1969, so the program experienced

several different phases, the later ones obscured by the glare of Apollo. But when it first

flew in 1959 it was the leading manned aerospace project in the country, pushing the

envelope for human control.

The X-15 and Its Pilots

While the aircraft was being designed and built, NACA and the military selected a

group of test pilots to begin preparation for flying the X-15. Many had flown in Korea.

Several would fly in Vietnam. All had bachelor’s degrees in science or engineering.

Scott Crossfield, the man more identified with the X-15 program than any other pi-

lot, had been with the program since its beginning in 1955. Crossfield had first flown

in an airplane the same year that Lindbergh crossed the Atlantic. He had been the first

to fly Mach 2 and had flown virtually all of NACA’s early rocket planes, but left NASA

to become North American’s chief pilot on the project, or as he put it, the ‘‘X-15’s chief

son-of-a-bitch.’’ Though known primarily as a pilot, ‘‘I am an engineer, aerodynami-

cist, and designer by training,’’ Crossfield stated, to explain leaving the exciting atmo-

sphere of Edwards flight testing to manage the X-15 project.9

Neil Armstrong, the youngest of the X-15 group by more than five years, joined

NACA’s High Speed Flight Station as soon as he got his bachelor’s degree from Purdue

in 1955, at age twenty-five, having already flown nearly eighty missions in Korea. Be-

fore joining the X-15 program he had specialized in testing high-speed stability and

control and handling qualities on the century series of jet fighters (figure 3.3).10

Other pilots who would fly the X-15 during the 1960s included Joe Engle, an air

force test pilot; like Armstrong he would move from the X-15 to Apollo (serving as a

backup pilot). In 1981, he would become the only person to fly a manual reentry of

the space shuttle from Mach 25 back to landing, on Columbia’s second flight. One of

the later X-15 pilots, Milt Thompson, would spend his career in flight test at NASA

Dryden, and would become a prolific and articulate chronicler of the X-15 piloting

experience.11
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Breaking the Bronco

On its first flight, the X-15 immediately ran into a control problem. The B-52 dropped

the vehicle into an unpowered test, and pilot Scott Crossfield glided to a landing at

Edwards. At first, all had worked smoothly for the brand-new, strange, and heavy

plane. But as Crossfield brought the X-15 in for a landing, its nose pitched up sharply,

catching Crossfield off guard. He pushed forward on the stick, but the vehicle overcor-

rected downward. Then he pulled up again, but the nose came up too far. Crossfield

later recalled, ‘‘Now the nose was rising and falling like the bow of a skiff in a heavy

sea. I could not subdue the motions.’’12

Crossfield was in a scary situation that would become known as a PIO—‘‘pilot

induced oscillation.’’ In effect, the human-machine combination was feeding back

on itself and becoming unstable. This had nothing to do with the pilot’s skill, but was

Figure 3.3

Neil Armstrong with the X-15. Armstrong was the first to fly the craft with its novel adaptive con-

trol system. (NASA Dryden photo E60-6286.)
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inherent in the nature of the system. In fact, Crossfield’s skill saved the airplane and

his life, as he managed to touch down on the runway at the bottom of one of the os-

cillation cycles. The landing gear was crushed, but otherwise the program was saved.13

Like the Wright brothers, Crossfield used a horse analogy: ‘‘The X-15 had an indepen-

dent and contrary personality of its own. I was determined to break that bronco before

it got me. I won.’’14

Though easily solved, Crossfield’s problem with the new plane stemmed from the

design of the X-15’s control systems. The ‘‘systems view’’ of flight controls that engi-

neers had adopted during the 1950s treated the human operator like a component

that could be modeled like any other device.15 Borrowing from electronics, engineers

used the term ‘‘gain’’ to describe one aspect of those components. The term originally

refers to an amplifier, and the gain is nothing more than the volume control—how

much the amplifier amplifies, and how much output there is for a little bit of input.

From a systems view, the airplane itself behaved like an amplifier: the control system

amplified a little movement of the stick to a large movement of the aircraft. The pilot

has a gain as well—for a given perception of the ‘‘error,’’ the pilot will make a move-

ment to correct it, but how much? What is the pilot’s ‘‘gain’’? Put another way, how

sensitive should the aircraft’s control system be? Should just a slight force on the stick

produce a slight change in attitude, or a great excursion? These were questions that

Gilruth had defined in his flying qualities research, and the right answer varied for

each aircraft.

To answer this question the X-15 designers built a simulator to model the aircraft. A

simple idea: put the pilot ‘‘in the loop’’ in the simulator, then adjust the gain until the

aircraft becomes easy to fly, until its flying qualities are satisfactory. But there was a

problem, which led to Crossfield’s PIO: when flying the real aircraft to a real landing,

his ‘‘gain’’ was not the same as when he flew the simulator. In fact, it was much

higher. Unconsciously, the pilots behaved differently during flights than in simulation.

The stress of flying, the concentration, the very real possibility of losing one’s life,

made the pilot a more sensitive controller in a real airplane than in a simulation, caus-

ing the system to oscillate. As with many such feedback problems this one was easily

solved by changing the ‘‘gain’’ on the control system—a bit of tuning. But the episode

illustrated the importance and the pitfalls of simulation as a tool in development, and

the subtle ways that it interacted with the control systems and the role of the pilot.

Analog Simulators at NACA

The techniques and technology of simulation were just beginning in aerospace in

the 1950s, matured greatly in the course of the X-15 program, and played a central

role in Apollo. Modeling flight was not a particularly radical idea for aeronautical engi-

neers, for they had always worked with wind tunnels, which we might see as highly
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specialized simulators, designed to replicate the conditions of flight inside a laboratory.

In the early 1950s, NACA engineers began using simulators to model new aircraft as

they were testing them, and eventually to model them before they were built. Engi-

neers even sometimes spoke of the airplane itself as an analog computer, solving a

host of differential equations in parallel and real-time (figure 3.4).16

In an analog computer, the idea basically was to connect a vast array of electronic

building blocks into a large model of a system. Because of their complexity, and the

parallel nature of their computations, each simulation seemed to develop a personality

of its own, being ‘‘frequently described as cantankerous, malicious, mulish, or other

less friendly terms.’’17 Yet this very physicality gave the engineers a deep understand-

ing of the problems they were studying.

Figure 3.4

Joe Walker in an X-15 simulator. Note the cathode-ray tube above the instrument panel for simu-

lating a horizon view out the window in real time. (NASA Dryden photo E-10251.)
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While they were designing the X-15, North American Aviation built an analog simu-

lator of the aircraft. Eventually, it grew to six analog computers connected together,

and about five hundred patch cords that ‘‘mechanized’’ the equations (the analog com-

puter equivalent of programming).18

Simulators quickly became indispensable in the X-15 program. Flight planners

‘‘spent their entire working life in the simulator,’’ and hence were experts on the han-

dling of the aircraft. Pilots would spend fifteen to twenty hours in the simulator prac-

ticing for an eight- to ten-minute flight.19 Older NACA pilots tended to be reluctant to

accept the devices, and they avoided practicing maneuvers, or even entire flights, in

the simulators before flying them in the air. Younger pilots, by contrast, like Arm-

strong, embraced the simulators more quickly, and became active participants in their

design and improvement.20

Pilot Milt Thompson believed he could not have flown the aircraft successfully with-

out practicing in the simulator, and he was not alone.21 Pilots understood the benefits

of the simulators—it was their lives, after all, that were at stake—but were also keenly

aware of their limitations. Most of the simulators used for research were ‘‘fixed base,’’

which meant they did not move, depriving the pilots of a significant source of sensa-

tion. Early simulators also lacked the ‘‘feel’’ of the control stick that, in a real airplane,

allowed a pilot to sense the airflow and resistance forces around a plane. Until these

features were added in the 1960s, one pilot commented, ‘‘it was just a pinball game,’’

and pilots would sometimes correct the engineers when they found the simulators did

not ‘‘feel’’ right.22

Thompson noted how the X-15 simulator never quite prepared him for the ex-

perience of flight. ‘‘In all my simulation practice for the flight, I had been very relaxed,

smoking cigarettes, drinking coffee, and sitting in a slumped, head forward position,’’

he recalled. On his first real mission, the drop from the B-52 jolted him to the top of

the cockpit. Said Thompson: ‘‘Now all of a sudden I was viewing the instrument panel

from a completely different perspective and suffering from tunnel vision.’’23 In addi-

tion to their lack of acceleration or motion cues, the simulations did not include all

physical phenomena, but rather only those the engineers already understood, such as

the basic aerodynamics, the aircraft’s major structural features and their bending

modes. During one flight, feedback through the control system excited a high-

frequency oscillation in the X-15’s structure. Because the simulator model did not

include subtleties of the structure, it did not predict the oscillation. ‘‘The success of a

mission,’’ Thompson concluded, ‘‘is still up to a pilot.’’24

The most glaring, and the most troubling, limitation of the simulators was their lack

of visuals. During the 1930s, pilots had learned how to fly on instruments alone, espe-

cially through fog or bad weather, and for much of the high-altitude research flying of

the 1950s and 1960s, the view outside the window was less important than the dials

and gauges in the cockpit. But at low altitudes, especially during the critical operations
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of landing, the scene outside the window was key for the pilot. ‘‘The biggest problem I

had was with the displays,’’ wrote Thompson. ‘‘They didn’t seem real. It wasn’t a true-

life thing. It was hard to correlate between real-life and looking at a meter.’’25 Problems

in simulating the visual environment of the moon would be endemic to Apollo, and

an erroneous model of the lunar environment would in fact cause the Apollo 15 astro-

nauts to lose their bearings in critical moments.

The other critical effect missing from a simulator experience was anxiety. As Thomp-

son pointed out, the pilots could work in simulators with coffee and cigarettes, and

could easily take bathroom breaks. They could start or stop the simulation with a

switch installed in the cockpit. Yet when they flew the real airplane, particularly for

the first time, the drama and danger of the experience changed the pilots’ characteris-

tics as black boxes in the control systems—frequently operating with higher ‘‘gains’’

than they did in the laboratory. ‘‘It is simple to evaluate a flight condition on a simu-

lator, rate it subjectively, and reset when you lose control.’’ But Thompson concluded,

‘‘Until a reset capability is provided in the airplanes, the success of a mission is still up

to the pilot.’’26 No matter how good the virtual world, no computer was going to keep

pilots from flying. As one contemporary account dryly put it, the X-15 simulator

‘‘lacked the in-flight realism afforded by the rapid approach of the ground.’’27

The X-15 Control Systems

The X-15 was an unusual aircraft to fly. The pilot could not see the nose, and he could

not see the wings. His full-pressure suit wrapped him up tight and isolated him from

the outside world. He could not feel or touch anything directly other than the suit

and gloves. He could smell nothing other than the pure oxygen he was breathing.

In Thompson’s words, ‘‘I was in my own little world. I was comfortable and secure

and protected from harm. I had complete control over the environment in the cock-

pit.’’ He remembered the wonderful feeling of being able to breathe and smell fresh

air when the canopy was raised after the flight, but also a sense of intrusion, ‘‘that

someone was invading my privacy’’ when he had to step out of the womb-like vehi-

cle.28 Many of these characteristics, of course, would reappear in subsequent manned

spaceflights.

As if symbolizing the air force’s preference for bombers over missiles, the X-15 didn’t

take off on its own, nor was it boosted from a rocket, but was dropped from an aircraft

like the B-52’s other, more deadly payloads. The mother ship, in effect, served as the

first stage of rocket flight; then the pilot took over and flew the vehicle out of the

atmosphere into space. In fact, the X-15 was intended to investigate the other end of

the flight—what was then called ‘‘entry’’ but was soon rephrased ‘‘reentry’’ into the

atmosphere. How would a vehicle negotiate the dynamic and uncertain transition

from the vacuum of space to the flow and friction of the atmosphere? From spacecraft
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to airplane: this problem called for the latest in control systems, and, of course, for the

pilots’ skill.

The X-15 actually had two control systems, one with small rocket thrusters to control

its attitude in space (‘‘reaction controls’’), and another with the traditional aero-

dynamic control surfaces (i.e., ailerons and elevators) for use in the atmosphere (‘‘aero-

dynamic controls’’). Spacecraft, of course, require reaction controls because the usual

flapping control surfaces on an aircraft require air flowing over them to be effective.

The real trick, when flying reentry, would be to make a smooth transition from reac-

tion controls to aerodynamic controls. Could a pilot handle this complex task, espe-

cially the difficult period when both sets might be necessary (figure 3.5)?

To investigate this question, the X-15 actually had three control sticks. It had a tra-

ditional stick between the pilot’s legs for aerodynamic controls. A smaller stick on

the left side of the cockpit controlled the reaction thrusters. A third stick on the right-

hand side also controlled the aeronautical control surfaces, but it was intended for

high-acceleration flight when high g-force loads might preclude the pilot from han-

dling the center stick. Thompson remembered that it became ‘‘a macho thing’’ not to

use the center stick, but to fly the whole mission in the atmosphere with the side stick.

Thompson felt he could fly better with the traditional center stick, but ‘‘my ego would

not let me use the center stick, even in an emergency.’’29

Reentry Control

Ordinary aircraft operate in a kind of viscous soup, the air tending to damp down any

small motions. In space, with no air and no such damping, a vehicle would continue

any small motion until counteracted by an opposite motion. Hence maneuvering the

X-15 in space required the lightest touch on the controls, as too much thrust would

cause the motion to overshoot. The three axes of yaw, pitch, and roll simultaneously

could be too much for the pilot to handle. This became a real problem during reentry,

when the X-15 needed to stay within a tight range of attitudes (orientations or point-

ing angles) to avoid overheating. Also during that critical period, the response of the

vehicle, its flying qualities, changed rather quickly in the transition to atmospheric

flight airspeed and dynamic pressure changed. At first, when flying the simulator, the

pilots found that they could not fly the reentry because even the slightest pilot input

produced oscillations. The X-15 was unstable on reentry, even with the pilot in the

loop. Only an automatic system could make it stable (figure 3.6).30

Fortunately, a solution to this problem was built in to the X-15: a stability augmen-

tation system, or SAS. This device would automatically damp the natural oscillations of

the airframe at high speeds by adding subtle control forces more quickly than the pilot

could react. The SAS had the effect of electronically putting the aircraft into an air-like

viscous soup, which would tame its unruliness in all three axes.
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But with the SAS required for reentry, what if it failed? Designed as an aid to the pi-

lot, it now became a life-critical system. Yet the SAS was plagued by troubles, and often

the X-15 pilots had to turn it off. The SAS problems put the pilots on notice: the auto-

matic system could help you, or it could kill you. No wonder they distrusted black

boxes.

Another solution proved simpler. Unlike typical aircraft, which have a rudder and

vertical stabilizer only on the top of the fuselage, the original X-15 also had a ventral

fin below the fuselage to keep it stable at low speeds and high angles of attack (on re-

entry, the angle of attack is high, as the vehicle ‘‘surfs’’ its way in). Engineers hypothe-

Figure 3.5

The X-15 cockpit. Note the three control sticks: one in the center for traditional aerodynamic con-

trols, one on the left for reaction thrusters while in the vacuum of space, and one on the right for

aerodynamic controls while under high-g conditions. The stick on the right also controlled the

adaptive controller connected to an analog computer. Note the controls for the adaptive con-

troller in the black box just above the center stick. (NASA Dryden photo E63-9834.)
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sized that the vehicle should be more stable in reentry without that fin. They removed

the fin, and a test flight showed that indeed this measure improved the stability of re-

entry. The solution supported the arguments of those who disliked artificial stability

augmentation, believing the black boxes were mere bandaids to poor aerodynamic

design. Nonetheless, this was the research process—a little pilot skill here, a little elec-

tronics there, some structural modifications. Similar trade-offs would come to charac-

terize systems engineering on Apollo.

Eventually, because of these and similar efforts, one pilot recalled, ‘‘The entry pilot-

ing task is not nearly as formidable as once envisioned.’’31 His comments point to an

interesting paradox within the program. Did the pilots learn this difficult task? Or did

the engineers redesign the aircraft and its systems to make the task easy? Both types of

skills were required for reentry—those of the operators and those of the designers. Neil

Armstrong remains uncertain that an X-15 reentry required a great deal of skill, but ‘‘it

did require a good deal of practice on the simulator.’’32 Electronics and computers

tamed an unknown flight regime into a training task in a laboratory.

Adaptive Control on the X-15

Nothing pressed issues of control more than the innovative adaptive control system in-

stalled in the third X-15. In 1958, engineers at Minneapolis Honeywell, a leading man-

ufacturer of control systems, built an analog computer that ran a model of a desired

aircraft’s response and handling qualities, and then programmed the computer to

adapt as necessary to match the model. The analog computer literally ran a simulation

of the ideal aircraft while installed in the real one. For the X-15, Honeywell’s system

Figure 3.6

Comical view of the pilot’s role during X-15 reentry. (NASA Dryden photo E-13794.)
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could use both the reaction controls and the aerodynamic surfaces, thus combining

the two separate flight regimes into one, and allowing the pilot to fly the reentry with

a single control stick. The adaptive system could fly ‘‘outer loop’’ functions like hold-

ing a particular pitch angle or angle of attack (useful for reentry) or moving at particu-

lar angular rates in pitch or roll. The computer could theoretically give the X-15 ideal

handling qualities under a wide variety of flight regimes.

In 1960, before it flew, the third X-15 blew up during an engine test on the ground,

propelling pilot Scott Crossfield out of the aircraft but leaving him uninjured. NASA

sent the vehicle back to North American for repair, and took advantage of the overhaul

to install the Honeywell adaptive controller, dubbed the MH-96.

The MH-96 contained within it an analog computer running a simulation of the X-

15, the very airplane it was supposed to be flying. This model represented an ideal X-15

under ideal conditions. When the pilot commanded the stick to move the airplane, he

actually commanded the electronic model. Then a feedback control system, ‘‘the fight-

ing heart of the adaptive system,’’ gave whatever commands were necessary to the

airplane itself to make it respond like the idealized model.33

The MH-96 could cause the ‘‘real’’ X-15 to fly like an ‘‘ideal’’ one, which would make

it behave exactly the same under all flight conditions, from the vacuum of space right

down to the ground. It would automatically mix the reaction controls and aerody-

namic controls, so the pilot only needed one control stick, whether flying in the atmo-

sphere or in space, or during reentry. Also included were several autopilot modes: the

pilot could command the MH-96 to hold the X-15 constant in roll, pitch, or yaw, as

well as to keep a constant angle of attack, which was most useful during reentry. Rather

than fighting with three different control sticks, the pilot could usually fly by twiddling

a few knobs. It seemed the ideal solution to extend the airmen’s manual skills to the

vacuum of space.

In 1961, with this system installed aboard the third and reconstructed X-15, Neil

Armstrong, who among the active test pilots had come to be something of a specialist

in control systems, flew the first three flights. On the first MH-96 flight (the forty-sixth

X-15 flight overall), on December 20, 1961, at a conservative Mach 3.76 and 81,000

feet, the system had a variety of problems as the axes switched in and out, and Arm-

strong landed with the adaptive system engaged only in roll. Still, he flew the entire

flight with a single side-stick controller. By the third test, he got the vehicle up to

180,000 feet, and noticed that the controller was holding the aircraft unusually stable.

‘‘At this time, I took a time out to look around and see out the window,’’ said Arm-

strong, which he had barely been able to do before.34 The adaptive control system

relieved him of enough workload that he could enjoy his environment. He then flew

the entire approach and landing with the side stick.

By the fourth flight, things were well tuned up and Armstrong was reporting to the

ground: ‘‘The reaction control damping is exceptionally good. It flies as good as the air-
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plane does on aerodynamic controls at low altitudes.’’ He took the X-15 to Mach 5.3

and above 200,000 feet. While Armstrong was concentrating on the controls and eval-

uating their various modes, however, ‘‘I did not properly appreciate the altitude I was

at . . . which caused me to go sailing merrily by the [landing] field.’’ Upon reentry, he

bounced off the atmosphere and reentered far down range. Armstrong banked to turn,

but he was still high enough that the wings were ineffective, so the vehicle continued

going straight; gradually he dropped the nose to gain speed, and the aircraft banked.

Finally, the wings bit the air and he entered a supersonic turn, far south of Edwards,

nearly to Pasadena. After the overshot turn, Armstrong just made it back to the

Edwards lake bed. ‘‘Handling qualities during the flare were considered to be less desir-

able than on previous similar approaches,’’ he reported. At more than twelve minutes,

this was the longest ever (in endurance and distance) X-15 flight. It would be Arm-

strong’s second-to-last before he was selected to join the astronaut corps.35

Despite this unusual close call, the pilots built up confidence in the MH-96 and pre-

ferred it to control for the high-altitude flights. ‘‘In theory, the pilots should have been

completely satisfied. In real life, however, this was not necessarily true,’’ Armstrong

wrote, for the pilots had reservations.36 For them, the MH-96 presented an unusual

situation. Thompson found it ‘‘somewhat unnerving’’ to fly, because ‘‘some electrons

were now moving the control system without any inputs from the pilot. . . . As a pilot,

you hope the guy who designed this electronic control system knew what he was do-

ing. In fact, you would like him to be in the airplane with you to be exposed to any

adverse results.’’37 Some pilots didn’t like to use the pitch or angle-of-attack hold

modes during reentry, because in case of an emergency, they preferred to be actively

in the loop and ready to respond.38 Said Thompson: ‘‘Such [automatic] modes can

greatly reduce the pilot’s concentration and workload, but this can boomerang.’’

By automatically making the aircraft’s response invariant, the adaptive system could

mask the effect of changes. Normally, when the nose goes up, the airspeed decreases,

for example, but not on the X-15 with adaptive control. Thus ‘‘the pilot has the im-

pression that the aircraft does not want to land. . . . The aircraft feels completely solid

to the pilot right up to the point at which loss of control occurs.’’39

On one flight, Thompson felt the adaptive autopilot go ‘‘berserk.’’ The stabilizers be-

gan limit-cycling (a kind of oscillation), at Mach 5.5. ‘‘The aircraft was essentially out

of control’’ in at least two of its three axes, he reported dryly. ‘‘It was quite a ride.’’

The problem would come back to bite them in a fatal crash.

Killed by Adaptive Control

In 1968, pilot Mike Adams was flying the X-15 with the adaptive control installed,

zooming past 250,000 feet. Once out of the atmosphere, instead of flying upward

like an arrow, the nose began to fall off to the side. This change did not affect the
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trajectory; through the vacuum of space, the aircraft flew sideways as well as it flew

straight. But Adams corrected for the change not by yawing to the left, but to the

right—which exacerbated the error, and the vehicle continued to drift off to the right.

He may have been distracted by an electrical arcing in one of the instruments the air-

craft was carrying, or he may have been experiencing a fit of vertigo, which he had

been prone to on previous flights. Unbeknownst to Adams, noise from the disturbance

on the instrument forced the adaptive systems gains way down, essentially disabling

the reaction controls. Flight controllers on the ground, commented, ‘‘A little bit

high. . . . real good shape’’ was their comment.40 They had no idea that the aircraft

had turned completely around.

But as the X-15 arced over the top of its trajectory and began to reenter the atmo-

sphere the attitude mattered a great deal. Becoming an airplane again, it needed to fly,

and the X-15 wouldn’t fly sideways or backwards. Soon Adams recognized these trou-

bling effects. ‘‘I’m in a spin, Pete,’’ he radioed to the ground. Spins are dangerous at

any altitude and airspeed, although recoverable and not inherently fatal. Nobody had

ever entered a spin, however, at Mach 5 and 200,000 feet. Supersonic shockwaves

could impose any kind of damage on the aircraft.

Miraculously, at Mach 4.7 and 120,000 feet, the aircraft recovered from the spin—

due to the SAS, the pilot’s inputs, the X-15’s inherent stability, or some combination

of all three. Yet here Adams lost control to the computers. During the spin, the adap-

tive controller drove the gain to the highest extreme in pitch and did not reduce it as

the vehicle entered the atmosphere. With hypersensitive controls, the aircraft now be-

came unstable and began oscillating while the vehicle was falling 160,000 feet per min-

ute. The nose pitched up and down like a porpoise, forty to sixty degrees every few

seconds. The pilot could have manually reduced the system gain, but he did not—an

understandable omission given the stress he was experiencing. Within a few of these

violent cycles, after about a minute, the X-15 broke apart at about 60,000 feet and fell

to the desert floor in several pieces, killing the pilot. It was the only fatality of the nine-

year X-15 program.

The accident report blamed a combination of pilot error and the MH-96 oscillation.

‘‘The system functioned as designed,’’ Thompson wrote, ‘‘but the design did not con-

sider this particular and unique combination of conditions and pilot response.’’41 An

automatic pilot with complex, adaptive loops could behave in unpredictable, even

dangerous ways as it encountered unforeseen circumstances. The X-15 stopped flying

soon after.

The Adams tragedy highlighted the discomfort with which the pilots adapted to the

new world of computers and automatic controls. ‘‘When first exposed, the pilots

tended to distrust the systems and occasionally have the feeling that the system, rather

than the pilot, is controlling the aircraft.’’ Some pilots gradually learned to appreciate

the benefits offered by the automatic control—the hold modes, the improved damping
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on reentry. Others had been ‘‘bitten’’ by it and came to distrust adaptive control.42

Similar problems would arise in Apollo, whose control systems depended on digital

computers and software with similar complexity, adaptability, and potentially unpre-

dictable behavior.

Black Boxes and Gray Matter

In 1962 President Kennedy presented the Collier Trophy, the highest award in aviation,

to X-15 pilots Crossfield, Peterson, Walker, and White. The award marked the end of

the first phase of the program, when a number of the original research questions had

largely been answered. This official pronouncement of success, from the highest levels,

credited the project’s pilots more than its engineers. The initial doubts about the feasi-

bility of humans in the loop for spaceflight research, raised in private by Kelly Johnson,

seemed to have been put to rest. But they persisted, for we find supporters of the X-15

constantly justifying themselves.

X-15 publications, from technical papers to statistical analyses and breathless PR,

consistently emphasized the role of the human. Neil Armstrong was typical when he

published his conclusion that ‘‘electronic equipment figures prominently in the X-15

flight and ground systems, but this hypersonic vehicle is an instrument of the pilot,

depending on him for control and flight success. . . . The vehicle is controlled exclu-

sively by the pilot in the conventional fashion.’’43

‘‘How well do black boxes replace grey matter?’’ asked a speaker at an air force

science and engineering symposium in 1962. The speaker was reporting on a compre-

hensive study of all X-15 flights up through January of that year to quantify what im-

pact the human pilots had on the program. The study considered what would have

happened were a ‘‘relatively simple automatic guidance and control system [installed]

in place of the pilot.’’ It found that numerous incidents during X-15 flights required

the flexibility of the human in the cockpit. The study’s conclusion: ‘‘the program

would not have been very successful without both the pilot and redundant/emergency

systems.’’

If the X-15 lacked either pilots or emergency backups, the report stated, then all

three research aircraft would have been lost after an average of five flights. The study

compared the X-15 to the BOMARC missile, which failed on more than half of its mis-

sions. If a man were in the loop of the BOMARC, the study argued, then it would

achieve 97 percent mission success—about equivalent to the X-15’s 96 percent. An ex-

tensive statistical study of the X-15 missions showed that the rate of success would

have been considerably lower were it not for the human presence in the cockpit, about

equal to the BOMARC’s 43 percent success rate.44

Written with a statistical bent and rigor that seemed immune from the passions sur-

rounding humans in the cockpit, the X-15 report explicitly addressed the ongoing
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debates over manned spaceflight. The air force’s director of flight testing coauthored

the foreword to the report, noting that ‘‘The X-15 program, because of its currency

and similarities to the next generation of aerospace projects, provides a quantitative in-

sight into the relative merits of piloted versus unmanned space vehicles.’’45

Yet the study proved deeply conservative about technology. It contained no deep

consideration of digital computing or any discussion of remote controls from the

ground, two technologies that would help make Apollo’s pilots successful. Rather,

the X-15 report compared human actors only to ‘‘a relatively simple and reliable

1958–59 state-of-the-art guidance and control system in place of the pilot.’’ The justifi-

cation was that any more complex automation would have its own failure rates that

would have to be considered, complicating the problem. Improvements in reliability

for automated systems, of the kind that would occur in the following decade, were

not considered. Nor were the implications of applying to remote systems the meticu-

lous, high-quality engineering routinely devoted to manned systems. The debate was

framed as one between skilled pilots and mindless, unreliable automata. Despite its

limitations, the X-15 report was frequently cited in later years as quantitative support

for the human pilot in space.

Not only technical publications supported the human role in the X-15. A 1962 Hol-

lywood movie, titled simply X-15, starred Charles Bronson and Mary Tyler Moore and

repeated the official story. The air force contributed wonderful color footage to the

film, reviewed the script, and asked the producers to ensure they gave adequate credit

to the skill of the pilots.46

The film opens with a dramatic launch sequence narrated by actor and pilot (and

Air Force Reserve General) Jimmy Stewart. ‘‘Some believe that the guided missile and

electronically controlled missiles,’’ Stewart begins, ‘‘are the ultimate answers to space

flight.’’ Released after John Glenn’s orbital Mercury flight, the film promoted the X-15

as an advance over Mercury. ‘‘Man will never be satisfied sitting in a nosecone, acting

as a biological specimen,’’ Stewart continued. ‘‘Now the X-15 is ready, manned by a

pilot who will make all the decisions for accurate control in flight, and reentry, and

recovery.’’ The script continually touts the technical skill and emotional stability of

the pilots and the X-15’s superiority over the Mercury capsule. ‘‘The X-15 pilot will be

able to choose his angle of reentry, and control his speed and altitude and glide to his

landing area,’’ the chief engineer tells the press, ‘‘always under the pilot control. He

has a choice.’’47

In 1964, on the tenth anniversary of the inception of the X-15 program, NASA com-

piled a summary of its research results. Where Mercury was a test of a human’s ability

to function well in space, ‘‘the X-15 was demonstrating man’s ability to control a high-

performance vehicle in a near-space environment.’’ By this time Mercury was flying,

Gemini was well on its way, Apollo was well defined, and ‘‘certainly the problem of

launching the lunar-excursion module from the surface of the Moon through the sole
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efforts of its two-man crew must appear more practical and feasible in the light of re-

peated launchings of the X-15,’’ with just the pilot and the B-52 crew to prepare for

launch.48

An entire chapter of the research results volume was devoted to ‘‘man-machine inte-

gration.’’ Here, the authors tackled the human versus machine question head on:

The X-15 program alone cannot disprove the merits of unmanned vehicles, since it contributes to

only one side of the argument. Nor, on the other hand, does it glorify the role of the pilot, for it

was only through the use of automatic controls for some operations that the full potential of the

X-15 was utilized. Rather, the real significance of its excellent mission reliability is that it has

shown that the basic philosophy of classical, piloted aircraft operation is just as applicable to the

realm of hypersonic and space flight as it is to supersonic flight. That philosophy decrees that

the pilot is indispensable, and that he must be able to override any automatic control, bringing

his skill and training to bear upon deficiencies of machinery.49

‘‘A fantastic variety of skills’’

In 1969, NASA donated one of the X-15s to the Smithsonian Air and Space Museum; it

hangs today in the main hall. The official press release for the donation read, ‘‘The ca-

pability of the human pilot for sensing, judging, coping with the unexpected, and

employing a fantastic variety of acquired skills remains undiminished in all of the key

problem areas of aerospace flight.’’50

In addition to contributions in hypersonics and related sciences, the X-15 put hu-

man pilots in space, ensuring them a place in the cockpit in future space missions.

While the skill of reentry was easily handled by automated systems, the pilot’s primary

function evolved to be a redundant system, a systems manager, coordinating a variety

of controls as much as directly controlling the vehicle.

The X-15 represented the state of the art in research into aerospace control systems

and pilot interfaces when Apollo began. It also had had several significant connections

to Apollo. Most obvious is Armstrong himself: the man who piloted the first lunar

landing was an X-15 pilot who specialized in flight controls. The Apollo spacecraft

was designed and built by a team at North American Aviation derived from the one

that built the X-15, with Scott Crossfield, the original X-15 test pilot, as the program

manager (by contrast, the Mercury and Gemini capsules were built by McDonnell

Douglas). X-15 ground control and tracking protocols (including using a test pilot on

the ground to communicate with the pilot flying the mission) set the stage for NASA’s

Houston-controlled approach to manned missions.51

Through these informal channels, and more explicit efforts discussed in the next

chapter, the pilot-centered, ‘‘airmen’s’’ approach to spaceflight, originated at NACA

Langley and thrust into the space age by the X-15, began finding its way to the

moon. It would not be unchanged by the journey.
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4 Airmen in Space

The development of manned space flight is not just a matter of replacing a warhead by a manned

cabin. Suddenly, a switch is thrown between two parallel tracks, those of missile technology and

those of aviation technology, and an attempt is made to move the precious human payload from

one track to the other. As in all last-minute switchings, one has to be careful to assure that no

derailment takes place.

—Joachim Kuettner, Huntsville engineer

Last-Minute Switchings

In May 1961, a year and a half after the X-15’s first flight, Alan Shepard became the

first American to fly in space. He flew not in a rocket plane but atop a Redstone ballistic

missile. Public response to Mercury quickly overshadowed the X-15, and missiles

superseded aircraft as the first stage of human delivery into space. But the human role

was far from settled. As Joachim Kuettner, a former test pilot and member of Wernher

von Braun’s engineering team, described above, human spaceflight in the United States

required merging two technologies.1 Each had developed an engineering culture of

shared assumptions, approaches, and techniques. Pilots and flight test engineers envi-

sioned astronauts as active controllers rather than passive cargo, guiding powerful

rockets into free spaceflight. Rocket and missile engineers, by contrast, guided their

vehicles with automatic feedback controls to transport astronauts from launch to orbit.

Both Project Mercury (six manned flights, May 1961–May 1963) and its successor

Gemini (ten manned flights, March 1965–November 1966) brought these cultures to-

gether, advancing but not resolving their divergent notions of human control in space.

The merger, neither smooth nor preordained, discarded promising ideas, closely held

beliefs, and envisioned identities.

Human spaceflight evolved in the 1960s into something quite different from how it

was initially imagined. Rather than piloting rockets and hypersonic spaceplanes, astro-

nauts found themselves enclosed in capsules aboard automated rockets. Nevertheless,

NASA found roles for human operators that allowed them to ‘‘fly’’ their craft in new,



unexpected ways. Pilots took on new roles as systems monitors, backup systems, and

computer operators in novel operations like rendezvous and docking. As in the X-15,

enabling these new tasks were electronic controls and computers. As engineers out-

lined early ideas for lunar flights, they drew on these earlier experiences and added still

newer computer technologies. Apollo systems engineer Joe Shea called Apollo a ‘‘bal-

anced’’ program: ‘‘balancing the history of missile technology and the history of air-

craft technology. You’ll note that the system is neither all man nor all machine. Man

is in effect a sub system.’’2 Whether human beings would be subsystems, commanders,

or pilots to the moon depended on how Apollo engineers designed their systems.

The Two-Headed Monster

In August 1959, in the ‘‘Satellite Room’’ of the Miramar Hotel in Santa Monica, Califor-

nia, von Braun addressed a special dinner meeting of the SETP. The audience of more

than fifty all-star pilots included Scott Crossfield, fresh from his first X-15 flight, and

Harrison Storms, North American’s star engineer-manager.

The renowned German rocket engineer was a former Nazi and S.S. member, but per-

haps worse for the U.S. Air Force and NASA test pilots, he was working for the army.

Where the X-15 was providing challenging tasks for pilots on reentry, von Braun’s

group focused on the critical problem of boosting payloads into space. As director of

development for the Army Ballistic Missile Agency, von Braun spoke about new con-

flicts between missile engineers and pilots. He would articulate a powerful vision of

the human role in future spaceflights that the pilots would find impossible to defeat.

Von Braun began his speech by acknowledging that the pilots saw him and the army

as the ‘‘two-headed monster who . . . is trying to throw airplanes into the trash can.’’ He

did not deny the role.

Von Braun, himself a private pilot, professed to hold test pilots in high esteem. He

found them invaluable as monitors and observers during test flights. ‘‘Just see how

many firings of unmanned experimental missiles are still necessary these days to

make a new prototype acceptable,’’ he pointed out, versus the small number of aircraft

required to certify a new design. Still, missile engineering was a completely new realm,

distinct from aircraft development, and in the language of cybernetics, human senses

must yield to machines. ‘‘We have to substitute telemetry for the human mind, eyes

and ears. We have to substitute automatically controlled guidance for your hands and

muscular systems.’’ Missiles were not simply new machines; they also engendered new

techniques and new engineering cultures.

Then came the German engineer’s disturbing thesis: ‘‘When you consider the veloc-

ities and the forces involved in missile launchings, you come to realize that human

intervention is not only impossible from the physical standpoint: it is actually undesir-
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able.’’ Not only would human payloads cause problems of reliability and stability for a

missile, they would not even be able to help get a rocket off the ground. ‘‘There is little

time for intelligent reaction during the powered phase of flight,’’ von Braun told the

assembled group of skilled pilots, men who liked to describe themselves as finely tuned

machines with human judgment. ‘‘We like to think of man as an amazingly versatile

computer. But in missile terms, he is outrageously slow and cumbersome.’’

In case he wasn’t yet clear, von Braun answered the question of whether human

pilots could fly rockets by hand: ‘‘In our more advanced existing rocket systems, hu-

man operation of controls, or human observation to follow a predetermined flight

path during the high acceleration ascent, is simply out of the question.’’ Guidance,

abort sensing, even emergency ejection of the pilots from a failing rocket must all be

under the control of automatic systems. The pilots, whom von Braun called ‘‘missile

riders,’’ would be unable to determine if anything were going wrong. Potential prob-

lems would be both subtle and fast. In such circumstances, von Braun said of the fail-

ing rocket’s pilot, ‘‘He will just have to push the ejection button if the abort signal

flashes and the automatic system fails.’’

Von Braun’s picture was not all doom for the pilots, for he added that they must ex-

ercise their flying skills once the spacecraft and its human payload are comfortably in

orbit and separated from the booster. Pilots would find their new home in the vacuum

of space, and the unknown, new realm would bridge two cultures. ‘‘There is a common

meeting ground—it is between us missileers and you experimental test pilots: in outer

space.’’

Von Braun concluded his missive with what must have been a faint palliative to the

assembled pilots, echoing their kickoff talk two years before when the issue was ‘‘sur-

vival’’: ‘‘Let us not tell you that your profession is dying: its greatest challenges lie

ahead.’’3

The speech landed like an ‘‘icy B.M.’’ on the group of space-hopeful pilots. The X-15

had first flown under its own power one month before. The Mercury spacecraft was

under development; its silver-suited new astronauts debuted to the world earlier that

year. They were already in training and would appear on the cover of Life magazine a

month after von Braun’s speech. Yet here was the nation’s top rocket engineer bar-

ring these brave explorers from a major phase of future spaceflight: the exciting, fiery

launch, forcing them to redefine their notion of ‘‘control.’’ Now, being in command

would mean having a finger on the abort button as a backup for an automatic system

and doing something, as yet undetermined, when reaching orbit.

If they had read von Braun’s 1953 book, Conquest of the Moon, compiled from his

articulate, beautifully illustrated articles in Colliers magazine, the pilots might have

grown even more concerned. Von Braun proposed sending dozens of men to the

moon, but the ‘‘expedition leader’’ would be a scientist. The remaining crew was to
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include navigators, engineers, physicians, astronomers, photographers, even a mineral-

ogical team, but no pilots. It would not need them, even for the lunar landing, which

von Braun pictured as fully automated. Von Braun’s grandiose vision of the future of

spaceflight had enormous impact, but it did not include hands-on control (figure 4.1).4

After the talk, Al Blackburn, the SETP president, stood up to rebut, taking ‘‘sharp ex-

ception’’ to von Braun’s presentation. Blackburn recounted his own experiences with

brain-dead autopilots, broken fire control systems, and failed cockpit computers. Black-

burn remembered the evening in his memoir, recalling that von Braun called for anes-

thetizing the astronauts during launch.5 X-15 pilot Milt Thompson reported intense

discussion following, continuing well into the after hours. As the official SETP history

put it, ‘‘The generous ministrations of the local hostelry supplied more than ample

quantities of unneeded lubricity in the management of which the German rocket pio-

neer showed astonishing prowess.’’6

The SETP published von Braun’s speech in its monthly newsletter with a comment

that they were glad to hear that such a leader as von Braun still considered the pilot

an essential element in outer space. The society also took on a renewed mission, ‘‘to

convince individuals such as Dr. von Braun that the pilot can offer even greater aid to

the space craft designers during the high acceleration launch period.’’7 The pilots were

not easily dissuaded. After half a century of wonderful, hard-earned progress, flying the

shiny new rockets off the pad seemed their destiny. They would hold onto their dream,

at least until the prospect of true control in space required comparable skills, and

offered comparable rewards. But that was years away.

Dyna-Soar and the Johnsville Tests

Von Braun’s speech eliminating the pilots from the boost phase actually countered an

active research program. While the X-15 program dealt primarily with the transition

from the vacuum of space back to the atmosphere, pilots and researchers were begin-

ning to realize that there would be more to human spaceflight than reentry. In fact, the

most dramatic and dangerous part of the flight might well be the launch, and here

pilots wanted a role.

An air force program called Dyna-Soar inspired their position (figure 4.2). The U.S.

Air Force began the program in 1957 to develop a manned bomber or reconnaissance

plane to be launched into orbit. Boeing got a contract for a one-man test vehicle

dubbed X-20 or Dyna-Soar, for its ability to glide hypersonically across the upper atmo-

sphere. Dyna-Soar would take off like a rocket, fly through space, reenter on wings, and

land on wheels like an airplane.

Numerous changes in direction, a lack of overall coherence, and its eventual cancel-

lation in 1963 showed Dyna-Soar was aptly named. It eventually consumed more than

$400 million, and is frequently hailed as a predecessor to the space shuttle.8
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Figure 4.1

Wernher von Braun’s early vision of spaceflight included scientists, engineers, physicians, and

photographers, but not pilots. In this illustration by Fred Freeman the ship is on automatic pilot,

monitored by the crew on the top deck. The commander sits in a cybernetic chair in the center of

the top deck, reminiscent of a World War II fire-control system. Note the navigator on the top

right taking star sightings, a prescient analog to the Apollo optical system. The figure on the

top deck on the right is a caricature of von Braun, and the figure floating between the bottom

decks is Willy Ley. (Von Braun and Ryan, Conquest of the Moon, 63. Reprinted by permission.)
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Dyna-Soar consisted of a manned, unpowered glider launched atop a large booster

like a Titan II ICBM, or even on von Braun’s new Saturn stages then in development.

Proponents saw the X-20 as ‘‘a combination of airplane and guided missile, and the

duties of the pilot will be comparable with the duties of the engineer in a railroad loco-

motive bound to a given track.’’9 An air force promotional film left no doubt as to the

level of automation to be deployed in the reentry: ‘‘This Dyna-Soar project puts an

emphasis on the pilot, on the man. By putting man at the controls, the Air Force has

carried forward into space that journey started by the Wright Brothers a little more

than a half a century ago.’’10

A look at advanced studies for Dyna-Soar recovers a critical, lost piece of pilots’ initial

picture of human spaceflight: flying the rockets off the pad. To demonstrate this abil-

ity, a group of test pilots used a novel simulator to conceive and advocate a role for

themselves in manned rocket flight.

In 1959, just a few months before von Braun’s speech, Neil Armstrong and a team of

X-15 pilots and engineers went to the Naval Aviation Medical Laboratory in Johnsville,

Pennsylvania, which had the country’s most capable centrifuge. By spinning the pilots

around at prodigious rates, the centrifuge could impress enormous g-forces on the hu-

man body. A ‘‘capsule’’ at the end of a massive arm could carry a person, instrumented

for experiments. Moreover, a simulated cockpit in the capsule allowed pilots to per-

form tasks under the g-forces they would experience in flight.11 The X-15 pilots went

to Johnsville to practice controlling a vehicle under high g-force conditions; all agreed

Figure 4.2

Dyna-Soar reentry. (U.S. Air Force.)
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the experience improved their confidence about going into the X-15’s extreme envi-

ronment (figure 4.3).12

While at Johnsville they also experimented with controlling a booster rocket. Engi-

neers programmed an analog computer to simulate the equations of motion for a mul-

tistage launch vehicle like the proposed Saturn V. Reclining on custom-fit couches

designed to support their weight under a high g load, the pilots stared at a control

panel with an array of dials and needles. They held a side-arm controller in their hands

to ‘‘fly’’ the simulated rocket. A set of circuits and switches operated by an engineer in

Figure 4.3

Neil Armstrong in the Johnsville centrifuge for testing piloted boost control, 1958. (NASA Dryden

photo E-5040.)
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a control room could mimic the transitions between rocket stages, aborts, and other

anomalies. Seven pilots, including Armstrong, tried flying the simulated rocket under

these conditions.

As the centrifuge whirled around, the pilots in the capsule watched a needle on an

indicator and moved their stick to keep the needle centered. They performed as human

servomechanisms, using feedback to keep the ‘‘error’’ indicated by the needle at zero.

High g forces tend to narrow the vision, and at 9g, the pilots could still see a few instru-

ments. At 12g they could still operate the hand controllers but experienced chest pain

and difficulty breathing (although the pilots still believed they were in control). Forces

fourteen times the force of gravity pushed the pilots back into their seats, and nar-

rowed their vision so the only instrument they could see would be the needle right in

front of their faces providing the error signal necessary to guide the vehicle.

Staging proved particularly difficult, when one stage of the rocket cut off and another

kicked in with a powerful jolt after a short delay. Several times, the pilots lost control

and the virtual rocket veered off course, causing the centrifuge to trip off and stop. In

the real world, this meant the rocket would have broken up. Numerous other times,

however, the pilots succeeded at flying the rocket stack into predetermined orbits.

Armstrong and his colleagues found the Johnsville tests and the data they produced

to be critical support for pilots’ envisioned roles in rocket launches. They published

their work after von Braun’s speech, countering his prohibition. ‘‘The control task was

well within the capability of the human pilot,’’ the pilots and engineers concluded,

contending that a human should serve as ‘‘the primary controller of a vertical launch

vehicle’’—as long as they were provided with adequate information displays to guide

their control. ‘‘As a passenger, he [the pilot] can be very expensive cargo; but as an in-

tegral part of the control loop of the vehicle, he might add materially to the reliability

and flexibility of the launch maneuver,’’ Armstrong and his colleagues concluded. Re-

liability and flexibility—two keywords from the X-15, kept their prominent place, as

did pilot preferences for data displays over automation.13

The role of the pilot in space missions was on the table. Pilots had already lost a bat-

tle with the advent of the ballistic missile, in their view little better than a dangerous,

unpiloted drone. Would the giant space rockets then under construction be mindless

machines, taking mere ‘‘missile rider’’ payloads up for a ride? Or would they be hu-

man-guided craft, directed by keen eyes and hands aiming them into orbit, like trains

on virtual tracks? Would the X-15’s skilled reentries be the way of the future, or a for-

gotten sidetrack on a ballistic path? Chauffeurs or airmen?

SETP publications took up the airmen’s case. Boeing test pilot Arthur Murray blamed

the need for automated boosters on the primitive state of rocket technology. Older

boosters, he believed, from the V-2 to the Atlas missile, required complex automation

because they were crude and risky.
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‘‘Mission success afforded by piloted control of a booster,’’ he told his colleagues,

‘‘may well be one of the significant contributions made by Dyna-Soar.’’ Murray advo-

cated ‘‘an X-20 design which not only tolerates pilot control, but which insists that he

be the primary element wherever a better overall operation will result.’’14

Indeed, the early 1960s were replete with experiments and arguments for piloted

boost. X-15 pilot Milt Thompson participated in a series of trials designed to show

that pilots could manually fly the Titan booster into orbit with the Dyna-Soar vehicle

on top. ‘‘This was a very controversial issue,’’ Thompson recalled, as ‘‘the booster

designers had been using automatic control and guidance systems from day one. In

their minds it was the way to go.’’15 As late as 1963 another SETP member wrote that

‘‘piloted boost is almost certain to be a reality in the future.’’16 Scott Crossfield believed

that the reason for the low reliability of rockets as opposed to aircraft was directly

related to the former’s lack of a human pilot.17

When provided with proper visual indicators and displays, the pilots believed they

could execute nearly any task. X-15 pilot Joe Walker argued to the SETP that displays

of real-time information would enable pilots to control any part of a system. ‘‘The his-

tory of flying shows that pilots want to be in the control loop during critical phases of

operations, for instance, take-off, approach, and landing.’’18 Walker believed advanced

space vehicles would have similar requirements, his conclusion ‘‘backed up by proof

from electronic static simulation and closed-loop dynamic simulation.’’ The X-15 had

taught pilots not only to embrace simulations, but also that properly deployed, earth-

bound virtual worlds could help them defend their roles in outer realms.

Despite the arguments, experiments, data, and simulations, the pilots lost their case.

No American would ever manually fly a rocket off the launch pad. Human space

vehicles, rather than bold, powerful airplanes, would be oddly shaped cocoons, enclos-

ing their inhabitants, leaving them barely enough room to control their fates, and

asking for virtually no input on the way up. Aircraft might elegantly obey and express

their pilots’ wills, but rockets fly as mindless automata. Von Braun’s V-2 and the Red-

stone booster that derived from it followed a few stable feedback loops under the con-

trol of rigid circuits. The precious skills of takeoff and landing would succumb to

automated sequencers and parachutes.

Project Mercury and the Pilot’s Role

Project Mercury evolved during these debates and solidified their outcomes. By 1958, it

had become clear that NASA, and not the air force, would run the first American pro-

gram to put people into orbit, in a project that would come to be known as Mercury.

NASA introduced its first set of astronauts in April 1959, followed by a glossy exclusive

spread in Life magazine that fall (and more than seventy articles on the astronauts and
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their wives in the following four years). Public response, fueled by Life ’s exclusive,

heroic coverage, set a celebratory tone that only intensified in response to success-

ful flights.19 While the astronauts explained their role as the ultimate backup sys-

tem, ready to take over if the machines were to fail, the press and the public

imagined them as American heroes in full control of their fates. As Mercury took center

stage, what had been a professional debate among pilots and engineers now became a

matter of public interest and cold war politics: just what should the human do in

space?

Writer Tom Wolfe’s book The Right Stuff and the popular (somewhat fictionalized)

movie of the same name captured these tensions surrounding Mercury. Wolfe cast the

debate between traditional test pilots like Chuck Yeager who compared riding atop a

Redstone rocket to ‘‘spam in a can’’ and the hopeful, though uncertain astronauts.

‘‘The difference between pilot and passenger in any flying craft,’’ Wolfe recounted,

‘‘came down to one point: control.’’20 Wolfe wrote about the macho conflict between

the Edwards test-pilot crowd (the men who founded the SETP) and the relative upstarts

that would form the team known as the Mercury Seven (none of them SETP members),

and how the test pilots gradually saw their glory eclipsed by the huge public response

to Mercury. Whatever its limitations, the resonance and public impact of Wolfe’s writ-

ing testifies to the issue’s central place in the cultural image of the program.

Yet as we have seen, Wolfe overemphasized the ‘‘cowboy’’ nature of the test pilots

and missed the scientific-technical dimension of their professional identities. He saw

friction between the pilots, who wanted to fly, and engineers, who focused on automa-

tion and technology. But the conflict was not simply between pilots and engineers, but

also between groups of pilots and groups of engineers, a clash of cultures with different

visions of the human role. Manned spaceflight in America would be a synthesis of

these visions, led by one group with a particular background: the Space Task Group.

The Langley Group

In 1958 NASA put together an upstart team at its Langley Research Center called the

Space Task Group (STG) under the leadership of Robert Gilruth, the pioneer of flying

qualities research. Gilruth assembled twenty-five young Langley engineers willing to

stake their careers on a risky endeavor.21 They focused on the capsule itself; the Red-

stone rocket to loft it into space would be supplied by von Braun’s group in Alabama.

The Germans had spent more than twenty years building and flying rockets without

human occupants. Similarly, the Atlas booster that would fly the orbital Mercury

flights was built by Convair for the air force—founders of the West Coast ICBM culture

focused on systems engineering and automatic control. In contrast to these newfan-

gled systems types, many of the young engineers in Gilruth’s Space Task Group had
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technical backgrounds in flight control and had worked closely with test pilots for

much of their careers. The STG formed the core of what would soon become NASA’s

Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston, with Gilruth as its first director.

Since 1945 Gilruth had headed the Pilotless Aircraft Research Division (PARD) at

Wallops Island, Virginia. The group’s name sounded ominous for pilots, but these

were hands-on engineers who flew things. PARD engineers began firing rockets at hy-

personic speeds to create aerodynamic conditions that the day’s wind tunnels could

not mimic. Fourteen of the original STG engineers came from this group, including

Max Faget, who designed the shapes for the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo capsules,

and even for the space shuttle.22

The remainder of the original STG came from NACA groups in instrumentation,

flight testing, and stability and control (along with a group of Canadian aircraft engi-

neers laid off from the Avro company, in part because their government chose to rely

on missiles rather than aircraft for air defense). These research and design engineers

had roots in flight control and piloting and included a number of men, in addition to

Faget, who would go on to become household names in the American program. Cald-

well Johnson, who worked closely with Faget, recalled incorporating pilots’ opin-

ions into design decisions, ‘‘as a result of the background I had in aircraft work, I

brought into play the pilot and aircraft aspects of the system.’’23 Chris Kraft had cut

his teeth under Hewitt Phillips at NACA Langley in flight test, instrumentation, and

telemetry.24 The shrewd, technical Kraft remembered that when the STG began work-

ing on Mercury, they were ‘‘still thinking in airplane terms’’—that is, giving the astro-

naut everything he needed to know to fly the rocket. ‘‘But it quickly became obvious

from Air Force input that things happened so fast in rocketry that an astronaut

couldn’t do anything anyway.’’25

Gilruth’s group also included the man who would drive the inclusion of a digital

computer in Apollo. Robert Chilton had flown B-17 bombers during World War II

and then earned bachelor’s and master’s degrees at MIT, studying under Stark Draper

and Robert Seamans. He spent ten years at Langley in the Stability and Control branch

working with Hewitt Phillips and his assistant Charles Matthews (who went on to be-

come Gilruth’s assistant on Mercury). Among other projects, Chilton used control

theory to make mathematical models of the responses of a human pilot.

Chilton helped specify the Mercury control system and selected and oversaw the

contractor to incorporate it into the spacecraft. For Mercury, Chilton conceived that

‘‘the pilot would perform a balanced role,’’ of a variety of control, monitoring, and

abort functions. Yet the pilot’s primary job, in Chilton’s view, was ‘‘being the captain

of the ship and not just the pilot.’’26

A philosophy began to emerge: during normal operation, the control loops would

be automatic, stabilized by feedback controls. If the primary systems failed the pilot
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would take over. The consequence was that in an emergency, the pilot’s workload

went up, because then he would rely on simple, less-automated backup systems that

were presumably more reliable than the automatic systems.27 ‘‘If the pilot had to take

over [in Mercury], which we didn’t think he would . . . he would just simply use his

controls to zero, null these needles and help him maintain attitude, and look through

the periscope just like centering the bubble.’’ Nevertheless, Chilton recalled, the astro-

nauts didn’t like the idea—‘‘they wanted to fly the thing.’’28 As John Glenn told a press

conference soon after his selection to the Mercury team, ‘‘We don’t want to just sit

there and be just like a passenger aboard this thing. We will be working the con-

trols.’’29 Nevertheless, the automatic-as-primary approach would survive through

Apollo.

One other man joined the STG with a unique point of view. Robert Voas was trained

as a psychologist, and he worked for the navy studying ‘‘human engineering’’ or ‘‘ergo-

nomics’’ for pilot selection, training, and operations. The navy assigned him to the

STG at its founding, and he immediately began working on the role of the pilots.30

Voas realized that the question of pilot involvement bore heavily on the selection

and training of the astronauts. Technical decisions had human implications: what the

operator needed to do affected who would be chosen. ‘‘Was this just someone along for

the ride,’’ he stated, ‘‘or were they expected to be a very significant part of the opera-

tion?’’31 Voas deemed that individuals with physical fitness and experience operating

technical systems would fit the bill (a decision he later regretted, because he found the

Mercury Seven deficient in engineering skills).32 Nothing in these original qualifica-

tions necessitated experience in aviation. On Voas’s recommendation, NASA approved

a set of selection criteria that might include ‘‘test pilot, crew member of experimental

submarine, or arctic explorer.’’ NASA was ready to go public with an announcement,

but at the last minute President Eisenhower decreed the astronaut candidates should

be chosen from the ranks of military test pilots—for both security and secrecy rea-

sons.33 (Such limitations alone, however, should not have excluded submariners.)

The Mercury astronauts distrusted Voas, as they did human factors experts in gen-

eral, whom they classified with an old pilots’ enemy—flight surgeons. One NACA en-

gineer referred to ‘‘industrial psychology and human factors’’ as ‘‘dirty words around

here.’’ Chris Kraft thought Voas ‘‘wasn’t nearly as good as his advance notices.’’34

But Voas did strongly advocate for the human role, ‘‘to have a man in space and not

just send up empty spacecraft that were completely automatic.’’ Because a Mercury

flight ‘‘begins and ends with periods during which the astronaut does not control the

vehicle’s attitude or flight path,’’ wrote Voas, the human role in Mercury had been

‘‘underestimated.’’35 Voas called the astronaut ‘‘not a mere passenger, but an active

controller of the vehicle’’ and argued that human intervention in control loops (along

with ample displays of information) improved the flexibility and robustness of the sys-

tem. ‘‘The astronaut operates as an integral part of the Mercury system,’’ Voas con-
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cluded, and pointed out that Mercury would show ‘‘man’s proficiency as a controller

for space vehicles.’’36

Voas listed seven roles for the Mercury astronauts, in order of priority: (1) ‘‘systems

management,’’ which mainly involved monitoring the automatic systems; (2) ‘‘pro-

gramming’’ or ‘‘sequence monitoring,’’ which involved monitoring critical events

during launch and reentry; (3) controlling vehicle attitude; (4) navigation; (5) commu-

nications; (6) research observations; (7) keeping attentive and fit under flight stresses;

and (8) ground preparation. The pilot functioned either as a backup system himself,

or as a switcher who enabled backup systems to come into play. For example, if the

sequencers were to go awry, ‘‘he must substitute himself for the malfunctioning auto-

matic programmer,’’ a task more subtle and demanding than simply responding to

green and red lights like a laboratory mouse (although that is how the task might

have appeared to an observer).37 Voas mapped the manual and automatic functions

and the numerous ways that a given task could be divided between the two (figure 4.4).

Voas participated not only in the selection process, but also in shaping the innova-

tive training regimen for Mercury. Again, training depended on what would be

expected of the astronauts while in orbit; both changed over the course of the pro-

gram. While Voas and his colleagues had deep experience in flight training, for Mer-

cury the goal became as much to condition the astronauts not to do things (in panic

or erroneous response), as it was to train them for positive actions. It also sought to

condition their responses to the physical and psychological stresses of spaceflight. Be-

cause the astronauts were seen as redundant backup systems, knowing the spacecraft

systems and being able to detect and diagnose failure became primary objectives.38

The Mercury Control System

In Mercury, as with the X-15, questions about the human role were built into the ma-

chine. McDonnell-Douglas built the Mercury capsule itself, but its control system was

designed by the Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company (then also building the

MH-96 adaptive controller for the X-15). Company experts initially wanted a fully au-

tomatic spacecraft, with little human operation, but after consulting a ‘‘human engi-

neering’’ expert who favored a more active pilot, McDonnell engineers believed more

human control could improve the reliability of their spacecraft. Nevertheless, all agreed

with Robert Chilton’s view that unlike in an aircraft, the automatic modes would be

primary, with the human-actuated controls reserved for off-nominal conditions or

emergencies. Indeed, humans were not essential for flight: four Mercury capsules

launched on Redstone rockets and three on Atlases under fully automatic control be-

fore being qualified for human flight.39 The conception gradually shifted from com-

plete automation to ‘‘monitored automatic.’’ The human function was ‘‘something

more than secondary, if still less than primary.’’40
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Figure 4.4

Automatic versus manual procedure for Mercury Retro Maneuver, showing the numerous pathways by which the pilot can switch between automatic

and manual modes. (Redrawn by the author from Voas, ‘‘A Description of the Astronaut’s Task in Project Mercury.’’)



The Mercury spacecraft had two redundant sets of control systems, one automatic

and one manual, each with their own separate reaction jets and fuel supplies. The pilot

had no control over the spacecraft’s position; in other words, he could not change its

orbit. He could, however, control its attitude, that is, the orientation around the center

of gravity. Prior to firing the retro rockets for reentry, the attitude was normally set au-

tomatically, but if the primary failed the pilot could point the spacecraft and fire the

retro rockets under his own control. During reentry itself, Faget’s capsule design meant

that the vehicle would passively orient itself with the heatshield down, though it

might oscillate a bit. The pilot could use either automatic or manual control to damp

the oscillations.

Some pilots, particularly Deke Slayton, wanted rudder pedals in the cockpit, but in

the end astronauts used one hand on a three-axis stick. The pilot could push fore and

back for pitch, side to side for roll, and twist the stick (instead of pressing on pedals) for

the yaw control. In automatic mode, the system would assume the proper attitudes

and hold them via feedback control with an autopilot. On the other extreme, in fully

manual, the pilot could control the attitude of the spacecraft by commanding the

thrusters directly, opening valves for fuel in proportion to the deflection of the stick.

This fully manual mode took a great deal of thrusting to hold attitude, so it was

hopelessly inefficient with fuel. A more efficient, hybrid solution allowed ‘‘rate con-

trol,’’ where the pilot commanded a servo that stabilized the vehicle’s rate of motion

about each axis. As with the automatic control on the X-15, when the pilot moved

the stick, the spacecraft would move, and when he took his hand off, the spacecraft

would stop and hold where it was. This simple idea required a finely tuned servo loop

to be responsive and stable. In a mode known as ‘‘fly by wire’’ (although rather differ-

ent from the modern usage of that term for aircraft), the pilot could issue ‘‘on-off’’ con-

trol commands to the solenoid valves in the automatic control system. The pilot could

use more than one of these modes at one time—for example, if the autopilot was hold-

ing in pitch and yaw, the pilot could still control roll with the fly-by-wire mode. He

also had display of rate information in three axes, a periscope, and the window, added

to the second capsule after a request by the astronauts.41 The newly prominent astro-

nauts, of course, had opinions about these engineering decisions, and were still fight-

ing the battle of whether they would fly the rocket off the pad.

Defusing Spam Bullshit

Design decisions about Mercury and its control systems had largely been made by the

time von Braun spoke to the SETP in August 1959. Yet persuasive and powerful as he

was, he did not close the debate on piloted boost; in fact he fueled the controversy

about whether a Mercury astronaut would have a meaningful role. Questions lingered

about the pilot’s tasks, especially from the test pilots themselves.
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Just a few weeks after von Braun’s speech, the SETP held its 1959 annual meet-

ing. The conference opened with a session chaired by Neil Armstrong on the human

operator in spaceflight. A paper by Scott Crossfield, as well as the other presentations,

argued for the importance of the pilot.

Irritated by criticism of the imagined passivity of the astronaut aboard Mercury, two

young leaders of the program made the case personally. Chris Kraft and Deke Slayton

went to the SETP meeting hoping, in Slayton’s words, ‘‘to defuse some of this spam

bullshit.’’42 Yet Kraft did have to break the bad news: ‘‘These guys were used to having

their hands on the throttle of whatever they were flying, and to making it turn or

climb or dive according to their input. So I went into some detail about what happens

during a rocket launch and in orbit. Most of it was automatic, I had to admit. An astro-

naut was strictly a passenger when that rocket ignited and he began the ride into

space.’’43 Even the abort system was going to be automatic—the really scary things

that could go wrong would happen too quickly for the human pilot to react. For Mer-

cury, von Braun had won.

Slayton defended his own role (this before he was grounded by a medical condition

in 1962). The case for piloted boost seemed lost, but what a pilot might do in orbit

remained an open question. His presentation aimed to show the ‘‘pilot’s point of

view,’’ and to ‘‘establish the requirement for the pilot, or astronaut, in Project Mer-

cury.’’ Slayton contrasted his view with that of the engineer, who ‘‘semi-seriously notes

that all problems of Mercury would be tremendously simplified if we didn’t have to

worry about the bloody astronaut,’’ and with those in the military who believed that

‘‘a college trained chimpanzee or the village idiot’’ could replace a pilot. Slayton’s the-

sis: ‘‘if you eliminate the astronaut, you concede man has no place in space.’’ Not only

a pilot, Slayton argued, but an experimental test pilot was required (an ironic position,

given that several of the Mercury astronauts would not have qualified for membership

in the SETP before their selection). In summary, Slayton argued that for Mercury ‘‘if

everything works perfectly the pilot’s task will be quite simple.’’ But in the case of a

failure or emergency, ‘‘the task would become quite complicated but not beyond the

pilot’s capabilities.’’44

The 1959 SETP meeting articulated the pilot’s role for Mercury—passive passenger

on the way up, active controller in space. But Slayton argued that even this situation

was only temporary. He understood that the rocket experts believed the boost phase

should be handled automatically, but added a hedge that ‘‘we agree, at the present

time.’’ Slayton believed that in a future era of space station and orbital rendezvous, ‘‘it

will be desirable to give the pilot complete control over booster firing and powered

flight trajectory.’’

‘‘Pilots get some good news,’’ ran a New York Times headline about the October meet-

ing, glossing over the bad news about piloted boost. ‘‘Group is assured machines won’t

supplant humans on probes into space.’’ The Times noted ‘‘this was music to the
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assembled test pilots’ ears, because their major theme long has been that they are not

obsolete.’’45

Pilots in Space

When Mercury actually started flying, its pilots exercised their numerous options for

control in response to a series of contingencies and failures. In May 1961, on Alan She-

pard’s landmark, suborbital flight, a leaky thruster gave the Mercury capsule a slight

but constant rotation about its roll axis. Shepard used the fly-by-wire feature to com-

pensate, and during reentry he used it to damp the oscillations.46 As a test, and also

from necessity, Shepard exercised all three of Mercury’s modes of control—automatic,

manual, and fly-by-wire. Shepard’s flight did not include the rate-control feature, but

Grissom’s suborbital flight ( July 1961) did, and Grissom found rate control to be the

most responsive of the various options.

Grissom’s flight also pressed the issue of pilot control in another way when his

hatch prematurely popped off during recovery. The spacecraft sank to the bottom

of the ocean and the astronaut almost drowned. Ensuing debate over whether the

cause was pilot error or mechanical failure raised the question: if the pilots are to get

credit for successful flights, how much blame do they share when something goes

wrong?

There followed two automated flights, one including ‘‘Enos’’ the chimp, to verify

the orbital system for Mercury. Automating the capsule simply required adding a

sequencer device in the pilot’s seat, with minimal modification to the spacecraft.

When John Glenn finally flew his orbital flight in February 1962, he switched between

modes to determine the most effective and economical way to control the spacecraft.

Glenn’s capsule developed a malfunctioning thruster, and the manual modes allowed

him to compensate. In the words of the official program history, he decided to ‘‘be-

come a full-time pilot responsible for his own well-being,’’ manually orienting the

spacecraft and commanding the retro rockets to fire.47

On the second orbital flight in May 1962, Scott Carpenter had a more equivocal per-

formance, having used up all of his maneuvering fuel, but he too exercised all of the

control modes. Though several of the control systems failed, Flight Director Chris Kraft

was furious with Carpenter for not following the flight plan and suitably obeying direc-

tions from the ground. Voas felt that Kraft’s anger deprived NASA of the ‘‘public re-

lations feature that the man had performed and brought back a damaged craft, or a

partially nonfunctioning spacecraft,’’ which he believed would have built support for

the human role.48

Not all pilots performed equally, but NASA was loath to compare them in public.

Whatever they thought of their own skills, even before the astronauts tightened their

harnesses in the tiny capsules they were harnessed to a social structure on the ground
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that reached through radio channels and ballistic trajectories, a social structure with its

own agendas of power, authority, and control, a theme that would continue through-

out Apollo.

Like the X-15, the Mercury program constantly found itself justifying the human

presence. In the words of Mercury’s excellent official history, ‘‘Mercury saw the evolu-

tion of the astronaut from little more than a passenger in a fully automatic system to

an integral and fully integrated element in the entire spaceflight organism. By the end

of the project, the Mercury capsule, instead of simply being a machine with a man in

it, had truly become a manned space vehicle.’’

That evolution took place in public presentation more than in the actual spacecraft.

In early articles in Life, for example, astronauts sometimes referred to their upcoming

flights as ‘‘rides’’ and to themselves as ‘‘passengers.’’ Life compiled those articles, large-

ly verbatim, in the 1962 book We Seven, but rewrote certain sections to emphasize

human control. For the book, Life’s ghostwriters systematically replaced the word ‘‘cap-

sule’’ from the Life articles with the word ‘‘spacecraft,’’ a substitution NASA made more

generally between October 1961 and January 1962. After then, the astronauts used the

word ‘‘passenger’’ only in a negative sense.49 As Michael Collins later wrote, ‘‘Capsules

are swallowed. One flies a spacecraft.’’50

Public statements surrounding the flights also emphasized the pilot’s control. John

Glenn proclaimed that his flight would have failed without a man ‘‘aboard to assume

control and bring the capsule back’’ (he did not mention that without a man aboard

there would have been no need to bring the capsule back). Wally Schirra related how

he turned off all automatic sequences after liftoff—‘‘the capsule was all mine now’’—

and he declared that before his flight, no one had ‘‘flown a capsule before, much less

under pilot control.’’ Deke Slayton’s wife professed that she feared the prospect of her

husband going into space, until she learned that the ‘‘pilot, and not the automatic sys-

tem, was the most important thing.’’51

Press responses to the Mercury missions echoed NASA’s selling of pilot control. Jour-

nalist and science fiction writer Robert Heinlein typified their conclusions when he

wrote, ‘‘The Mercury shots proved that an astronaut can actually control his ship.’’

The New York Times published an editorial after Glenn’s flight titled with his words,

‘‘Let Man Take Over,’’ and hailed the flight as a symbolic victory in a battle between

man and machine. ‘‘We need not be ruled by machines,’’ ran the piece, and extending

the lesson to broader social currents, it continued, ‘‘people should reject a belief in an

automatic stream of history over which we have no control.’’ Historian James Kauff-

man, in an exhaustive survey of press responses, notes that ‘‘every article on Glenn’s

flight refers to Glenn’s active control.’’52 Independent of the technical facts, the notion

of the pilot in active control of the spacecraft engendered narratives of human space-

flight well suited to public presentation.
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‘‘The first true pilot’s spacecraft’’

Notwithstanding Mercury’s triumphs of human control, rhetorical or practical, Project

Gemini began to fulfill von Braun’s vision: pilots as monitors during launch, but in the

loop while in orbit. Gemini planners sought to explore longer-duration spaceflight,

learn how to rendezvous and dock, achieve precision landings, establish the capability

for ‘‘extra vehicular activity’’ or EVA (colloquially referred to as ‘‘space walking’’), and

provide additional experience for flight and ground crews in manned spaceflight. Wo-

ven throughout these objectives—from orbital maneuvering to accurate reentries—was

the desire to expand human control.

The Mercury capsule had been heavily dependent on sequencing devices, even with

the human in the loop. Gemini simplified the system by putting much of the sequenc-

ing responsibility onto the human operator and providing numerous new thrusters

and tools for control. Unlike Mercury, the Gemini spacecraft could not be controlled

from the ground without significant additional equipment.53 Inside, the human

operator stood at the nexus of an inertial platform, an optical tracker, and a digital

computer—an assemblage that set the stage for Apollo.

In late 1962, before Gemini flew, Gus Grissom visited the SETP to explain the new

program and to contrast it with Mercury. He now characterized the earlier project as

containing a passive human passenger. ‘‘The most important difference,’’ Grissom

told his colleagues, ‘‘is the amount of control the pilot exercises over all functions.’’

In Mercury, pilots could contribute to the mission, Grissom continued, only by manu-

ally overriding automatic systems. ‘‘Until now, man has been a self-experimenting

guinea pig.’’ By contrast, ‘‘Gemini is the first true pilot’s spacecraft,’’ he claimed, allow-

ing the astronaut to step into his new role as ‘‘the explorer of space.’’ Grissom argued

that Gemini would require the pilot’s responses at all times, from his finger on the

abort button during boost to his judgment about the time and location of reentry.

‘‘Gemini will be a pilot controlled operational spacecraft, not just a research and devel-

opment vehicle.’’ Grissom pointed forward to a change in professional identity: ‘‘the

test pilot will have stepped into his proper role—the explorer of space.’’54 Given the

controversy that surrounded his botched recovery on Mercury, Grissom had some in-

terest in portraying the role of the Mercury astronaut as something less than totally in

control.

Unlike Mercury, where the craft reentered the atmosphere in an open-loop, ballistic

fashion, Gemini would be steered by the pilot right down to the point of landing—yes,

landing, a proper return worthy of a pilot’s dignity. The Gemini capsule would spring a

special parachute shaped like a hang glider. Under this ‘‘paraglider’’ control, the pilot

would ‘‘fly’’ down from the last few thousand feet, deploy a few skids from the under-

side of the capsule, and land on a runway. ‘‘The paraglider will be controlled by either
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pilot,’’ Grissom explained, ‘‘with the same hand controller he used in orbit . . . the

pilots will have to locate the landing area on their own.’’ The paraglider’s sluggish han-

dling qualities would call for the greatest skill.55 Guidance and control would assume

new importance, both for getting the pilot to the point of rendezvous, and for select-

ing and navigating to a landing site.

Reporting on the SETP meeting, the New York Times echoed Grissom’s words with a

front-page story in 1962 under the headline ‘‘Pilots will control Gemini spacecraft.’’

The story described how after Mercury, NASA would be ‘‘reverting to the concept of a

pilot-controlled aircraft’’ for Gemini. ‘‘The Gemini capsule will be under the control of

the astronauts rather than automatic instruments.’’56 Where Mercury had been fully

automated out of concern for possible degradation of pilot abilities in space, the pro-

gram had proved the pilots’ abilities and Gemini would take full advantage of them.

Advancing technology would mean not more automation, but more human control.

As the tasks and technology changed, the crews evolved as well. Grissom was in the

minority: of the seventeen men who flew on Gemini, only three came from the origi-

nal Mercury Seven. The remainder came from subsequent sets of astronauts in the sec-

ond (‘‘the new nine’’) and third (fourteen) groups of astronauts. These men tended

to have higher levels of education and greater technical skills in addition to their test-

pilot backgrounds, reflecting the changing nature of their tasks and a new NASA em-

phasis on professional training over physical characteristics.

The ten Gemini missions did indeed fulfill Grissom’s hopes and von Braun’s vision

of astronauts as active, on-orbit controllers. The first Gemini flights, unmanned in

April 1964 and January 1965, flew suborbital and required a special sequencer installed

in the astronaut’s couch to put the craft through its paces. On the first manned Gemini

mission (Gemini III, March 1965), Grissom maneuvered the spacecraft with its new set

of thrusters, changing not only its orientation (as on Mercury) but also its velocity,

dropping the orbit down about thirty miles, which Mercury could not do.

During rendezvous, the pilots flew a ‘‘final approach,’’ in an analogy to landing an

aircraft, and carefully maneuvered into close proximity with another vehicle. Astro-

nauts practiced rendezvous with spent booster stages on several flights, with varying

degrees of success. Then, Gemini VI (piloted by Wally Schirra and Thomas Stafford)

and Gemini VII (Frank Borman and Jim Lovell) achieved a dramatic first rendezvous

between two manned craft, four pilots in all. From separate launches more than ten

days apart, the pilots maneuvered the two craft within inches of each other, ‘‘window

to window and nose to nose.’’ Schirra, commander of Gemini VI, emphasized in his

memoir his ability to control the spacecraft: ‘‘Using what I called my ‘eyeball ranging

system,’ I did an in-plane flyaround of Gemini 7, like a crew chief inspecting an

aircraft . . . I was amazed at my ability to maneuver, controlling attitude with my right

hand and translating in every direction by igniting the big thrusters with my left hand
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mechanism.’’57 Dramatic photographs of manned spacecraft from the outside high-

lighted the new, active role of people in space.

Subsequent Gemini missions accomplished rendezvous on different orbits (including

the first one after launch, simulating a launch from the lunar surface), from orbits

equal, below, or above the target vehicle, and using several different techniques,

including with an unmanned target vehicle called Agena. Some of these exercises

were designed to simulate maneuvers and abort modes anticipated for lunar missions,

some with failures of various parts of the system.

Gemini’s project summary concluded that ‘‘the extensive participation of the flight

crew in rendezvous operations is feasible.’’58 The pilots liked docking; it allowed them

to fly.

Technical and budgetary problems had forced the cancellation of the paraglider and

with it hopes for controlled, terrestrial landing, so Gemini craft came down in the wa-

ter as Mercury had. Still, Gemini pilots could maneuver during reentry. Because of its

offset center of gravity, the spacecraft’s roll determined the direction of lift during a

critical few minutes in the atmosphere. By rolling the spacecraft to cancel or reinforce

lift, the pilots could effectively control the splashdown point by up to three hundred

miles down range and more than twenty-five miles side to side. Continuously rotating

the spacecraft would null the lift altogether, and make for the shortest landing. Gemini

missions came down within a wide range of distances from their aiming points; some

were off by nearly one hundred miles (Gemini V) but a majority were within ten miles

of their targets. Ten of the twelve Gemini reentries were flown with a pilot’s hand on

the stick.59

Gemini also produced its share of anomalies and human responses hailed as critical

or heroic. On Gemini VI, with Wally Schirra and Tom Stafford in the cockpit, the

launch sequence initiated but shut down prematurely. Rather than issuing an abort,

in which the pilots would have dangerously ejected sideways from the spacecraft, ruin-

ing it, against established procedure Schirra kept his finger off the abort handle. He

sensed that the vehicle had not moved, even though the mission clock had started,

and he did not fire the ejection, avoiding the risky bailout and saving the capsule and

the rocket for another day. His quick thinking was hailed as a triumph of man in the

loop as he spontaneously violated an erroneous mission rule.60

On Gemini VIII, when docked with the Agena target vehicle, the spacecraft started

spinning out of control. Astronauts Neil Armstrong and David Scott immediately

undocked from the Agena, only to find that the problem was with their own spacecraft

and not the target, and they began spinning faster. They isolated a stuck thruster while

in a life-threatening tumble, and immediately aborted the mission and landed in the

Pacific. Questions arose about whether the immediate undocking was the right deci-

sion, but Houston praised the astronauts and explained the situation to validate their
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decision. On Gemini XII, the rendezvous radar failed and Buzz Aldrin called on manual

techniques to perform the rendezvous. By coincidence, he had written his MIT disser-

tation on pilot-oriented techniques for rendezvous in the absence of automation.61

Numerous other systems failures led to successful recoveries or real-time mission

replanning.

Automation in the Gemini Program

Less heralded than the human controls but equally important for the technical learn-

ing of spaceflight and its implications for Apollo was a new type of human-machine

interaction, subtly importing the chauffeurs versus airmen dichotomy into the orbital

realm. Most of Gemini’s rendezvous and reentries relied on programs running on a dig-

ital computer.

Intuitive piloting alone proved inadequate for rendezvous. Following Grissom and

Young’s successful demonstration of manual maneuvering on Gemini III, on Gemini

IV astronaut Jim McDivitt attempted to rendezvous with a spent booster. He envi-

sioned the task as ‘‘flying formation essentially in space,’’ but quickly found that his

aviation skills would not serve him in this situation. Schedule and some other unex-

pected parameters constrained the first attempt at rendezvous, so McDivitt employed

‘‘a brute force technique where instead of assuming that we were in orbit we just

assumed that we were flying across the earth like in an airplane.’’62 McDivitt turned

around to attempt a practice rendezvous with his spent booster stage, but found that

as he thrusted toward the target, it inevitably moved away. After McDivitt spent a sig-

nificant amount of maneuvering fuel, flight director Chris Kraft (working for the first

time from the new mission control center in Houston) called off the exercise, in favor

of Ed White’s historic space walk (the first for an American). The human image of

White floating through space overshadowed the disappointing experiment in orbital

flying.

Afterward McDivitt attributed the problem to poor lighting, but he was facing some-

thing new. Orbital dynamics created a strange brew of velocity, speed, and range be-

tween two objects and called for a new kind of piloting. Catching up to a spacecraft

ahead, for example, might actually require flying slower, to change orbit. ‘‘It’s a

hard thing to learn,’’ observed Deke Slayton, ‘‘since it’s kind of backward from any-

thing you know as a pilot.’’ A NASA investigation concluded that training had been

inadequate, and that the entire program had underestimated the subtlety of the ren-

dezvous task.63 Gemini IV taught an important lesson: pilots could not rendezvous by

eye.

A successful rendezvous would require more than keen eyes, stable hands, and cool

heads. It would require numbers, equations, and calculations. It would require simu-

lators, training devices, and electronics. Running them would be another Gemini
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novelty: an onboard digital computer, first flown on Gemini III. This machine, man-

ufactured by IBM, had 4,096 words of 39-bit memory. It collected data from a vari-

ety of sources, including the spacecraft’s inertial measuring unit and could display

calculations and quantities on a variety of displays.

For every phase of flight, the pilots shared control with their new companion. On as-

cent, the computer served as backup for guidance of the launch vehicle. If the primary

system in the booster failed, the astronaut could switch over the control to the cockpit,

or the Gemini computer could take command automatically. During rendezvous, the

computer collected data from the ground, from the astronauts, and from sensors on

board the spacecraft. It calculated commands and trajectories and displayed thrust

and orientation that the astronauts should fly. Astronauts interacted with it by means

of a mode switch that selected a variety of programs, a numerical keyboard and display,

and an IVI or ‘‘incremental velocity indicator’’ that displayed ‘‘velocity to be gained’’

for thrusting maneuvers. The astronaut fired the thrusters with his stick, keeping his

eye on the IVI, which measured accelerations and counted down in velocity, indicating

zero when it was time to stop. The astronauts used the computer in a simulator on the

ground to practice and to develop a variety of procedures for rendezvous.64

The computer had seven operating modes, corresponding to seven programs and

seven functions. During pre-launch, it performed some self-diagnostics. In ‘‘ascent’’

mode, it provided backup guidance to the Titan booster and could take over if the

rocket’s computer failed.65 In ‘‘catch-up’’ mode, it provided pointing commands and

velocity increments to the crew to begin the rendezvous. In ‘‘rendezvous,’’ it took

data from radar and the inertial platform to calculate the velocity changes required for

rendezvous, and drove the IVI display to zero as the astronaut gave thruster com-

mands. In ‘‘reentry’’ mode, the computer solved the reentry equations and displayed

data for the crew to follow when flying manually.

Beginning with Gemini VIII, the computer included a magnetic tape storage system

that allowed the crew to read in programs and orbital parameters, a necessary feature

since the computer programs had grown in size with the increasing sophistication of

the missions and could no longer fit into the memory. Neil Armstrong and David Scott

first used this procedure while their spacecraft was spinning, reading in the reentry

program for their emergency landing.66 Heroic action now involved not only control-

ling the spacecraft but also loading code into a digital machine.

For rendezvous, the crew used data from their digital computer and checked them

against a printed chart, which served as an analog computer like a slide rule (a practice

continued on Apollo). Usually, the ground staff computed the necessary mid-course or

catch-up maneuver numbers and called them up by voice. On Gemini X Michael

Collins computed the maneuvers on board, using a combination of the onboard com-

puter and star sightings from the optics, a difficult and frustrating process that did not

produce accurate results.
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Once the accurate data was calculated and displayed in the cockpit, the actual

maneuvering became an ordinary, mechanical task, the pilot serving as a human servo-

mechanism and following the computer’s instructions. In Apollo, these maneuvers

would require no manual thrusting, but would be controlled by the computer from be-

ginning to end based on a series of keypunches.

The computer also commanded the reentry maneuvers, indirectly, through the crew,

or directly, in an automatic mode. When coming in from orbit, at about 400,000 feet,

the astronaut manually kept the spacecraft aligned with the horizon, when the com-

puter began indicating roll commands for the astronaut to follow. Or, in automatic

mode, the computer commanded the attitude system directly.

By Gemini XI, the computer automatically steered the spacecraft and landed within

three miles of the target with no crew input, a feat repeated on the final Gemini XII

flight. ‘‘Reentry of the Gemini spacecraft was successfully controlled both manually

and automatically,’’ concluded the project’s final report. Which mode was desirable

depended on the complexity of the task, the number of control commands, and the

desired accuracy of the landing spot.67

Jack Funk, a member of the Space Task Group who specialized in trajectories, recalled

that the astronauts slowly realized that the dynamics of flying in space were so com-

plex, as were the numerous systems aboard the craft, that anything that helped them

manage the chaos would extend their ability: ‘‘Instead of having a battleship with

6,000 crew on board, you just have a small craft with a computer which is your big

crew that does all the work for you.’’68 Aaron Cohen, a control engineer who would

play a central role in developing the Apollo system, believed that ‘‘the piloting, the

man interface with the computer, the display, and the techniques of how he used it,’’

stood out as the major contribution of the Gemini program.69

Automation in the Soviet Space Program

Astronauts liked Gemini’s pilot-centered philosophy. For them, it was not only solid

engineering but also an expression of national character. ‘‘During a mission we were

independent thinkers and decision makers,’’ wrote Walter Cunningham, who flew on

Apollo 7. ‘‘It was the American way of life carried into one more challenging environ-

ment.’’ By contrast, Cunningham believed, the Soviets would over-automate their

spacecraft, and ‘‘never fully trusted the individual as opposed to the ‘collective’ on the

ground.’’ This difference of approach, Cunningham and many others felt, was respon-

sible for the Soviets losing their lead in space in the 1960s.70

The Soviet approach to spacecraft automation did differ from the American ap-

proach, but not in the ways most people thought. Like their American counterparts,

cosmonauts were public symbols and served political goals. When crafting their roles,

the Soviet regime drew on twentieth-century images of machine-men and scientific
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organization of labor, including Stalinist iconography of aviation and piloting. In the

1960s, cosmonauts became the ideal of ‘‘New Soviet Man,’’ a cog in the larger machine

of state, taking individual initiative within heavily proscribed constraints of ideology

and authority.71

But the ideal did not translate into technical systems in any straightforward way. Lt.

Gen. Nikolai Kamanin, who headed cosmonaut selection and training, described his

approach as ‘‘the domination of automata.’’ Early cosmonauts were not accomplished

test pilots but junior fighter pilots—Yuri Gagarin had a mere 230 hours of flight time

when he was selected. The first manned Soviet spacecraft, Vostok, was, like Mercury,

heavily automated and first flown unmanned (most Soviet rockets and spacecraft flew

two unmanned missions before being human-qualified). But Vostok did not offer the

range of backup manual modes that Mercury offered. Yuri Gagarin, in fact, was blocked

from using the manual reentry function on his spacecraft by a combination lock. In

the event of an emergency, the ground controllers planned to read him the combina-

tion over radio (although after some debate it was placed in a sealed envelope on

board).

Why were Soviet spacecraft automated to this degree? Fully automated spacecraft

had ‘‘dual use,’’ and could be used for remote as well as manned missions. Addition-

ally, the heavier payload of Soviet rockets could afford the weight of extra electronics.

Engineering culture also played a part: Soviet engineers tended to have rocketry back-

grounds, fewer of them had roots in aviation. Historian Slava Gerovitch, one of the few

who has examined the question from primary sources, points out that ‘‘heated debates

over the division of function between human and machine often broke out within the

space engineering community.’’ As in the United States, professional interests, organi-

zational politics, and national ideology all influenced the debate. Spacecraft design was

organizationally separated from cosmonaut selection and training, so the cosmonauts

had little input into development and the engineers were not familiar with their points

of view.72

Soviet engineers discussed humans in cybernetic terms, evaluating their abilities for

logical switching, amplification, integration, and computing. Indeed they avoided the

term ‘‘pilot’’ in favor of ‘‘spacecraft guidance operator.’’ Tensions arose between mili-

tary and civilian astronauts, between those trained as pilots and engineers or scientists

(once two astronauts debating the subject nearly came to blows while in orbit). Leg-

endary designer Sergei Korolev saw the humans as integral parts of larger technological

systems, with which they would trade control and authority.73

As in the American program, the cosmonauts fought for active roles in their flights,

arguing they would increase reliability and the likelihood of mission success. The

Soviets began developing automatic rendezvous and docking systems in the mid-

1960s, with good results, but when they failed the cosmonauts had trouble interven-

ing at the last minute. As in the American case, the planned Soviet lunar spacecraft
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included a digital computer with the operators typing in commands to be executed by

its programs. ‘‘The Soviet approach to automation was never fixed,’’ Gerovitch con-

cludes, and ‘‘it evolved over time, from the fully automated equipment of Vostok to

the semi-automatic analog control loops of Soyuz,’’ to later digital controls. ‘‘The role

of the cosmonauts also changed, from the equipment monitor and back-up on Vostok

to the versatile technician on Soyuz to a systems integrator on later missions.’’74

American engineers and astronauts, while well aware of their competition with the

Soviets during the 1960s, had little detailed knowledge of their technology, much the

less the designs of their control systems. Nonetheless, the counterpoint served as an

enabling myth. Imagining Soviet technology as fully automated in a totalitarian mode

supported the American association of active pilot control with the democratic individ-

ual, and the astronauts as ‘‘New American Men,’’ full of initiative, freedom, and skill at

the controls of their free-flying spacecraft. Ironically, on Apollo only advances in elec-

tronics and computers would allow American engineers to build control systems to suit

this ideal human role.

From the High Desert

Meanwhile, amid flight programs and international competition, lunar plans germi-

nated. As von Braun had realized, opposing views aligned not simply by professions

(engineers versus pilots), but by institutions and engineering cultures. Among the ear-

liest to play their cards were researchers at NASA’s high-speed flight station (also

known as the Flight Research Center, or FRC) at Edwards, the high temple of flight

test, who sought to ensure that their pilot-centered culture had a place in the budding

lunar program for every phase of flight. In 1960, when the program was just taking

shape, FRC Director Paul Bikle wrote to NASA headquarters of the ‘‘spectacular compe-

tence’’ of the FRC in flight research that could be brought to bear on a lunar program.

Citing their work on piloted boost, he proposed to study the role of the pilot in a Sat-

urn launch and to examine the pilot’s role in stabilizing a spacecraft in orbit. Bikle

argued that automation should be included only when ‘‘the particular task is not

within the pilot’s capabilities.’’ Similarly, for reentry, ‘‘the role of the pilot as an active

participant for control of the vehicle to a precise landing point should be studied, to

determine the degree of automaticity (if any) required.’’75

Milt Thompson and colleagues argued that the pilots’ alert senses—feeling vibra-

tions, hearing tanks pressurizing, smelling smoke—could not be easily replaced by

machines.76

Test pilots Joe Walker and John McKay argued that the problem with Mercury was

that the rockets had been designed for automatic operation and then modified to in-

clude a pilot as a monitor. This afterthought, they believed, ‘‘compromises both the

automatic system and the pilot.’’ Rather, they advocated ‘‘inclusion of the pilot in
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the control loop at all times’’ so the pilot could swiftly take corrective action, using his

feel for the system obtained in normal flight.77

FRC engineer Hubert Drake framed the pilots’ role in rendezvous while articulating

the FRC’s position on some general principles. He began with a series of axioms:

n Design vehicle and mission to rely on pilot
n All flights piloted
n No unmanned mission capability
n Avoid excessive safety emphasis
n Concentrate development on few systems

Furthermore, rendezvous would be no big deal: ‘‘the pilot comments indicated that

the rendezvous maneuver was comparable to docking a boat or parking a car,’’ he

stated (a view that contrasted with that of the Gemini astronauts, who emphasized

the difficulty and the skill required). In sum, Drake reported the FRC’s position: ‘‘He

[the pilot] should be in complete, direct control and able to use this control in the

most flexible manner possible by the use of his own intelligence, senses, and manual

skills. Any artificial aids provided should be designed solely to assist him and should

not have primary control during any part of the operation.’’78

Even at this early date, the FRC’s approach of ‘‘complete, direct control’’ by the pilot

represented an extreme view, and had already been superseded for Mercury by Robert

Chilton’s philosophy of including the pilot as a backup system.

Crafting a Human Role in Lunar Flight

Before Gemini or even Mercury missions flew, and before President Kennedy’s decision

to send Americans to the moon, Robert Chilton began looking at the human role in a

lunar flight. Meeting the requirements for a moon mission would be hugely more diffi-

cult and complex than for the simple orbital strolls: hitting a lunar entry corridor

required accurate navigation; maps of the moon had crude precision compared to

those of earth; lunar reentry speeds far exceeded those from orbit; and people had

to withstand much longer missions and perform at peak capacity up to the end.

‘‘One of the biggest, toughest problems we had,’’ Chilton reckoned, ‘‘was to put the

astronaut in the loop’’—not just in the loop of a little ground-based tracking like Mer-

cury, but in the loop of the complex guidance system that would be required for lunar

flight.79 Because a spacecraft returning from the moon would reenter the atmosphere

from a trans-earth trajectory at a much higher speed than Mercury or Gemini space-

craft had, it would need to target a narrow reentry corridor, which called for accurate

guidance operating autonomously on board.

In the summer of 1960 NASA held an industry conference to define the moon land-

ing project and let potential contractors know what to expect. They also announced a
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new name: Project Apollo. Chilton presented a ‘‘command and control’’ configuration

for the pie-in-the-sky project. The crew for Apollo, Chilton told the audience, would

assume a role ‘‘comparable to the crew of a transcontinental jet airliner.’’ This was not

the mundane comparison it would be today, for 707s had only started flying these

routes in 1958. Each airliner had a pilot, a copilot, and a flight engineer. Apollo, too,

would have a three-man crew. Chilton did not mention a lunar landing.

Chilton predicted that Apollo would rely heavily on automation. Computers would

relieve the pilots of routine tasks and assist them for those that required high speed,

accuracy, or computational complexity. That did not mean, Chilton hastened to add,

that the mission could be conducted with full automation. Unmanned flights might

provide data for the development program, but ‘‘specially instrumented vehicles’’

should fly only suborbital routes as tests.

Chilton defined the primary crew tasks as making command decisions, moni-

toring the systems, and supervising navigation and control. Tasks also included

‘‘maintain[ing] system performance by accomplishing the necessary maintenance and

repair, or by engaging appropriate backup systems’’ and emergency manual modes. If,

as was argued for Mercury, the crew were the ultimate backup system, then it would

seem only reasonable to ask them to fix the machines when they broke.80

Under ideal circumstances the flights would be relatively automated, but humans

would get ‘‘into the loop’’ in an emergency—much as John Glenn had taken over con-

trol of his spacecraft when the thruster failed. Only later did Chilton recognize the

problem with this approach: the astronauts had to train for numerous failure scenarios.

That problem ‘‘rose up and bit us,’’ because the training of the crew became a major

bottleneck in meeting the flight schedules. ‘‘The training load on the crew was just so

horrendous,’’ Chilton recalled, ‘‘that it paced the [Apollo] program after a while,’’ be-

cause the crew were so busy training not only on the primary procedures, but on all

the emergency procedures as well.81 Such problems lay far in the future when Chilton

laid out the requirements for Apollo in 1960.

NASA then requested proposals from industry for several large-scale feasibility

studies for the lunar mission. Goodyear Aircraft proposed to study the social structure

of the crew and the ‘‘man-machine variables that affected optimal balance between

guaranteed mechanical reliability and need for operator activity and challenge.’’ Only

a thorough ‘‘man-machine analysis’’ would define the requirements for the crews, who

might be younger than the Mercury astronauts. A Convair feasibility study identified

the crew members as ‘‘commander,’’ ‘‘subsystem operator,’’ and ‘‘scientific operator.’’

The Boeing study argued that ‘‘man’s role must transcend that of a monitor of an auto-

matic program,’’ and proposed ‘‘to enter man in the system loop,’’ to allow the com-

mander to ‘‘look ahead’’ and select optimum solutions before committing to a course

of action. A McDonnell study divided the three crew member’s tasks into systems
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management, flight control, and navigation. Vought aircraft divided them into

‘‘Pilot-Vehicle commander, Navigator-Second Pilot, and Flight Engineer-Maintenance-

Scientific Observer,’’ and articulated a philosophy of the crew in direct command of all

vehicle control loops during all phases of flight.82

The Apollo feasibility studies implicitly questioned the assertion that all astronauts

had to be trained pilots, positing roles for flight engineers, systems managers, and sci-

entists. Reflecting on this early, formative period, Michael Collins and others believed

that Apollo did not adequately incorporate the lessons of Gemini. Stated Collins,

‘‘When Gemini methods were suggested to Apollo engineers, there was no eagerness

to accept or even to listen.’’83 A simple explanation attributes this disconnect to the

parallel schedules of the two programs. A subtler analysis notes that, despite the com-

mon role of Robert Chilton, from its beginning Apollo developed its own vision of the

human role, one augmented by and dependent on machines. By the time Gemini flew

for the first time, Apollo engineers had already designed the astronauts into a rich, flex-

ible system for flying to the moon, one organized around a digital computer.

From Piloted Boosters to Digital Aids

Wernher von Braun began the space age by excluding human pilots from the boost

phase of flight. What had seemed the ultimate pilot’s task, skillfully guiding a powerful

rocket along a precise trajectory, became relegated to servos, automatic control loops,

and eventually computers. Conflicts over human roles in spaceflight reflected the last-

minute switchings between the cultures of missile and aircraft engineering; one

eliminated and one celebrated the human pilot. Such tensions between engineering

cultures, and between engineers and operators, continued to arise as Mercury astro-

nauts vied with automatic systems and ground systems for control of their machines.

Mercury’s machinery remained in primary control, but technical failures (which were

numerous) called for the pilots’ skills. These ‘‘ultimate backup systems’’ proved their

worth by getting themselves home. NASA publicity, Life’s hagiography, and general

press coverage continually told stories of human triumph in the face of technological

failure.

Gemini put Mercury’s publicity into engineering action, as rendezvous became the

new realm of human piloting in space. Gemini astronauts recast Mercury as mere trials

to demonstrate its abilities for control in space. Orbital changes and rendezvous and

docking maneuvers were now the frontiers of human performance. Yet a pilot’s intu-

ition proved inadequate for rendezvous, and the problem was only solved with a vari-

ety of mechanical aids, from graphical charts to digital computers. Nonetheless,

graceful meetings of two human-occupied spacecraft in orbit extended the beauty and

control of flight into the orbital realm. All seemed to contrast with the archrival Soviet
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program that supposedly overautomated its spacecraft to the point of disallowing hu-

man intuition and skill.

As Project Apollo germinated, it sought to extend the Gemini experience to another

planetary body. But the steep learning curve also extended the utility of automation.

People seemed to be necessary for the flights, but what kinds of people? Pilots, engi-

neers, or scientists? More realistically, what mix of the three? Early studies based on

terrestrial models suggested crew structures in which technical experts would chauffeur

a scientist-observer on a lunar expedition.
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5 ‘‘Braincase on the tip of a firecracker’’: Apollo Guidance

It was a curious ship, a braincase on the tip of a firecracker. . . .Without fire it could not move;

without electricity it could not think.

—Norman Mailer, Of a Fire on the Moon

In this guidance and navigation business, we’re kind of one down in the dramatic art. We have to

compete with people who build engines and make lots of smoke and flame . . . in the computer

area, we don’t even have any moving parts. We have some small flashing lights . . . and that’s

about as dramatic as we get.

—Ralph Ragan, Raytheon Company, Apollo Project Operations Manager

When John F. Kennedy took office in January 1961, human spaceflight did not appear

on his political radar screen. Kennedy’s science advisors believed that emphasizing hu-

man flights would overshadow the country’s strengths in space science. They recom-

mended the president distance his administration from Mercury, an expensive and

potentially dangerous holdover from the Eisenhower administration that had received

a great deal of attention but had not yet flown with a human aboard. NASA had been

working on a lunar program for two years, as a technical extension of earth-orbital

work, holding industry conferences and letting study contracts, but the political sup-

port and massive funding required for such an endeavor remained uncertain at best.

Other members of the new administration, however, understood that human space-

flight could only be justified within a larger context than scientific or technical

imperatives alone. NASA administrator James Webb and Secretary of Defense Robert

McNamara argued that ‘‘these [space policy] decisions can and should not be made

purely on the basis of technical matters,’’ and rather pointed to the ‘‘social objectives’’

of human spaceflight, arguing that ‘‘it is man, not merely machines, in space that cap-

tures the imagination of the world.’’1

When the USSR put Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin into orbit that April, apparently secur-

ing second-place status for the United States in space for years to come, the president’s

mind began to change. ‘‘Is there any other space program,’’ Kennedy asked Vice Presi-

dent Lyndon Johnson, ‘‘which offers dramatic results in which we could win?’’2 After



consulting Webb, McNamara, von Braun, and other technical advisors, Johnson rec-

ommended a program to achieve a manned lunar landing by 1966 or 1967, citing the

‘‘margin of control over space and over men’s minds through space accomplish-

ments.’’ Alan Shepard flew on May 5, 1961, and the overflowing public response per-

suaded Kennedy to make the bold move of committing the nation to landing a man

on the moon ‘‘before this decade is out.’’ Congress soon granted his request for finan-

cial support.3 Project Apollo was underway, its political (i.e., financial) support secured

by the public impact of a human in space.

NASA engineers had been studying and planning, but now had money to spend and

systems to build. Just two months after Kennedy’s speech, NASA let its first contract for

Apollo. It would not go McDonnell Douglas, which had built the Mercury spacecraft,

or to Minneapolis Honeywell, which had built Mercury’s control system. Neither

would the Apollo guidance system be made by North American Aviation, which would

manufacture the spacecraft itself, nor by Grumman, which would make the lunar

lander. These contracts were still in the future, the companies still jostling for selec-

tion, when Robert Chilton decided to get started.

In fact, the contract for Apollo’s navigation and control system, the first in the entire

program, would not go to a company at all but to a university: the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology. MIT’s Instrumentation Laboratory (IL) had developed the ‘‘instru-

ments’’ that helped make flying ‘‘scientific’’ during the twentieth century and had

trained the NACA engineers in flight controls. This lab had built a national reputation

with innovative inertial guidance systems for missiles, and its engineers had recently

begun envisioning an unmanned probe for navigating to Mars. Following Kennedy’s

imperative, IL would now incorporate human users into its precise guidance schemes.

Autonomy and Accuracy

During the 1930s, when Charles Stark Draper became interested in aircraft instruments

and developed the field he called ‘‘instrument engineering’’ to advance the technol-

ogy, he also developed an institution. Its very name, the Instrumentation Laboratory,

emphasized the scientific nature of the work. NASA officials always referred to the IL

simply as MIT, ignoring the complex relationship between the lab and the university.

Soon after Apollo, the IL was no longer even part of MIT, having been spun off in the

early 1970s in response to student protests’ against its weapons work. Today the lab is

an independent center known as Charles Stark Draper Laboratories.

Working in close contact with the armed services and companies like Sperry Gyro-

scope, the engineers in Draper’s lab fostered the ‘‘scientific’’ attitude toward flying pio-

neered by MIT graduate Jimmy Doolittle in his early instrument flight of 1929. The IL

developed a specialty of building instruments based on spinning gyroscopes, and

became a center of what sociologist Donald MacKenzie called the ‘‘gyro culture’’—a
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group of individuals, techniques, and institutions experienced in the art of applying

gyroscopes to control vehicles.4

During World War II, Draper developed a gunsight, based on his gyroscopic turn

indicators for aircraft, which could be deployed cheaply and quickly to help defend

navy ships against close-proximity attacks. Sperry Gyroscope manufactured what

became known as the ‘‘Sperry-Draper Mark 14 Sight’’ and produced 85,000 of them

during the course of the war. Draper’s industrial contact at Sperry Gyroscope was a

young vice president, a rising aviation lawyer named James Webb. Twenty years later,

as NASA administrator, Webb again relied on his old friend from MIT to build him

gyroscopes for Apollo.5 Robert Seamans, Jr., who would become NASA’s top technical

manager during much of the 1960s, worked on these projects as a young engineer in

Draper’s group. Seamans titled his memoirs Aiming at Targets because with his back-

ground, hitting the moon with a spacecraft seemed a similar problem to hitting an air-

craft with a shell.6

During the 1950s Draper and his group continued to work with gyroscopes and con-

trol systems, while developing the critical technology of inertial guidance. An inertial

navigation system used highly precise gyroscopes and accelerometers to keep track of

all the forces acting on a moving body; it could navigate ballistic missiles through

space to precise targets in the Soviet Union, with no outside references and hence no

possibility of jamming. By the end of the 1950s, IL-designed inertial systems were in

the Polaris and Thor missiles, in addition to a variety of ships and aircraft.7

A question arose, leading to what one of the IL’s principals called ‘‘the beginning of a

philosophic controversy’’—should all navigation in space be self-contained, or aided

with radio communications from earth?8 Again, the lines formed around professional

cultures: advocates for external navigation tended to be electrical-radio engineers,

whereas the inertial advocates stemmed from mechanical engineers piqued with the

interest of making super-precise gyroscopes.9 The air force’s first ICBM, the Atlas mis-

sile, was guided by a combination of inertial systems and radio beams.

As Donald MacKenzie pointed out, gyro culture developed two technological values

by which IL engineers measured their success: autonomy, or the ability to navigate

without external reference, and accuracy, the ability to navigate to precise points. Both

derived from military requirements for ballistic missiles, by what was technologically

interesting and achievable, and by the local culture in the IL. Both would dominate

the engineers’ thinking on Apollo, and both would come into question during the

course of the program.

Polaris

The Polaris project gave the IL team members the experience they needed for

Apollo. The Polaris submarine was to launch nuclear missiles while submerged,
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requiring boosters with solid instead of liquid propellants to make the system simpler

and safer. It also had to be extremely small (less than half the diameter of other mis-

siles of the day). In 1956 designing this miniature, precise inertial guidance system for

Polaris became an IL project.10

The navy ran Polaris out of the Special Projects Office (SPO), which played a role of

systems engineer similar to that played by TRW in the Atlas program. To manage the

complexity of the Polaris program, SPO engineers developed the Program Evaluation

and Review Technique, or PERT, a method of plotting and tracking complex schedules

that survives to this day as a staple of project management, and which NASA and the

IL team would see again as part of Apollo.11 Indeed SPO’s role on Polaris became one

model for NASA’s management of Apollo.

On the Polaris project, Eldon Hall, a quiet, lanky Idaho farm boy with an intense

interest in electronics, led the IL’s Digital Development Group. Although the IL

had previously built guidance systems with analog computers, Hall persuaded the

navy to bet on a digital machine for Polaris, based on the accuracy of computations

required.

The Polaris computer was digital, but not a general-purpose machine that could run

any program from software. Rather, Polaris used a ‘‘digital differential analyzer’’ archi-

tecture that drew on the early mechanical computing technologies developed at MIT

in the 1930s by Vannevar Bush. The original ENIAC computer built at the University

of Pennsylvania used this architecture as well. It was in effect a digital implementation

of an analog computer, where the equations were wired in between computing ele-

ments (in ENIAC, these routings could be changed and the computer reprogrammed

by rerouting cables, whereas in Polaris routings were fixed by the wiring of the ma-

chine). The Polaris computer integrated the accelerations measured by the inertial sys-

tem through a series of difference equations, repeatedly adding and multiplying (and

combining with the submarine’s position and velocity) to get the missile’s position.

The computer used these data to issue commands to steer the missile along the desired

trajectory. A new idea developed at the IL, called ‘‘Q-guidance,’’ allowed much of the

computational load to be undertaken by ground-based digital computers ahead of

time, enabling use of simpler machines in the missile itself.12

The Polaris electronics were not particularly complex, but making them work with

the required reliability, robustness, and light weight challenged Hall and his IL engi-

neers. They recognized the effective use of electronics to be as much about mechanical

packaging as about circuit design.13 Hall explored new areas in construction, stack-

ing modules like ‘‘welded cordwood,’’ and wire-wrapping the interconnections. Hall

also designed the computer circuits so they all shared a single type of germanium

transistor—effectively implementing the interchangeable-parts philosophy that had

characterized mechanical manufacturing for more than a century. Transistors, barely a
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decade old at this point, could still be suspect in reliability, requiring rigorous qualifica-

tion to be included in military hardware. In Hall’s design, only one type of transistor

would have to meet the intense testing and support criteria for the missile.

In the course of his work on Polaris, Hall visited the production line at Texas Instru-

ments and met engineer Jack Kilby, who showed him a new invention: the integrated

circuit, which incorporated several transistors on one semiconductor. Hall also visited

the Fairchild Semiconductor company in California and met there with Robert Noyce;

the company was working onmaking their integrated circuits scalable and robust.14 Hall

then convinced the navy to incorporate the novel devices into the second-generation

Polaris II computer. Again, Hall would build it out of a single component: a two-

transistor NOR gate integrated circuit, sixty-four of them in all, costing $1,000 each.15

The first guided Polaris flight took place in July 1960. When the early Apollo studies

were beginning at NASA, then, the MIT IL was achieving success in this high-profile,

high-risk missile project.

Going to Mars on Paper

Not all of the IL’s engineers were absorbed in Polaris. After Sputnik, some sought to ex-

pand their horizons beyond earthbound missiles. Hal Laning, a mathematician and

control engineer, had been at the IL since 1947, and was head of the small but crucial

mathematics group. Laning recognized the intrigue and potential of the computer

when he worked on Whirlwind, MIT’s first computer, specially built for research in

real-time control systems. He wrote a program called George, a small compiler for

Whirlwind that allowed engineers to write equations for the computer to solve rather

than obscure assembly language (features soon incorporated into the high-level lan-

guage FORTRAN). Another IL engineer, Milt Trageser was a physicist who concentrated

in optics. The launch of Sputnik in 1957 convinced Laning and Trageser that there

could be a future in engineering for spaceflight. After years of figuring how to guide nu-

clear missiles to their targets, perhaps they were attracted to the prospect of a scientific

mission.

They began a small design study of a Mars probe, a small spacecraft that would fly by

the red planet, snap a single picture, and return the film to earth. Today, the idea of a

small, free-flying space probe is familiar, and we are used to seeing stunning images

from a variety of such devices, several of which have traveled even further than Pluto.

At the time, however, the idea seemed innovative, even fanciful.

The design of the Mars probe reflected Laning and Trageser’s expertise and also set

the basic configuration for the Apollo guidance system several years later. It incorpo-

rated the strength of the IL: a set of gyroscopes to keep the probe oriented. In addition,

Laning added his own interest: a digital computer. Trageser incorporated an optical
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telescope with which the probe would orient itself relative to the moon and the stars,

and a camera to capture the image of the planet as it flew by. As Laning put it: ‘‘I think

we had our own concept of the project. Milt Trageser was a physicist. He, I think,

viewed it as a giant eye. I was a computer scientist, and viewed it as an opportunity to

put a totally self-dependent machine in the air for a period of time.’’16

‘‘Self-dependent’’ is a significant phrase—it reflects the IL philosophy of self-

contained navigation, inherited from the ballistic missile world. One other group

in the country was working on deep-space probes, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory ( JPL) in

Pasadena; it emphasized a technique, still used today, of tracking space probes through

a network of ground-based antennas. These approaches would evolve and complement

each other on Apollo.17

In Laning and Trageser’s design, the onboard computer allowed the probe to do

more than follow a simple fixed series of events, but to choose ‘‘alternate courses of

action’’ that would increase the chances of a mission’s success. A central computer,

they wrote, would serve this function better than controls that were ‘‘distributed

among a variety of servo-control systems.’’18 The Mars probe navigated by automati-

cally measuring four angles, between the sun, stars, and planets, to determine the

spacecraft’s position. Unknowingly, Laning and Trageser were providing a counter to

the X-15 and Mercury philosophies that human pilots added reliability. They argued

instead for an onboard computer that could use complex logic to respond to unfore-

seen problems, just the type of control system ignored by the air force X-15 study com-

paring human controls to automatic systems.

The air force continued to fund the Mars probe study, and by 1959 as many as four-

teen members of the IL were working on the project. These included Ramon Alonso,

who joined the IL from Harvard’s Computation Laboratory, led by the pioneering com-

puter scientist Howard Aiken. Also joining the Mars probe group was Richard Battin,

an electrical engineer with a Ph.D. in applied mathematics, who became a pioneer in

the design of interplanetary trajectories. Battin had worked in the lab from 1951 until

1956, and then left for a career in business. The Sputnik launch convinced Battin the

future was in space and he immediately returned to the lab, whence he developed

the critical Q-guidance technique. Battin and his colleagues developed the general,

abstract methods to bring new computing power to bear on guidance problems in

real-time.19

Today, when interplanetary probes accelerate around planets on their way to distant

journeys, they are executing Battin’s idea for ‘‘a kind of celestial game of billiards.’’

Battin’s book Astronautical Guidance (1964) laid out the basic ideas for a generation of

students.20 Beginning with basic celestial mechanics, he showed how to calculate

transfers from one orbit to another, and how to approach a target planet, either for a

roundtrip ‘‘reconnaissance’’ trajectory or to enter an orbit. Battin developed techniques

for taking navigation fixes by measuring the angle between the sun and a planet,
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between a planet and a star, between a star and a landmark on a planet, and a variety

of other observations.

Battin’s book culminated in a case study of a lunar reconnaissance mission. In 1960

he began teaching a course called Astronautical Guidance that became foundational to

the field (he still teaches at MIT today, after nearly sixty years in the classroom). Nearly

a third of the men who walked on the moon took this course. A genial man highly

skilled in mathematics, Battin often opens his lectures with lighthearted numerologi-

cal analyses of the Apollo program. (For example, he notes that 1961, the year NASA

awarded the Apollo computer contract, is an invertible number, meaning it reads the

same upside down and backward, like 1881, 1691, and 1111. The next year that would

be an invertible number after 1961 is 6009, some indicator of providence for Apollo).

Behind the levity lies a serious, creative mathematical mind; one colleague called

Battin ‘‘the guiding light in this whole midcourse guidance and lunar navigation

theory.’’21

With this added brainpower, the Mars probe group produced a more extensive report

published in five volumes in 1959. They drew on the initial design but fleshed out a

number of other subsystems and added a more complete technical analysis. ‘‘The proj-

ect was not intended, on anything other than a very superficial level, to be a scientific

mission,’’ writes Alexander Brown, but rather a demonstration of the IL’s skills applied

to the new arena of spaceflight. Brown argues that the Mars probe study was not only

the design for a piece of flight hardware, but also a ‘‘probe’’ enabling MIT/IL engineers

to foray into the potential new market of space exploration (figure 5.1).22

Figure 5.1

Milt Trageser (left), Hal Laning (center), and Richard Battin with a mockup of their Mars probe.

The capsule-shaped component Battin is holding is to protect the camera film with images of

Mars during the return into Earth’s atmosphere. (Draper Laboratories/MIT Museum.)
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Battin’s Recursive Estimation

By the time the study was finished, however, the world had changed. The air force

was no longer the lead service on space exploration. That role had shifted to NASA. An

MIT colleague arranged for a meeting between the IL group and Dr. Hugh Dryden, now

serving as deputy administrator of NASA. Unfortunately, the day the MIT group chose

to go to Washington, D.C., in September 1959, to present their work, Nikita Khru-

shchev was visiting the capitol, and the high-level people at NASA were preoccupied.

NASA did not fund the IL’s proposed Mars probe, noting lack of funds and lack of

interest in unmanned missions. Also, NASA had its own group that would rival the IL:

the Jet Propulsion Laboratory ( JPL) in Pasadena was working on unmanned probes for

lunar exploration, and they dismissed the MIT approach as naive.23 Several similar

attempts to attract funding failed to find support for the ambitious project.

Still, NASA issued small grants to Battin to continue studies of interplanetary navi-

gation, and to Laning and Alonso to continue development work on the computer,

asking them to work with JPL. At least IL’s foot was in the door. By April 1960, Laning

and Alonso had a more complete design for their interplanetary computer, featuring a

variety of low-power electronics and real-time interrupt techniques, making the ma-

chine suitable for control of a spacecraft.

As NASA’s interest began turning to the moon in 1960, Battin began thinking

through the practicalities of navigating to the moon and their mathematical implica-

tions. He asked these basic questions: given a spacecraft on a trajectory to the moon,

where is it? How fast is it going? Assuming that it is not perfectly on course, some

mid-course corrections must be made. When?

To fix the position, an optical instrument (or an astronaut with a telescope) could

take sightings of celestial objects and send that data to a computer for calculation.

Three simultaneous measurements would fix a point in space. Measurements could in-

clude the angle between the sun and a planet, the diameter of a planet, the time at

which a star passes behind a planet (‘‘occultation’’ in astronomical terms), the angle

from a landmark on a planet to a star, or radar measurements between the spacecraft

and a known point (such as another spacecraft). But given the numerous objects and

angles available, which ones should be chosen at any particular point?

Battin studied the problems of identifying the best sources of data for navigation,

defining the optimum processing for the measurements, minimizing the amount of

navigational data needed, and the amount of corrections required for a mission with

a given accuracy requirement.24 For example, measurements with very acute angles

would produce relatively uncertain estimates, whereas those with wider angles would

provide better data and should be weighted accordingly.

For a lunar trip, say a computer is responsible for maintaining a ‘‘state vector,’’ a list

of numbers specifying the spacecraft’s position and velocity. Battin broke the problem
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down into ‘‘decision points’’ on a lunar flight: an observation is made, the state vector

is updated, and then either a correction is made (i.e., the rocket is fired) or no action is

taken. A set of decision rules control the number and frequency of these observations.

Each measurement would update the state vector in some way, depending on the sta-

tistical level of uncertainty in the measurement. Battin showed how to derive the opti-

mal estimate for a given set of observations, given that each of those observations had

some level of uncertainty. Furthermore, his scheme was recursive, which meant that it

constantly evaluated the uncertainties of each observation as it updated the state vec-

tor. He imagined a computer with a catalog of stars and planets; at each decision point

it would suggest which combinations would provide the best new information. In a

typical earth-moon trajectory, taking about sixty-two hours, Battin developed a plan

for forty-one observations, resulting in four velocity corrections. He calculated that

the position uncertainty when arriving at the moon would be 1.2 miles, easily tight

enough to enter a precise orbit.

NASA, of course, inherited NACA’s experience in flight control, and had experts of

its own looking at problems of space guidance. At the industry conference in 1960,

Stanley Schmidt, the NASA guidance guru from the Ames Research Center in Palo

Alto, presented the analytical work he had done to support the Space Task Group on

lunar navigation. He made a critical connection: the previous year, Rudolf Kalman

had published a paper that detailed statistical methods for optimizing the control of a

vehicle, and Schmidt had been among the new techniques’ first users. He explained to

Battin the similarities between his statistical techniques and Kalman’s. Battin realized

that ‘‘we were really doing the same thing as Kalman’s paper.’’25 What became known

as the ‘‘Kalman filter’’ remains a fundamental technique in navigation and a host of

other estimation problems. Among its first mission-critical applications were the flights

to the moon.

Guidance to the Moon

Based on Battin’s recent work, the IL thought they could develop a system that pro-

vided onboard guidance with periodic updates supplied by the crew through star

sightings, and they could also provide a programmed return mode if the crew were

‘‘decimated’’ by an accident. NASA told MIT to expect a contract for approximately

$100,000 for about six months, which would fund a study but not hardware design,

including topics like midcourse guidance, instrument design, computer requirements,

and reentry guidance. MIT would agree to submit a work statement for the basis of a

contract, and would report to the Space Task Group (the study was to complement

the feasibility studies then underway). In sum, NASA and the MIT group agreed that

the project would study ‘‘a manned spaceflight system capability, not simply to cir-

cumnavigate the moon with an encapsulated man.’’ As in Mercury, NASA made the
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distinction between a manned craft with a passive passenger and a piloted spacecraft.

Lunar landing was not mentioned in the discussion.26

A few months later, in April 1961, Robert Chilton visited MIT and toured the facili-

ties. Though he had worked with Draper as a student, he didn’t know anyone else in

the group. Chilton now met the core talent like Trageser, Battin, and Laning. He found

them ‘‘very impressive people.’’ He was also amazed to learn about the role the MIT

had played in Polaris—performing ‘‘overall system management’’ for the guidance sys-

tem, and then integrating it into the missile itself.

Chilton also saw that the Polaris system, although radically different in form, shared

some key human-machine features with Apollo. ‘‘What they needed to do was have a

guidance system on the Polaris missile so that as it was stored in the submarine, wher-

ever they went, they’d know where they are and how to reach the target. When they

got to the point where they could shoot off the missile, it would know where to go.

That was obviously, a very close, happy marriage for us [in Apollo].’’27 The Apollo

study contract with NASA had not yet been signed, but the IL was already gearing up

its staff in preparation for the work. Polaris was just winding down, freeing up consid-

erable personnel.

As Chilton met with the IL group, he began to understand their unique position as a

university-based laboratory that did more than basic research and actually developed

operational hardware. IL engineers pointed out that they could not compete with in-

dustry for contracts, but were rather directed to undertake projects ‘‘on the frontier of

industrial capability.’’28 Chilton worked with Trageser on some basic specifications,

and determined that an Apollo design would consist of

n A general-purpose digital computer
n A space sextant
n An inertial guidance unit
n A console for the astronauts
n Other electronics for support

It would be, in effect, an expanded version of the Mars computer—but with a human

interface. They chose as well to keep the in-flight autonomy of navigation that charac-

terized the IL’s work and factored in their earlier studies, so Apollo navigation would

not be vulnerable to jamming from the Soviets. Chilton emphasized the importance

NASA would attach to astronaut participation, ‘‘to utilize the man in carrying out his

complex mission rather than merely to bring him along for the ride.’’29

Apollo’s First Contract

Chilton’s visit to the IL was fortuitous, for one month later, in May 1961, President

Kennedy made his famous speech. By igniting the race to the moon, Kennedy
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unknowingly raised the stakes for what had been an obscure, preliminary IL study. The

IL engineers completed their analysis a month later. It would be feasible, they showed,

to take the existing Polaris system, modify it for a moon flight, and put it quickly into

production. Yet the new system had one major difference: it would have to be operated

by a human being. Chilton recalled that integrating an astronaut into these automated

control systems presented ‘‘one of the biggest, toughest problems we had.’’30 What

would the person in the loop do?

Now the IL engineers had to face the astronaut’s role for real, and actually build a

system. Things really got going in the summer of 1961. Ralph Ragan, who had been

director of the Polaris program, was called back from his summer vacation to work on

a proposal for Apollo. How would you do this? How much would it cost? The IL

proposed an ambitious project, ranging from basic research in guidance methods to

actually building flight hardware.

David ‘‘Davey’’ Hoag, another of the IL’s guidance gurus, had been technical direc-

tor on Polaris and became program director on Apollo. Hoag recalled NASA’s clear

instructions: ‘‘Anything that the crew could do, you should have the crew do it and

not have this system automated to the extent that it would do something that the

crew could do. So if the crew could do it, then you weren’t supposed to. This was

the early philosophy and that did color the way we’ve made decisions.’’31

IL engineers interpreted the requirement in their scientific mode, linking it to the

question of accuracy. Just to put a probe on the moon, in any random location, would

not require a human operator. Indeed, an unmanned lunar lander, called Surveyor, was

already in development and would precede Apollo to the moon. Landing with pin-

point accuracy, however, in some predetermined spot, was a difficult problem that

challenged the engineers and called for human intervention. The IL translated NASA’s

requirement for active human involvement into a specification for their accurate guid-

ance. ‘‘The observation of star occultations by the moon and earth,’’ ran the IL’s first

progress report in 1961, ‘‘is an extremely accurate measurement which can best be

made by a human.’’32

The engineers saw the astronauts as calibrators of their delicate inertial equipment;

were such calibration not required, a fully automated trip might be possible. The gyro-

scopes that held the inertial platform stable tended to drift and required periodic reca-

libration (inertial navigation is essentially a very fancy form of dead reckoning). It was

basically the Mars navigation scheme, which had been completely automatic, adapted

to a human operator. For a lunar landing, the proposal indicated the astronauts would

be taking landmark sightings for navigation, but that the computer would control the

precise landing.

To this scheme, IL engineers added the characteristics of their Mars computer: high

reliability, low power consumption, reasonably high speed, versatility, and direct con-

trol of the guidance system through hardware interfaces. They proposed a computer
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that varied the speed of its processing to save power, another idea from the Mars probe

project. In addition to controlling midcourse guidance, the computer would direct

most of the flight including lunar landing, lunar takeoff, orbiting, reentry, and ren-

dezvous. Interestingly, they also proposed that the Apollo computer would control

‘‘launch vehicle guidance’’—it would fly the rocket off the pad, the very task that von

Braun had rejected for human control (indeed the final configuration did allow some

manual or automatic steering during the later boost phase if the main computer in

the Saturn V failed).

IL called the system to be built ‘‘AGE’’ for Apollo guidance equipment, and proposed

building two different generations. The first would be quickly put together from off-

the-shelf components and would fly on test missions and help study performance for

later optimizing. These AGE I models would be prototypes built in parallel with a

research program intended to advance the state of the art in components and tech-

niques.33 AGE II would then be built for lunar missions, optimized for weight, power,

and reliability (later these became known as Block I and Block II).

The first functional AGE I was to be delivered to NASA by July 1963 for a flight that

October. The final model II hardware would be delivered in 1964 for flights that year.

NASA was hoping to fly within two or three years, in hindsight an impossibly optimis-

tic schedule. Still the schedule’s basic form did outline how Apollo would proceed. The

IL would seek industrial support for any production runs beyond the prototype stage.

The projected cost of the IL project was $4.375 million, estimated to support two hun-

dred people by the end of six months, and three hundred steady-state after one year.34

From 1962 on, Apollo constituted one-third to one-half of all IL funding. By 1969 the

lab would spend upwards of $100 million; Apollo would be twice as large as any other

IL project.35

Years later, this vague, hurried proposal would be blamed as the program exceeded

its budget and had trouble meeting schedules. There was never any clear performance

requirement for the inertial system (how accurate did the system need to be?), it simply

evolved as the project developed (violating a basic tenet of systems engineering). ‘‘No-

body ever said you have got to be so accurate on entry or so accurate on launch into

earth orbit,’’ John Miller said, ‘‘A great deal of it was judgment and much of this judg-

ment ended up with me.’’36 Trageser similarly felt the system probably was more accu-

rate than necessary, but in the absence of a compelling specification, even that was

difficult to confirm.37 What did accuracy even mean when landing on the moon—hit-

ting a set of coordinates, or landing close to a feature of interest? Such questions would

dog the program.

The IL submitted its proposal on August 4, 1961. Within days it was awarded the

contract to develop the guidance and navigation system for Apollo, the first of

the entire project. Chilton modeled the Apollo contract—wherein MIT had the design

responsibility and the separate pieces were parceled out to companies for production—
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on the way the navy had managed the Polaris project.38 Of the prime contracts on

Apollo, it was the only one given to a university, awarded with no competitive bid-

ding. The proposals for the Apollo spacecraft themselves were not even submitted to

NASA until months later, in October 1961.39 No technical sideshow, NASA recognized

that the guidance system would be central to Apollo’s success.

Such an early award of the guidance contract gave the IL engineers a head start, by as

much as a year in comparison with some of the other major subsystems. ‘‘I think Bob

Chilton was really the one who saw that the contract was let early,’’ remembered

Aaron Cohen, who would later manage the program for NASA. ‘‘He had the foresight’’

to recognize that the guidance system was the most complex of the Apollo subsys-

tems.40 Chilton himself pointed upward for the early impetus: ‘‘Bob Gilruth said, ‘Go

ahead,’ and I started writing sole-source justifications and stuff like that, and MIT got

this overall job as an extension [of the earlier studies] . . . we expanded the contract,

but without any competition. So it was a natural controversy.’’41

Indeed, a clamor arose from industrial contractors. If a competition had been held, it

might have attracted a dozen or so bidders. One engineer from G.E. expressed his

‘‘keen disappointment and surprise’’ that the contract was given to MIT with no com-

petition.42 Guidance contractors said they had been led to expect a call for proposals

by NASA, and were ‘‘seriously disturbed’’ by the choice of a nonprofit organization in

a sole-source contract with no competitive bidding. Company presidents wrote to their

representatives in Congress who wrote to President Kennedy of this ‘‘economically un-

sound decision of NASA.’’ Yet the award was legal, so the challenges went nowhere.

NASA simply responded that it was a ‘‘very difficult problem and one that required

and extremely high level of competence and imagination’’ on the part of the contrac-

tor, on a tight schedule.43

A famous anecdote captures some of the factors that led to the sole-source contract,

and the Apollo computer’s implications for the professional identity of its users. Doc

Draper proposed to NASA Administrator James Webb that at least one of the Apollo

astronauts be scientifically trained, arguing it would be easier to train a scientist to per-

form a pilot’s function than vice versa. Draper volunteered himself to go along and en-

sure the system would work. ‘‘I fully realize my limitations as a test pilot,’’ he wrote to

Robert Seamans, his protégé and now NASA’s top technical manager, ‘‘but I feel my

qualifications in science and engineering fields should be considered as worthy back-

ground for a crew member’’ to run the equipment. Seamans gracefully wrote back to

his former mentor that he would forward the request to the appropriate authorities.44

Participants often retell the story, in various forms, of Draper volunteering to go to

the moon; it serves as a kind of origin story for the Apollo guidance project. They argue

that the IL was simply the obvious place to build the Apollo computer. But others, par-

ticularly in industry, were equally or more familiar with inertial guidance, digital com-

puting, and flight controls. Draper had many personal connections within NASA—
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Seamans and an old relationship with Webb. Seamans wanted to see some Apollo con-

tracts in New England and announced the guidance contract early, so when they went

out for bids on the prime contracts for the spacecraft itself, it would be clear that they

did not include guidance.45 And, of course, the president was from the same state as

the IL.

The ‘‘Command Center’’

With the momentum from Kennedy’s speech, their head start, and the enthusiasm of

an exciting project, NASA and the IL refined an initial statement of work, laying out

their vision for the Apollo guidance system. Written during the early Mercury flights

in August 1961, the statement built on and refined the Mercury approach toward auto-

mation and the pilots’ roles. Again, in keeping with the IL engineering culture, they

stipulated that navigation be autonomous, that ‘‘the primary command and decision

making responsibility shall be on board the spacecraft.’’ That is, the astronauts should

be able to complete the mission with no guidance or information from the ground, al-

though they might wish to incorporate such data ‘‘to increase reliability, accuracy, and

performance.’’ Second, the crew was to control or direct the spacecraft during all flight

modes. Despite this manual control, the statement noted, automatic systems should

still be employed, ‘‘to obtain precision, speed of response, or to relieve the crew of

tedious tasks; but crew monitoring of these systems with provisions for crew override

or mode selection is required.’’

Emphasizing human control of the mission, NASA described the capsule for the

astronauts as a ‘‘command center’’ (later officially the ‘‘command module’’). It was to

include ‘‘features which allow effective crew participation,’’ such as windows, equip-

ment that could be maintained in flight, and ‘‘simple, manually operated functions

in lieu of complex automation.’’ Means were to be included to allow the ‘‘pilot’’

to control the attitude of the spacecraft by hand. The work statement also called for

‘‘direct electrical control of the valves’’—that is, the astronauts would be able to con-

trol the thrusters without mediation by the computer (several astronauts expressed

desires for even more direct mechanical—as opposed to electrical—connection to the

thrusters. They lost: unlike aircraft, Apollo would not have control cables). In an

attempt to use the latest media technology to document the project, the contractor

was to provide quarterly reports and submit color 16-mm motion picture films of the

highlights of the program.46

This original idea also included two elements that would not survive into the final

version; both reflect changing ideas of the astronauts’ roles. A ‘‘map and data viewer’’

was to be a database, like a microfilm-based server, allowing the astronaut to call up

‘‘thousands of different frames of information, very high information density,’’ includ-

ing lunar features, star charts, and procedures for operating and repairing the equip-
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ment, a ‘‘combination road-map, almanac, and manual of special instructions.’’47

Were the spacecraft navigated in a truly autonomous mode, such information would

have been necessary and the map and data viewer an efficient way of reducing weight

and bulk.

But as Apollo evolved, controllers on the ground assumed greater real-time input

into the mission. Close cooperation with the ground eroded the need for autonomy

in orbit, and the vast amount of reference materials moved to the other side of the ra-

dio link. Indeed, complementing mission control in Houston were large numbers of

engineers poring over charts, manuals, specifications, and calculations. In general, the

pilots did not have huge data books cluttering up the spacecraft (unlike aircraft pilots

who shared their cockpits with navigational charts and books of procedures). The ref-

erence data for troubleshooting was to come from the ground, and the astronauts sur-

vived on a rather small number of checklists, timelines, and emergency trajectory data.

The onboard teleprinter also would not survive the design process. It was to allow

commands and coordinates from the ground to be uplinked and printed out in the

cockpit. The idea was to save time, particularly at critical moments such as when

the LM emerged from the far side of the moon, and needed a quick navigation update

before descending to the lunar surface. Flight Director Chris Kraft strongly advocated

for the printer as an error-free way to get data and commands up to the pilots, but

Deke Slayton, NASA director of Flight Crew Operations (informally the ‘‘Astronaut

Office’’) killed the idea.48

Throughout Apollo, instead of reading numbers off the teleprinter, the astronauts

would listen to numbers from the ground, write them down, read them back for verifi-

cation, and then enter them into the computer (a process that took several minutes for

a good navigational update). Human hearing replaced the technical printer (the state

vector could also be digitally updated from a ground telemetry link). These techniques

were more time consuming and error-prone than a simple printer, but they did save a

few pounds of weight. One result of this decision meant that the Apollo voice links

provide a particularly rich record of the flights. Even in these small technical choices

engineering trade-offs between human and machine embedded in the very early stages

of the project.

Designing the Project

IL engineers quickly set about specifying the requirements. During the first year engi-

neers tried to understand the scope of their commitment in order to define the details

of a full contract.49 Initially, it seemed that the key components of the system would

be the space sextant, to allow the astronauts to align the inertial platform during mid-

course navigation, and a series of gyroscopes to stabilize the accelerometers. Cost esti-

mates came in at about $150 million.50
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The original proposal was simply for an inertial guidance unit, to take navigation

fixes, but before the end of the year, the IL staff proposed that the Apollo system con-

tain a digital computer to keep track of the spacecraft’s progress and perform naviga-

tional calculations. By then, NASA’s original statement of work had been significantly

expanded to include guidance during all phases of flight, not just the navigation to the

moon.51 It also defined the crew of three: the commander would ‘‘control the space-

craft in manual or automatic mode’’ and select and monitor the various guidance

modes; the co-pilot would support the commander and serve as an alternate pilot.

The third crewmember, the ‘‘systems engineer,’’ would monitor the other associated

systems like propulsion, electric power, and life support.52

As with Polaris, the IL could not provide production hardware to NASA—Draper’s

lab was no factory, but rather a design and prototyping shop (actually, it was a re-

search laboratory, but departed from that role in Apollo from the beginning). By early

1962 MIT issued requests for contracts for the production of the major systems,

including the inertial unit, computer, accelerometers, and optical system.53 Twenty-

six companies submitted proposals, representing a cross-section of the controls and

computing industry in the country at the time: the Autonetics division of North Amer-

ican Aviation, Burroughs, Control Data, Minneapolis-Honeywell, and Sperry Gyro-

scope, to name but a few. A NASA board evaluated the contractors. Administrator

James Webb, in consultation with Dryden and Seamans, made the final decision in

May 1962.54

AC Spark Plug (a division of General Motors, soon renamed AC Electronics) would

build the inertial platform, as well as ground support and checkout equipment, and

would assemble and test the system. AC Sparkplug of course had emerged from the au-

tomobile industry, and on the surface seemed an unlikely choice to build a precision

space system (spacecraft don’t have sparkplugs). Yet the company was actually a leader

in inertial guidance: they had done the guidance systems for the THOR and TITAN

missile programs.55 For Apollo they narrowly edged out Hughes Aircraft, which had

worked with the MIT/IL on Polaris. Minneapolis-Honeywell was among the top control

systems companies in the country and achieved high technical ratings, but the com-

pany was busy with other projects and NASA felt the Apollo contract might exceed

their capacity.56

Raytheon, the Massachusetts-based military electronics company, would manufac-

ture the digital computer. The company was then producing the computers for Polaris

and had worked closely with the IL engineers. Kollsman Instrument would build the

optical systems, which included a space sextant.57 Kollsman had been started in Brook-

lyn, New York, by Paul Kollsman to market his invention: a precision altimeter for air-

craft, still a standard component of nearly all aircraft today (the calibration dial in

an aviation altimeter is called a ‘‘Kollsman window’’). Kollsman had worked on Doolit-

tle’s early instrument flights in the 1920s, and during the 1950s built precision optical

instruments for sun- and star-tracking on air force bombers.
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The LOR Decision

All of these events need to be understood in the context of the overall Apollo program

and the engineering issue that preoccupied it during the year after Kennedy’s speech:

the famous ‘‘mode decision.’’ How would people fly to the moon? The obvious answer

seemed to be to launch a spaceship from earth and have it land on the moon, then

take off again and return to earth, which became known as ‘‘direct ascent.’’ Or one

could launch several rockets into earth orbit and assemble them for the flight to the

moon. These ideas drew on the famous Chesley Bonestell images published along

with von Braun’s articles in Colliers magazine in 1952. The landings featured large,

sleek rockets landing fins-first on lunar terrain. This meant the astronauts would be at

the top of a large stack, and would somehow have to control the rocket several stories

below during descent. The initial MIT study even included a large periscope so the as-

tronaut could see the surface as he landed from an awkward position at the top of a

twenty-five-meter-tall vehicle.58

But as spaceflight matured and engineers became more familiar with the possibilities,

other options emerged. A mathematician at NASA named John Houbolt began looking

at an idea called ‘‘lunar orbit rendezvous,’’ or LOR. In this mode, NASA would send two

spacecraft to the moon, and one would stay in orbit while the other descended to the

surface. This scheme introduced a new kind of vehicle into the equation, and brought

several advantages: the actual lunar landing craft could be a small, specialized ma-

chine, and all of the equipment and fuel required to return to earth could stay in orbit

and need not be landed on the moon. It also gave the astronauts some leeway, for the

critical lunar descent could be initiated from a relatively safe lunar orbit, rather than

from a high-speed entry from earth. It provided some measure of redundancy, and

had a better chance of meeting the end-of-the-decade schedule.

LOR also had costs, two of which became paramount. First, it required two spacecraft

instead of one, doubling the complexity of the machinery and the project to get it off

the ground (and possibly more than doubling the cost). Second, in order to return

home, this new spacecraft would have to launch itself from the moon and rendezvous

with the first craft in lunar orbit. This was a risky and unknown maneuver; launching a

rocket from earth required weeks of preparation, numerous support personnel, and

tons of specialized equipment. How would two astronauts perform this maneuver far

from home, and find their way to a precise orbital rendezvous? Their lives would de-

pend on getting it right.

The LOR decision and the controversy leading up to it is a rich and complex story

and is still being examined by students of engineering decision making.59 We need

not go into it in detail here, other than to explore its effects on the guidance system,

which were significant.

LOR had two major, immediate implications. In November 1962 NASA selected

Grumman Aircraft Corporation to build the Lunar Excursion Module or LEM (later
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shortened to ‘‘LM’’ but still pronounced ‘‘lem’’). The LOR decision gave the Gemini

project its vision and relevance as a way to develop rendezvous practice and experience

for the lunar mission. Needless to say, the astronauts had no problem with LOR—it put

heavy emphasis on human flying skills.

Initially, it was not clear who would be responsible for the guidance system on the

LM, but NASA immediately began thinking about sharing components of the guidance

system between the two Apollo vehicles. LOR also required two additional radars: a

landing radar device, which would measure altitude and velocity of the LM to the lu-

nar surface, and a rendezvous radar device to track the LM back to the CSM (command

and service module) for rendezvous. IL engineers wrote the specs for these because

the Apollo computer would need to read their signals, and Grumman subcontracted

the radars to RCA, which subcontracted the landing radar to Ryan Aeronautical.

MIT as a System Integrator

For the first couple of years the Apollo project was largely undefined, the money flowed

freely, and the nerve-wracking deadlines seemed far in the future. IL engineers remem-

bered a loose, creative time. ‘‘NASA was very thin,’’ one IL member recalled, ‘‘they

were busy with other things, so we didn’t have a lot of direction. They gave us a lot of

rope.’’ This was the period when Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo were all running in par-

allel, and the Space Task Group was in the process of relocating to Houston. A young

engineer named Aaron Cohen began to manage the guidance and navigation project

for NASA; he led a guidance and control panel that had weekly meetings with repre-

sentatives from Ames, Langley, and the spacecraft contractors. At these conferences,

remembered IL engineer Dan Lickly, ‘‘You told what you were doing, you got a lot of

criticism, you had comments. And then you went back and looked at it, studied it, put

together something, came back in another month.’’60

Nevertheless, Apollo was growing into a large project and changing fast. The MIT

engineers soon had to contend with other groups who were also beginning to work

on the system. In November 1961 NASA granted a contract for the command and ser-

vice modules to North American Aviation—the same group that had built the X-15.

The following summer, after the LOR issue was settled, they contracted with Grumman

to build the LM. The IL role was initially limited to a guidance system—to answer the

question ‘‘where am I?’’ rather than a control system to allow the pilots to move or

orient the spacecraft. Under the North American contract, Minneapolis-Honeywell

Regulator Company would build a stabilization and control system for the spacecraft

(analogous to the one in Gemini), which would actually allow the astronauts to fly.

The IL engineers would have to cooperate, if not to compete, with these other systems

and contractors.

In addition to LOR, the Apollo guidance system continued to expand throughout

1962 as the technical nature of the system came into focus. The Saturn rocket had its
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own guidance, but at one point NASA briefly added a requirement that the IL system

should be able to back it up (it was eventually able to back up the Saturn guidance, but

only after the first Saturn stage separated). Also because of LOR, the IL system had to

work within two separate spacecraft—the CM and the LM, and the IL team now had

to contend with two separate contractors—North American and Grumman. North

American was generally unhappy with LOR, as it meant that their machine would not

land on the moon at all. IL engineers visited North American to begin talking about

integrating the computer into the craft, and they were given a nice, round number for

the volume it could occupy—one cubic foot.

Furthermore, North American and Grumman were both reluctant to let go of the

responsibility for guidance of their vehicles. ‘‘They [the two prime contractors] were

really trying to understand how to design a guidance system,’’ Aaron Cohen recalled,

‘‘which we really didn’t need. We really needed for them to understand what were

their requirements for interface’’—classic systems engineering language, which focuses

on relationships between organizations and components.

Both companies wanted to define a guidance system that MIT would then build for

them. The contractors were used to the air force or the navy which specified the system

and let them do their thing. NASA was much more involved in the details, treating

the contractors more like hired fabricators than design houses, a position hard for the

contractors to accept. ‘‘They felt they should have overall cognizance of the guidance

system,’’ Cohen said.61

The IL, too, saw itself as more than a designer of somebody else’s machines. Trageser

wanted complete responsibility for the guidance system, right down to installing it in

the vehicle and ensuring it would work. Grumman engineers, by contrast, considered

themselves not simply the designer of the ‘‘airframe,’’ but the systems integrator. If

they were going to put the Grumman name on the spacecraft, then they’d do all the

testing and ensure the guidance system was compatible and deliver to NASA a com-

plete, working unit.

Joe Gavin, an MIT graduate, managed the project as a Grumman vice president. For

years, the genial, soft-spoken Gavin had built fighter jets at Grumman under contracts

traditional in the aviation industry. ‘‘Now, we had the feeling,’’ Gavin remembered

about the early days of Apollo, ‘‘that NASA thought they were hiring a job shop to

carry out their design of a LM. We very clearly understood my god, we were going to

design and build a LM that we had our name on, and we would argue every inch of

the way, and we did argue every inch of the way . . . we quickly became known as

difficult.’’62

Nor were the two contractors the same—IL engineers remembered the ‘‘arrogance’’

of Grumman—a very tough, technically competent outfit that gave them a difficult

time—versus the ‘‘pussycat’’ of North American, a less experienced group (with many

recently hired young engineers) more easily intimidated by the technical firepower of

MIT. In Davey Hoag’s words, ‘‘it seemed to me that I could walk all over them [North
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American]. I had to tell them the questions they should be asking me, and what did

they really need to know so they could design their side to the guidance side.’’ Whereas

at Grumman, he said, ‘‘they had a sharp team. I met my mettle there . . . I enjoyed that

part of the stuff, but it was a struggle.’’63

Eldon Hall remembered ‘‘there were these two giants [North American and Grum-

man] beating us over the head from both sides. . . . It was just completely impossible to

work with the two.’’ Finally, in January 1963 NASA decreed there would be a single,

common guidance computer, and it would be copied, nearly identically, in both space-

craft. This decision kept the work at the IL to a reasonable level, and consciously or not,

added a level of redundancy to the system. Indeed, having a second identical guidance

computer in the LM would do much to save the lives of the astronauts on Apollo 13.

The Deplorable Optics

The guidance and navigation system contained two similar optical instruments, the

‘‘scanning telescope’’ and the ‘‘space sextant.’’ Each had a similar function, but

the scanning telescope had no magnification, whereas the sextant had 28 power mag-

nification. Thus the astronaut could use the scanning telescope to sight a star or a

landmark, and then track it precisely with the sextant. It was also the key human inter-

face for the system before the digital computer became central. The precise angles of

the optical systems were fed into the computer, which could include them in compu-

tations. Motors connected to the computer could drive the optics to point in a particu-

lar direction (the radar and communication antennas had similar interfaces, so the

computer could keep them pointed as the spacecraft moved) (See figure 1.1 on page 4

and figure 5.2).

An inertial navigation system (INS) needs initial calibration and alignment to know

where it is and which way it is pointing. To align the INS, the computer would use

its previous calibration and point the telescope toward a selected star. The astronaut

would then see the star in his eyepiece and center on the crosshairs, which ideally

would be a small correction. The offset between the star’s estimated position (predicted

by the computer) and the actual position (indicated by the astronaut) would allow the

computer to update its alignment.

The space sextant was a variant on the maritime instrument used since the eigh-

teenth century for measuring the angles of celestial objects above the horizon. Indeed

Philip Bowditch, an IL engineer who did major design work on the optical system, was

descended from Nathaniel Bowditch whose maritime navigation books are still used at

sea. The space sextant had two lines of sight—one fixed, called the ‘‘landmark line,’’

and one moveable, called the ‘‘star line.’’ The astronaut would measure angles by aim-

ing the landmark line at a reference point (such as the horizon of the earth, moon, or

sun), aiming the star line at another object, and adjusting the instrument to bring the
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two images into coincidence. To do this the astronaut had two hand controllers—a

two-axis stick in the left hand that pointed the optics and a right-hand controller that

moved the spacecraft itself. To move the landmark line he oriented the spacecraft, and

when the appropriate image appeared, the astronaut moved the optics with the left

hand controller to superimpose the star image. Pushing a ‘‘mark’’ button signaled the

computer to record precise angles between the two images. The computer gave

the astronaut a chance to approve the data, which it would then use to update the

state vector (figures 5.3 and 5.4).64

Early on, a question arose about how to mount the optics in the spacecraft. It made

sense to have the eyepieces mounted so the crew could look through them while on

their ‘‘couches,’’ their primary position in the command module in front of the instru-

ment panel. But there was more than simply the eyepiece to accommodate. The angu-

lar relationship of the telescope to the inertial sensors had a significant impact on

accuracy—any bending or slip in the link between them would degrade the quality of

Figure 5.2

Diagram of Block I computer, showing relationship among optics, keyboard controls, and space-

craft control. Note that in the Block I configuration the astronaut does not control the spacecraft

through the computer, but through an independent analog ‘‘stabilization and control system,’’ or

SCS. This was changed with the addition of the digital autopilot in Block II. (Hand, ‘‘MIT’s Role in

Product Apollo, Vol. I,’’ 52A.)
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the star fix. Hence the two had to be mounted together on a ‘‘navigation base’’ that

tied the optics to the inertial platform with a rigid frame made out of the stiff metal

beryllium (figure 5.5). But North American simply could not find space for all the

equipment near where the crew’s eyes would be when strapped to their couches. In-

stead North American engineers created a ‘‘lower equipment bay’’ for the inertial unit,

well below the couches. During flight, an astronaut would unstrap himself and float

down below the instrument panel to align the platform. This arrangement meant that

the astronauts would not be doing star sightings in real-time as they ‘‘flew’’ the vehicle

(or during launch or reentry), but would rather have to rearrange themselves to take

a fix in a special operation. When Michael Collins likened his command module to a

cathedral, he called the navigation station the altar.65

Questions surrounding the mounting of the optics stressed the relationship between

the IL and North American. Somewhere in the lower equipment bay the optics had to

penetrate the wall of the vehicle, letting a light path through so the astronaut could see

the stars. As it turned out, the optics in the lower bay penetrated on the ‘‘hot side’’ of

the vehicle—the side that would face down during reentry and absorb most of the

heat. The IL designed a door that would open on the outside of the vehicle. The optical

assembly would extend out on a swiveling head so the optics could rotate around for a

wide field of view. This made a ‘‘deployable’’ package, configured by an astronaut with

a crank, like that on a bathroom window.

Figure 5.3

Use of landmark line and star line to take navigational fixes or alignment sightings with Apollo

guidance optical system. (Redrawn by the author from Draper et al., ‘‘Spacecraft Navigation Guid-

ance and Control,’’ 2-74.)
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North Americans did not like this scheme because it was complex, added weight, and

required special seals so the pressurized cabin atmosphere would not leak around the

mechanism. The astronauts saw the possibility that the optics could not be retracted

in the case of a failure of the mechanism, which would compromise the heat shield

on reentry. They renamed the ‘‘deployable optics’’ the ‘‘deplorable optics.’’ David Gil-

bert, the NASA program officer who had just taken over responsibility for guidance and

control, remembered stepping into ‘‘a hell of a squabble’’ between MIT and North

American over the issue. Finally, he solved it by decree—‘‘we decided we could live

with a little less field of view and ended up with a fixed optics installation.’’ That is:

no door, no deployable assembly, simply a fixed window for the telescope to look out

the side of the spacecraft. If the sighting needed a different view, the astronauts would

move the spacecraft itself to bring it around. Gilbert remembered a tough decision:

‘‘I guess the first bad move I made against MIT.’’66

Figure 5.4

Illustration of astronaut use of optical system and computer to track a landmark for update of nav-

igation state vector. (Redrawn by author from Draper et al., ‘‘Spacecraft Navigation Guidance and

Control,’’ 2-74.)
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Why was the issue so contentious? What was at stake for the MIT engineers? David

Hoag explained that early on, they began looking for ways to quantify their system’s

performance—‘‘how could we measure that we had done a good job in our design?’’

One way was to calculate the optimal amount of energy required to get to the moon.

Based on Kepler’s laws for a given trajectory, you’d need to use a certain amount

of energy for a certain number of velocity changes, said Hoag. ‘‘You couldn’t go to

the moon with any less propulsion than that.’’ The closer the actual guidance and

navigation system could get to that minimum required level of energy—and thus

the minimum possible fuel use—the better job the MIT engineers would be doing

from an engineering point of view. Hence the deployable optics: if the optics could

Figure 5.5

The Block II Apollo guidance computer crew station in the command module. Note the eyepieces

for the space sextant and scanning telescope (top), the hand controls for aligning the sights (mid-

dle), the computer itself (bottom), and the DSKY (right). The Block II computer was sealed as a

single unit. (Draper Laboratories/MIT Museum.)
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swivel around to a wide field of view, then the spacecraft’s thrusters—and its precious

maneuvering fuel, their measure of accuracy—would not have to burn to calibrate the

optics.67

IL engineers’ goal wasn’t only to get to the moon but also to do it the best way pos-

sible, with the least amount of energy and the highest possible accuracy. Only reluc-

tantly would they give up that goal for other considerations. In the end, they

compromised on the optics (or at least accepted NASA’s decree), one of many such

decisions where engineers had to forgo their optimal designs for the greater goals of

the project. It was a classic engineering trade-off—complexity and safety (of the

deployable optics) versus a little more fuel use. Here NASA played its role as a system

engineer—making decisions to arbitrate disputes between contractors, between subsys-

tems, and between conflicting criteria of performance.

Hoag’s view of these conflicts is revealing: ‘‘One of the most frustrating things was

that we couldn’t design alone . . . all these things came in and it was a communications

chaos really but all turned out to be pretty skillfully handled. In retrospect, the experi-

ence was pretty rough.’’68 In theory, the guidance problem was mathematical, even

beautiful. Even when implemented in an inertial system, it retained a sparse elegance

that the IL engineers had come to love. Yet when combined with other organizations,

a human operator, and a real system, the abstract purity of the guidance scheme had to

adapt to the gritty realities of a large project.

Gimbal Reliability

The IL group faced a similar showdown with Grumman, this time over the issue of

gimbal reliability. An inertial guidance system can have any number of gimbals, or

gyroscopes, depending on what the system needs to do. The gimbals keep the acceler-

ometers fixed in inertial space so their frame of reference is not affected by changes in

the orientation of the spacecraft. Three or four gimbals would be required to track a full

navigational solution.69

When Hoag looked at the problem, he found that all of the thrusting that the com-

mand module would be doing, and hence all of the accelerations the inertial system

would have to measure, were limited to a single plane. Because of this constraint, the

inertial system could be designed with three, rather than four gimbals. The drawback

was ‘‘gimbal lock,’’ a subtle condition where the solution hit a mathematical singular-

ity and the platform could not produce useful measurements for a given alignment.

Certain orientations and maneuvers would just not be allowed with a three-gimbal

system (fighter planes, e.g., required four gimbals to accommodate their extreme

maneuvers).

Hoag realized the system simply did not have to fly about in all directions—it only

had to fly to the moon and back. Put another way, the spacecraft needed to fly around
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the moon but not over it. So Hoag designed in three gimbals, which, incidentally, had

been the number in Polaris. ‘‘We were motivated by simplicity, low-weight, reliabil-

ity,’’ Hoag explained, ‘‘and adding the fourth gimbal fights each one of these aspects.’’

There would be just a small cone of attitudes, very far off normal, that the spacecraft

could not assume.70 More trade-offs.

Strict adherence to a set of procedures could avoid gimbal lock, and the computer

could monitor itself and warn when gimbal lock approached. But the astronauts and

Grumman were accustomed to systems from aircraft that had four gimbals, including

Gemini, and nervous about the prospect of ‘‘forbidden attitudes’’ and the danger of

gimbal lock. The issue hinged on the knotty problem of reliability—what was the like-

lihood that a gyro would fail, and hence require the redundancy of four instead of

three? The trouble was, reliability is notoriously difficult to predict, and conflicts arose

over how to interpret the sparse data.

The IL provided its own estimates of reliability, based on experience with Polaris,

showing that three gimbals would be reliable enough. But Grumman too developed

estimates, which NASA found ‘‘highly pessimistic.’’ Grumman extrapolated reliability

numbers from earlier missile programs and used them to argue for a redundant, four-

gimbal platform. ‘‘It was a very dramatic forecast of how bad the reliability would be,’’

Hoag recalled, ‘‘and we were incensed.’’

In January 1964, NASA manager Joe Shea brought the engineers from the various

parties together, ‘‘to find the truth and punish the guilty.’’ He gathered the men for

a tense standoff. As they entered the room, Shea announced that the meeting was

being tape recorded. ‘‘I intend to force a black-and-white conclusion to this meet-

ing. . . . Someone, Grumman or MIT, will have to leave this meeting admitting he

was wrong.’’ Grumman presented their case, noting its data came from Minneapolis-

Honeywell and the Titan missile program.

To counter, Hoag presented the IL case, meticulously exposing errors in the Grum-

man data, showing how the reliability predictions improved as he corrected the errors.

‘‘I’ll never forget the day,’’ Grumman’s Gavin recalled. ‘‘What happened, of course,

was that Davey [Hoag] had a bunch of facts that we did not have. He wound up show-

ing what they could do was perhaps not quite as good as what they had advertised, but

it was a darn sight better than what we were saying they could probably do.’’

Grumman fell hard. In Kelly’s words, ‘‘MIT had blown Grumman’s analysis out of

the water.’’ Grumman engineers recalled the incident with bitter remorse, and felt

their reputations permanently damaged. ‘‘For years afterward we endured strained rela-

tions with MIT.’’71

Ironically, the three-gimbal platform came to be one of IL’s regrets, an institutional

victory but a loss for the project. Returning from the lunar surface, when Neil Arm-

strong was docking the LM to the command module, ‘‘I flew it right into gimbal

lock.’’ Gimbal lock loomed as a constant fear on Apollo 13. ‘‘We felt we were being
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unnecessarily restricted in the maneuvers we could perform,’’ Michael Collins wrote.72

Hoag wished he had done it differently, because the conflict and recriminations it

caused were not worth the reliability improvements that his design provided.73

Ruled Out as Passengers, Not as Pilots

By the end of 1962, the Apollo guidance system was well on its way. The IL felt confi-

dent enough in their preliminary designs to begin briefing the users and asking for

their input. In December, astronauts Alan Shepard, John Glenn, Scott Carpenter, and

Deke Slayton (the first three of whom had already flown in space) came to Cambridge

for two days of meetings with the IL team to discuss skills, training, and automa-

tion for the Apollo system. ‘‘We expect a visit from several astronauts,’’ Milt Trageser

told his engineers. Asking them to define the ‘‘astronaut-system relationship’’ for the

visitors, Trageser admonished, ‘‘Care should be taken to avoid accidents in presenta-

tion which give the impression of complicated operational requirements. I think we

have a simple system; let’s present it well.’’74 The team made a broad introduction

to guidance and navigation, the characteristics of the computers, and asked the astro-

nauts to operate early simulators and mockups, discuss training issues, and explore in-

flight maintenance.

The technical engineering trip became a public event, and the astronauts, who ‘‘had

to fight their way through crowds of giggling girls and goggling newsmen,’’ held a

short press conference. Shepard pointed out that much of the day’s discussion was

taken with ‘‘the percentage of guidance that will be automatic as compared with

piloted’’ in the vehicle. Glenn added, ‘‘Our experience has shown that human reac-

tion, especially in decision making, is superior to automated equipment.’’ When asked

if they wouldn’t be too old to fly to the moon by the time Apollo actually landed, She-

pard responded ‘‘we’ve been ruled out as passengers, but not as pilots’’ (indeed Shepard

would be the only one of the Mercury Seven to fly to the moon).75 Despite the success

of Mercury, the question of pilot control was still on the table. The astronauts’ first

meeting with the computer reminded them that the answers were not determined

ahead of time, but the product of numerous engineering decisions and evolving opera-

tional plans.
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6 Reliability or Repair? The Apollo Computer

If I wanted to write a philosophical novel about Apollo and say where did this technological capa-

bility come from? And what was it? You’d have to go back to these two things: you developed a

group of men and an approach, a systems approach if you will, that let you undertake high-speed

flying, you developed a systems approach that lets you undertake risky missions and be able to call

them ethical.

That system plus the digital computer that’s the Apollo mission.

—George Rathert, NASA Control Engineer

While ‘‘mini’’ computers were beginning to come on the scene in the 1960s, the word

was still relative, and a small computer was still the size of a phone booth. Specialized

machines, like the seven-function unit that ran rendezvous calculations for Gemini, or

the ballistic solvers in the Polaris missile, could be made reasonably compact, but the

IL engineers envisioned a ‘‘general-purpose’’ computer, one that could be reprog-

rammed at will to do any possible task with the data at hand.

Such a machine afforded great possibilities. New, specialized functions could be

added at any time, merely by changing the programs, allowing late-stage design fixes,

mission changes, or improved calculations. The computer could take over routine tasks

from the astronauts, improve the accuracy of their flying, and help them manage the

spacecraft’s systems. Imagine punching in a series of numbers, then sitting back while

the computer automatically oriented the spacecraft and fired the engine, in just the

proper direction for just the right amount of time.

But would it work? Digital computers in the early 1960s seemed impossibly complex

and broke down on a regular basis. Impressive, highly mathematical analyses, not to

mention practical experience, showed that any such machine would fail frequently.

How could NASA ensure that an Apollo computer would run for an entire two-week

moon flight? Mercury and Gemini were banking on redundancy, backup systems, and

manual takeover. What alternatives would the computer offer? A new technology, the

integrated circuit, seemed to promise great increases in capability in very small pack-

ages. But the little chip was a black box, seemingly immune to human understanding

and repair—and nobody had ever tried it in such a life-critical application.



From 1962 to 1965, NASA and IL engineers struggled through these problems as they

developed the hardware for the Apollo Guidance Computer (AGC). At odds were differ-

ing engineering cultures, differing technical philosophies, and differing visions of the

astronauts’ roles. The design decisions, while considering subtle, technical details, also

stemmed from judgments about human performance. Astronauts had been hailed as

the ultimate backup systems. Could they take over if the computer failed? Could they

help make the computers more reliable? How could the IL convince NASA and the

astronauts to trust their lives to the machine?

It has become fashionable to denigrate the computers of the past with phrases like

‘‘we flew to the moon with less computing power than I have on my wristwatch,’’ or

‘‘can you believe the entire Apollo program fit into a mere 36 k of memory?’’ Simply

focusing on memory size, or the computer’s speed, however, misses the important

engineering accomplishments of the Apollo computer. For who among us would risk

our lives on our desktop computers, with all their speed, accuracy, and memory, and

rely on their working flawlessly for two straight weeks? The space shuttle flies with

five redundant computers. Any fully digital airliner has a minimum of three. Apollo

had only one. It never failed in flight.

A Computer for the Moon

As the IL’s Apollo project entered its initial design phase, the engineers began thinking

about their computer. They started, logically enough, with the Mars probe computer

and a good dose of Polaris. After a few prototypes, a computer design emerged that

was designated ‘‘Mod 3C.’’ Typical computers of the time occupied buildings and

burned enough electrical power to light a small town. These big machines, in univer-

sities, military installations, and corporations, tended to be ‘‘numbers in, numbers out’’

crunchers. But the Mod 3C, like MIT’s Whirlwind, was a departure. In today’s terms it

resembled a ‘‘microcontroller,’’ the microprocessor embedded in everything from cell

phones to automobiles, more than it did a scientific computer. It occupied a cubic

foot rather than a tiny chip, but it shared with microcontrollers a modest calculation

capacity melded to numerous, sophisticated channels for quickly getting data into

and out of the machine. Like a microcontroller, the Apollo computer included an inter-

ruptible processor so events could command the computer’s attention in real-time. It

had a ‘‘night-watchman’’ circuit to keep the computer from crashing and locking up

(a feature still included in many embedded computers today as a ‘‘watchdog’’). In

today’s terms, the Apollo computer was ‘‘embedded.’’

The original Apollo machine used 16-bit words for its data and instructions, ade-

quate for the local control functions, but the navigation calculations required ‘‘double

precision,’’ more bits with more numerical precision, a feature implemented in soft-

ware. The computer had two types of memory, ‘‘erasable’’ and ‘‘fixed,’’ what today are
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called RAM and ROM. Erasable memory was used as a kind of scratchpad for data and

calculations while the programs were running (or for temporary programs), while the

fixed memory contained the programs themselves. All was ‘‘core’’ memory; that is,

bits were stored by magnetic fields on tiny cylindrical cores. The computer comprised

1,700 transistors, each in their own metal can, and nearly 20,000 metal and ferrite

cores for memory.

Over the course of 1962, IL engineers refined and then actually built Mod 3C as a

large prototype to enable further experiments. Eventually it had 12,288 words of per-

manent storage, 1,024 words of erasable memory, and a 16-bit architecture with 8

instructions. It included a variety of counters, pulse outputs, interrupts, and input-

output registers for interfacing to the rest of the vehicle. For a control computer such

as this, the interfaces were key—the machine would have to not only perform calcula-

tions, but also take data from the inertial platform, read the optics’ angles, torque the

gyros, fire the thrusters and the rocket engines, and, of course, interact with the astro-

nauts.1 Often, these interfaces embodied the relationships with other organizations,

companies that built sensors or engines. Most of the interfaces were analog, so the

computer needed ways to accurately convert the discrete digital data to the continuous

analog world and vice versa.

Transistors to Chips

As often happens with a large project lasting several years, especially an electronic one,

the basic technology for the Apollo computer was hardly static. Transistors, invented

in 1948, had become commercially available and accepted in the 1950s, especially for

military equipment. Integrated circuits (ICs) could put several transistors on a single

semiconductor chip, doubling or tripling the package density. IL electronics guru

Eldon Hall had incorporated an early IC into the Polaris Mark II computer and thought

integrated circuits might have some application to the new project—especially since

reduced size and weight would be such high priorities. The Minuteman ICBM was

using integrated circuits with strict requirements for reliability, giving Fairchild credibil-

ity with military and aerospace systems. Fairchild Semiconductor put its ‘‘MicroLogic’’

family of ICs on the market in 1961, followed soon thereafter by Texas Instruments

and Signetics.2

The Mod 3C prototype used a circuit design inherited from the Mars computer called

‘‘core-transistor logic.’’ Familiar, proven, conservative, and made out of discrete transis-

tors, it seemed just the sort of circuitry on which to bet a multibillion-dollar space-

flight. Yet in 1962 Hall asked David Hanley, a young engineer recently come to the IL

from the air force, to purchase a large supply of Fairchild’s MicroLogic ICs and to look

into designing a computer with them. Hall bet him he couldn’t build a version of the

machine with ICs that would be faster than the discrete version. Hanley began to build
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an exact copy of the Mod 3C with the MicroLogic devices, but found that a basic

redesign would be easier and more efficient. So he set about designing and building a

MicroLogic-based computer that would run the same instructions as the Mod 3C, and

named it AGC for ‘‘Apollo guidance computer.’’ The name would stick. Logic designers

Ray Alonso, Hugh Blair-Smith, and Albert Hopkins saw the redesign as ‘‘an unusual

second chance’’ to tweak their work.3 Hanley won his bet with Hall. The AGC model

began working in early 1963, occupying less space and running faster than the transis-

tor version.

Late one day in 1963, engineer Herb Thaler was working on the new computer with

the integrated circuits in the IL’s large computer lab. ‘‘I was debugging it when the

word came that Kennedy was shot,’’ he said. Thaler remembered the shock, and how

afterward people on the project became rededicated to going to the moon as Kennedy’s

legacy.

Still, for all the impressive engineering, a model AGC working in a laboratory would

not be sufficient to convince NASA. Hall recognized that his idea for using MicroLogic

would require advocacy and persuasion. Hall based his arguments on three factors: (1)

the speed of the MicroLogic computer would be more than twice as fast, (2) size and

weight would be cut in half, and (3) costs would be comparable to the traditional

approach. The integrated-circuit version of the computer, however, would consume

nearly double the electrical power of the discrete version (about fifty watts, or the

equivalent of a small light bulb).4 Still, the integrated circuits allowed a simpler, more

elegant, and more modular design. One type of circuit, a two-input NOR gate, would

repeat throughout the entire computer, rather than thirty-four different modules, as

would be the case with the core-transistor logic.

While the benefits to integrated circuits seemed clear, the risks were uncertain. It was

new technology. Only one company, Fairchild, made the required chips. Would they

remain available for the entire length of the project, or were they just another passing

fad in electronics? (As it happened, Fairchild did stop making the chips, and the IL

ended up buying them from Philco.) Would Apollo be a sufficiently large customer to

encourage the suppliers to stay in the business? To increase the demand, Hall proposed

that all the ground test equipment for the computer be built with the MicroLogic cir-

cuits as well (sometimes chips that had failed the rigorous tests for flight hardware).

NASA was convinced, and in November 1962 allowed the integrated-circuit design to

go forward.5 Integrated circuits were not limited to the computer itself, but also cov-

ered the analog circuits that brought data into the digital world. Hall soon added to

the computer not only the digital NOR-gate IC, but also a new analog IC for a sense

amplifier—to condition the analog signals from the spacecraft’s numerous sensors.

Hall’s relative ease at convincing NASA to accept integrated circuits did not mean

that the decision was straightforward, or that the use of integrated circuits was ‘‘ob-

vious’’ in any way. For no other major Apollo subsystem used the new technology to
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the same extent—not the computer that IBM built to stabilize the Saturn, not the radio

or radar electronics, and not the LM control electronics outside of the computer. NASA

would not allow integrated circuits in these systems, and at least one contractor envied

the IL’s ability to use the MicroLogic designs, having been turned down by NASA.6 The

agency’s approval to use them in the AGC, then, was a testament to Eldon Hall’s com-

petence in electronics, his confidence in his own analysis, and his skill at presenting

the case and persuading his sponsor.

The AGC gave a boost to the fledgling IC business. The Minuteman missile program

also used integrated circuits, but over twenty types of custom designed chips. Apollo,

by contrast, used a single, standard type of chip. By 1963 Apollo was consuming

60 percent of the integrated circuit production in the United States.7 In 1964 Rob-

ert Noyce of Fairchild stated that the company had had shipped 110,000 ICs for

Apollo.8 Noyce cited the Apollo computer as evidence of the reliability of the ICs he

manufactured, and of their suitability for military electronics.9

The Block I AGC took shape during 1963. The IL created a formal organization for

the project, under David Hoag as project director. Reporting to him were the Mission

Development group under Battin, Digital Computation group under Alex Kosmala,

and Digital Development group under Eldon Hall. There was still no group devoted to

software.10 For the following three years, the bulk of the IL’s manpower was devoted

to hardware development.

Apollo’s guidance and navigation team brought their system to the public in Sep-

tember 1963. A press conference at MIT—led by David Gilbert of NASA and including

Trageser and Hoag of the IL, Ralph Ragan of Raytheon, and project directors from

Kollsman, Sperry, and AC SparkPlug—reported the design as ‘‘virtually complete’’ and

‘‘within spitting distance of meeting our schedule objectives.’’ Hoag presented the sys-

tem itself, with the computer at its core, and described the navigation and sighting

techniques. Ragan described the manufacturing operations in Bedford, Sudbury, and

Waltham, all in Massachusetts. When asked about what an astronaut would do dur-

ing the mission, Hoag replied: ‘‘He has to align the inertial system, set in the right

sub-routine to the computer, and then let it go.’’11

‘‘As reliable as a parachute’’

However innovative the architecture, design was not the major challenge of sending a

computer to the moon. The difficulty would be making this computer robust, reliable,

even bulletproof. Moreover, how did one measure such things when the machine

could not be tested in its real environment for years to come? Early on, the IL group

recognized that reliability would largely determine the success of their enterprise. If

their computer failed in testing, it would never be allowed on the mission. If it failed

in flight, it could cost the astronauts’ lives.
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NASA manager David Gilbert made the IL responsible for the AGC’s reliability and

gave them a set of policies. First on the list: ‘‘Make maximum use of the man to sim-

plify equipment.’’ Design conservatively. Rigorously test and select parts. Require

the contractors to test the components, test the final assembly. Carefully report and

track each failure. Gather data about them, analyze the data, and review the design

accordingly.12

Robert Chilton remembered that Hall and his group paid constant attention to relia-

bility questions, though NASA wasn’t prepared to give them a specification: ‘‘[Hall

asked:] How reliable is this? How reliable is that? How many failures per thousand

hours, or how many hours between failures? They asked me how reliable has the com-

puter got to be, this guy in charge of computers. How reliable does a computer have

to be? I didn’t know anything from reliability, I said, ‘‘It has to be as reliable as a

parachute.’’13

But what did ‘‘as reliable as a parachute’’ mean? Chilton responded vaguely because

reliability requirements for Apollo were notoriously imprecise across the board. Even-

tually, the project settled on .999 for safety and .99 for mission success. That is, a one

in a hundred chance the mission would fail, and a one in a thousand chance the astro-

nauts would not survive. Max Faget recalled that, using these numbers, ‘‘one of the

study contractors came to me and pointed out that wasn’t very much different from

the expected mortality from three 40-year old individuals on a two week mission

if you took the standard actuary tables.’’14 These were not useful criteria for design

decisions.

In-Flight Repair

Hall estimated that his Block I integrated circuit computer would have a reliability of

.966 (one failure in 4,000 hours), but the spec he had been given required reliability

nearly ten times better. To make up the difference he proposed neither redundant

machines nor exotic circuit designs. Rather, he would rely on the skills of the astro-

nauts: they would repair the computer during flight.

In Polaris, crew members inside a submarine could remove the computers from the

missiles and repair them. On long-range bombers, crews could make repairs to their

guidance systems during a long mission. But on Apollo such repairs had troubling

implications.

What kind of equipment would the astronauts need to isolate a fault? A meter,

at least, possibly an oscilloscope. But a soldering iron?

The ‘‘map and data viewer’’ would provide the thousands of pages and manuals nec-

essary for troubleshooting. Hall proposed that Apollo flights also carry a special ma-

chine, a ‘‘MicroMonitor,’’ a smaller version of the equipment used to check out the

computer on the ground. This device was heavy and took up space, required its opera-
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tor to ‘‘exercise considerable thought,’’ and required the operator to have a mere three

to six months of training. ‘‘This device is known to be effective,’’ Hall wrote, ‘‘in direct

proportion to the training and native skill of the operator.’’

The Block I computer would be made of easily removable modules, which the astro-

naut could replace by hand with simple tools. It would require twenty-nine types of

modules, so the spacecraft would simply carry one of each type. If a failure occurred,

the astronauts would diagnose the problem with the MicroMonitor, slide out one

of the modules, and slide a fresh one in. To repair the computer, astronauts would re-

quire a special tool kit, complete with mundane items like gasket seals and grease (fig-

ure 6.1).

In addition, the computer would need self-check circuitry and software to detect a

failure and the flexibility to allow the astronauts to do something about it. A suite

of software programs would self-check and aid the astronauts’ diagnoses. The IL

developed a series of procedures for in flight repair, all based on the assumption that

there were 100 percent spares available on board.15 Of course, making the modules

Figure 6.1

Apollo Block I computer, showing removable modules that astronauts could replace in flight to

improve reliability. Such repairs required carrying extra modules, as well as specialized tools and

diagnostic equipment. (Draper Laboratories photo CN-4-165-C. Reprinted in Hall, Journey to the

Moon, 16.)
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replaceable required additional electrical connectors and mechanical connections,

themselves likely sources of failure. And the complete set of spares added a significant

amount of weight.

Astronauts had been billed as the ultimate redundant components. Asking them to

improve the reliability of their equipment seemed sensible, but it proved no simple

task.

Reliability Concerns

Early on, in-flight repair was a NASA policy for Apollo overall. If the agency was to un-

dertake ambitious space missions in the future, Apollo seemed a good time to start to

make the craft ‘‘self-healing.’’ Still, it did not lead to elegant solutions, especially for the

IL, a laboratory that prided itself on the autonomy of its instruments. In fact, for the IL

it highlighted remaining uncertainties around integrated circuits, and questions about

design. Reliability would dominate debates about the computer as the program moved

away from a prototype in a lab to a real computer on the way to the moon.

The state of the art for inertial guidance systems on military aircraft at the time was

something like fifteen hours mean time between failure (MTBF)—that is, the average

amount of time between failures was fifteen hours of use. Aircraft just didn’t generally

fly much longer than that, and missiles were rarely in the air more than a few minutes.

Yet to have a great chance of succeeding on a two-week mission, Apollo would require

1,500 hours MTBF—an improvement of two orders of magnitude.16 And that was just

for the flight, but did not include the many hours of testing, alignment, and checking

prior to launch or intervals between scrubbed launches.

Much of the technology designed into Apollo’s guidance had been developed for

ballistic missiles, and hence the reliability data that existed related to those types of

missions. The short-lived missiles, however, had comparatively low reliability. The air

force and navy’s solution to these problems was simply to build many more missiles

than they needed and assume that some proportion of them would fail in the event

of war. For a manned system the country could not afford (politically or financially)

to mount several extra missions to ensure one would get to the moon.

For the guidance and navigation system, reliability depended on two major ele-

ments: the mechanical systems that ran the inertial platform (the gimbals and gyro-

scopes) and the reliability of the electronics. Gimbal reliability and the difficulties it

generated were discussed in the previous chapter. It is difficult to picture the problems

with electronics during its adolescent decades (when was the last time you had an

actual, electronic failure, as opposed to electrical connections or software, in your com-

puter?). Vacuum tubes, which were still fairly common, were notoriously failure-prone

(and had given all of electronics a bad name), and transistors, which promised better

reliability in principle, were still in their infancy and had not yet proven themselves.
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IL engineers pointed out to NASA that their Polaris Mark II guidance unit, then in

the final stages of development, was meeting its reliability goals. NASA replied that

the Polaris system only needed to work for about three minutes at a time, as a missile

was fired, whereas the Apollo system would require at least fifteen hours. This estimate

assumed that the computer would be turned off when it was not being used. If the

computer ran continuously (which it eventually did), it would need to work for nearly

two hundred hours.17

Some of these problems stemmed from a technique becoming increasingly fashion-

able for analyzing large systems: statistical failure analysis. With a new, complex sys-

tem with so many untried components and techniques, it was not difficult to ‘‘prove’’

statistically that it would not work. NASA’s stipulation of .99 for mission success, and

.999 for safety amounted to looking at the reliability of the individual components,

with reliabilities like .9994, and then combining all the probabilities together in ‘‘fault

trees,’’ or models of how particular failures might compromise the mission. Statistical

approaches, with their complex equations and multiple decimal places, had an air of

precision that lent them credibility in technical settings, and even more so in nontech-

nical settings.

While a useful technique for identifying critical components, statistical failure

analysis has the drawback of being contingent on the accumulation of numerous

low-probability events. It also assumes those numbers are well known, and accounts

only for individual component failures, not for failures from interactions between

components, or ‘‘system failures.’’ Indeed Apollo would experience numerous systems

failures ranging from merely annoying to dangerous and fatal, which had not been

predicted by the component-failure techniques.18 Debates over statistics versus systems

approaches to reliability pervaded the Apollo program, reaching into the lunar module,

the command module, and numerous other areas. Furthermore, reliability had direct

implications for the human role. If humans in space were to be the ultimate backup

system, then who the astronaut was, and what his duties were, depended critically on

how engineers approached the question of reliability.

The reliability question was not an academic one for the IL—the entire program was

at stake, and IL’s managers spent much of their time on the defensive. Members of

Congress even wrote to Webb demanding explanations of reliability.19 They ques-

tioned the performance of the IL, a group of academics in a game otherwise reserved

for major defense contractors, working from a noncompeted sole-source contract.

Indeed, IL management was haphazard in the early years: the ICs really did have

some reliability problems, and the IL was perennially late releasing drawings to the

manufacturers in ways that threatened the flight schedule (at one point the lab began

issuing blank pieces of paper so the manufacturers would at least have a drawing num-

ber to begin procurement). These delays compounded the software problems explored

in the following chapter.
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Designing and Fabricating Reliability

In fact, Hall countered the statistics of component failure analysis with an entirely dif-

ferent approach. Statistical analyses, he argued, were only helpful when one already

had a large base of experience with a particular technology. Moreover, statistics black-

boxed the failures: not all occurred for the same reasons; chips from different com-

panies failed for different reasons under different conditions. Without understand-

ing the processes by which parts were produced and assembled, he claimed, ‘‘the

[statistical] technique is highly questionable.’’20 The same held true for building redun-

dancy into a system—it had to be done with a deep understanding of how and why

the parts would fail, and only under some circumstances would the added reliability

offset the added risk from the complexity of redundancy.21 Simply adding more

computers was not the answer. You could not calculate, analyze, or graph reliability

into a machine. It had to be designed in. The debate went on throughout the Apollo

program, and pitted local engineering cultures against the statistical analyses of NASA

headquarters.22

Hall and his colleagues proposed another solution entirely, one based on basic

engineering—‘‘the fabrication of parts into a system.’’ They started by questioning

the assumption that underlay the statistics: that failures would be random. Instead,

they took the position that there is no such thing as a random failure; rather, failures

always occur ‘‘based on cause and effect principles’’ (an approach credited with success

in other parts of Apollo as well). All failures had a source, and for electronic devices,

most of those were ‘‘the result of poor process control or the vendor’s lack of complete

technical knowledge of his process.’’ Reliability was not simply a matter of statistics,

but also ‘‘always an integral and basic part of design, or procurement, and of opera-

tion,’’ best left to the ‘‘judgment and wisdom of the engineers.’’23 Key to this approach

was standardization—build systems out of the smallest possible numbers of different

parts and focus a great deal of effort on improving every aspect of the process of pro-

ducing them. The technique built on the classical tenets of American manufacturing:

economies of scale, detailed control of process, and standardized components. Ulti-

mately, the skill, reliability, and management of the workers on the production line

would ensure the Apollo program’s success.

Implementing this philosophy required careful control, especially of the industrial

suppliers who fabricated the parts. Here the contract structure is revealing: the major

guidance components, such as the inertial unit and the accelerometers, were supplied

under specific subcontracts. The integrated circuits, which proved as critical as the

larger components, were simply bought from vendors. At the outset, nobody realized

what a critical role these circuits would play; otherwise they might have been formally

contracted, like the gyroscopes or accelerometers. Instead, they were simply purchased.

The only leverage Hall had over the suppliers, then, was as a customer. He hoped

that by buying large numbers of a single part he could persuade them to improve their
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processes. He certified the vendors by prequalification testing of parts. For any batch

that the vendors delivered, the parts were screened and burned-in, and then tested for

extended-life. If too many components failed, the entire lot was rejected. One test

involved immersing the chips in a Freon solution, then meticulously weighing them

one by one. If a chip got heavier by more than .00050 grams, then Freon had leaked

into it and chip’s seal was compromised, forcing a reject.24

Large volumes of standardized parts also lowered prices, which freed up funds for

testing, evaluation, and monitoring, and allowed the suppliers to focus on a contin-

uous production flow and constantly improve their process. At Fairchild, one manager

reported, ‘‘Apollo really taught us a lot about reliability,’’ because workers had to ac-

count for every single circuit failure. The company eventually developed separate pro-

duction lines for Apollo, with workers selected for high motivation and attention to

detail. NASA and the IL arranged for the astronauts to regularly visit manufacturing

plants and meet the workers who were assembling guidance systems, to impart a direct

sense of the importance of quality in their work.25

Human presence in spacecraft did indeed improve reliability, although not always in

the ways its advocates intended. Before a single astronaut went into space in an Apollo

spacecraft, the very anticipation of their presence improved the machinery. Imposing

the criticality of human life into development and manufacturing forced engineers and

production workers to emphasize robustness of design, attention to detail, and quality

of workmanship.

The IL gradually grew a base of experience and collected data. By March 1966, Block

I computers had operated for 66,000 hours, experiencing twelve failures among seven-

teen computers over the course of three years, making for an MTBF of about 3,000

hours.26 ‘‘In the final analysis,’’ Hall wrote in retrospect, ‘‘only successful missions

proved the product.’’27 After all of the Apollo flights, Hall calculated the MTBF for a

computer operating in the command module environment at 50,000 hours.28

Shea’s Systems Approach

As the AGC hardware evolved, so did NASA’s management of the project. In early

1963, Brainerd Holmes, who headed Apollo at NASA headquarters, left the agency after

a disagreement with Webb. That July, Webb consolidated management at the agency

and hired a new man to bring coherence and control to the program. George Mueller

came to NASA from air force systems engineering contractor TRW, taking over Hol-

mes’s job as NASA deputy associate administrator for manned spaceflight. Mueller had

classic systems-engineering credentials: a Ph.D. in physics, time at Bell Labs, and expe-

rience in adopting systems-management techniques while working on the Minuteman

missile for TRW. ‘‘One of the things that became apparent immediately,’’ Mueller

recalled about taking over the Apollo program, ‘‘was that there wasn’t any manage-

ment system in existence.’’
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The statistical naysayers supported his position. Mueller received a pessimistic report

that under the current program, the chances of landing on the moon were one in ten.

The probability of failure provided the justification Mueller needed as he quickly

moved to consolidate control of Apollo in NASA headquarters and to better coordinate

among the NASA centers at Cape Canaveral, Houston, and Huntsville. He also created

ASPO, which had dispersed sites but was part of the headquarters structure. ‘‘The labo-

ratories were going to have to become a support to the program offices or else we

weren’t going to get there from here,’’ Mueller believed.29 One result of Mueller’s

changes was the famous ‘‘all up’’ testing approach, wherein the entire Apollo system

was tested as a unit, rather than the more conservative, step-by-step approach favored

by the NASA centers, Huntsville in particular. He also hired Bellcomm and General

Electric to provide technical advice from outside the centers.

Mueller also brought in General Sam Philips, who had directed the U.S. Air Force’s

Minuteman ICBM project. Philips came with a number of his managers from the air

force, and together they imposed their systematic management methods on a NASA

organization used to the freewheeling style of research. The Space Task Group was

already straining under the demands of Mercury and Gemini (which were both run-

ning late and over budget). Apollo, while still progressing quietly in the background

in the early 1960s, was beginning to show strains. Philips employed techniques like

configuration control and interface control, formal methods of documenting the hard-

ware and their connections.30 While these were appropriate for a large organization,

the craft-oriented engineers sometimes interpreted them as simply layers of bureau-

cracy. ‘‘I’ve been identified as a procedures and methods man,’’ Philips lamented,

‘‘with a management manual all written that I intend to force on the Apollo program

and down the throats of the existing ‘good people’ base.’’31

Putting these controversial methods to work on the ground was Joe Shea, a tough,

focused man, not always diplomatic, but deeply committed to Apollo. Like Mueller,

he represented the new kind of engineer that had emerged during the ballistic missile

projects of the 1950s: the systems expert. He had bachelor’s, master’s, and Ph.D.

degrees from the University of Michigan in engineering mechanics, and had spent

much of the 1950s as a mathematical analyst and development engineer at Bell Labs.

From there he went to work for AC Sparkplug on the Titan missile program, where he

brought systems methods to bear on the troubled program and pushed it toward suc-

cess. He then moved to the West Coast bastion of systems expertise, TRW, whence he

was recruited to NASA headquarters as ‘‘Deputy Director of Systems Engineering.’’

Taken to quoting Milton and citing Greek mythology in engineering lectures, Shea

took an unusually broad view of Apollo and its significance.

Shea’s mission was to translate Kennedy’s all-encompassing mission statement into

precise engineering specifications. Along with George Low, Shea soon managed a 400-

person organization to oversee NASA’s projects. Here he wrote requirements for safety,
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reliability, and the probability of mission success, and studied how those measures

manifested themselves in hardware specifications. Shea also managed Bellcomm as it

was looking over the shoulder of the Apollo contractors, including the IL. Shea and

his reliability analyses played a key role in the LOR decision, although he came to dis-

trust a pure statistical approach. As he put it: ‘‘So we finally concluded there was no

way to assure statistical reliability. You had to really use engineering confidence and

do a little wishing and lucking and hoping.’’32 Shea’s methods focused on ‘‘interface

control,’’ formally defining in great detail every possible link among the spacecraft

components, essentially creating a virtual model of the system in a mountain of paper.

Shea actually mixed the analytical methods of the systems men with an appreciation

for focused, insightful, creative engineering. One understanding of systems methods

calls for breaking a large system down into component parts defined as ‘‘black boxes’’

by specifying their input and output interfaces. Then the black boxes can be con-

tracted out, and then recombined by a systems integrator. Shea indeed employed these

methods, but he also brought an approach that adapted to the ultrareliability required

for human spaceflight, what might be described as ‘‘white box’’ systems engineering.

No box could be truly black, because every component was open to scrutiny (hence

‘‘no random failures’’). An assemblage of black boxes made a brittle system, a house of

cards. By contrast, in a white box system, systems engineers always had the ability to

peer into every subsystem, to examine every component. Nothing inside the Apollo

system could be unknown or taken for granted. As an engineer, Shea saw how the sys-

tem held together as a whole, but he could also see inside each piece and make trade-

offs between widely separated subsystems.

In October 1963 Mueller sent Shea to Houston, where he replaced Charlie Frick as

manager of ASPO (‘‘I was exhausted so much of the time I just couldn’t hardly take

it,’’ Frick said of his Apollo tenure).33 Even though the official contract with North

American for the CSMs (command and service modules) had barely been signed, un-

officially the program was nearly a year late and plagued with problems.34

Shea’s arrival in Houston marked a sea change in Apollo culture. Mercury and Gem-

ini were largely being run by old Langley hands in Robert Gilruth’s group who had

made the move to Houston. These were aeronautical engineers, raised in research and

test flying. Headquarters felt they were running Apollo too informally, like a research

program, rather than a large-scale development and operations project.

Once in Houston Shea found himself in the middle of a classic NASA conflict be-

tween headquarters and the centers. Though he was Mueller’s man, Shea tried to fit

into the center. The Space Task Group engineers saw him as a spy; understandably so,

as Shea, with his fancy specifications, insistence on documentation, and white-collar

style was wresting control from them. ‘‘I found a mess when I went to Houston,’’ he

recalled: deficient management of the contractors and poor control of the spacecraft

and the interfaces between their various components.35 ‘‘The spacecraft basically
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needed a major redesign.’’36 At North American, it was even worse. He found a ‘‘lack of

configuration discipline,’’ meaning that engineers and technicians were changing the

design without complete documentation. This sloppiness, he confided to Mueller, was

more than a matter of procedure: ‘‘In the limit, we are really discussing the compe-

tence of their [North American’s] people. I am convinced that we are not dealing with

a first rate engineering organization.’’37

Plenty of people resisted Mueller’s centralization and Shea’s style. ‘‘I thought it was

wrong and I still think it was wrong,’’ complained Caldwell Johnson, one of the origi-

nal Space Task Group.38 Powerful Max Faget, with nearly a thousand people in his

design bureau, froze Shea out from gathering data. Chris Kraft viewed Shea as ‘‘an out-

sider and an enigma . . . his close tie to George Mueller made him a stepchild among

Mercury veterans.’’39 Their objections were understandable: the close, hands-on engi-

neering style inherited from Langley was slipping from their fingers, never to return.

‘‘The growing mountain of Mueller’s bureaucracy looked to us working troops as

unnecessary, cumbersome, and expensive,’’ Kraft wrote in his memoir. ‘‘It turned out

to be all three, but it never went away.’’40 These tensions, between centralized control

and decentralized management, between hierarchical systems and craft-based ap-

proaches to engineering, would remain throughout the Apollo program. They mirrored

the human-machine tensions being played out in the hardware design: systemization

versus intuition, professionalism versus informal organization, documentation versus

personal trust. They would come to a head in the aftermath of the Apollo 1 fire.41 But

that was still years away, and in 1963 the Apollo program had barely gotten started and

already it was behind.

Block II Is Born

Despite the resistance, Shea made at least one major contribution that helped create

hope that the drifting program would actually get to the moon. The number of design

changes required to produce a spacecraft was so overwhelming and constant that the

contractor could not make progress in the face of the evolving requirements. Shea de-

cided that the existing spacecraft design would be frozen and designated ‘‘Block I.’’ It

might fly a test mission or two in earth orbit, but not all the way to the moon. It would

not be suitable for lunar landing because it would lack the LM docking adapter and a

tunnel to transfer the crew between the two spacecraft. After Block I was completed,

the required changes would be incorporated all at once into an entirely new design

that would become the hardware that would really fly to the moon. As Shea wrote to

Mueller, ‘‘Block II was born.’’42

Aaron Cohen, though part of the Houston culture, recalled Shea’s decision ‘‘like

coming out to really realizing we really had to go build a piece of hardware to go to

the moon.’’ Cohen gave Shea great credit for getting the Apollo program serious and
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moving: ‘‘He kept us on the right track. He didn’t let us overdo it and he didn’t let us

underdo it.’’43 Cohen believed that the Block II decision represented the turning point

in Apollo.

In far-away Cambridge, these changes in the Apollo program would have direct bear-

ing on the engineering of the guidance system and on the astronauts’ roles in flight.

Because headquarters was increasingly concerned about the IL’s ability to handle the

program, its managers realigned the contract to offload some of the work to the con-

tractors so the IL engineers could take on the job of redesigning Block II.44 Now AC

Sparkplug was the prime contractor, reporting directly to NASA Houston, and Kolls-

man, Sperry, and Raytheon would report to them. The IL would also report to Hous-

ton, and serve as designer and systems integrator, but without cognizance over the

contractors or authority over production hardware.

‘‘Weak systems thinking’’

The Block II redefinition had great import for the Apollo guidance computer (AGC)

and hence for the human role in the missions. First to go was the idea that the astro-

nauts might repair the system in flight. Shea found North American’s principle of in-

flight maintenance ‘‘another example of weak systems thinking.’’45

All during this management shakeup, engineers at North American and the IL still

struggled with the problems of in-flight repair as its implications became more and

more cumbersome. For their part, the astronauts were none too happy about having

to learn maintenance techniques—the hottest test pilots didn’t want to be repairmen

in space. One IL engineer recalled Alan Shepard responding to the prospect of in-flight

repair with insightful sarcasm: ‘‘Yeah, and we should all train to be brain surgeons so

we can operate on each other.’’46

To make such repair practicable, the capsule would have to carry an extra copy of

every electronics module in the computer, which amounted to carrying an entire addi-

tional computer. By October 1963, that’s exactly what the IL decided—to include two

complete computers in the capsule and eliminate the possibility of in-flight repair.

That option, however, either doubled the volume or halved the computing power that

would be available, neither of which was acceptable.

Meanwhile, Mercury was flying, and in May 1963 a new data point came in. When

Gordon Cooper orbited the earth during the last Mercury flight, his control system

failed, forcing him to orient and fire the reentry by hand. While it was easy to hail the

flight as a triumph of manual control, something had gone deeply wrong. Upon exam-

ination, engineers found that the urine collection system had failed and globules of

urine had migrated into the electronics, which, when combined with moisture from

Cooper’s own exhalations, proved to be rapidly corrosive. North American began a

study of the effects of humidity on Apollo electronics and recommended design
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changes to protect the circuits from moisture. The Apollo electronics must be sealed

shut.47

This change ruled out in-flight repair. Under Shea’s direction NASA removed the

requirement from the North American and Grumman contracts for the spacecraft, in-

stead requiring the companies to install redundant systems in the vehicles.48 Bell-

comm showed the increase in reliability from two computers to be negligible or

nonexistent, and the IL engineers agreed. Each Apollo spacecraft would have only one

computer.

IL engineers would now make the single computer aboard the spacecraft ultra-

reliable—an uncertain proposition given the poor record of most electronics. But

what if it did fail? What would be the backup? Without a second computer, the astro-

nauts might have to navigate home from the moon with a failed computer. Could they

do it with paper charts?

The answer came from the ground. During the early 1960s, with experience gained

from the Mercury and Gemini flights, advances in electronics and signal processing,

and the advent of atomic frequency standards for very precise timing, NASA learned

that it could track a spacecraft with great precision from ground-based antennas. A

transponder on the spacecraft listened for radar interrogation signals from three huge

antennas on earth (in Spain, Australia, and California) and echoed them back. Precise

measurement of time delays and Doppler shifts, improved by averaging over time,

allowed NASA to calculate positions in lunar orbit to within ten meters, and velocities

to 0.5 meters per second. These numbers became so accurate that greatest uncer-

tainty in the ground-based navigation fixes became the knowledge of the coordinates

of the antennas on the surface of the earth, which could only be pinpointed to a

few meters.49

So in the words of NASA engineer Cline Frasier, ‘‘Why not free up the whole mission

planning and everything, and just go ahead and do it from the ground as the primary

mode?’’50 Primary navigation from the ground would not only eliminate the problem

of a backup, it would also significantly reduce the workload of the astronauts, who

could turn their scarce attention to other things. The primary navigation system,

then, became ground-based tracking, backed up by the onboard computer. The com-

puter, of course, would still be primary when the spacecraft, on the far side of the

moon, lacked access to earth-bound signals. Implicit, of course, in this decision was a

demotion of the MIT effort—for most of the flight now the onboard navigation would

be a backup system. Furthermore, it meant abandoning the original requirement of

‘‘autonomous’’ navigation—the IL engineering value of being able to navigate missiles

and aircraft with no references to the outside world. Their approach seemed reasonable

enough in wartime, but by 1964 the idea that the Soviets would try to jam navigation

signals for peaceful moon shots began to seem far-fetched.
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The Digital Autopilot

Shea made one other change in the control system for the Block II design. When he

came to Houston from headquarters, the Apollo guidance computer was just that—a

computer that figured out where the spacecraft was and where it ought to go. Another

system actually took care of commanding the thrusters to move the vehicle and was

under development at Minneapolis-Honeywell, the same company that had made the

control systems for Mercury and Gemini. As in those earlier spacecraft, if the astronaut

wanted to orient the spacecraft, he would command the Honeywell servos to go to a

particular point, and then analog feedback loops would command the thrusters to

hold it there. As in Gemini, an indicator would show velocity to be gained to the astro-

naut, who would command thrust while the indicator counted down toward zero

when the maneuver was complete, a scenario appealing to the pilots. But the Honey-

well project was behind schedule and having technical problems, and NASA engineers

began to think about simplifying the situation.51

The IL system plus the Honeywell system meant that the Apollo spacecraft con-

tained two nonredundant control computers, two sets of gyros, two sets of electronics.

Why? Cline Frasier was the NASA representative on the project: ‘‘I was always nervous

about all of these mechanical parts running around.’’ His first idea was to put the MIT

and the Honeywell computers in parallel rather than in series, so that if the analog

one failed the digital one could still fly the craft.52 But Frasier went one step further

and convinced Shea to eliminate the Honeywell autopilot and incorporate its func-

tion into the digital computer. Shea had been the program manager for the Titan mis-

sile, which used digital computers for flight control, so he was no skeptic about their

capabilities.

ASPO manager Clifford Duncan made the digital autopilot decision in June 1964.

‘‘So Cliff [Duncan] sent me to the Instrumentation Lab to go up and tell the guys,’’

Frasier recalled, ‘‘that instead of two computers there is only going to be one. Instead

of just doing the guidance, they were also going to do digital autopilot.’’53 Though not

eliminated, the Honeywell SCS was much reduced in complexity to provide a simple

analog backup to the digital autopilot.54 For the IL engineers, this change amounted

to doubling the responsibilities of their computer, and hence doubling the work to be

done before the flight (fortunately, NASA ordered the memory doubled as well, but the

IL still had to write and test the programs).

The digital autopilot made the IL computer central to the Apollo spacecraft—some

compensation, perhaps, for no longer being the primary source for navigation. Now,

the controls of the CSM and the LM would go through the AGC and its software. A

software-based ‘‘state estimator’’ could derive the motions of the vehicle and auto-

matically compensate for thruster failures and other anomalies. Shea cemented the
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decision in a memo at the end of 1964. From now on, the ‘‘digital autopilot control

mode,’’ would be primary, with the analog Honeywell system as a backup.55

Putting a digital autopilot into Apollo was a radical step. Today, some commercial

airliners use this fly-by-wire technique, but in the 1960s, no aircraft had yet demon-

strated digital fly by wire, and only a few research aircraft had used an analog form.

The astronauts were none too happy. ‘‘Why don’t you guys quit wasting time,’’ David

Scott recalled thinking about the decision, ‘‘go back to MIT and think.’’56 Frasier

believes the digital autopilot never would have been approved were the flight crews

not too busy with Gemini to notice. He remembers running into Pete Conrad one day

in a hallway, and Conrad ‘‘just chewed me up one side and down the other and said

that we’re crazy. That his friends at Grumman had told him this stuff wasn’t going to

work, and it was his life on the line, and kind of on and on.’’ Frasier, a junior engineer

at the time, was genuinely intimidated at being told off by an astronaut, but the deci-

sion had been made.57 The astronauts could make their peace with it, or they could

choose not to fly—which none of them did.

As Davey Hoag put it, ‘‘The way we look at it, we actually have four autopilots.’’58

The CSM and LM each had two separate modes: free fall mode, which provided atti-

tude control while the vehicle was coasting or in orbit, and thrusting mode, which

controlled the large engine on the command service module for major maneuvers.

Hoag might have added two more for the CSM: a boost mode, where the AGC moni-

tored the Saturn rocket’s performance, and even allowed an astronaut to manually

takeover if the Saturn’s guidance failed in the second or third stage (a vestige of the

piloted-boost debate), and a reentry mode, which worked similarly to the Gemini com-

puter. For any particular mission mode, the navigator would select the program using

the computer’s keypad.

In Gemini, the computer calculated velocity to be gained and the astronaut con-

trolled thrust with his stick, according to the display. In Apollo, the digital autopilot

oriented the spacecraft automatically and then commanded a program to fire the

main engine. The digital autopilot also trimmed the large engine’s gimbals on a regular

basis while it fired, ensuring the thrust was aligned with the vehicle’s center of gravity.

During coasting flight, the computer could hold a particular attitude, or change it con-

stantly at a defined rate. The digital autopilot also had ‘‘jet selection logic’’ in the soft-

ware to determine which of the sixteen thrusters on the spacecraft should fire at any

given moment. If any of the thrusters failed, or if an entire ‘‘quad’’ cluster failed, the

autopilot would automatically sense the situation, compensate accordingly, and avoid

doing anything dangerous. It limited the rate of motion in any axis, to avoid tumbling,

and it could automatically recover from a tumble by slowing the rates in each axis. Like

the X-15 adaptive autopilot, the digital autopilot contained a model of the spacecraft’s

motion and compared its actual motions against the ideal in the model, taking into ac-

count the effects of body bending and fuel slosh in the vehicles.59
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This new role for the computer had great impact on the IL engineers. Suddenly they

were responsible not only for alignments with the stars, but also for detailed interac-

tions with the other components in the system. Suddenly they needed reams of highly

accurate data—on the vehicles’ dynamics, bending modes, actuator performance, en-

gine gimbals—creating a whole new level of complexity in their relationships to North

American and Grumman. About 10 to 30 percent of computer capacity would be

required to run the autopilots, capacity that was far from plentiful as the software

edged close to its performance margins (figures 6.2 and 6.3).

The digital autopilot also confirmed the decision to use a general-purpose computer

in the first place and underscored the intimate links between systems engineering and

digital computing. Engineers could move particular functions out of hardware devices

and into computer programs, saving critical quantities of weight, money, and hard-

ware complexity. In one example, Shea nixed an expensive program to add a heat

shield for the side of the command module facing the sun. With his knowledge of

Figure 6.2

Physical units of the Block II guidance and navigation system in the command module. (Draper

Laboratories/MIT Museum.)
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control systems and the digital autopilot, he simply suggested replacing the insulation

with a software routine to keep the spacecraft rotating like a rotisserie, distributing the

heat load around the craft. A few lines of computer code replaced a heavy mechanical

structure.

In a 1967 interview, Hoag expressed wonder at the flexibility of digital controls: ‘‘All

this, and everything else too, in this tremendous computer and we are doing it, by

golly, we are doing it.’’60 Yet there were costs, mostly in software, in key areas of com-

plexity, reliability, and schedule. All three would raise problems down the line. Still,

Aaron Cohen considered the inclusion of the digital autopilot a ‘‘milestone in the

Apollo program.’’ Frasier believes that without ‘‘the combination of the digital flight

control and the navigation from the ground, we would have been at least a couple of

years later [getting to the moon].’’61

Figure 6.3

In the Block II system the computer linked a variety of systems, including the astronauts’ control

of the spacecraft. Note how the manual control signals go through the computer instead of

through a separate controller, as in Block I. Not only the computer but also the MIT Instrumenta-

tion Lab had to integrate these diverse components, from a variety of contractors. (Hand, ‘‘MIT’s

Role in Project Apollo, Vol. I,’’ 52.)
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Peak of the Hardware Effort

September 1964 saw the delivery of the first Block I guidance system, slated to fly on

the unmanned missions and the early manned ones. NASA and the IL team spent that

year developing and finalizing Block II with the digital autopilot, in a series of meetings

with North American and Grumman. 1965 saw the peak of hardware design activity,

with more than six hundred engineers at the IL (though not all worked on hard-

ware).62 The Block II requirements were complete by February 1965, and soon there-

after the IL received a $15 million-dollar contract to build the Block II.63 The new

design was released in July 1965, a production prototype delivered that November, and

the first flight qualification model delivered to NASA in July 1966. In the fall of 1966

Block I production was terminated (Block II production would last until the summer of

1969). Block I would fly the unmanned AS-201 (August 1966) and Apollo 4 and 6 mis-

sions, while Block II computers flew on Apollo 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, and all the lunar landings.

The new computer would be sealed from moisture in the cabin, with no provision

for repair. To accommodate the digital autopilot, the Block II computer’s program

memory was increased from 24 k words to 36 k (16-bit) and the erasable memory

from 1 k to 2 k. Other aspects of the computations speeded up as well, with new ma-

chine instructions built into the architecture (where the Block I had eleven instruc-

tions, Block II had thirty-four) which allowed for more efficient code, and the clock

now ran at 1,024 kHz, allowing a double-precision multiply in about 1 ms (by contrast

today’s desktops will do the operation in a few nanoseconds). The number of logic

gates went up, although the packages for the ICs were also changed, from small metal

cans to flat packs much more like modern chips. The flat packs contained two logic

gates instead of one, doubling the packaging density, which halved the circuits’ size

and brought the AGC’s weight down from eighty-seven to seventy pounds, and

reduced the power from eighty-five to fifty-five watts.64

In the five years from the granting of the contract to the preparations for the first

Apollo flights, the guidance and navigation system matured from a basic idea, through

laboratory prototypes, to highly qualified and manufactured flight hardware. Despite

its small size and modest processing capacity, the AGC was cutting-edge technology,

incorporating the latest in process control, reliability, circuit design, and packaging. In

what would become a familiar pattern in the computer world, memory capacity had

doubled, and then doubled and doubled again. At the same time, the presence of the

computer meshed with systems management methods, especially as the project be-

came more complex and behind schedule. Hardware devices in the cockpit were grad-

ually eliminated to save time, weight, or cost, and migrated into the flexible computer

or into the astronauts’ brains. But as the Block II computers began rolling off the pro-

duction lines, NASA and the IL began to recognize the stress they had added to a new

part of the project, one barely envisioned when Apollo began: software.
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7 Programs and People

Quest oculus non vide, cor non delet

What the eye does not see, the heart does not regret

‘‘A lot happens that we are not telling you about.’’

—Opening lines of Apollo software source code

Programming the Moon Flights

With the exception of integrated circuits and extremely high reliability, the hardware

for the Apollo guidance computer represented the state of the art when Apollo began.

The same could not be said of the software and user interface. An aspect of the system

barely envisioned when the program started, software turned out to be among the

most difficult, and the most critical, components in the Apollo system. The software

would carry all the burden of Richard Battin’s complex guidance schemes. It would em-

body the goals and constraints of specific missions, and hence would require special fi-

nesse (sometimes completely new programs) for each one. It would control the flight at

critical moments and stand between the astronauts, their machines, and the ground

controllers and their tasks. Most important, it would interact with the astronauts, who

might do unpredictable things at strange times in seemingly random order. As the

Latin aphorism quoted above warned, the code contained secrets and hidden truths

not apparent to the user.

Apollo began in a world when hardware and electronics were suspect and might fail

anytime. It ended with the realization that as electronics became integrated, computers

could become reliable, but that software held promise and peril. It could automate the

flying, eliminate black boxes from the cramped cabin, and make the subtlest maneu-

vers seem simple. Yet it was also hideously complex and difficult to manage. If it went

wrong at a bad time, it could abort a mission or kill its users.

When NASA first let the contract to the IL for Apollo guidance, programming was

barely mentioned. In fact, the word software does not appear in the original state-

ment of work. The word had only come into use in the late 1950s (The Oxford English



Dictionary lists the first usage of the term as 1960).1 The original work statement re-

ferred to programming only twice, the most extensive reference being: ‘‘The onboard

guidance computer must be programmed to control the other guidance subsystems

and to implement the various guidance schemes.’’2 Software was not included in the

schedule, and it was not included in the budget. The absence of software in the initial

plans reflected not only an underestimation of the effort, but also the belief that writ-

ing code was part of engineering the system, not a discrete activity. Dick Battin likes to

recount that when he told his wife he was in charge of Apollo’s ‘‘software,’’ she found

it unmanly and joked ‘‘please don’t tell our friends.’’3

At the start, there were fewer specially trained programmers than engineers who

could turn their ideas into executable code. As the IL’s official history put it, ‘‘It was

believed that competent engineers with a credible, solid mathematical background

could learn computer programming much more easily than programmers could learn

the engineering aspects of the effort.’’4 And it was difficult to find people who were

skilled at both. Programming was new enough that it was not broadly recognized as a

technical, much less engineering skill. Jack Garman managed the software project for

NASA for a few years, and he recalled an attitude that ‘‘the real problems [in space-

flight] are in propulsion or in . . . plumbing. I mean pressure vessels and stuff like that.

That’s where the real macho kind of space biz is.’’5 Just writing instructions for the dig-

ital circuits still seemed a soft afterthought. The IL was fundamentally a guidance and

control organization—mathematics, electronics, and the high-precision gyros were the

dominant technologies. Obscure lines of machine code didn’t have their own place of

prestige in the organization.

Nevertheless, in the summer of 1961 a few engineers at the IL got started program-

ming. Battin was in charge, with a laid-back management style typical of dedicated

academics. ‘‘He didn’t really run it,’’ one of his engineers recalled, ‘‘he just nodded.’’

Another thought of him as ‘‘a real hands off manager, just a guru in his corner.’’6 In

the early days NASA’s attention was on Mercury and Gemini, and the IL engineers

had a great deal of autonomy. Dan Lickly, who worked on reentry guidance, remem-

bered a loose environment.7

Fred Martin, a calm, intense engineer, started at the IL in 1956, working on autopi-

lots and fire-control systems before winding up in the Polaris program. He then went

back to school at MIT, though he stayed at the IL and joined Battin’s guidance and

navigation group. Martin soon became the project manager for the CSM software,

which, before the LOR decision, comprised all of the Apollo flight code. Martin remem-

bered the ‘‘small group, seat of the pants effort that was unfettered and unhindered by

NASA and devoid, pretty much, of real bureaucracy.’’ He divided up the program,

assigned tasks to different people, and kept track of their progress.

Some who worked for Martin remembered his subtle, hands-off style, ‘‘like a psychi-

atrist.’’8 During this early period, the group focused on the fundamental engineering
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issues associated with getting to the moon, particularly the subtle mathematical

models and numerical filters required to robustly solve the guidance equations in real-

time.9 Some referred to it as the ‘‘systems engineering phase,’’ when budgets and

schedules were loose and the group could afford to look at the big picture.10 Guidance

to the moon seemed an interesting mathematical problem, and a calculating machine

should be able to handle it without much trouble.

People at the lab worked long hours focused on a clear goal with compelling tech-

nical challenges. As in the rest of Apollo, sixty- or seventy-hour work weeks became the

norm. ‘‘There was a feeling of national urgency, you might say, of national responsibil-

ity,’’ Martin recalled. ‘‘You had the astronauts coming to the lab regularly. . . . You had

the pressure of what was going on.’’ The IL group felt that NASA and the astronauts

held them on a pedestal: ‘‘Everybody was a guru and everybody was a genius.’’ Lickly

remembered ‘‘a very privileged position,’’ as the programmers regularly received visits

not only from astronauts, but also from von Braun and the top NASA management,

‘‘all those people we got to talk to as a small sort of elite organization.’’11 Some IL engi-

neers never found such creative excitement again in their careers.

Apollo software would be the product of many people’s work, integrated into a co-

herent whole. Martin’s group had physicists and mathematicians and engineers,

‘‘probably had a literature major here and there too,’’ he said, but no computer scien-

tists. As few people were coming out of school with computer science degrees (MIT did

not even create its department as part of electrical engineering until 1968), the IL group

included people like Alex Kosmala and Margaret Hamilton. Hamilton, one of the few

women engineers in all of the Apollo program, had a mathematics degree and had al-

ready worked as a programmer on the SAGE air defense system at MIT’s Lincoln Labs.

Lickly worked on the reentry programs for the command module. Others focused on

navigation, or the inertial platform.

The LOR decision was not made until a year after the IL began working, so software

design and programming began in a vacuum of detailed mission goals and specifica-

tions. Engineer Ed Copps remembered an exciting time as they contemplated the

possibilities of a small computer onboard a spacecraft flying to the moon: ‘‘We had au-

tomata doing things that we had not planned for them to do. . . . We were the new guys

coming to grips with new capabilities, which were now placing conceptual issues

within the reach of actual implementation. . . . We designed it in a very abstract

way.’’12 One day Kosmala, a programmer, went to the MIT library and looked up a

series of star coordinates to align the inertial platform, which he then embedded into

the code. That star catalog survived into the final version and became the basis for the

astronauts’ navigation to the moon.

The official IL report on the software effort credited its success to ‘‘an intricately-

tuned interaction among men and machines.’’13 Interestingly, this statement refers

not to the interactions aboard the spacecraft, but rather to the coordinating and
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scheduling of engineers and programmers on the ground, and their mainframes and

simulation machines. Early on, of course, no actual Apollo computer existed to test

the programs. The IL had a number of mainframes, including a Honeywell 1800

and the new IBM 360, which ran simulations of the Apollo computers. Indeed,

throughout the program the software ran in simulation for validation on these

machines, as well as on actual Apollo hardware. A digital simulator could analyze pro-

gram operation in great detail, step by step, with a host of tracing and reporting tools,

but at a comparatively slow speed. The simulator included routines like UNIVERSE,

LUNAR, and TERRAIN to model various environments, and even one called ASTRO-

NAUT that simulated the human operator. To complement these digital models, ana-

log computers simulated the spacecraft’s dynamics, from center of mass and rocket

thrust to parameters for structural bending and fuel slosh, connected to models of the

AGC that would run in real-time. Hybrid simulators mixed the two, and even included

a sextant, an inertial unit, and a full user interface, allowing engineers and astronauts

to exercise the system from the front panel.14 Together, they amounted to building the

Apollo spacecraft and traveling to the moon in a completely numerical, virtual envi-

ronment, an electronic equivalent of the wind tunnels of an earlier era.

During the 1960s, just across the same campus, project MAC at MIT was incubating

much of the technology and culture that underlay computing today, from graphical

user interfaces to the nocturnal hacker culture. Students and young engineers were

becoming enthralled with the creative potential and practical difficulty of interactive

computing. Apollo programmers at the IL, while a separate group in distant buildings,

shared some of this ethos. They tended to believe that any program could be written

by a few smart people. As the project grew, they began to realize the need for more

help, but were reluctant to jeopardize their small-group culture. ‘‘We’ve got to do this

with either five people, maybe, or we’ve got to do it with 150,’’ Jim Miller remembered

thinking.15 The group, he said, developed a closed, proprietary attitude toward their

system: ‘‘We couldn’t figure out why anyone else needed to know what was in the

guidance computer besides us. What does NASA need to know for?’’16

Of course, NASA needed to know because that was how its managers practiced sys-

tems engineering, where every subsystem had to be a white box open to scrutiny.

And they were the customer. Martin later realized that MIT’s hard-headed, creative ex-

uberance appeared to NASA as exclusionary. ‘‘I think that that arrogance started to irri-

tate people,’’ Martin said, ‘‘who were tired of hearing that MIT knew best and knew

better.’’ NASA began to feel the need to ‘‘rein in’’ the IL, ‘‘to get them on this program

not on their own program.’’17

Only in 1964 did NASA begin a series of meetings of a ‘‘G&N system Panel’’ to coor-

dinate requirements among the contractors. Another series of meetings began to spec-

ify the interfaces—how the computers would read data and command actions of the

spacecrafts’ various sensors and actuators.18 The computer, it turned out, especially
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Block II, would tie together numerous different systems in the vehicle—from clocks

and needles to hand controllers and rocket engines.

Software as Systems Integrator

Apollo’s software derived from the basic design of the Mars mission. Designer Hugh-

Blair Smith created a language called ‘‘Basic,’’ a low-level assembly language of about

forty instructions (distinct from the high-level BASIC programming language devel-

oped at Dartmouth at about the same time). On top of Basic was ‘‘Interpreter,’’

brainchild of Hal Laning, a language that was really a collection of routines to do the

higher-level mathematical functions associated with guidance and control, in the high-

precision data format. Interpreter also had vector functions like matrix multiply and

cross products that were useful for calculations of vector-based quantities in navigation

and control.19 A master program, ‘‘Executive,’’ also a Laning creation, decided which

programs ran when, including responding to high-priority interrupts.

Not by coincidence, Executive and Interpreter were both named after human roles.

The software code reflected the social system of the lab. Certain programs were written

by certain people or groups and they all had to work together and talk to each other,

whether inside the machine or inside the laboratory. As Apollo flew, each particular

operation depended on computer code written by a particular engineer, eagerly watch-

ing from Cambridge, Massachusetts, as a piece of his brain flew through space with the

astronauts. Hamilton learned to think of an entire mission as one system, ‘‘of which

part is realized as software, part is peopleware, part is hardware.’’ Everything was

linked, and an ‘‘error’’ in software could not be easily isolated to a particular line of

code, as distinct from a specification, an interface, or a crew procedure.20

Executive and Interpreter comprised what we would today call the operating system,

which also included code like program sequencers and interrupt-response routines.

They reflected how the Apollo computer allocated its time, in a manner still novel in

the 1960s but quite common today. The great innovation in computing in the 1960s

was ‘‘timesharing,’’ the idea that many users (or programs) could access a computer

simultaneously, in real-time, as though each had the machine to him or herself. Time-

sharing worked by allocating a slice of time to each user or program, and then

switching between them many times per second. When designing Apollo’s software ar-

chitecture, Laning eschewed this fixed-time-slice mode of operating. Instead, he made

the Executive program asynchronous: it used a system of priorities, focusing its atten-

tion on whatever task was the highest priority at a given time. When that task was fin-

ished, Executive moved on to the next one, and so on down the priority list. This

scheme had the virtue of always making sure the important things got done and of

not taking resources at a critical time for operations that were less important. Updating

the displays on the astronauts’ keyboard, for example, was less critical than making
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sure the LM’s thrusters kept it stable and upright. Autopilots, counters, timers, sam-

pling the inertial sensors, telemetry, and computer housekeeping events went on regu-

larly in the background even as a major computation took place.

The asynchronous executive had one major drawback: the program flow was unpre-

dictable. No one could say exactly how it would respond in a given circumstance,

because not everything was scheduled in advance; subroutines ran in real-time in re-

sponse to events or as they rose up in the priority list. One might make the analogy

between the asynchronous executive in the Apollo computer and the Apollo ‘‘pro-

gram’’ overall: numerous different tasks, working cooperatively but competing for at-

tention and resources.

As one example, consider the critical program P40 that controls the guidance and

navigation during countdown, ignition, and thrusting of the main engine on the

CSM, used to change the orbit of the spacecraft. A previous program calculates

the desired time of ignition and the parameters of the existing and desired orbits. P40

then calculates the direction of the thrust and velocity to be gained, and calls a host of

other programs to calculate gimbal angles, display thrust values to the astronaut, ma-

neuver to the appropriate attitude, update matrices, and count down. All the while the

computer is running autopilot calculations, exercising the reaction control jets to keep

the spacecraft pointed, performing system maintenance, and even responding to other

programs of higher priority. The net effect is an apparent cacophony of programs

within the computer, all vying for priority and sharing memory, displays, and pro-

cessor time.21 When it worked, it proved an intricate, well-coordinated symphony of

code.

The worst thing that could happen to a computer on board a flight was for a bug to

occur during a critical operation and cause the program to ‘‘hang’’ or freeze up (a com-

mon enough experience for computer users today). Rather late in the program, NASA

made a decision that the software should allow the computer to be restarted, literally in

the middle of a maneuver, without corrupting the process. This feature, known as ‘‘au-

tomatic restart protection’’ helped protect against transients on the power supply (such

as from a lightning strike) or software problems that stuck the code into an infinite

loop.22 One programmer described it as ‘‘giving the computer an enema.’’ A clever

idea, to be sure, but it forced the programmers to rework every program, and every sub-

routine, to keep track of its current state in a permanent way, so if a restart occurred, it

could pick up again without interruption. As Copps put it, ‘‘It was actually the right

thing to do . . . but it really made things a bit more complicated. I would say a lot more

complicated.’’23

The asynchronous executive also faced deep resistance. Synchronous scheduling was

accepted practice, especially among those in the aircraft industry whose computer

experience tended to be with timesharing mainframes on the ground. ‘‘It was very im-
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portant to them,’’ Martin recalled, ‘‘to know exactly what was happening every instant

of time.’’ He characterized the debate over synchronous versus asynchronous execu-

tives as ‘‘almost a religious war.’’24 Again, the analogy of project management is in-

structive: should everything be directed from a central location on a precise schedule?

Or coordinated in a looser, almost organic form? This seemingly arcane technical de-

bate had implications that would surface dramatically in the final seconds of Apollo

11.

Building Programs

For about four years, the programming effort trundled along at a comparatively lei-

surely rate while the hardware design proceeded apace. No more than a hundred peo-

ple worked on software until mid-1965, when the hardware effort peaked with more

than six hundred people. Once the hardware design was completed, however, the

manpower began to decline, and by the end of 1966 there were more people assigned

to the software effort (about two hundred and fifty), which peaked at more than four

hundred in mid-1968.25 These numbers reflect the last-minute programming crises

that arose before the flights (figure 7.1).

Apollo programmers faced an irony: the early missions were unique test flights

requiring custom programs whereas the later, more challenging flights with landings

tended to have more uniform requirements. For each mission, the IL developed a

‘‘guidance systems operations plan,’’ or GSOP, that had all the specifications, parame-

ters, and custom routines (the CSM and LM each had their own GSOP for a particular

mission). Essentially a series of equations and flowcharts, the GSOP theoretically con-

tained everything required in advance to produce the program code for each mission.

In practice, the GSOPs tended to document code after it was written, rather than spec-

ifying it beforehand.26

For each mission, the infrastructure for running and managing the programs came

together with the GSOP and generated code that implemented the equations for navi-

gation, targeting, and trajectory calculations, based on Battin and Laning’s work. Early

missions, unmanned test flights, tended to be sequence-oriented, commanding the

spacecraft to do a series of specified operations, or allowing control from the ground.

Final versions were named after the sun (Apollo being the sun god): ECLIPSE, SUNRISE,

and CORONA. Some were just collections of routines for testing, others, like SO-

LARIUM, actually flew and executed real maneuvers. SUNDANCE evolved into the pro-

gram for the LM. These programs were divided into two categories, for the two

spacecraft. A naming contest for programs beginning with ‘‘C’’ for the command

module and ‘‘L’’ for the LM rejected ‘‘coughdrop’’ and ‘‘lemon.’’ Instead, COLOSSUS

flew on the command module, and LUMINARY flew on the LM, each in various
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versions (LUMINARY IA, for example, ran the Apollo 11 landing). These had full dis-

play and keyboard functions and allowed the astronauts to select and run individual

programs (figure 7.2).27

Programmers labored under strict constraints. All of the programming was done with

punch cards—there were no ‘‘online’’ terminals for rapid interaction with the com-

puter. In typical hacker fashion, stacks of program cards were assembled at night. Man-

agers used this rhythm to advantage and began to hold nightly ‘‘configuration control

boards’’ that would incorporate any changes that had been made during the day into a

single overnight computer run. Cumbersome as it might seem today, the nightly

builds proved an effective means of keeping control of the software changes.28

Along with schedules, limited onboard memory imposed the tightest constraints.

NASA and the IL had to come up with strict priorities about what was important

enough to include in a flight. Jack Funk at NASA felt that from the beginning of the

program, the IL ‘‘made a fantastic error in judgment’’ in their estimate of the memory

Figure 7.1

MIT Instrumentation Lab Apollo manpower plots, showing the time difference between the peak

of the hardware and software efforts. Note the rapid rise in software manpower during 1966 when

five core ropes (i.e., flight programs) were being developed simultaneously, and when Bill Tindall

from NASA intervened. These figures do not include subcontractors. (Redrawn by the author from

Johnson and Giller, ‘‘MIT’s Role in Project Apollo, Vol. V,’’ 19–21.)
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Figure 7.2

Timeline of software versions and Apollo flights. Note the busy years of 1966 and 1967, when five and six ropes were in development, respectively.

(Redrawn by the author from Johnson and Giller, ‘‘MIT’s Role in Project Apollo,’’ 22.)



capacity required for the Apollo computer, in part by including only enough in their

estimate for the calculations themselves and not enough capacity for the executive

and other infrastructure that would make the life-critical system ultrareliable. ‘‘That

was some battle, to convince people that we needed that big a computer to begin

with,’’ he said.29 The original Mars computer had 4,000 words, which was what the IL

proposed for Apollo. As built, the original Apollo computer had 8,000 words fixed

memory, then it was doubled to 16,000, then to 36,864 fixed memory and 2,048 words

erasable for the Block II.

In today’s world of prodigiously cheap memory, it is easy to forget how dear storage

space was in those days. A great deal of programming effort went into shrinking the

memory required. Different routines could actually share the same erasable memory

for storing parameters, for example, but only if they never ran simultaneously. With

the asynchronous executive, that was not always perfectly predictable, leading to sub-

tle problems with overlapping data. Moreover the software tended to accumulate func-

tions as time went on and hardware units were eliminated or consolidated, so memory

and processor time became ever more stuffed.

Manufacturing Code

Today we are used to the idea that software is really ‘‘soft’’—that is, it weighs nothing,

is easily and perfectly copied, and is essentially cost-free in time and money to manu-

facture. Download a new piece of code into your PC or your cell phone and you’re off

and running. This was not the case in the 1960s, at least not for the embedded system

of Apollo. Software became hardware.

The permanent memory, which stored the flight programs, consisted of a complex

series of wires running in and out of magnetic cores that determined if a particular bit

in a memory location was a one or a zero. At a given memory location, a wire going

through a core represented a ‘‘1,’’ a wire going around a core a ‘‘0’’ (actually, clever

wiring meant that each core could actually store sixty-four bits). The small amount of

erasable memory used a similar technique. Thousands of these cores, meticulously

threaded with thin, hair-like wires, were packed together into ‘‘ropes’’ that held

Apollo’s programs. While cumbersome, this approach had one great advantage: the

program was indestructible, literally hard-wired into the ropes. Astronauts became

grateful for this feature when lightning struck Apollo 12 just after launch and the com-

puter perfectly rebooted itself. Apollo spacecraft had no disk drives, no FLASH memory,

not even any magnetic or paper tapes. The software for Apollo was an actual thing.

You could hold it in your hand and it weighed a few pounds (figure 7.3).

This ‘‘firmware’’ meant the programs had to be manufactured in a factory, largely by

hand. Raytheon, which built the flight computers for Apollo, was also responsible for

manufacturing the ropes. This process entailed precise, painstaking sewing of very fine
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wires through thousands of tiny cores. The particular pattern of the wires, and which

direction they went through each core, determined the pattern of 1s and 0s stored in

the memory.

Raytheon did the manufacturing in its plant in Waltham, Massachusetts. The town

had a history of precision machining (the Waltham Watch Company was nearby), and

drew on an industrial community familiar with weaving and textile manufacturing:

‘‘we have to build, essentially, a weaving machine,’’ Raytheon manager Ralph Ragan

told the press.30 Raytheon assigned the work to older, female workers. Engineers nick-

named them ‘‘little old ladies,’’ and actually referred to them as ‘‘LOLs.’’ Core rope

weaving was a specialized skill, and Raytheon paid the women to sit around and do

nothing if the software ran late, so they would not be called to other projects that

would degrade their currency.31 NASA was well aware that the success of the flights

depended on the fine, accurate motions of these women’s fingers, so they sent the

astronauts through the plants to make the workers aware of the human impact of their

work (as they did with many of Apollo’s factories). One engineer fondly recalled that

the women at the plant ‘‘adopted’’ the astronauts, and took great care and pride in the

quality of their manufacture (figures 7.4 and 7.5).32

Figure 7.3

Simplified schematic of principle behind core rope storage. The inhibit lines select a particular

core ‘‘address,’’ and the sense line returns a ‘‘1’’ or a ‘‘0’’ depending on whether it threads through

or around the core. Each core thus stores 12 bits. (Hall, ‘‘MIT’s Role in Project Apollo, Vol. III,’’

90.)
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Rope manufacture did become partially automated. Another New England firm, the

United Shoe Machinery Company, created a machine to speed up the process. The IL

would convert their programs to a series of paper tape instructions to read into the ma-

chine. A rigid rack held an assembly of cores, and the machine used the numerical data

from the punch cards to position the core assembly so the worker could quickly run

her needle, with a wire attached, through each core. Then the machine would reposi-

tion the cores and the worker would run the wire through the other way. A series of

folding, soldering, and potting operations then turned the core rope into a ‘‘module’’

that could be plugged into the Apollo computer.

Ideally, this process would happen once, producing single core rope that would pro-

gram any possible mission. Each mission had its own unique features: vehicle mass,

propellant volume, orbital parameters, and the like, that would go into the erasable

memory. It never worked out that way—each mission was sufficiently different, and

each program was sufficiently modified from the previous one that no two flights

ever flew with exactly the same code (other than AS-501 and AS-502, which were

unmanned).33 By the later lunar landings, however, the programs did become rela-

tively stable, and the changes increasingly minor.

Figure 7.4

Sewing software: rope manufacture with a numerically controlled machine. The paper tape in the

reel at right controls the machine to place an eyehole over the appropriate core, and the worker

threads her needle through with a wire attached. (Raytheon photo CN-4-22.)
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Cumbersome and time-consuming, the rope manufacturing process took many

weeks to go from functioning code to workable ropes. The pace had a critical implica-

tion for the programmers: the software had to be ‘‘frozen’’ at three to four months in

advance of a flight.34 IL engineer Ray Alonso remembered his initial shock when learn-

ing of the lead time: ‘‘What? I can’t walk up to the launch pad and change whatever

the program I like?’’ After all, what was the point of a programmable system? Some-

times the flights were sufficiently close together, in fact, that lessons learned from one

flight could not be included in software fixes for the following one. A process for

changing the ropes after manufacture did exist, but it required removing the potting

that encapsulated the wires and surgically changing one bit at a time, in Alonso’s

words, ‘‘an incredibly small and arduous process to go through.’’35

NASA and IL management recognized that the schedule could help them impose a

kind of discipline on the otherwise free-wheeling programmers. ‘‘Rather than a disad-

vantage,’’ wrote David Hoag, the nature of the core ropes meant that ‘‘risky last

minute changes of the program just before flight were physically prevented.’’36 Manu-

facturing the software forced the engineers to make commitments, to stand behind

their programs and get them into a form that would be suitable for testing months in

advance.37 It helped bring the young, unruly art of programming into the purview of

program management and systems engineering.

But Apollo’s programmers had to face more than the factory floor. They also had to

face the users.

Figure 7.5

Apollo’s software: close up of a core rope. (Raytheon photo CN-1156-C. Reprinted in Hall, Journey

to the Moon, 15.)
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Astronauts and Automation

As eventual users of the Apollo guidance system, the astronauts had values, opinions,

and goals that complicated the programmers’ work. Most of the IL staff remember the

early astronauts as resistant to electronics, computers, and automation. They were used

to a world where electronics routinely failed. ‘‘The fact that we were going to do things

in a digital system, an inertial system,’’ Cline Frasier recalled, ‘‘they absolutely believed

to their core that stuff wasn’t going to work.’’38 Sensitive about their level of activity in

the spacecraft, astronauts found it difficult to accept the idea that the digital computer

would be even partially in control.

As Alonso remembered it, the astronauts saw the computer like a calculator, a dis-

posable appendage to the flight. ‘‘Of course we’ll shut the computer off as soon as

we’re up there’’ he was told (indeed the early plans did involve shutting the system

down between maneuvers).39 Other times the astronauts wanted to approve, step by

step, every move the computer made. Such a desire, of course, was wildly impractical

with a computer running thousands of instructions per second and would lead to an

impossibly high workload. Similarly, the users wanted direct control of the systems—

right down to the valves themselves, asking, for example, for hand throttling of the

LM’s descent engine.40 Nonetheless, the astronauts were not being reactionary, just

hard-headed about which systems they were willing to stake their lives on. Lickly

remembered his first lecture to the ‘‘new nine’’ on automatic control of reentry: ‘‘I

was just overwhelmed by the smart questions. Neil Armstrong was all over it. . . . They

knew the right questions to ask. They weren’t Luddites.’’41 Eventually, the word came

down from NASA that the astronauts could suggest changes and provide input to the

systems design, but that they could not dictate the basic controls philosophy.

Battin remembers a story he told to astronaut and Apollo 12 Commander Pete

Conrad: ‘‘One day an airliner was on the field, and wasn’t able to take off. An an-

nouncement came over the intercom, ‘Sorry passengers, we can’t take off, there is an

indication of a problem with the airplane. We’ve got to replace a piece of equipment

and it’s going to be very difficult and take many hours.’ Just half an hour later, another

voice announced that the flight was ready to go. One of the passengers asked, ‘I guess it

was easier than you thought to replace that piece of equipment.’ The airline represen-

tative replied, ‘No, we replaced the pilot.’ ’’ Battin remembered Conrad being impressed

by the story and repeating it to others.42 The message: if the astronauts weren’t happy

with the automation, there were plenty of other people willing to go.

IL engineers gave regular courses about their systems to astronauts and other NASA

personnel. In general, they found the astronauts disinterested in the computers, or

even in the guidance per se. Research engineers at the IL had a habit of teaching the

fundamental principles, but the crews wanted operational techniques and checklists.

Indeed, much of the IL’s training proved more academic and theoretical than the astro-
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nauts could absorb. Michael Collins found it sufficiently off-putting to record his re-

sponse to one course in his diary: ‘‘This course was designed for someone who is

going to either (a) build a better computer, or (b) repair and replace components of

the existing computer. It was not a course for the pilot, who needs to know how to op-

erate the computer and how to detect malfunctions.’’43 Collins both rejected in-flight

repair and made the point that the IL lacked experience in communicating with

operators.

Still, astronauts made numerous suggestions to the IL engineers, most of them fairly

concrete. For example, they wanted velocity units displayed in feet per second, even

though the AGC used metric units internally. The software thus did a whole series of

conversions between metric and English units for the user interface. Procedures and

even trajectories were modified to allow the astronauts to monitor, and possibly inter-

rupt, the automatic sequences.44 A PRO button, for ‘‘proceed,’’ allowed the astronauts

to approve major actions (like firing the engines) before the computer commanded the

hardware.

Difficult problems still arose, like the ‘‘attitude indicator’’ in the spacecraft, the pri-

mary display of which way the vehicle was pointing. Pilots were used to the artificial

horizon in aircraft, a gyro-driven display that maintained orientation to the vertical,

with a dark region on the bottom representing the earth and a light-blue region above

representing the sky. In the spacecraft, this unit needed to be a ball, because of the

wide range of possible attitudes. It became formally known as the ‘‘flight director atti-

tude indicator’’ (FDAI), but colloquially as the ‘‘eight ball.’’

But how should the eight ball be oriented? In aircraft, a gyroscope drove the artificial

horizon directly, which seemed elegant to the IL engineers, who proposed driving the

Apollo eight ball off one of the gimbals in the inertial platform; like the platform itself,

the ball would then be fixed in inertial space (i.e., in relation to the stars). This solution

did not appeal to the astronauts, however, because it meant that as the spacecraft or-

bited the earth, the ball would seem to rotate as well and would not track the horizon.

As an alternative, the ball could track the horizon, the ‘‘local vertical’’ (on earth or the

moon), but that also created problems. A ball tracking local vertical would be essen-

tially useless, for example, as the spacecraft pointed skyward on the launch pad and

during launch before it pitched over toward orbit. A similar set of problems, in reverse,

affected decisions on the eight ball for the LM. The astronauts got their way because

they would have to use it, but it offended the IL engineers’ sense of elegance and accu-

racy. ‘‘I do think that somehow they are being too much dominated by their experi-

ence in flying airplanes,’’ Hoag said at the time, ‘‘to go over this [flat] plane which is

the earth surface, rather than going out and away and trying to go between this earth

and the moon.’’45

Another critical question: should the computer allow the astronauts to do something

dangerous with the spacecraft? Initially, IL programmers put in a series of caveats and
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constraints. Jim Miller remembered Alan Shepard objecting to this approach on his

1962 visit. ‘‘Take out all those inhibitions . . . if we want to kill ourselves, let us. It may

involve saving ourselves,’’ Shepard said. ‘‘Of course he was right,’’ Miller remembered,

‘‘and it made the software a lot easier.’’46 Yet Hamilton fought hard to get user-error-

checking in the code. ‘‘We were very worried that what if the astronaut, during mid-

course, would select the pre-launch [program] for example? Never would happen,

they said.’’ (But exactly that did happen on Apollo 8.)47

NASA insisted these were the most expert, highly trained users in the world. Of

course the astronauts were very well trained, and experts in their systems. But they

also got very tired, and building performance limits in the software could mitigate the

effects of fatigue. Astronauts swore to Lickly they were going to fly the reentry manu-

ally, without using his automated program (this before Gemini’s success with auto-

mated reentry). ‘‘As far as I know, none of them ever touched a manual stick,’’ on

reentry, Lickly remembered, for ‘‘they were so beat’’ after a two-week flight.’’48

At the 1963 press conference, Hoag put the issue more colorfully, describing the

computer as ‘‘a young maiden who is asked something improper, and she’d also re-

spond in that fashion. The computer, too, will not do things that it shouldn’t.’’ If an

incorrect key or code were entered, the computer would signal ‘‘operator error’’ so the

astronaut could try again.49 In the end, the software came up against the limits of

memory usage, and most of the self-checks had to be eliminated anyway. It did, how-

ever, check basic keystrokes and allow astronauts to recover from keyboard errors, anal-

ogous to a modern ‘‘escape’’ key or ‘‘undo’’ function.

The ‘‘Go to Moon’’ Interface

In 1965 a training session with the astronauts at the IL left one engineer confused. He

was responsible for training the astronauts on the command module simulator for

guidance and navigation, and noted how ‘‘proper operation of the G&N [guidance

and navigation] essentially makes the astronaut a passenger.’’ Then he asked for ad-

vice. ‘‘The astronauts seem to have an ‘I want to fly it’ attitude. This would occur only

if G&N failed. Are we to train them to operate the G&N system, or train them to use

everybody else’s system when/if G&N fails, or both?’’50 How could you teach someone

to use a machine that required nothing of him when working, and everything of him

when broken? The appropriate user interface for the Apollo computer was far from ob-

vious: chauffeurs or airmen?

The IL had built its expertise with inertial guidance systems, largely for missiles.

Nobody flew an ICBM. With Apollo, the computer would have a user to input com-

mands, request data, and ask the computer to do things that might be difficult to pre-

dict in advance. ‘‘We had a hard time getting used to the concept of somebody sitting

there,’’ Copps recalled, ‘‘banging on the keyboard, getting answers back, banging
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something else in and asking questions.’’51 The Apollo computer would have to

interact.

Initially, Kosmala pictured the spacecraft with one button: ‘‘The astronaut goes in,

turns the computer on and says ‘Go to moon’ and then sits back and watches while

we did everything.’’ Another version has the computer running two programs—‘‘P00’’

to go to the moon, and ‘‘P01’’ to return home. These humorous descriptions capture

one extreme of the engineers’ view of the computer, one that didn’t last long once

the astronauts got involved in the design.52

John Miller remembered a constant battle. ‘‘The astronauts on one side wanted to fly

the vehicle, I mean, they were test pilots. . . . On the Instrumentation [Lab] side, were,

you know, automatic control . . . we’re going to run this thing and the computer will

run the thing. That battle went on kind of constantly.’’53 An IL cartoon humorously

captures the chauffeurs versus airmen extremes: one panel shows full automation, the

astronauts smoking cigars and falling asleep, staring at the abort button. The next

panel shows no automation, the astronauts overwhelmed by dials, indicators, charts,

printouts, and inputs (figure 7.6a, b). The Apollo computer would have to operate

somewhere between these extremes. But where?

Early in the 1960s, Charles Stark Draper himself and some colleagues had begun

looking at the appropriate human role in aircraft and space systems, ‘‘as an off-line,

parallel, complementary observer and actuator.’’ To be an effective monitor, the hu-

man had to have some means to intervene in the system in order to take corrective

action when problems arose. Draper and his colleagues used the word overseer; but

the term supervisor became increasingly popular. Both evoke the relationship of a mas-

ter to a slave, or a manager to a worker.54

‘‘A transition in the art of piloting’’

In 1962, the task of building the human interface for the Apollo guidance system fell

to Jim Nevins, an IL engineer with a background in control systems. For Mercury,

NASA had turned the job over to psychologist Robert Voas and to ‘‘human factors’’

experts at McDonnell, but Nevins began looking for control systems engineers with ex-

perience in ergonomics. He found one in Tom Sheridan, an MIT assistant professor

with expertise in mechanical engineering and psychology who would come to define

ideas in supervisory control and telerobotics. The group eventually grew to about

thirty people. They began with traditional aircraft controls, giving the spacecraft

hand controllers and throttles, then adding the gyroscopes and an artificial horizon

(the eight ball), and inputs to control pitch, yaw, and roll. Each solution raised more

questions: how would such machines be operated in a weightless environment? How

by people wearing bulky pressure suits? Could an astronaut in a helmet put his eye to

the sextant?
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Nevins’s group drew large pictures with columns labeled ‘‘astronaut’’ and ‘‘com-

puter’’ and ‘‘ground,’’ writing flow diagrams that detailed the transactions of data be-

tween these entities. ‘‘It basically described the decision that the astronaut had to

make, the question that he would put to the computer, the answer that the computer

was expected to give’’ and so on, Nevins said.55 The designers were less interested in

the mathematics than in the interactions between the astronauts and the machines.

They detailed these tasks in verbal form, coming up with numerous ‘‘transaction

schemes’’ for each type of operation (figure 7.7).56

They began looking at the information flows. What did the astronauts need to know

at different points in the flight? What would display that data? Where would it go?

How big should the displays be? How many numbers needed to be displayed at any

Figure 7.6a, b

MIT Instrumentation Laboratory cartoon showing the extremes of automation. Too much auto-

mation (above) leaves the astronauts bored, awaiting an abort, while too little (right) overwhelms

them with work. (Draper Laboratories/MIT Museum.)
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one time? Should there be a picture tube to display data? Eventually they settled on

three lines of numeric display, because a picture tube would be too heavy and consume

too much power, and because engineers were used to seeing vectors that had three

components, three dimensions.

Nevins articulated his philosophy for astronaut-computer interaction based on their

fit into the Apollo system overall. Aware of the broader implications of this approach,

he called it ‘‘a transition in the art of piloting a vehicle.’’ By ‘‘transition,’’ he meant

that astronauts would rely on interactions with the computer, and with controllers on

the ground, to an unprecedented degree that would change flight forever. ‘‘The flight

management system [in Apollo] instead of being an onboard operation is actually a

highly integrated system of airborne and ground-based equipment.’’ Overall, the astro-

nauts and the computer formed but one part of ‘‘a finely structured multilevel moni-

toring and decision process.’’ Ground controllers, Nevins predicted, will feel as

though they are inside the vehicle, monitoring for slow degradations and trends while

Figure 7.6a, b

(continued)
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the pilots remain alert for events that require quicker reaction. Flying to the moon

would be a long way from piloting in the classical mode (although Apollo paralleled

new developments in aviation where pilots shared control with controllers on the

ground).57

For Nevins, the crew played a critical part by managing systems and occasionally

aligning the gyros. Their tasks consisted of (1) monitoring and decision making in

guidance and control; (2) sequencing and initializing automated systems for guidance;

navigation, and propulsion; and (3) optical pattern-matching tasks associated with

tracking and identifying the stars for aligning the inertial system.

Even so, ‘‘as technology improves . . . many of these tasks will be automated,’’ Nevins

believed. By contrast, the computer would (1) monitor sensor data; (2) determine

thrust times and vectors, trajectory parameters, and lines of sight; (3) maintain attitude

control; and (4) guide the vehicles during thrusting maneuvers. Punching a few but-

Figure 7.7

Interface flow diagram of a mid-course navigation illustrating information exchange between pilot

and guidance and navigation system. (Draper Laboratories graphic 25381. Reprinted in Hall,

Journey to the Moon, 62.)
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tons would bring the spacecraft to a particular attitude; punching a few more would

fire the main engine to propel it in or out of orbit. The computer’s job looked more

like traditional flying.

Because of the complexity of the task, Nevins continued, it would rely heavily on

human control to adjudicate among flexible, redundant systems. Most critically, the

crew would monitor the primary and backup systems and watch for indications of fail-

ure on one or the other. Nevins illustrated his philosophy with a detailed exploration

of crew tasks during the final phases of landing, which we will examine in the follow-

ing chapters. His approach amplified Chilton’s original vision of astronauts as redun-

dant backups, and placed a heavy burden on the crews in training and workload,

especially when something went wrong. Nevins noted that the Apollo spacecraft had

448 switches and indicators, as opposed to 150 on Gemini and 102 on Mercury.

Much of the crew’s efforts would resemble operating a telephone switchboard as they

flipped switches and actuated valves to configure the spacecraft for various phases of

flight.

Ironically, Nevins seemed almost apologetic that the astronauts had to be so busy,

explaining that only ‘‘technological gaps’’ required their involvement at all. Ultimately

improvements in computers would automate the monitoring tasks and allow the

human role to become ‘‘more purely administrative, or supervisory.’’ Future machines

would ‘‘relieve man of the necessity to play such an extensive role in either piloting or

supervising his vehicle’’ and would allow humans to spend more time doing scientific

experiments or exploration.58 Of course, if the crews were no longer involved in the

flying, NASA might send different kinds of people, perhaps scientists instead of test

pilots.

Display and Keyboard

‘‘How do you take a pilot, put him in a space ship, and have him talk to a computer?’’

astronaut David Scott succinctly put the question facing the IL. Nevins and his team

embodied their philosophy in the interface to the Apollo computer. They developed a

‘‘display and keyboard’’ unit, abbreviated DSKY (pronounced ‘‘dis-key’’). Somewhat

akin to an early calculator display, the DSKY had a numeric keyboard with plus and

minus keys, and seven additional function keys like ENTER, CLEAR, and KEY RELEASE

(figure 7.8). The display included three signed numbers for numerical data like naviga-

tion coordinates, and three shorter numbers to identify functions. Each line of display

was merely five numerals, with plus or minus but no decimal point (similar to how a

slide rule displayed its results). Astronauts needed to know independently, for example,

that time would be displayed in three digits of seconds with two digits of hundredths,

while gyro angles would be displayed in two digits of degrees plus three digits of thou-

sandths. A series of warning and indicator lights (including the feared GIMBAL LOCK)
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signaled anomalies or faults. The displays used the ‘‘seven segment’’ format for alpha-

numeric data. While the style did not originate with Apollo, its use in the AGC fore-

shadowed the ubiquitous LED displays of the 1970s and helped make the boxy digits

icons of the digital era. In the computer, a routine called PINBALL GAME BUTTONS

AND LIGHTS ran the DSKY interface (see cover image).

Alonso began thinking about the command protocol: ‘‘It occurred to me that the

sort of dialog between astronaut and AGC could fit into a rudimentary sentence struc-

ture, such as ‘Display IMU Angles,’ or ‘Display Time,’ or ‘Fire Rocket’ or ‘Align IMU.’ ’’

Working with Albert Hopkins and Herb Thaler, Alonso developed a temporary design

they could use for testing and demonstration while waiting for an official solution.

Their stopgap became permanent.59

Figure 7.8

DSKY—display and keyboard unit—for the Apollo guidance computer. Note the space for digital

displays on the right, with program, verb, and noun indicators, and three line numerical display

below. Also note status lights on left, including warnings for gimbal lock, program alarm, and

operator error. (Raytheon photo CN-4-268.)
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Astronauts entered data and commanded the DSKY with this ‘‘verb-noun’’ syntax.

To enter a command, the astronaut would press the VERB button followed by a two-

digit code for a command. Then he would push NOUN and the code for a particular

type of data, and then ENTER. Noun 37, for example, referred to roll, pitch, and yaw

data and Noun 89 referred to the coordinates of a particular landmark. The verb and

noun codes appear on the display as they are entered. If the command requires further

data to be entered, the verb-noun display will flash, as the program awaits further data

entry on the keypad. It displays data in one of the five-digit numerical display lines.

Each data number is then followed by depressing ENTER. Various illegal combinations

of keys are rejected by the DSKY as invalid data. If an incorrect key is pressed, the

CLEAR button allows the data to be reentered. The interface was a bit cumbersome

and not simple. A task like aligning the inertial platform would require anywhere

from thirty to one hundred-thirty keystrokes; an entire flight to the moon would take

more than ten thousand keystrokes.

Certain verbs simply displayed data. Verb 01, for example, would display a selected

value on the display, and Verb 11 would ‘‘monitor’’ that value, that is, update the dis-

play once per second. Other verbs ran specific guidance programs, such as Verb 41 for

‘‘Coarse align IMU,’’ or Verb 46 for ‘‘Activate digital autopilot.’’ To some degree,

the astronauts could customize the displays for their own preferences, instructing the

DSKY to display particular variables on particular lines. Any verb-noun combination,

or any mix of DSKY keystrokes could also be entered from the ground, via the radio te-

lemetry link (although the astronauts had a switch that could lock out remote control).

The ground controllers would frequently update the ‘‘state vector,’’ or the onboard

computer’s knowledge of its position and velocity, through the telemetry channel.60

One of the ground controllers even had a DSKY display on his console and could

push the buttons directly to command the onboard computer. Thus any DSKY com-

mand could be entered by the astronauts or from the ground.

While the astronauts could command the computer through the DSKY, the com-

puter could also command them. Occasionally the display would flash a command,

asking them to perform a certain item in a checklist.

As an example, Verb 37, ‘‘Change major mode,’’ selected a variety of operating pro-

grams, depending on particular phases of flight. By pressing VERB and then ‘‘37’’ and

then ENTER, the display would flash, after which the astronaut would enter a program

number for a particular phase of flight. Program ‘‘00’’ (pronounced ‘‘poo’’) was the

idling state for the computer. Additionally, programs starting with 0 related to preflight

checkouts (e.g., P01 ¼ ‘‘pre-launch initialization’’), programs beginning with 1 per-

formed boost monitoring (e.g., P11 ¼ ‘‘earth orbit insertion monitor’’), and the 2-series

included ‘‘rendezvous navigation.’’ In the command module, programs beginning

with 6 specified reentry, whereas in the LM the 60-series programs controlled lunar

landing. As we shall see in the next chapter, beginning with P63, ‘‘Braking phase,’’
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the LM computer cycled automatically through a series of programs until the astro-

nauts would enter P68, for ‘‘landing confirmation.’’

IL staff remember having a difficult time getting their management and NASA to ac-

cept the verb-noun structure. ‘‘It’s not serious enough,’’ they recall hearing, along with

the objections, ‘‘It’s not military enough. It’s not scientific enough.’’61 Among the

astronauts Nevins found two reactions: ‘‘One reaction is that we don’t fly spacecraft

through DSKYs, we don’t fly planes through DSKYs.’’ As for the other reaction, he

said, ‘‘they appreciated immediately what they were looking at and that they had all

this capability and power. That everything and anything that was dynamic in the

spacecraft was under the control of the computer. And so those people appreciated it.’’

Nevins remembers having more difficulty with the earlier, Mercury astronauts. ‘‘And

then we got our spies,’’ people like David Scott who worked with Battin on guidance

and received a master’s degree in 1962; Charlie Duke, who received a master’s degree

in 1964 for studying human performance during Apollo navigation; or Ed Mitchell,

Ph.D. 1964, who studied interplanetary guidance. These men learned how to think

about guidance and control in the MIT way. ‘‘They all got brainwashed,’’ as Nevins

put it.62

Astronauts generally had good things to say about the DSKY on their missions, the

result of long hours of training. Hoag recalled that ‘‘an early reticence by the crew

members was in time replaced by enthusiasm and confidence in their ability to use

the computer to manage many aspects of their mission.’’63 Scott added sardonically,

‘‘It was so simple and straightforward that even pilots could learn how to use it.’’64 Cer-

tain operations generated their own Apollo jargon, as when an astronaut aligned the

inertial platform. The computer would display ‘‘residuals,’’ or an indication of the qual-

ity of the alignment, in degrees. A display of ‘‘00000’’ indicated no difference, a perfect

alignment, which the astronauts greeted with an exclamation of ‘‘five balls,’’ a clear

statement of success in the masculine culture.

Nevins’s group put together a series of simulations, from simple jigs to evaluate sex-

tant pointing to mockups to verify users’ reach to the controls, to a full AGC interface

in the Johnsville centrifuge. They also installed their systems’ components in NASA’s

CSM and LM simulators.65

One day NASA headquarters called to inform Nevins that a formal complaint had

been levied by the astronauts against the IL because the DSKY interface was too com-

plex for a safe trip to the moon. Nevins responded by putting together a demonstra-

tion unit, called the space navigator, that would enable a user to ‘‘navigate’’ the earth

as though it were a spaceship on its way to the moon, using ‘‘a physical marriage of the

man, a complete G&N system, a real stellar environment, and a pseudo space craft mo-

tion generator.’’ Adding some old radar-tracking hardware to swivel the simulator, the

IL mounted it on the roof of their building as a demonstration and training device.
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Nevins put together a three-hour training program for NASA managers, including

Robert Mueller, Robert Seamans, and Chris Kraft, to teach the basics of the Apollo guid-

ance, navigation, and control and train the astronauts. ‘‘They came to the conclusion,’’

Nevins recalled, ‘‘that it’s very complex, it’s expensive to train—time and everything

else—but it’s doable.’’66 A photo of Doc Draper in the machine with the Boston skyline

and stars in the background became a popular image of the lab’s participation in

Apollo.

At MIT Scott had studied the statistical interpretation of celestial fixes for interplane-

tary navigation. When he became an astronaut he was assigned to monitor the MIT

contract for the astronaut office. ‘‘I spent many nights up on a roof in Cambridge look-

ing at the stars and working with a sextant, telescope and computer,’’ Scott recalled.

Some of his colleagues, he said, never got used to the keypunching, and requested pro-

grams that would combine the keystrokes into larger functions. Yet for Nevins, the

turning point came when he observed Jim Lovell, Frank Borman, and Jim McDivitt

operating the guidance system in a command module simulator at Kennedy Space

Center shortly before their selection for the Apollo 8 mission. Lovell had mastered it,

and was making it sing. ‘‘The system wasn’t flying him,’’ Nevins observed. ‘‘He was fly-

ing the system. And wow, he’s flying.’’67

Change in Culture

For the first few years of the Apollo program, IL engineers defined tasks, built proto-

types, conducted experiments, and did much of the creative, exciting part of flying to

the moon. In the middle of 1966, however, everything changed. At the end of the

Gemini program, Lickly recalled, ‘‘NASA descended on us.’’

‘‘We awoke several years later realizing we had a big programming problem . . . and

now we needed a new organization,’’ Martin recalled. ‘‘Instead of having 30 people,

we needed 200 people . . . we needed all this documentation. And we needed all these

review meetings. And we needed all this NASA supervision.’’ The whole team became

‘‘professionalized,’’ Martin said. ‘‘We were going to have something called project

managers.’’ At NASA, Martin saw enormous management charts laid out on the walls,

and ‘‘some contractor who would come up everyday with his blue tape or red tape

or yellow tape and mark where the schedules were. . . . It was magnificent to see it.’’

Martin seriously tried to adopt NASA’s management methods but the increased over-

sight brought a new era to the lab, and ‘‘much less fun for a lot of people.’’ NASA’s

managerial sophistication impressed a younger Ray Alonso differently: it was the first

time he’d seen an electrically powered eraser.68

Part of the reason the programming proved so difficult was that writing serious,

detailed requirements for the software amounted to defining the mission. Hoag felt
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that not all of NASA’s criticism was fair, as the programming was often hamstrung by

lack of data, specifications, or procedures from elsewhere in the program. ‘‘It has

turned out that MIT has had to do a large measure of the mission planning—how the

test flights and lunar flights will be performed, in order to complete these tasks,’’ Hoag

said, and therefore the programming task ‘‘turned out to be far greater than originally

estimated.’’69

NASA began considering turning creation of the actual mission programs over to one

of the contractors, which would be a huge blow to the IL. Battin and Ralph Ragan

successfully fought the move, and in mid-1966 NASA asked the IL to program not

only the basic system, but the missions as well, a task that brought them intimately

into the challenges of flight planning, including its severe time pressures. Feeling a

late-Apollo budget squeeze, NASA also asked the IL to reduce its staffing and to transfer

most of the less-technical work (training, ground support, etc.) to contractors.70

At this time the IL’s software efforts received the attention of Bill Tindall, the most

famous unknown player at NASA in the Apollo story. As part of the Mission Planning

and Analysis Division (MPAD) in Houston, Tindall had been instrumental in the Mer-

cury and Gemini programs, helping to turn the theory of orbital rendezvous into real-

ity.71 A true space enthusiast with a talent for clear, straightforward writing, Tindall

began looking at MIT’s software effort in early 1966 and he didn’t like what he saw.

His ‘‘Tindallgrams’’ became well known within NASA for their technical insight and

blunt language. Some of the earliest concerned the Apollo software effort.

Tindall started making regular trips to the IL to see what was up. At first, nobody

took him seriously. Martin remembered him as ‘‘an object of real derision. . . . We were

rolling along doing all of this fantastic work building software, doing this, doing that,

when NASA sort of somehow woke up and decided that these guys were totally out of

control.’’ NASA’s concerns: the documentation was no good. There weren’t any real

schedules.72 The IL group was having great fun, but was insufficiently attentive to test-

ing. ‘‘Testing is the name of the game when you’re playing with mission safety, critical

kinds of systems,’’ Jack Garman remembered, but the IL folks treated it like busy work

and didn’t understand why they had to write up numerous different test reports for

NASA.73

Tindall began a devastating series of missives in May 1966. These Tindallgrams be-

gan with the alarm: ‘‘There are a number of us who feel that the computer programs

will soon become the most pacing item for the Apollo flights.’’ A strong statement. Pre-

viously, nobody had paid much attention to this novel thing called ‘‘software,’’ the pet

project of a bunch of academics up in Cambridge. Now software would make or break

the schedule for the firm, end-of-the-decade deadline.

Tindall studied the organization, with Battin in charge and four subunits reporting

to him. Yet he still complained: ‘‘I still do not have a clear understanding of how their
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work is broken out between the four units.’’ Tindall had brought some NASA engineers

with him who were working with IBM on the Real-Time Computer Complex (RTCC),

which did the heavy number crunching at Houston, and he hoped that MIT would

learn from them and adopt their management techniques. Indeed the IL began assign-

ing a person responsible for the program for a particular flight, for managing it through

the entire process from coding through manufacture and test. In typical IL style, they

called this person the ‘‘rope mother’’ (though it was usually a man).

Tindall was particularly worried about bloated program size, some of it brought on

by an obsession with precision by the academically oriented IL engineers: ‘‘I am still

very concerned about unnecessary sophistication in the program and the effects of

this ‘frosting on the cake’ on schedule and [memory] storage. It is our intention to go

through the entire program, eliminating as much of this sort of thing as possible. I am

talking about complete routines, such as ‘Computer Self-checks,’ as well as little fea-

tures, such as including the third and fourth harmonics of the earth’s oblateness and

drag in programs for the lunar mission.’’74

IL engineers all remember Friday the thirteenth of May 1966, ‘‘black Friday,’’ when

Tindall called everyone together to cut their favorite programs out of the software so

it would fit into the limited memory. In the dry language of the official report,

‘‘these meetings became emotional because of disagreement about what was, in fact,

nonessential.’’75

Two weeks later, Tindall was again writing, this time a memo titled ‘‘Apollo space-

craft computer programs—or, a bucket of worms.’’ He began, ‘‘Well, I just got back

from MIT with my weekly quota of new ulcers.’’ Tindall was pleased that the rope

mother for AS-204, the first manned mission, seemed to have adopted some of the

IBM techniques (like a program development plan). Still, the mission was exceeding

its allocated memory by as much as 500 bytes (at that time a large margin, or 2 per-

cent). More distressing, the rope mother was trying to put together the total program

without having tested all of the units individually. ‘‘Certainly a very unsatisfactory sit-

uation,’’ Tindall remarked.

He concluded that the program for AS-204 ‘‘will be of less than desirable quality. It

will not have undergone sufficient verification tests and will very likely still contain

program bugs’’ when it flies into space. Tindall intended to put Houston people at

MIT to watch over the IL group day by day, ‘‘with no alternative but to march along

with our fingers crossed.’’

Programs for the later missions, especially the Block II and manned missions, were in

even worse shape. ‘‘After recovering from our complete shock,’’ about the schedule for

AS-501 and AS-502, Tindall and NASA again concluded the programs would have to be

ruthlessly culled and accelerated. Said Tindall: ‘‘The program paring must be done, I

feel, solely for schedule reasons, which is really kind of weird when you think about
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how long the programs have been under development. It will mean that we fly to the

moon with a system which does not minimize fuel expenditure nor provides the close

guidance tolerances which are ultimately within its capability.’’76

The eternal compromises of system engineering now compelled trading weight and

fuel for schedule and memory capacity. Who would have thought that a few bytes of

memory could compromise the accuracy of a moon landing? Who could have foreseen

that imperfections in the programs would consume the scarce resource of fuel—

programs nobody even knew they needed when Apollo began?

Over that summer, and for months afterward, the bad news continued to flow. There

were not enough programmers, so the IL began hiring contractors. The number of

people working on Apollo software began to rise steeply in the middle of 1966 and

continued until shortly before the nearly Apollo 11 launch. Costs for the second half

of 1966 were double those of the first half of the year, nearly a million dollars per

month.77 The IL did not have enough computers to support simulation on anything

but the next mission, putting the efforts behind for subsequent flights. Rope mothers

were assigned for each mission, and they each had to assemble a series of subroutines

from the programming groups into working mission program. ‘‘In most cases,’’ Lickly

recalled, ‘‘the engineers did a so-so programming job and it had to be redone and put

into a form that was all consistent for a particular flight.’’78

Despite the software turmoil, in August 1966 the unmanned, suborbital AS-202

flight tested a Saturn IB with a Block I command module aboard, the first flight of the

Apollo guidance and navigation system. This was a high lob intended to give the CM

heat shield a reentry test. It carried a Block I spacecraft and computer, with a ‘‘mission

programmer,’’ a set of relays to mimic the actions of an astronaut. The craft flew on

all-inertial navigation for an hour and a half. The guidance system performed success-

fully, monitoring the launch, aligning the command module for firing of the service

module’s engine, and guiding the command module on its reentry trajectory.79

After this success, in September 1966 George Low wrote to Robert Gilruth of his

concern that MIT was ‘‘very far behind in the preparation of software . . . the general

conclusion is that we must put the MIT programming and scheduling on a more busi-

ness like basis.’’80 The program for the first manned mission, AS-204, caused the most

serious problem. The crew had recommended a number of software changes to im-

prove the flexibility of the data in their displays, but they would have to be left out be-

cause of schedule and testing requirements. Programs for at least the first four missions

were late, too large, not reliably tested, and full of bugs. IBM and NASA programmers

had developed ambitious plans for the ground computers to interact with the space-

craft, but these would have to go ‘‘straight in the trash can,’’ in Low’s words, because

the flight vehicles would not be prepared to provide them adequate data. The IL was

pushed to release a program that Kosmala remembered ‘‘was just so lousy, so full of

bugs.’’
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On a fateful January day in 1967, that program, and the three astronauts who were

scheduled to fly it, burned up on the launch pad.

Recovering from the Fire

The tragedy of the Apollo 1 fire stemmed from a series of failures in the program, from

quality control to configuration management, and from NASA’s relationships with its

contractors. It brought congressional hearings and a traumatic reevaluation across the

Apollo program. The high-profile crisis it provoked concerning the larger Apollo space-

craft meant the software problems could be worked out below the glare of publicity. In

the fallout, Joe Shea was forced out, and Chris Kraft rose to renewed prominence; his

operations-oriented approach would dominate the remainder of the program. The bal-

ance of power shifted noticeably toward NASA Mission Control, toward Houston, to-

ward the astronauts, and away from ballistic missile-style systems engineering.

None of this was lost on Bill Tindall. Barely two months after the fire, he was already

acknowledging, ‘‘It is possible to take advantage of the stretch out of the Apollo flight

schedule in the manner in which we develop the spacecraft computer programs at

MIT.’’ For Martin, ‘‘it was a pretty tense time,’’ and he acknowledged that ‘‘we were

not building that program in a way that was disciplined, and organized, and had trace-

ability in it.’’81 Battin, too, realized that he was too technical, too interested in the

guidance itself to be the right kind of manager. ‘‘He [Tindall] really did apply good dis-

cipline to our shop, and we did learn how to get people. It was . . . a management tech-

nique which I, frankly, was not equipped to handle. . . . I wasn’t really up to trying to

direct the whole orchestra when I wanted to concentrate on a piece of it.’’82

Copps remembered the turning point. ‘‘One day Tindall just gave us hell. . . . He

really beat us up. ‘How can you possibly do this? Here you sit at the very center of the

success or failure of this extremely important program. You’re behind. Get it through

your head you are fucking this up.’ ’’ By this time, however, the MIT group respected

Tindall enough that they could hear his message.83

By March 1967, Tindall was calm for the first time, his remarks conveying a dramatic

difference in tone. ‘‘It is my feeling that no major problem exists any longer in this

area. MIT has an organization and facilities geared up to handle the workload in an or-

derly, professional, unharried manner.’’84 It was just two months after the fire, but al-

ready things were looking up. The number of separate versions of the software was

reduced. In principle, only two were needed—one for the CSM and one for the LM.

But several others had been planned for earth-orbital flights, and several others when

the intended programs were not ready. The flight schedule had slipped sufficiently that

software was no longer the pacing item, nor was crew training, nor testing. Further-

more, the value of quality had pervaded the organization. Techniques like ‘‘code in-

spection,’’ a fancy name for a human being closely reading a printout of code, had
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proven effective in finding bugs. Still, Apollo software never flew completely bug-free;

known problems remained in the code, which hopefully remained free of unknown

errors.

In addition, there was a new realism about whether the programs could be prepared

far in advance, or even whether they should be. ‘‘Instead of releasing the flight pro-

gram for rope manufacture at the earliest possible date,’’ Tindall directed, ‘‘we should

release it at the latest possible date.’’ Then any changes that might come along in test-

ing would have the longest possible time to be included.85 A ‘‘Software Verification

Plan’’ clearly laid out the steps for verifying, simulating, testing, and qualifying any

new programs and changes, its flowcharted procedures for organizations indistinguish-

able from computer programs.86 While struggles continued into the fall of 1967, with

delays and quality problems in software, and NASA continued to issue schedule

emergencies, Tindall and the IL engineers found the software on increasingly solid

footing.87

When Tindall retired, his colleagues wrote a poem for him. One of its five stanzas

read:

Yes! Gemini was a hard act to follow!

But you did it again when we got to Apollo.

You became the world’s foremost authority

On an agonizing process called data priority.

You said the onboard software was a GD bag of worms

And that was one of your milder terms.

You gave those programs a real thorough wash,

While MIT was out playing squash!88

The Early Missions

To qualify Apollo for a lunar landing, the early missions had to test the systems. Basic

hardware, performance profiles, reliability, abort modes, and a host of other parameters

needed to be tried, measured, and analyzed. Guidance and navigation, of course, were

critical to these tests. Could the astronaut control the spacecraft? Could the computer?

Could the ground controllers? Could the crew track the stars and landmarks on the

earth or moon? Early Apollo missions collected data on gyro drift, accelerometer per-

formance, and ability of the inertal platform to keep stable track of position and veloc-

ity. They also began to refashion the pilots’ relationship to their craft in ways that

would mature during the landings themselves.

After the fire, the second unmanned flight, AS-501 (Apollo 4) was launched in No-

vember 1967, intending to fly into high orbit and reenter the earth to simulate a lunar

return. An AGC controlled operations on board for five hours. It determined position

and velocity, controlled numerous attitude maneuvers, and fired two major burns of
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the big service propulsion system (SPS) engine on the service module. Ground tracking

sent two state vector updates to the computer via telemetry, necessary because without

people on board the vehicle could not take its own navigational fixes. The SPS engine

burned for four and a half minutes, sending the vehicle into an orbit that would simu-

late a lunar return trajectory and reenter at 36,500 feet per second.

Unfortunately, a ground controller in Australia sent a turn-on command to the en-

gine after the computer had already generated the command on board. Receiving

the instruction, the AGC switched modes and began only taking commands from the

ground. This necessitated ground control to issue the shutoff command to the engine,

which it did, but 13.5 seconds late, resulting in a 200 feet per second overspeed on

reentry, which actually created a more stringent test for the heat shield. Onboard

computer control ended at 23,000 feet when the parachutes opened. Despite the extra

reentry velocity, the computer controlled the landing to less than two miles from the

aim point.

Apollo 5 flew in January 1968, an unmanned test of the LM with no command

module. This was the first flight for the Grumman vehicle, the first time its engines

would be powered in flight. It was also the first Block II computer flight, and hence

the first use of the digital autopilot, using the SUNBURST program. About four hours

after launch, the goal was to have the AGC aboard the LM fire its engine at 10 percent

thrust for about thirty seconds, and then to go up to full power for twelve seconds.

When the LM began to fire its descent engine, the computer thought the ignition

was late, and prematurely shut it down.89 ‘‘Utter chaos took place in the Mission Con-

trol Center,’’ recalled Jim Miller, who was rope mother for the flight. ‘‘Everybody was

climbing all over everybody to find out what happened. Totally preventing anybody

from finding out what happened.’’ Houston sent a signal to turn off the computer alto-

gether and assumed remote control, bypassing the computer. Miller thought that the

mission controllers didn’t understand the details of the software, or the subtleties and

flexibility of running a software-controlled spacecraft. ‘‘I knew right away what was

going on,’’ Miller said. ‘‘Nobody had asked MIT anything. . . . They just knew better

and took over.’’ Miller suggested a way to correct the situation, but the flight directors

decided otherwise, because it had never been tested in simulation.

Mission Control commanded a backup guidance system to take over, then issued the

burn and the staging commands, and the mission succeeded. The LM turned around,

fired its engine, and separated the descent stage. Then the LM’s computer took over

again, but it had not been informed that the descent stage was no longer there, so its

stabilization system was calibrated for a much higher mass. The thrusters hissed and

puffed, nearly going unstable.

The cause of the problem, though called a ‘‘software error,’’ was actually an error of

communications between organizations. ‘‘I had been told by the guy that wrote the

descent-burn software that it had to have a very narrow window in the startup,’’ Miller
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recalled, and that there was a serious problem if the thrust didn’t build up immedi-

ately.90 But a series of pressurizations and valve closures had to occur before the engine

even began to light up. The computer mistook this delay for a slow thrust buildup and

shut the engine down just as it was firing up. Internally, NASA acknowledged that ‘‘the

premature shutdown was the result of incomplete systems integration, and not the re-

sult of improper function of individual systems.’’91 In this case, ‘‘incomplete integra-

tion’’ stood for a miscommunication between two individuals.

Publicly NASA used the incident to further a different agenda. Rather than acknowl-

edging the lack of communication that led to the problem, they praised the advantages

of having humans on board. ‘‘If men had been aboard to fly the vehicle,’’ George Low

told the press, ‘‘the flight test might have been a different story. . . . I don’t like to fly

unmanned missions . . . with hardware designed to carry men.’’ Later Sam Philips

blamed the trouble on ‘‘overly conservative computer programming.’’92

IL programmers now began to face the public and official misunderstanding of their

work. Because software did so much to integrate the system and depended on so many

technical and organizational interfaces, social and managerial problems could be

obscured by blaming the code. ‘‘We who programmed the LM’s computer hung our

heads in disappointment,’’ Don Eyles recalled, ‘‘and endured a public reaction that

did not distinguish between a ‘computer error’ and a mistake in the data.’’93 Miller

did feel, however, that the incident ‘‘really shook up the Mission Control people

who realized that their abilities to handle things was much lower than they thought.’’

Computers were introducing new realities into spacecraft flight and mission control,

generating tensions between the people who programmed and those who used the

programs.

Apollo 6, the final unmanned mission, also aimed to simulate a lunar return. It had

trouble on the way up: two engines in the Saturn booster’s second stage cut off prema-

turely and could not be restarted, causing a more elliptical orbit than planned. Then

the third stage could not be started to simulate a lunar trajectory insertion. The reentry

came in too slow, at 32,800 not 36,000 feet per second. A known bug in the re-

entry software, which was not expected to be important at the intended higher speed,

steered the capsule fifty miles short of its intended landing spot. Overall, the guidance

and navigation worked well: the alignment remained under inertial control through-

out the mission and the onboard state vector remained accurate to within two miles

of ground tracking.94

Apollo 7 was the first manned Apollo flight and the first Block II spacecraft (no Block

I flew with people in it). Most of the primary objectives related to the astronauts work-

ing with the computer to control the spacecraft. Of the flight’s nine goals, the first one

read, ‘‘Demonstrate GNCS [guidance-navigation-control system] performance.’’ Others

included demonstrating the inertial system’s coarse and fine alignment, determining

orbital parameters by earth landmark tracking, and exercising the attitude hold modes,

both automatic and manual.95
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Launched on October 11, 1968, Apollo 7 spent almost eleven days flying 164 orbits

while running the SUNDISK program on its computer. The AGC fired the service pro-

pulsion system (SPS) rocket six times, using digital autopilot for steering, and the com-

puter monitored the Saturn boost into orbit. The crew practiced a command module

rescue of the lunar module, pretending the spent Saturn stage was the LM. They

tracked the stage with the sextant, from which the computer estimated range. ‘‘This

may have been the first in-flight use of Kalman estimation formulations,’’ Hoag

reported with pride. The astronauts turned the guidance and navigation system on and

off several times and easily realigned the IMU with star sightings. During the flight,

the computer experienced three ‘‘restarts,’’ in response to ‘‘three abnormal proce-

dures.’’ These were likely due to erroneous keyboard entries, so the IL refined the logic

that allowed the operators to cancel commands if they hit the wrong buttons. Some

problems arose with visibility through the scanning telescope due to particles sur-

rounding the spacecraft, and the more critical difficulty of finding good horizons for

tracking so close to earth (where the atmosphere blurred the crisp horizon line). Reen-

try started manually, then switched over to automatic control, and the computer

brought the capsule to within a mile of its aim point on the ocean (all subsequent

entries were under automatic control).96 Nevins remembered this flight as a major

step in NASA’s and the astronauts’ faith in the computer and automation. ‘‘Perfor-

mance exceeded our expectations and hopes,’’ Hoag wrote to his team in a ‘‘how did

we do’’ memo that would become a regular event.

While a technical success, Apollo 7 exposed tensions between the astronauts’ ideal of

mission control and those in Houston. Through much of the mission commander

Wally Schirra proved uncooperative and at odds with flight controllers on the ground.

‘‘Wally was legitimately in command of the spacecraft,’’ wrote his fellow crewmember

Walter Cunningham, ‘‘but he attempted to expand that authority over the entire mis-

sion.’’97 Whatever their control over the machine itself while in orbit, astronauts still

had to contend within the larger organizational system, one with its own distribution

of power. None of the Apollo 7 crew ever flew again.

Apollo 8: (Nearly) Autonomous Navigation

These early flights played dress rehearsals for Apollo 8, an inspiring triumph for the

project overall and the IL team in particular. The mission originated in a last-minute

plan. In the summer of 1968, George Low began to despair of reaching the moon dur-

ing the decade. The lunar modules were chronically late. Waiting to test them would

likely eliminate any chance of flying in 1968, leaving only one year to meet the goal.

The first test flight kept slipping, right up to March 1969. Low came up with the bold

idea of flying to the moon without a lunar module. Such a mission would collect valu-

able data and provide a public relations and morale boost. After conferring with his top

managers and engineers, including Stark Draper, and a successful Apollo 7 flight, in
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early November Low decided that Apollo 8 would fly to the moon; indeed it would

orbit the moon, right around Christmas time.98

Mission objectives included tracking lunar landmarks to specify locations for future

landing sites, calibrating the ground tracking from lunar distances, and evaluating the

optical sighting systems on board. They gave pride of place to Battin’s navigation

scheme and the IL’s computer. For much of the IL team, Apollo 8 would climax the

project as the craft flew (nearly) autonomously to the moon, with great accuracy. In

preparation for the mission, the Boston Globe assured its readers that ‘‘voyagers to the

moon will not be mere passengers. Astronauts will not sit passively by while machines

and controllers back on earth do all the work of celestial navigation.’’99 Apollo 8 was to

test the humans as well as the machines.

Apollo 8 launched from Kennedy Space Center on December 21, 1968, and orbited

the moon ten times before splashing down after a six-day flight. When the Saturn

rocket’s third-stage engine burned to send Apollo 8 out of earth orbit toward the

moon, Battin experienced the ‘‘longest and most thrilling moments of my life.’’ On

the way to the moon, guidance was so accurate that (according to the Battin decision

scheme) four of the seven midcourse corrections were not even made, and the third

required only a small, three-foot-per-second impulse from the reaction controls. Arriv-

ing at the moon, it was a tense and dramatic scene when the computer fired the en-

gine, behind the moon, to enter lunar orbit. The plan called for an orbit of 60 by 170

miles. Actual lunar orbit turned out to be 60.5 by 169.1 miles, so accurate that at the

IL, ‘‘the unavoidable emotional tension was broken with unrestrained cheers.’’ IL engi-

neers saw this move in particular as a validation of their entire approach to guidance,

navigation, and automatic control.

The famous Christmas Eve moment of the crew reading from Genesis introduced

the great drama of lunar flight to the public. More quietly, the inertial system and the

computer functioned for the entire mission, and the crew exercised all of the guidance

features using the COLOSSUS software for the first time in flight. Earlier programs for

test flights contained earth-orbit code only, whereas now COLOSSUS handled two

planetary bodies, two gravitational fields, and two coordinate systems. The digital auto-

pilot controlled the slow rotation of the spacecraft for passive thermal control. Com-

mand module pilot Jim Lovell made numerous alignment checks and navigation

sightings. Most of the optical alignments required updates of only a few hundredths

of a degree. The computer maintained the state-vector autonomously for much of the

flight. While it also uploaded state vectors from the ground, it kept the numbers in sep-

arate memory locations from the onboard solution, although the ground’s numbers

overwrote the onboard numbers before each maneuver.

Lovell realigned the inertial platform thirty times during the flight. Usually, he used

the automatic pointing feature for realignment (P52); the computer pointed at the

expected position of stars and landmarks and the user had only to mark the difference.
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For position fixing, Lovell made over two hundred earth and lunar horizon sightings

with the sextant while coasting to and from the moon. While tracking landmarks, the

computer automatically kept the command module gently pitching over at 0.3 degrees

per second. Thus as he orbited across the surface of the moon, the landmarks stayed in

view while Lovell sighted them.100 Far from ‘‘flying the spacecraft,’’ on Apollo 8 the

command module pilot spent most of his time tracking the stars, verifying his position

in relation to vectors tracked from the ground.

Soon after emerging from behind the moon and heading back toward earth, Apollo 8

experienced one of the program’s notable human errors. Lovell was sighting a star

numbered 01 in the catalog. By mistake, he called up the program for pre-launch prep-

aration. The missed keys did not cause the computer to do anything radical (it always

asked for a PRO key press before firing an engine), but the confused program (trying to

test for pre-launch while orbiting the moon) wrote to memory in ways that could have

overwritten the reference matrix for navigation.101 IL engineers spent a great deal of

effort diagnosing the situation. Finally, they walked Houston and the crew through a

check of the memory, which showed there was no deep problem. Still, Lovell’s error

had destroyed the inertial platform’s alignment so he used the ‘‘coarse align’’ computer

function to align the platform with the stars.

The computer fired the critical burn to leave lunar orbit and return, from the back

side of the moon, using tracking data uploaded from the ground. It proved so accurate

that only a single five-feet-per-second correction was later required to hit the earth’s re-

entry corridor. Lovell made more than a hundred sightings on the return trip; ground

tracking and onboard navigation proved ‘‘essentially identical.’’ The automatically

controlled touchdown was within one-third mile of the target.102

For engineer Aaron Cohen, the trans-earth injection of Apollo 8 ‘‘was the moment

when I felt the program really had been its climax, because it really encompassed

everything which I thought was complicated.’’103 Astronaut Frank Borman called the

navigation ‘‘absolutely miraculous.’’ IL engineers considered Apollo 8 the great tri-

umph of Apollo navigation because it worked so nearly autonomously (a number of

engineers, in fact, left the IL right after this flight to form a company to write naviga-

tion software). The Boston Herald printed a picture of the IL engineers celebrating at an

Italian restaurant in Boston’s North End.104 Aviation Week and Space Technology, the

main industry publication, ran a headline bound to warm the hearts of the IL engi-

neers: ‘‘Apollo 8 proves value of onboard control,’’ and peppered its reporting with

descriptions of the ‘‘accuracy’’ and ‘‘precision’’ of the lunar flight.105

The Rise of Software

Apollo 8’s triumphant navigation raises a question: if the state vector on board was so

accurate, essentially identical with the data from the ground, why did Houston insist
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on overwriting it with the data tracked and computed from the ground? Hoag, and no

doubt many of the IL engineers, felt that the entire mission could have been accom-

plished using the onboard navigation (indeed, simulations they later ran with only

Lovell’s onboard sightings showed that the mission would have easily hit its reentry

corridor with onboard data alone). But just as the astronauts were enmeshed in a sys-

tem that included power relations within and between large organizations, so were the

computers and the IL. Once onboard navigation was demoted to the status of backup

(as the astronauts had been years before), overwriting of its data symbolically enacted

the new relationship: Houston had control. Battin was tremendously proud that, in his

view, Lovell had navigated himself to the moon and back. ‘‘Sadly,’’ he lamented, ‘‘they

never did that again.’’106

Apollo software, from an element of the system little understood, indeed barely envi-

sioned, when the program began, became central to the mission, mediating much of

the astronauts’ critical interactions with their machine. It incorporated information

from a variety of sensors around the spacecraft, tying the complex system, with its di-

verse equipment made by varying contractors, into a coherent whole. It unified the

work of a team of programmers, all working on subsets of the problem, into a unitary

‘‘mission.’’ It tied the astronauts into the craft, recording and analyzing their naviga-

tion and control inputs into stable-state vectors. No wonder this critical, invisible com-

ponent of the project proved so complex to create, unruly to manage, difficult to test,

and hard to trust. In its unusual combination of virtual plan and handmade core ropes,

Apollo’s software embodied its missions, and embedded assumptions, fears, and social

relationships. On no phase of the mission would software, and human action, prove as

central, or as ambiguous, as on the lunar landing itself.
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8 Designing a Landing

We are banking our whole program on a fellow not making a mistake on his first landing.

—Pete Conrad

This book began with a detailed description of the Apollo 11 landing, focusing on

the human-machine interaction. We now revisit the landings as the culmination of

the debates over pilots’ roles, computer engineering, software, and human abilities.

This focus necessarily excludes a great deal of the Apollo flights, but the landings

represented critical moments of each mission. Neil Armstrong described them as ‘‘the

hardest for the system and hardest for the crews.’’ On a scale of one to ten, Armstrong

rated walking around on the moon a one, whereas ‘‘the lunar descent on a ten scale was

probably a thirteen’’ (he noted the speed, range, and altitude covered by the LM during

its descent was similar to that of an X-15 flight).1 Such trepidation, he would find, was

well justified.

An Apollo flight encompassed hundreds of complex operations, but none were as

demanding, time-critical, and plagued with uncertainties as the landing, executed in

extreme conditions of darkness and cold, far from home. The landing trajectory had to

accommodate a wide range of factors, from constraints on the systems’ performance

to the abilities of the crew and the idiosyncrasies of communications. Even the very

calendar of the mission, the ‘‘launch window’’ of a few days per month, derived from

the requirement for appropriate lighting conditions on the moon so the pilots could

see while they were touching down.

The lunar landings played a microcosm of the entire Apollo program in dramatic

ten-minute phases. Here the tensions between human and machine, between manual

and automated, between pilots as controllers and pilots as systems managers mani-

fested themselves in a string of life- and mission-critical operations, some smooth and

some surprising. Engineers with computers and slide rules analyzed and scheduled

every minute, and virtually every foot, of the final descent to the lunar surface. Con-

stant testing and negotiation defined the human role and how it would trade off with

the computer. Astronauts repeatedly practiced the intense moments prior to landing



and constantly updated their procedures. Designing the landing was a task of systems

engineering, trading off quantities like fuel for the pilot’s visibility. Like the software

itself, the design of the landings embodied the dreams and uncertainties instilled in

each mission.

Controlling a Spaceship

Any story of a lunar landing must of course begin with the LM, among the strangest

and most interesting craft to fly in the twentieth century (figure 8.1). ‘‘Fly’’ in this

case is a loose term—the LM never had to work within the earth’s atmosphere, to fly

in air. The command module carried a sleek, aerodynamic shape around the moon be-

cause it had to push through the air on the way up and burn through it on the way

down. Not so with the LM, whose odd and seemingly random protrusions kept it

Figure 8.1

LM major equipment locations. (Grumman Aerospace Corporation, ‘‘Apollo News Reference,’’

Bethpage, N.Y., n.d. approx. 1970, GN-11.)
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from resembling the fast beauty of aircraft or missiles. Still today it is the only human-

occupied vehicle built to work entirely outside the earthly environment. The LM’s ex-

terior was pure function, each bulge and wrinkle reflecting a specific fuel tank, radar

receiver, or human task. A practiced eye can read it like a text and see in the LM an ex-

pression of post-Cubist engineering art.

Like its earthly counterparts, the LM was a multistage rocket, but unlike them the

flight down came first and the flight up came later. The two-stage LM consisted of an

octagonal descent stage, which carried a large rocket engine, power supplies, and the

landing gear, coupled to an ascent stage, which carried a smaller rocket engine,

the pressurized space for the human crew, life support equipment, flight controls,

and the Apollo computer. The entire system would land on the moon. When the astro-

nauts had completed their lunar duties, the descent stage would become the launch

pad for the ascent stage, which would separate, rise, and rendezvous with the CSM. In

an emergency abort on the way down, the astronauts could separate the descent stage

and return in the top half, or abort with the entire craft. Four clusters of reaction jets,

located on the ascent stage, controlled the attitude of the vehicle—a particularly chal-

lenging control task for the computer, because from landing to ascent the mass of the

LM would change by nearly a factor of ten.

Engineering the LM has come to be known as one of the extraordinary engineering

projects of its era. The project overall has been well chronicled by its chief engineer,

Tom Kelly, and by his boss Joe Gavin.2 Grumman built the craft in its Bethpage,

Long Island, facility, and, like the IL, served as systems integrator for a variety of

subcontractors.

Grumman was an old Navy aircraft shop—its engineers were used to working with

pilots. Howard Sherman, for example, designed much of the human interface for the

LM, and had strong feelings about pilot’s roles: ‘‘The designers are more used to air-

planes and the pilots are a pain in the ass in airplanes from their point of view.’’ Sher-

man felt the deference shown by the Grumman engineers to astronaut input did not

always produce the best solutions.3 Gavin recalls a difficult time getting the astronauts

to accept the digital controls in the LM.4

Where the MIT team measured its success according to accuracy achieved, Grum-

man held light weight as its key engineering value. Still, Grumman’s navy heritage,

of building robust airframes to survive hard landings on aircraft carriers, showed up in

the very structure of the LM. Its heavy landing gear dominates, designed to withstand a

drop to the moon’s then-unknown surface. Nearly every other feature, however, was

new for Grumman (as they would have been for any engineers). Initially envisioned

with a round cabin where the crew was to sit as in a helicopter, the LM eventually

had no seats at all; the crew stood as they flew, restrained by tensioned cables. This

posture allowed the windows to be reduced to small triangles, finely tuned to the

astronaut’s field of view, saving tens of pounds of weight in glass. Technicians shaved
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critical ounces by whittling the LM structure to paper-thin tolerances, even chemically

etching the fuel lines, for instance, to the smallest possible thickness.5 The LM’s walls

were so thin that the pressurized upper stage resembled an inflated balloon as much as

a rigid structure.

Since the LM was intended to carry a human crew, its relationship to the occupants

was critical. Grumman Engineering Manager Tom Kelly remembered NASA’s Chris

Kraft convincing Grumman that ‘‘the crew’s time and energy was the most precious

commodity on the mission.’’6 Could the astronauts stand firmly enough to operate

Figure 8.2a

LM guidance components MIT view (a) and Grumman view (b). (Hand, ‘‘MIT’s Role in Project

Apollo, Vol. III,’’ 52; Grumman Aerospace Corporation, ‘‘Apollo News Reference,’’ Bethpage,

N.Y., n.d. approx. 1970, GN-17.)
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the craft as it rocked back and forth? Could they egress the hatch while wearing bulky

space suits without getting stuck or snagged? A crewman could not, for example, carry

an incapacitated companion up the ladder into the LM—any accident must leave an

astronaut able to climb a ladder himself, otherwise he could not return. And, of course,

how would the pilots control the vehicle? What sorts of sticks, levers, buttons, and

dials would they need? How much should the computer control? At the highest level

of design, the LM had to match the capabilities of the crew and the shape of the de-

scent trajectory (figure 8.2a, b).

The first LM with people on board flew on Apollo 9, in March 1969. This test of

the vehicle in earth orbit exercised its numerous computerized and backup flight

modes. Inside the LM, astronauts Rusty Schweikart and Jim McDivitt separated from

Figure 8.2b

(continued)
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the command module and flew about sixty miles away as a test, separated the descent

stage, and then returned for the first Apollo rendezvous. They fired the descent and

ascent engines two times each, and tested the ‘‘lifeboat mode’’ of the LM (which would

become critically important on Apollo 13), using its engine to power back from the

moon. Particularly complex was testing the digital autopilot’s behavior. It had to ac-

count for three major modes: (1) a docked configuration, the CSM and LM together;

(2) the full LM with the descent stage; and (3) and the small LM ascent stage on its

own. Each of these had different dynamics, mass, and handling qualities affected by

their odd geometries, bending moments, and fuel slosh. After exercising them all, the

crew reported that ‘‘the autopilot is the optimum control device for performing

the entire lunar mission.’’7

While Schweikart and McDivitt were testing the LM, David Scott remained behind in

the command module. After they returned, in further tests Scott got to ‘‘fly’’ the com-

mand module by hand, with the main engine on, following needles on the display

panel, experiencing true hand-piloting (Gemini style) of a spaceship for a few minutes.

In addition, Scott was familiar enough with the computer to be creative with it, asking

it to do new things (causing engineer Jim Nevins some concern, because the software

always had bugs in it and had been certified only for performing standard procedures).

Scott took the coordinates for Jupiter from a star chart; he entered them into the com-

puter, which pointed the telescope directly at the planet. At the end of the mission the

command module jettisoned the empty LM. Scott uploaded the orbital parameters of

the LM from the ground and asked the computer to calculate the sight angle for the

telescope. The computer pointed the optics and Scott was able to see and track the dis-

carded LM in the crosshairs as it swung around its death orbit 2,500 miles away.8

Mission Planning

The LM seemed to work in space, but how to make it gently land on the lunar surface?

Early on, Space Task Group member Donald Cheatham laid out the basic ideas for

landing. Cheatham believed that the landing phase should take advantage of the

crew’s judgment, especially in the final moments of selecting a specific landing spot.

For him, the problem came under the old rubric of ‘‘handling qualities,’’ although

with few parallels in traditional, atmospheric flight. Cheatham set up a series of simu-

lations in Houston, with a variety of controls and displays, and asked the astronauts to

evaluate them according to the standard Cooper rating scales for pilot feel.9

Cheatham divided the landing into phases (figure 8.3), beginning from a point

50,000 feet above the moon. His phases remained salient for the rest of the program:

the braking phase, which slowed the LM out of orbit, the approach phase, which

allowed the commander to assess the landing site, and the landing phase, where the

vehicle hovered to touchdown.
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Cheatham’s ideas structured the engineering requirements for Grumman to build

the LM, but as the vehicle took shape engineers raised numerous questions. How were

they to transform these requirements into practical procedures, checklists, backup

plans, and go/no-go decisions? This task fell to Floyd Bennett and his group in Hous-

ton’s Mission Planning and Analysis Division (MPAD).

MPAD emerged in 1963 from part of the original Space Task Group and had respon-

sibility for trajectories, orbital dynamics, navigation, and a variety of other technical

functions associated with each mission. This high-morale group did the critical, diffi-

cult, but interesting calculations for the Apollo flights: they generated, defined, and

analyzed trajectory data including rendezvous procedures, onboard navigation, and

computer memory loads. Their offices (and hallways) stacked high with computer

printouts, MPAD engineers analyzed the possible trajectories and the use of oxygen

and water during Apollo 13. Bill Tindall, who applied such pressure to the IL software

project, was one of the senior people in MPAD. MPAD did not directly manage the IL,

but they defined the requirements and the trajectories for Apollo, which made them

intimately involved in the software effort.10

After a series of reorganizations to keep up with the changing program, MPAD cre-

ated a Lunar Landing Branch in December 1967, just a year and a half before Apollo

Figure 8.3

LM landing phases. Not to scale. (Redrawn by author from Johnson and Giller, ‘‘MIT’s Role in

Project Apollo, Vol. V,’’ 182.)
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11, with twelve engineers, and Floyd Bennett as its head. It was no surprise that Bennett

grew up to spend a career in aviation, for he shared a surname (although no family re-

lationship) with the man who piloted Admiral Byrd around the earth’s poles (and after

whom the famous airfield in Brooklyn was named). The young Bennett joined NACA

Langley straight out of engineering school in 1954, and then the Space Task Group in

1962. He began looking at lunar descent as part of the debate over the LOR decision.

Bennett joined NASA Flight Operations in 1966, and after working on a variety of

flight mechanics and rendezvous analysis positions, joined the Lunar Landing Branch

as its first head.

Bennett made a logo for his group—a cartoon cowboy going over a steep cliff on his

horse, with the cowboy saying ‘‘Whoa, Whoa!’’ (figure 8.4). Bennett’s metaphor for

landing was a fractious horse, which in his mind, represented the fuel-optimal descent.

The mathematical solution for the trajectory targeted a point below the surface of

the moon, which could result in a crash if the computer did not correctly switch to

the landing phase at the right moment.

Bennett’s plans and Grumman’s hardware were in a constant give and take. ‘‘This it-

eration resulted in much confusion and many investigative false starts,’’ Bennett

wrote, ‘‘before the mission planners and system designers realized the extent to which

the inputs of one affected the other.’’11 The landing radar design proved particularly

knotty—it depended on the reflective characteristics of the lunar terrain, the topogra-

phy, and the attitude of the LM. Yet the radar signal absolutely needed to kick in to

update the guidance solution, otherwise the astronauts could not attempt a safe land-

ing. Faced with such problems, the designers were naturally conservative, but every

ounce of conservatism introduced inefficiencies that cost pounds of fuel. In a system

as close to the edge of performance as Apollo, excessive conservatism could push the

goal out of reach.

Whatever Bennett and his group envisioned for the landing software, the IL engi-

neers had to program. Enter Allan Klumpp, a mechanical engineering graduate of MIT

and an expert in feedback control. Klumpp had been working at the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory in Pasadena since 1959, when he was transferred to NASA headquarters to

work in Joe Shea’s systems group. Klumpp remembered seeing a presentation on

Apollo guidance by Trageser and Hoag: ‘‘It was the most high-powered presentation

I’d ever seen . . . they had two slide projectors going at once.’’ Klumpp decided that the

IL, and not NASA headquarters, was where he wanted to work. Before long he moved

to Cambridge. Klumpp enjoyed the peaceful nature of Apollo, for he had designed

weapons systems before but was disturbed by the uses to which they were put in Viet-

nam. War and peace were never far apart in Apollo’s technical culture.

At the IL, Klumpp was first assigned to simulate the view out the window during

landing. He programmed a computer to plot pictures of what the astronauts would

see each second. The assembled images then formed a rough movie of what the land-
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ing might look like from the LM window. Before long, Klumpp was working on the

guidance ‘‘equations’’ themselves—not just the mathematics, but also the logical flow

charts for how the computer would control the vehicle during descent. A colleague,

George Cherry, had built a stack of 3,000 punch cards that simulated a landing inside

a mainframe computer, and soon Klumpp’s version expanded to 6,000 cards as he

struggled to translate the simulated landing into real-time instructions for an actual

computer. Klumpp remembered that the astronauts originally wanted to fly the

LM manually down from orbit. He programmed the flights on a simulator and

the astronauts crashed every time. The landing would be critically dependent on the

computer.12

Klumpp, along with his colleague, Don Eyles, implemented the landing equations in

actual program code. A 1966 graduate of Boston University in mathematics, Eyles

Figure 8.4

Mission Planning and Analysis Division, Lunar Landing Branch logo with employees’ signatures,

depicting the fuel optimum descent as a bronco out of control going over a cliff. (Mission Plan-

ning and Analysis Division [MPAD], ‘‘The End of a Great Era,’’ June 15, 1990, JSC Archives, 336.)
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didn’t even join the IL until the year before Apollo started flying. Yet the intense,

bright Eyles soon found himself in the center of Apollo’s most critical moments.

When the astronauts in the LM interacted with the LM computer in the final phases

of their descent, they were talking to a little piece of twenty-four-year-old Eyles’s

brain.

Landing as a System

Five major subsystems defined the landing. First, the LM descent engine (officially

known as the ‘‘descent propulsion system’’ or DPS) stuck out the bottom of the space-

craft in the characteristic rocket bell shape. Like the enormous Saturn engines, the DPS

was on gimbals, and could be angled fore and aft and side to side—useful for ‘‘trim-

ming’’ the thrust, to be sure it went through the LM’s exact center of gravity, which

changed as it consumed fuel. The engine was unusual in another respect as well: any

engine could get a vehicle through a spot on the lunar surface; but the LM engine had

to get the vehicle to that point and make it stop gently, even as the LM’s mass changed

from second to second as fuel was burned.13 This requirement meant the descent en-

gine had to be ‘‘throttleable:’’ its thrust level must be controlled in real-time, by the

computer.

For a control engineer, such flexibility seemed ideal, but, as always, there was a

catch. The descent engine could only throttle from zero to about 55 percent; above

that value, it had to run at 100 percent of its rated thrust, otherwise the fiery exhaust

would erode the bell. This limitation added complexity to the control equations and,

as a departure from the ideal trajectory, would cost additional fuel (380 lbs., to be

exact).

The second major subsystem, the landing radar, bounced radio waves off the lunar

surface to detect both the altitude and velocity of the LM. The radar projected four

beams. Three of them detected the Doppler shift in the reflections and compared

them to determine the spacecraft’s lateral velocities. A fourth beam measured the travel

time for the reflection to return, which indicated altitude. The antennas of the radar

could be switched into two positions: one angled outward so it would point straight

down when the LM was horizontal, and another pointed downward so it would aim

correctly when the LM was vertical. Ryan Aeronautical of San Diego, the same com-

pany that had built Lindbergh’s plane, The Spirit of St. Louis, built this critical device.

Problems beset the landing radar from the beginning. Only on Apollo 10 did a real-

istic flight test provide sufficient confidence in the landing radar, and on Apollo 11 the

crew still looked down by eye to verify its readings. The device would nearly cause an

abort on Apollo 14.

Communications formed the third major subsystem for landing. The LM had two

types of antennas to communicate back to earth. The parabolic ‘‘high gain’’ antenna
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transmitted high-quality voice and data, but it needed to point directly at the earth to

work. During landing, the computer could figure out the proper direction and point

the antenna automatically, or the lunar module pilot could take over and ‘‘slew’’ the

antenna with a knob. Two smaller, omnidirectional antennas had no such pointing

requirements other than being on the side of the vehicle facing the earth, but they

generated lower data rates and voice quality. Getting the communications properly

lined up and free of noise proved a burden on the crew at a critical time. The LM also

had a rendezvous radar for pointing at the CSM to provide range and closing rate data

when the two craft were reuniting, but the device was not used during landing. Its an-

tenna was mounted on servos so the computer could control its pointing and keeping

it focused on the CSM during the maneuver. The rendezvous radar stayed on during

the landing in case it was needed for an emergency abort; its computer connection

would cause a startling problem on Apollo 11.

Integrating the system in real-time was the computer, the fourth critical element in

the landing. The LGC (for LM guidance computer identical to the AGC in the CM) had

to talk to all of the different components, each made by different companies with dif-

ferent specifications. It ran the digital autopilot, directed the small thrusters that con-

trolled attitude (the RCS, for reaction control system), commanded the descent engine,

controlled indicators on the pilots’ panels, took data from the DSKY keyboard, and

read the commander’s control stick inputs. The software also measured time intervals,

counted pulses, and performed a variety of other tasks. And, of course, it gathered data

from the inertial platform. Together, the computer and the inertial unit comprised the

primary navigation and guidance system, or PNGS, pronounced ‘‘pings.’’ A separate,

backup guidance system, the ‘‘AGS’’ for ‘‘abort guidance system,’’ could come into

play to get the LM back to a rendezvous if the PNGS failed.

Software had to account for the vagaries in behavior of all of these systems. The

descent engine, for example, ‘‘ablated’’ or wore out as it burned, changing its

thrust characteristics. The software thus had to incorporate the changes into its equa-

tions (a problem in this correction nearly caused an unstable throttle on the early

landings).

The final components of the landing system, of course, were the humans—at once

operators and cargo. A strange terminology supported their sense of control. The ‘‘com-

mander,’’ in the left position, actually flew the LM. The other operator, in the right

position, was technically a co-pilot, but he was titled ‘‘lunar module pilot’’ (LMP)

even though he never touched the hand controls. He served as a systems engineer

and operated the DSKY. During descent, the commander verified the computer pro-

grams and landing phases, redesignated the landing sites, ‘‘flew’’ the final few hundred

feet, and stopped the engine on lunar contact. The LMP kept his eyes on the numbers,

verifying the agreement between the two navigation systems, AGS and PNGS, punched

keys to issue commands to the computer, and, in the final moments, called out
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altitude, velocity, and fuel quantities so the commander could keep his eyes focused

outside the window. Not only did the operators interface with the computer through

a variety of displays and controls, they also interfaced with each other in a social rela-

tionship. Furthermore, they communicated with the ground controllers, who cleared

them for the next steps and aided in managing the systems.

When Bennett and his group began thinking about how the astronauts in the LM

should approach the landing site, they naturally modeled the procedure on aircraft

approaches. To the pilots, the moon seemed like an unfamiliar airport, so they wanted

to fly around it and get a visual read before going in for a landing (wasting precious

fuel in the process).14 Inevitably they ran into the same issue that had proved so con-

tentious with the launches: would the landing be fully automatic or manual? More re-

alistically, how much of the landing would be automated? How would the human and

machine trade control?

Automatic landing offered a variety of options. Wernher von Braun’s original vision

for lunar landing had no human involvement, ‘‘accomplished entirely by the auto-

matic pilot running on a guidance tape,’’ as he put it, although it did allow the ‘‘cap-

tain’’ to avoid obstacles.15 Grumman engineers had been studying a fully automatic

LM mission, under a NASA contract. Selecting the landing site could be accomplished

by telescope while the crew was still in the CSM, or by a real-time TV image trans-

mitted from the surface to the LM.16

Bennett and his group, working together with the astronauts on ‘‘pilot-in-the-loop’’

simulators, developed the techniques for lunar landing. Mostly, the pilots’ roles were

limited to systems monitoring and abort situations, except in the final moments before

touchdown. In certain aborts, especially with a failure in the PNGS, the crew could be-

come overwhelmingly busy. To Bennett it was a given that the pilots would land under

manual (semiautomatic) control, even though the computer was capable of landing

automatically. ‘‘None of the crew wanted to land in an automatic system,’’ Bennett

recalled.

Bennett once suggested to Chris Kraft a fully unmanned, automated lunar landing as

a test. He recalled that Kraft would not allow it, because if an initial, automatic landing

failed, then Kraft felt Congress would insist on a successful demonstration before

attempting it with astronauts aboard.17 Bennett wasn’t trying to undermine the idea

of the lunar landing, noting ‘‘I was just being the purist engineer,’’ trying to ensure a

safe landing. With that in mind, Bennett got into the lunar mission simulator one day

and instructed it to land in a fully automatic mode. He remembers the astronauts’ reac-

tion: ‘‘That’s not flying,’’ they told him with contempt.18

While the LM and CSM were still docked, the astronauts would enter the LM, power

it up, and run through a series of checkouts. No electrical connection existed between

the guidance computer in the LM and that in the CSM, so the crew had to transfer

data, time synchronization, and orbital parameters by calling the numbers out from
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the AGC in the command module, punching them into the LGC by hand and calling

‘‘mark’’ to synchronize them. They would similarly initialize, calibrate, and align the

PNGS. Then the two craft would separate. The LM commander would rotate the craft

around so the command module pilot, now alone in the CSM, could visually inspect

the integrity of the LM. If all seemed well, the LM gradually backed away and headed

for a lower orbit, about ten miles above the moon.

In June 1966 NASA convened a symposium in Houston to work through the opera-

tional plans for a full lunar landing mission. MSC engineer Owen Maynard, the sym-

posium’s organizer, was one of a handful of core NASA engineers who had emigrated

from the Avro Canada company after their fighter jet program was canceled. Maynard

designated a series of different mission types, from the ‘‘A’’ missions of unmanned tests

to ‘‘G,’’ the first lunar landing; ‘‘H,’’ further basic landings; and ‘‘J,’’ enhanced landings

with heavier payloads and longer stays. Maynard also laid out a strategy of nine ‘‘pla-

teaus’’ for each lunar mission, relatively safe positions along the flight allowing careful

assessments and decisions before proceeding (or aborting).19

Strange as it seems, for astronauts in a little metal balloon located a quarter million

miles from earth, lunar orbit was a relatively safe position, and therefore one of May-

nard’s plateaus. From here everything could be put on hold, safety checked, and

replanned. If a problem arose, ground control could send the LM around the moon

for another orbit or two while they troubleshot the problem. The astronauts could

return home, if necessary, with relative safety. The CSM could even swoop down and

rescue the LM from its low orbit.

Beginning the landing sequence was a major commit point. It started at 50,000 feet,

when the LM’s descent engine fired to slow the craft, which would cause it to descend

toward the lunar surface, leaving the plateau of lunar orbit. Once the engine fired the

LM either had to land, hit the moon (in about ten minutes), or execute a dangerous

abort. The clock was ticking.

The LM Digital Autopilot

Nothing about the LM itself would be intuitive to fly. It had sixteen RCS (reaction con-

trol system) thrusters (four clusters of four) for attitude control, but the large descent

engine on the bottom pivoted on gimbals and could also control attitude and hence

steer the spacecraft. Failure of a single RCS thruster, or a cluster of them, could send

the vehicle spinning. The center of gravity moved as the engines consumed fuel, and

sloshing of the propellants could make the spacecraft difficult to handle. These and

any number of other complexities meant the LM had no inherent or natural match to

a human pilot. Only the LM’s computer, a set of software routines combined with a

host of data, sensors, and actuators, could give the astronauts the feeling that they

were ‘‘flying’’ the vehicle. These routines comprised the digital autopilot.
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The autopilot took over the computer every tenth of a second for its calculations,

which took about a fortieth of that time (twenty-five milliseconds) to complete. In ad-

dition, during powered flight every two seconds another routine would intervene to

adjust the autopilot and its parameters. The digital autopilot maintained a virtual

model of the vehicle inside its ‘‘state estimator’’ (equations similar to Battin’s recursive

techniques) that kept track of the various forces generated by and acting on the LM.

When the thrusters fired, it estimated their effects on the LM’s attitude and incorpo-

rated them into a new estimate even before their effects showed up on the accelero-

meters. ‘‘Jet selection logic’’ automatically determined which of the sixteen thrusters

would fire in response to a command. If a thruster failed, or a cluster of them failed,

the selection logic would automatically sense the failure and compensate with other

actuators. The state estimator calculations automatically compensated for the changes

in vehicle mass as the engines consumed fuel (a less massive vehicle accelerates more

in response to a given thrust).

One set of digital autopilot routines related to ‘‘coasting flight,’’ when the spacecraft

was in orbit but not changing its velocity (such as during the visual inspection after

undocking). A program called KALCMANU (for ‘‘calculate maneuver’’) could rotate

the spacecraft to any specified orientation in the most efficient manner, gently leading

the spacecraft’s attitude servos for a smooth motion and avoiding gimbal lock.

Another set of routines controlled powered flight, when the descent or ascent

engines were firing, changing the spacecraft’s velocity. Powered descent to the lunar

surface represented the most complex case. Ten times per second, the computer read

the changes in velocity and attitude from the inertial platform as the engine slowed

the spacecraft out of orbit. The guidance equations (running twice per second) then

extrapolated that data to get the spacecraft’s new position and velocity, and deter-

mined new thrusting commands accordingly. These routines responded to higher-level

guidance routines that determined the desired position and velocity of the spacecraft

at any given point and sequenced through the three landing phases.20

The LM User Interface

The layout of the LM reflected the design of the landing (as well as the ascent and ren-

dezvous), and the user inputs to the digital autopilot. Each operator looked through a

window on either side of an instrument panel, which had a number of common indi-

cators and other switches and controls unique to each side. The eight ball indicator,

similar to that in the CSM, resembled the artificial horizon in an aircraft and indicated

the LM’s attitude relative to a reference. Though an analog indicator, it was driven by

the digital autopilot. During landing, the eight ball functioned like an artificial hori-

zon, showing the LM’s relationship to the local vertical of the moon. A velocity display

(also driven by the computer) with x and y ‘‘crosspointers’’ (needles) indicated the for-
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ward and lateral velocities. A dual tape-like indicator showed the altitude and descent

rate from the digital autopilot’s state vector in the computer. Each operator also had

two hand controllers—one to control attitude, and one to control translations and ver-

tical velocity (figures 8.5 and 8.6).

Under normal conditions, the commander did the hands-on flying while the LMP

monitored the systems. Each time the commander moved his stick from its center

position, it sent two signals to the computer, an analog voltage proportional to the

amount of deflection, and a switch closure indicating that the stick had been moved.

The digital autopilot offered the astronaut several different modes to control the

vehicle. These ranged from fully computerized controls (when the computer deter-

mined attitude and thruster firings), to complete manual takeover. Between them was

a host of servos, mode switches, feedback loops, and software. An impulse mode, for

example, enabled short, timed bursts of thrust in response to each joystick command,

useful for precision maneuvers such as docking. An extreme ‘‘hard over mode’’

(when the operator pushed the stick all the way to its stops), bypassed the computer

Figure 8.5

Arrangement of crew and controls inside the LM. Note that the LMP is designated ‘‘systems engi-

neer.’’ (Klumpp, ‘‘A Manually Retargeted Automatic Descent and Landing System for the LEM,’’

130.)
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altogether and enabled direct control of the valves on the RCS thrusters. This would be

an extremely inefficient use of fuel, but might work in an emergency if the computer

failed and stopped accepting commands. As Jim Nevins wrote of the interface, ‘‘there

is great flexibility and redundancy, but heavy burden on the crew.’’21

The most important LM digital autopilot mode was ‘‘rate command/attitude hold,’’

entered by Verb 77 in the DSKY, or by flipping a switch from PNGS AUTO to ATT

HOLD. In this semiautomated mode (similar to the ‘‘rate command’’ mode in the

X-15), the astronaut could deflect the stick and change the vehicle’s attitude. When

Figure 8.6

Partial view of LEM instrument panel showing indicators and flight controls. Commander stands

on the left, LMP at right, with DSKY between them. Commander has additional hand controller

and rate-of-descent switch in left hand. (Cradle of Aviation Museum archives, Bethpage, N.Y.,

Courtesy of Paul Fjeld.)
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he released the stick, the digital autopilot would automatically hold that new attitude.

A similar mode (used simultaneously) for vertical control enabled the computer to

maintain a precise rate of descent, allowing the astronaut to increase or decrease the

rate with a switch.

The manual control modes in the LGC started out as digital reproductions of the an-

alog loops found in the lunar landing research vehicle, or LLRV (discussion to follow),

but over time they evolved to be ‘‘quintessentially digital, making freer use of the

logical branches, counters, and nonlinearities which are so readily, and reliably pro-

grammed in the digital computer.’’22 In this rich scheme, the computer did not replace

the pilot’s skill but rather coalesced the complex craft into an interface that provided

both simplicity and variety.

The interface also included instructions for the crew. Figure 8.7 shows the checklist

the astronauts used in the cockpit, in this case for Apollo 12. It is part of a larger time-

line used for the overall mission, and one of about five pages used for the LM from

undocking to landing. This piece of paper lay out on a notebook between the two

astronauts just below the DSKY. The procedure started at the left one minute before

the engine began to fire to slow the LM out of orbit. The first instruction was for the

astronauts: ‘‘reset watch.’’ They next read down the column and then up to the top of

the next column and down to the conclusion, the landing. Areas in the dark bounda-

ries indicated abort conditions or critical moments such as ‘‘bingo fuel.’’ The final

instructions on the bottom right indicated procedures to be taken after touchdown to

‘‘safe’’ the vehicle, and can be heard in Aldrin and Armstrong’s words over the radio

just before ‘‘the Eagle has landed.’’23

Like the programs embedded in the computer that commanded spacecraft systems to

perform certain duties, these coded instructions directed the humans to perform partic-

ular behaviors and to make decisions based on data they observed. Like the ones and

zeroes in the core ropes, the paper timelines in the LM cockpit helped tie the system

together, binding human and machine into a single, integrated mechanism.

The Braking Phase

The landing began with the braking phase at 50,000 feet. Why did the LM orbit

ten miles high before descending? The moon has no atmosphere, so a vehicle could

theoretically orbit very close to the ground. In practice, however, that would not be

safe: one would need a virtually perfect, circular orbit to be sure not to intersect the

terrain. Such perfection was not achievable in the real world—tracking, guidance, and

a variety of other factors introduced uncertainties into the orbit. The same held true for

the terrain. It’s one thing to orbit down low above a perfect sphere, but quite another if

a hill or a mountain pops up in the way. NASA engineers decided that the uncertainty

in the orbit and the guidance was about 15,000 feet, and the uncertainty in their
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Figure 8.7

Checklist timeline for Apollo 12 from PDI to landing, showing flow of commands down left side and then across to middle column.

Tables are values of acceptable descent rates (h dot and delta h) versus altitude. (Annotations by the author from Apollo 12 Timeline

Book, http://history.nasa.gov/alsj/a12/a12LM_Timeline.html [accessed January 5, 2007].)
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knowledge of the moon’s terrain was about 20,000 feet. Thus they chose 50,000 feet as

the preferred orbit to speed along without fear of hitting anything.24

The LM attained this orbit in two different ways. In the early flights, after the com-

mand and lunar modules undocked, the LM fired its engine on the far side of the

moon, just about opposite from the intended landing area. On the later missions

the vehicles remained docked, and the CSM fired its engine to bring them both to the

lower orbit, thus saving fuel and weight on the LM (the CSM could then return to a

higher orbit during the lunar stay). Either procedure brought the LM to an elliptical

orbit of about sixty by ten miles. Both burns occurred out of sight of the ground (and

hence in communications blackout), which introduced some anxiety, for an error of a

few seconds in the burn could cause the LM to intercept the moon prematurely and

crash.

The landing sequence really began when the two spacecraft reemerged from behind

the moon, reacquired signals from Houston, and verified that the burn had succeeded

and the new orbit was within acceptable limits. At this point, nicknamed AOS for ‘‘ac-

quisition of signal,’’ the LM zoomed over the moon at nearly 4,000 miles per hour. The

astronauts were wearing their spacesuits with the helmets and gloves removed, and

they copied a series of vectors read up by voice to the ground, known as ‘‘PADs’’ (pre-

advisory data). These data provided them up-to-the-minute reference data in the event

of an abort with lost communications.

If all checked out in the 50,000 foot orbit, the astronauts began the descent proce-

dure, initiating the braking phase with an event called PDI or ‘‘powered descent initia-

tion.’’ Typing ‘‘V37,’’ pressing ENTER, and then ‘‘63 ENTER’’ initiated P63. This

program calculated the ignition time based on the navigation state vector and the

landing target, and then prepared to fire the descent engine when the LM reached its

ten-mile perilune (the low point of its orbit). The DSKY then displayed the time to

ignition, among a few other variables, for the astronaut to review. Depressing the

PRO(ceed) button on the keyboard advanced to the next step. The computer then re-

plied with a VERB/NOUN message asking the astronaut if he would like to align the

inertial platform, to which he ordinarily answered no by pressing the enter key (it

should have been aligned before separation). Initial requests to approve every calcula-

tion in the computer proved impractical, but the PRO button allowed the astronauts to

give final approval before major activities.25

Next the computer maneuvered the LM to the initial attitude for the PDI firing,

though not before presenting the angles for the astronaut to review, and waiting for a

PRO keypress again. Once in this position, the displays briefly went blank, about

thirty-five seconds before the burn, to indicate the computer was getting ready to fire

the engine. Five seconds before the burn, the astronaut again had to review the display

and press PRO before the engine fired. At this point the crew could reject the burn or
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delay it by up to five seconds. Any longer delay would mean going around for another

orbit before trying again.

The burn began with the RCS thrusters firing for a few seconds for ‘‘ullage’’ to push

all the fuel to the bottom of the tanks. Then the main engine began firing, marking the

official moment of PDI. When the burn began, the DSKY’s three-line display presented

inertial velocity, the rate of descent, and altitude. The computer also started a clock,

and later events until landing were referenced to this moment.

At the moment of PDI the LM pointed backward, orbiting the moon in a ‘‘feet first’’

position; the computer fired the descent engine ahead as the spacecraft pointed back

along its path. For twenty-six seconds, the engine stayed at 10 percent thrust to allow

the computer to trim the engine gimbals a bit to be sure it would fire through the cen-

ter of gravity and not impart any additional motion to the vehicle besides slowing it

down (the astronauts could barely feel this gentle thrust).

Once trimmed, after about thirty seconds, the thrust climbed to 100 percent, for

about seven and a half minutes as the LM covered nearly 250 miles and slowed its ve-

locity from 5,500 to 600 feet per second (from 3,750 to 410 miles per hour), and from

an altitude of 50,000 feet down to under 10,000. Now, at any time, the crew could

abort by pressing buttons marked ABORT (to abort using the descent stage) or ABORT

STAGE (to jettison the descent stage and abort with the ascent stage only). In an abort,

the crew workload would rise dramatically as they selected and commanded one of nu-

merous different trajectories to make their way back for a rendezvous.

If everything went well, however, workload was much lower, as the major job of the

crew during the braking phase was to monitor the guidance system, the primary PNGS

navigation and the backup AGS. They also had a third source: as the LM traversed the

front face of the moon, ground-based systems had excellent tracking, monitored

closely by ground controllers. Divergence in the PNGS and AGS solutions would indi-

cate a problem. In case of a discrepancy, the ground-based solution could provide an

additional ‘‘vote’’ to decide which was most accurate and whether to proceed.

During the PDI burn, the LM could face either up or down. On Apollo 11 the astro-

nauts faced down, giving themselves a visual confirmation of their height above the

terrain. They then turned themselves over (actually ‘‘yawed around’’) with the hand

controller, or the computer would have turned them over at a predetermined time,

about three minutes into PDI at about 40,000 feet in altitude. Either way, they were

now coming in on their backs, feet pointed toward the landing area, looking up toward

earth to enable the landing radar to see the ground. About four minutes after PDI, the

flight director in Houston took a survey of his team and cleared the LM ‘‘go’’ for land-

ing (an exercise repeated at about 3,000 feet).

Around this time the landing radar began detecting the lunar terrain, a critical mo-

ment. A light marked ‘‘altitude’’ went out when the radar detected range, and ‘‘veloc-

ity’’ went when the Doppler signals came in to measure velocity (usually a few minutes
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later). Until this point, the navigation solutions were inertial, based on motions of the

spacecraft measured by accelerometers, calibrated by star and landmark sightings, and

updated with data from earth tracking. Now the landing radar provided literal ground

truth, the moment when the LM navigated as much with data from the lunar surface

as from the stars. It was the first direct sensing of the two quantities that really mat-

tered: where was the spacecraft relative to the lunar surface? How fast was it moving?

Without these critical numbers, the guidance solution could be off by several miles

in altitude; without them an astronaut would likely not be able to eyeball his way

down.

When the landing radar locked in, the LMP then entered VERB 16 and NOUN 68,

which displayed DELTAH, the difference between the radar data and the onboard state

estimator. If they were close, say within 10,000 feet at 20,000 feet altitude, it provided

an excellent check of the overall system’s accuracy.26 (This measure assumed a per-

fectly round moon. If the terrain were changing rapidly, as it would on later missions

in mountainous regions, then the altimeter reading would change drastically even

as the spacecraft descended gradually. Later missions actually included a rough

model of the underlying terrain in the computer to account for these variations.) If

the radar data looked good, that is if DELTAH was not too large, the crew ‘‘accepted’’

it with a VERB 57. The computer thus incorporated the radar altitude and velocity in

a weighted average with the inertial estimates and issued a new navigation solution,

one that should converge within a few seconds to approximately the landing radar

altitude. When it occurred as planned, the appearance of the radar data relieved signif-

icant tension; the LM was now locked into its target, the moon. It also gave them a

new primary means to measure their altitude, descent rate and along-track velocity,

displayed on two tape meters and an x-y display, respectively.27 Incorporating the

radar data and the computer’s convergence on a solution was a major milestone in

the landing.

If the radar did not come in, or if it came in with too much of a difference from the

PNGS, or the new solution did not converge, mission rules demanded an abort.

The LMP compared the H and DELTAH numbers with a printed chart on the timeline

and checked it against the chart, as well as a variety of other parameters. He was oper-

ating like a computer himself, comparing values from the instruments against the

‘‘dead man’s curve’’ (NASA encouraged the crews to use the safer-sounding ‘‘abort

boundary’’). For each altitude, there was an acceptable DELTAH and descent rate that

would allow a safe abort; if those limits were exceeded (i.e., if the LM were descending

too fast for a given altitude), the LM could not recover in case the descent engine

failed, so an abort would be mandated. Other problems might be indicated by program

alarms, each with a number to indicate the problem. For instance, 1406 indicated that

a guidance computation was failing, and 1410 indicated an overflow in the guidance

equations.
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High Gate: 9,000 Feet

At first glance, the lunar landing trajectory seems purely an engineering design, almost

a high school physics problem employing the time-honored principles of Newtonian

mechanics. Indeed, were the system totally automated, the LM would continue along

a flat, fairly horizontal path, only orienting itself vertically as it neared the ground. But

at about 9,000 feet the LM reached an imaginary point called the ‘‘high gate,’’ a term

derived from aviation denoting the beginning of an approach to an airport (the

term for the next point, ‘‘low gate’’ has a similar origin). Here the landing changed

from an ideal trajectory to one that accommodated human judgment and decision. At

this point the computer would select ‘‘P64,’’ the approach phase program.

The landing sites had been chosen with a variety of maps, made by robotic orbiters,

previous Apollo missions, or ground telescopes. But the resolution of these maps was

too low to depict features that might disturb a craft the size of the LM, so none could

show for certain that the sites would be perfect and flat. Early plans called for a pre-

vious flight to drop a beacon or radar transponder for the LM to home in on, but the

idea never made it off the drawing boards (other plans even called for clearing special

landing fields for fully automated LMs carrying cargo).28 Lacking such fixed reference

points, precise landings required some sort of terminal guidance for the last few sec-

onds. Here NASA relied on human vision and decision. Was the predetermined landing

area suitable? Was the ongoing trajectory going to lead to a safe landing? The com-

mander made these judgments. His life was on the line, so despite the variety of instru-

ments and computers, he would verify the landing site on his own.

To do that he had to see.

But until high gate he was coming in feet first on his back, looking out into space.

Thus the LM needed to ‘‘pitch over’’ as it began the approach phase, rotating the

astronauts to a standing position, bringing their eyes and their windows to bear on

the landing site as it loomed ahead. This simple motion raised a series of questions:

How close to the surface must the pitch over occur, to allow the commander enough

time, and enough detail to make the decision? How would he identify the proposed

landing site? How much time would he need to identify it and make a decision about

where and whether to land? How much flexibility would the commander need to

‘‘redesignate’’ the landing site if necessary to a more suitable location (assuming he

could find one)? ‘‘It soon becomes obvious,’’ one flight plan explained, ‘‘that a strategy

is needed that will trade off the system capabilities of the spacecraft and the crew capa-

bilities against the unknowns of the lunar environment.’’29 More systems engineering:

trading energy (fuel) for information (vision), buying safety by reducing uncertainty

with the resource of human perception.

Apollo mission planners and designers sacrificed much to save on weight and fuel,

eliminating useful equipment to make the vehicle and its trajectory highly efficient.
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But saving fuel was in direct conflict with providing visibility to the commander at de-

cision time.30 Human vision won: ‘‘the trajectory is shaped at the cost of fuel, in order

to provide the crew with visibility of the landing area.’’31 They were devoting their

scarcest resource, more than a hundred pounds of it, to a moment of human judg-

ment. More fuel, more time to decide. For the first landing, the fuel budget included a

hover time of about one minute; the commander began to see the landing area at

8,000 feet, and if necessary he could move the landing spot, or ‘‘redesignate’’ it, up to

four miles away.

Figure 8.8 is typical of the many analyses done for these critical moments of assess-

ing the landing site and ‘‘redesignating’’ to an alternate as needed.32 The trade-offs of

fuel were carefully plotted against the astronaut’s sighting angle, as was the trade-off

for altitude of the commander’s assessment. At 5,000 feet, the commander could still

Figure 8.8

Analysis of LPD redesignation footprint from an 8,000-foot altitude. If the LM is at the point on

the bottom of the graph and targeted to the center, the commander can redesignate the target and

land anywhere within the top of the cone. As the LM descends, the cone becomes smaller, limit-

ing the options for alternate landing sites. (Redrawn by the author from Cheatham, ‘‘Apollo Lunar

Module Landing Strategy,’’ fig. 36).
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redesignate up to 3,000 feet; going that far would require about 45 feet per second of

additional velocity (fuel was measured in the ‘‘delta v budget,’’ a precise accounting of

possible changes in LM velocity). As the LM approached the surface and altitude

decreased, the options for redesignations became smaller.

Thus the high gate altitude was chosen as 8,000 to 9,000 feet. At this point the com-

puter automatically sequenced from P63 (for PDI) to P64, the approach program. At

the high gate the vehicle would ‘‘pitch over’’—rise from its near-horizontal attitude to

a vertical position before landing. Obviously, this move would need to occur under any

circumstances, so the vehicle could land properly on its legs, but the presence of the

pilot meant that it would occur significantly higher and earlier than otherwise.

The pitch over provided a dramatic moment of revelation. The long flight from earth

culminated in a speedy descent with the astronauts laying feet first on their backs. At

pitch over, as though waking from the dead, the astronauts suddenly rose to a standing

position, seeing the approach and landing area for the first time. On several of the

landings this moment was accompanied by exclamations of joy and recognition. Dur-

ing others, it generated confusion and uncertainty.

LPD

After pitch over the commander needed to find the predetermined landing spot and

decide whether it would be safe. How did the commander select a new landing spot?

The approach program P64 would display a new quantity, ‘‘LPD angle,’’ on the DSKY.

This allowed the commander to identify the landing site out the window, or at least

know where to look, using a clever device called the ‘‘landing point designator’’

(LPD), the brainchild of Donald Cheatham, implemented by Allan Klumpp. Klumpp

called it a ‘‘hybrid’’ control system, because ‘‘the LM commander can manually steer

the LM to the selected landing site, yet the trajectory he flies is produced by an auto-

matic system’’ (figure 8.9).33 The LPD consisted of a few lines of code and a very simple

piece of weightless hardware—a set of markings on the commander’s window that la-

beled the angles of his sight. Two separate grids were printed on the inner and outer

windows of the LM, slightly offset; when the commander positioned his eye so the

two grids lined up, his vision too was aligned. The DSKY gave him a number and

the commander could look through the corresponding grid point on the window,

where he should see the landing spot.

The commander could also redesignate the landing site, moving the computer’s aim-

ing point. He would find a new site, sight it through the LPD grid on the window, and

read out the number to the LM pilot, who would enter it into the computer with a few

DSKY commands. Klumpp found that process clumsy and error-prone, so he added a

feature: the commander could also nudge the joystick and the landing site would

‘‘click’’ a degree or two in the corresponding direction (figure 8.10). One nudge of the
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stick left or right would change the landing site by two degrees in the commander’s

field of view; one nudge fore or aft would move the landing site ahead or behind by a

half degree (translating these angles to the actual distance change of the landing site

depended on altitude: from 6,000 feet high, one click corresponded to moving the

landing site 600 feet; at 500 feet altitude, one click only moved it 79 feet). The com-

puter then recalculated the new landing position, and a new trajectory, and flew the

LM accordingly to the new spot. The LM pilot could read out the number again, and

the commander could look to find the new landing area, and redesignate again if nec-

essary, in an iterative loop that should converge on the right spot. Through this repeti-

tion, Klumpp wrote, ‘‘the commander literally steers the current landing site into

coincidence with the desired site,’’ via a computer-mediated feedback loop.34

The pilot could continue to redesignate, evaluate landing sites, and make decisions

for several minutes after pitch over. At some point, however, the LM would be so close

to the surface that the LPD would be unusable. Just before the low gate of about 500

feet, the computer would not accept further redesignation and would switch into pro-

gram P66 to guide the LM toward the site.35

Figure 8.9

Landing Point Designator (LPD) scribed into the LM commander’s window. (Grumman Aerospace

Corporation, ‘‘Apollo Operations Handbook, Lunar Module, LM 10 and Subsequent, Volume I:

Subsystems Data,’’ April 1, 1971, 1-11.)
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The LPD formed the core of the human-machine system for landing. It allowed the

commander a decision-making input and a high-level control of the vehicle’s trajec-

tory without burdening him with the actual control of the engines and thrusters, or

of maintaining the velocity and attitude of the LM. It seemed an ideal allocation of

tasks, using the human for what he was good at—(finding and assessing the landing

site)—and the machine for its strengths (precision control and calculation). Apollo

commanders did indeed use the LPD to steer them toward safer terrain. None, however,

ever let the automatic feature actually land the LM on the spot designated by the LPD.

Touchdown

About a minute and a half after the high gate, when the spacecraft reached about 500

feet, it passed low gate and entered the final landing phase about a minute from touch-

down. This phase was designed ‘‘to provide continued visual assessment of the landing

site and to provide compatibility for pilot takeover from the automatic control.’’36 The

Figure 8.10

Landing point designation, showing how the commander or LMP can move the aiming point by

updating the LPD angle, either by entering a new LPD angle into the DSKY or by nudging the con-

trol stick one ‘‘click.’’ The process could be repeated an indefinite number of times. (Redrawn by

the author from Cheatham, ‘‘Apollo Lunar Module Landing Strategy,’’ fig. 40.)
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commander might wish to spend some time making decisions, so extra fuel was put in

the delta v budget for the pilot to hover and inspect the landing site before actually

descending to the surface. Different pilots might do things differently, so extra fuel

was added in the budget for variations in pilot skills and techniques.37

Nobody really expected the pilots to land under control of the LPD (Bennett thought

the fully automatic feature might be used on some future unmanned version of the

LM). Any time after pitch over, the pilot could flick a switch from PNGS AUTO to

ATTITUDE-HOLD, commanding the computer into yet another program, P66, or the

computer would enter P66 automatically just before low gate. In P66, ‘‘the astronaut

has a choice of four modes of control, differing in the division of duties between astro-

naut and guidance computer.’’38 Here the computer controlled the rate of descent, but

the commander could change that rate in real-time. Using a ‘‘rate of descent switch’’

near his left hand, one click down increased or one click up decreased the descent rate

by one foot per second. Also in P66 the commander could exercise ‘‘rate control’’ of

attitude, so he could fly the vehicle like a helicopter while the computer managed his

descent rate. This mode ‘‘is manual, but is aided by automatic control loops, that is, the

pilot has taken over direct control but he has stabilization loops to provide favorable

responses.’’ The earlier the commander entered P66 the further he could fly—at 1,000

feet he could fly for three minutes and head down range nearly three miles from the

designated spot; taking over at 300 feet, he could travel only one-half mile in just

over two minutes. P66 also had a true manual descent mode where the lefthand con-

troller would throttle the descent engine directly and the righthand controller would

control the RCS thrusters (very fuel-inefficient and difficult to fly, this mode was never

used).

Now, while descending from 100 feet in final approach, the commander would

‘‘null’’ the lateral velocities—that is, stop the spacecraft’s lateral motion. This

would have been an easy enough task for the computer, but an automatic mode

to slowly lower the LM in a hover was never used. Instead the commanders eye-

balled the velocity needles, strained to see the lunar surface through the dust, and

worked the stick to stop the motion while decreasing descent rate to about five feet

per second. About 50 feet above the surface the commander slowed the descent to a

touchdown rate of 3.5 feet per second. At this point the computer was precisely con-

trolling the descent rate, and also automatically holding an attitude commanded by

the pilot. Though these final control modes were often referred to as manual, they

were really semiautomatic. Every LM commander landed with a significant degree of

computer-aided control.

Below 100 feet, the commander could no longer abort by shedding the descent stage;

he was committed to at least a momentary landing. From this point, he could land vi-

sually, based on what he saw out the window; or if his vision was obscured, land by

looking at the instruments, primarily the altitude and velocity indicated by the PNGS.
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Apollo missions landed in both visual and instrument modes, depending on the degree

of dust they kicked up.

The final touchdown also presented delicate problems. Shutting off the engine too

early would drop the LM to the surface with a crunch, possibly a splat. Shutting it off

too late, however, could cause the engine to kick up too much dust and obscure the

pilot’s visibility. Worse, if the engine bell hit the surface and clogged, it could explode.

Ideally, the commander shut the engine off at the moment of touchdown. The landing

radar likely would not be reliable at these low altitudes, so an additional means was

required to give a discrete indication of the shutdown time, at about five and a half

feet above the surface.

Three of the LM’s four legs had landing probes attached; these were long tubes with

switches on the end that gave a positive indication of touchdown. When the probes

touched down, a blue light in the LM cockpit illuminated, with the words ‘‘lunar con-

tact,’’ prompting the astronauts to manually shut down the engine. The length of the

probes reflected the estimated delay of the pilot’s response, the amount of time it took

to close the valves in the descent engine, and the amount of time it took to actually

reduce the thrust to zero. The pilot could take up to one second to respond and still

allow the engine complete shutdown at touchdown.

He would then enter P68 to confirm to the computer that the vehicle had landed. He

also momentarily jogged the stick to ask the computer to hold a new attitude. If the

LM landed on a slight slope, for example, and the automatic control system was still

trying to keep the LM level, it would be thrusting away with the reaction jets to level

the vehicle. P68 turned off all the control loops and commanded the computer to dis-

play its estimate of the latitude and longitude of the landing site. The LMP would also

disable the AGS by entering a command in its memory address number 413.

Training for a Landing

Like all designs on paper, the landing trajectory, related computer programs, and crew

procedures seem elegant, even perfect when viewed in isolation. But long before they

were put into practice, a critical question arose: how to match the human operator to

the trajectory? That is, how do you train people to perform the actual task of land-

ing the spacecraft? As the most uncertain part of the Apollo flights, the landings called

for the most preparation.

Again NASA turned to simulation. Indeed the breadth and variety of simulations for

Apollo exceeded anything in previous programs. During Mercury and Gemini, crews

spent about a third of their training time in simulators; by Apollo it was closer to

half.39 The earlier programs had four distinct simulators each. Apollo had no less than

eleven. These included procedure simulators (for both CSM and LM), translation and

docking rigs, centrifuges, and partial-gravity machines to simulate lunar walking.
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By far the most important, however, were the ‘‘mission simulators,’’ one for the CSM

and one for the LM, which aimed to replicate as much of the mission as possible with

high fidelity. In addition to accurately reproducing switches and indicators from the

two vehicles’ control panels (according to computer models of the systems’ dynamics),

the mission simulators included thruster noises, cabin decompression, and the sounds

of firing pyrotechnics. Each comprised a huge ‘‘train wreck’’ of computers, spacecraft

hardware, film projectors, models, and analog video equipment.40 They were supplied

by the spacecraft vendors themselves, often out of parts rejected for flight hardware,

and replicated conditions inside the craft and the appearance and behavior of the con-

trols (although they were ‘‘fixed base,’’ meaning they did not move).

Both Grumman and North American subcontracted the job of creating mission sim-

ulators to the Link Company (a division of General Instrument), which had produced

the famous ‘‘Link trainers’’ of World War II. Link delivered one set of mission simula-

tors to Houston and another to the Kennedy Space Center (actually two for the CSM

and one for the LM) to allow the astronauts intensive training right up until launch

day. The mission simulators were run by enormous digital computers, several for each,

with extensive optical systems to synthesize views outside the windows during mis-

sions. Data lines connected the computers to mission control, so ‘‘integrated simula-

tions’’ could be performed that included not only the vehicles themselves but also the

flight directors and ground support teams.

Staying current with the rapidly developing spacecraft proved a constant challenge,

and the simulators themselves faced overwhelming problems of configuration control.

Trying to simulate the behaviors of the Apollo computers proved difficult because the

software changed so frequently. Instead, an entire mainframe was dedicated to simulat-

ing the computer itself, which ran the actual flight software. When the IL released the

code for rope manufacture, it also sent a copy to NASA for loading directly into

the simulator. This third-party verification helped build confidence in the code and

also revealed some errors.41

Simulator instructors worked long hours to get the crews ready. Simulator availabil-

ity became a pacing item in crew training. Michael Collins called simulator training

‘‘the very heart and soul of the NASA system.’’ One was not ready to fly until having

proven one’s skill on the simulator.42 He might have added that the spirit of the simu-

lator, buried inside code in the computer, would accompany the astronauts on their

journeys.

The ‘‘lunar mission simulator,’’ or LMS, ran off three mainframe computers, and

included five tons of glass—lenses, mirrors, and projectors to accurately recreate the

scenes of a landing. Astronauts could practice sighting landmarks, entering data into

the computers, and simulate landings from about 12,000 feet to touchdown. As the

pilots ‘‘flew,’’ computer models of the LM’s motions directed a small camera above

a physical model of the lunar terrain, sixteen feet in diameter at 1:2,000 scale
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(actually, the terrain model was mounted upside down, so the camera looked up at

it from below). Craftsmen made the models from Surveyor and Orbiter spacecraft

images, and later updated them with data from the early Apollo missions. Their three-

dimensional models recreated specific landing sites with a resolution of ten feet. A net-

work of servos ‘‘flew’’ the camera over the diorama, right down to the point of landing.

Accurately creating these scenes proved a particularly difficult problem—errors in one

of the dioramas caused David Scott to become disoriented during his landing on

Apollo 15.

A history of simulation technology in the space program has yet to be written, but it

would show how the creation of virtual reality preceded, rather than responded to, the

creation of real-time computer graphics. In fact, simulations during the Apollo pro-

gram became so sophisticated that visual representation became their weakest link.43

Yet the pilot’s vision in the critical final moments was to be the central human func-

tion in the landings.

The Flying Simulator

The simulators provided high-fidelity training for most of the lunar landing, but astro-

nauts found they performed less well for the final moments. Another earthly technique

could actually simulate these final few feet, and it came neither from advanced com-

puters nor from exotic visuals but from the high desert in California, and the heart of

the test pilot culture at NASA’s Flight Research Center (FRC) at Edwards Air Force Base.

This innovation was the brainchild of Hubert Drake, Donald Bellman, and Gene

Matranga—engineers with deep experience in the world of stability and control, includ-

ing the X-15.

In 1960, the group began thinking about the prospect of a lunar landing. How

should one design the trajectories? What controls should the pilots have? How were

the pilots to be trained? An obvious solution was to have them train in helicopters—

and indeed all the LM commanders had helicopter training—because helicopters, like

the LM, pitch over to orient part of their thrust (from the rotor) to accelerate horizon-

tally in a particular direction.44 In the moon’s gravity, however, one-sixth that of

earth, a vehicle would need six times greater pitch angle than on earth to provide the

equivalent horizontal acceleration. Put another way, the LM would fly like an extreme

helicopter, its subtle pitches and yaws exaggerated by a factor of six. No helicopter

could replicate that strange motion.

Drake and Matranga conceived of a free-flying vehicle, powered by a unique combi-

nation of jet and rocket engines with analog computers and an advanced control sys-

tem to simulate these lunar dynamics. By coincidence, engineers at Bell Aerosystems

also developed a proposal for a similar device. Drake and Matranga convinced Apollo

management of the utility of their idea, and NASA FRC let a contract to work with
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Bell to study it. Bell produced a design that became known as the Lunar Landing Re-

search Vehicle, or LLRV.45

The LLRV was, like the LM, a non-aerodynamic craft, and just as interesting and

strange. The LLRV had no wings, no sleek fuselage, no control surfaces, no giant rud-

der, just a clever analog computer that simulated the lunar environment. The vehicle

consisted of a frame built around a jet engine on a giant gimbal, complemented by hy-

drogen peroxide reaction thrusters, the same type as on the X-15. The human jutted

out from the front, while the computers rode far behind. The very physical structure

of the LLRV depended on a literal balance of human and computer. Without both,

it would not fly.

The LLRV flew in two distinct modes. With the jet engine fixed in its gimbal, it flew

like an earthly, jet-powered vertical craft, much like a helicopter. The pilot, sitting for-

ward of the center of gravity (as in the LM), throttled up the engine to take off verti-

cally and ride up, controlling attitude with the reaction thrusters. Once he was a few

hundred feet high, the pilot set up for a practice descent by pulling a lever and switch-

ing into lunar simulation mode. Now the analog computer controlled the gimbal and

throttle of the jet engine, thrusting straight down exactly five-sixths of the vehicle’s

weight (which was changing every second due to fuel consumption), effectively creat-

ing one-sixth g. The lunar simulation mode allowed the LLRV to pitch, roll, and fly

with exaggerated motions like the LM in lunar gravity, for up to eight minutes of total

flight. The reaction thrusters controlled attitude, and two additional lift rockets simu-

lated the LM’s descent engine.

From the start, questions arose about whether a human could handle such a beast.

Computer simulations showed that it was possible, but with a great deal of attention

and skill (just the kind of exercise pilots loved). Limited fuel aboard also created time

pressure on the pilot that enhanced the verisimilitude of the simulation, for which

pilots liked the anatomical analogy of ‘‘pucker factor’’ (figure 8.11).

Because the LLRV’s flying qualities originated in its control system rather than its

aerodynamics, it required no sleek cowlings or streamlined shapes. Observers thought

the craft was ugly, ungainly; some referred to it as ‘‘the flying bedstead’’ (actually the

proper name of a similar English craft). But to call it ugly was simply to acknowledge

the degree to which the technical aesthetics of flying machines had been shaped by the

dynamics of earthly air. The odd shape reflected how the LLRV flew in a world of its

own, for the computer inside created an artificial moon.

Nevertheless, the craft was quirky, delicate, and downright dangerous. As a research

vehicle, it had less strenuous testing and system redundancy than the Apollo flight

hardware. Like the LM, its very stability depended on properly functioning computers.

Like the LM, it was a fly-by-wire craft, although analog and not digital. ‘‘It is believed

that this is the only flying vehicle,’’ wrote LLRV designer Walter Rusnak in 1964, ‘‘to

which the control function has been entrusted entirely to electronics.’’46 One engineer
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put it more bluntly: ‘‘if your electronics or avionics fail on that thing, that’s just like

your wing falling off.’’47 The LLRV provided an early taste of entrusting pilots’ lives to

software, although the equivalent in the analog world were amplifiers, filters, and feed-

back loops, which could be just as scary, and seemingly random, when they acted up.

Hydrogen peroxide powered the LLRV’s thrusters, ejecting steam for thrust, so while

airborne the vehicle hissed, roared, and belched like a flying calliope. It first flew in Oc-

tober 1964. It took nearly a year of debugging, but eventually the LLRV managed to

simulate a full lunar landing from about 500 feet up—the very critical moments when

pilots thought they just might have to take over control.48

The trials attracted the attention of Robert ‘‘Cliff’’ Duncan, chief of guidance and

control in Houston, who saw the LLRV as more than a research tool for studying the

fundamentals of lunar landing. Duncan thought the LLRV might actually evaluate

the LM’s handling qualities, verify its controls and displays, and help train the LM

Figure 8.11

Artist’s image of the LLRV. Note the jet engine in the center on the large gimbal, aligned with the

earth’s gravity to cancel out five-sixths of it, and the small hydrogen peroxide thrusters, holding

the vehicle at an unusual attitude. Note also the human operator in the front balanced in the back

by the controls. (NASA Dryden/Bell Aerosystems.)
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commanders. As the Grumman engineers and IL programmers designed the LM’s con-

trol systems, they faced the classic questions regarding handling qualities: How sensi-

tive should the LM’s controls be? How much power did the reaction thrusters need?

How much of the systems should be automated?

LLRV flights soon explored the ‘‘rate control’’ feature (inherited from the X-15) that

would prove central to flying the LM’s ‘‘attitude hold’’ mode. Further tests verified and

finetuned control authorities, dead-band settings, and controller sensitivities for the

lunar mission. Engineers installed an LM-like instrument panel in the LLRV and a Dop-

pler radar for velocity, and replaced its stick and pedal controls with a right-hand three-

axis hand controller like that on the LM. They added an enclosed cockpit to simulate

the LM’s field of view, and a left-hand T-handle control to modulate rate of descent.

The LLRV team conducted more than two hundred flights for the Apollo program

office to evaluate proposed trajectories for lunar landings. Then NASA funded an

updated vehicle, the LLTV (Lunar Landing Training Vehicle), to allow the astronauts

to practice their landings. NASA ordered three new LLTVs and modification of the

existing two LLRVs to an LM-like configuration that more closely matched the actual

lunar craft. By early 1967 the vehicles were operating in Houston at Ellington Air Force

Base, not far from the Manned Spacecraft Center. Coordinating the conversion be-

tween NASA and Grumman was a committee that included Neil Armstrong and lunar

landing designer Donald Cheatham.

The LLTV was a pilot’s dream—a craft that was difficult to fly, that showed how

much skill and experience would be required to land on the moon. ‘‘It gave me confi-

dence that I knew what I was doing on the Moon,’’ David Scott recalled in a recent

interview. ‘‘I didn’t have to think about things. I didn’t have to consciously program

myself to do things. I was automatic. . . . Hell of a challenge. A tough thing to fly.’’49

Neil Armstrong noted at the time, ‘‘It is such a cotton picking unusual environment,

so different from anything you’ve been in before, that you are continually amazed at

how machines can fly like that.’’50

Nor did they always fly like that: Armstrong ejected from a failing vehicle in

May 1968, narrowly escaping with his life. The accident investigation recommended

changes to warnings, operations, and program management, but did not question the

validity of the test program, despite the risk. Armstrong did not fly one again for a year,

but in the month before leaving for the moon he flew eight times. ‘‘I think it does an

excellent job of actually capturing the handling characteristics of the lunar module in

the landing maneuver,’’ he told the press.53 The pilot’s workload for the LLTV proved

significantly higher than on the LM, because without a co-pilot he had to concentrate

on both instruments and visual inputs, whereas in the real lunar landing the LMP took

care of systems monitoring and calling out instrument readings. All prime and backup

commanders of lunar landing missions practiced on the LLTV at Ellington, in hun-

dreds of flights.
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Realism, Risk, and Confidence

Despite the benefits, Apollo management thought the LLTVs might be too risky to

continue. Painfully recalling the Apollo 1 fire, the last thing anyone wanted was for a

highly qualified astronaut to lose his life in a training device. After Apollo 12, in Janu-

ary 1970, Robert Gilruth brought together a flight-readiness review board that included

the two commanders who had landed on the moon, Neil Armstrong and Pete Conrad,

and a variety of Apollo engineers and astronauts, including Chris Kraft, Max Faget, and

Jim McDivitt. There had been two crashes so far: Armstrong’s and another that also

ended safely after a nearly fatal close call. What was the value, Gilruth asked, of the

LLTV in training for a lunar landing? Should it be shut down?

The conversation not only concerned the trade-offs of risk and training with the

LLTV but also provides a rare window into principal Apollo engineers’ and managers’

thinking about the optimum human role in lunar landing. They did not all agree.

Armstrong and Conrad were unequivocal. ‘‘Were I to go back to the moon again on

another flight,’’ Conrad asserted, ‘‘I personally would want to fly the LLTV again as

close to flight time as practical.’’ He felt the computerized lunar mission simulator was

not adequate for training for the last 200 feet of the landing, nor was a large gantry-

frame device built at Langley. By contrast, the LLTV gave him a good intuition for

pitch attitude, which was difficult to perceive on the LM. For his Apollo 12 landing,

Conrad had to make some rather radical maneuvers, pitching the LM over nearly forty

degrees in a steep descent, but the confidence he developed with the LLTV allowed

him to fly with no concerns. ‘‘We are banking our whole program on a fellow not mak-

ing a mistake on his first landing,’’ Conrad emphasized, and the LLTV helped a pilot

with a valuable but immeasurable quality: confidence.

Armstrong, as usual, chimed in with fewer words, but supported Conrad’s conclu-

sion. He recalled the LLTV’s value in helping him perceive subtle variations in lateral

velocities, and in imposing the discipline of time pressure. The LLTV helped him learn

how to select alternate landing areas. During training, he said, ‘‘You sort of play the

game with yourself, as you fly into a touchdown area and you say no, I don’t want to

land there—I want to land over there.’’ That game, related Armstrong, provided ‘‘the

confidence in your own knowledge that you can fly the job in.’’ A landing accident

would be catastrophic to the entire Apollo program, and the LLTV was like an insur-

ance policy, he said, noting, ‘‘my own conclusion is that we still can’t afford not to in-

sure against this particular catastrophe.’’52

Astronauts always supported the LLTV, and it supported them: showing lunar land-

ing to be a difficult, risky endeavor of machine control that could be mastered by

confidence, experience, and skill. Several Apollo commanders actually mentioned the

LLTV training on the radio during their lunar landings. Nearly all discussed it in post-
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flight briefings as support during the last critical seconds when they took over semiuto-

matic control.

In both the LLRV and LLTV vehicles, computers created the conditions that made it

possible to fly at all, raising the question: if the task could be automated to that degree,

why not automate it all the way? If only human perception could identify and confirm

a suitable landing site that the maps could not reveal, why couldn’t the humans direct

the automatic system to land there? Some pilots, such as Pete Conrad, landed ‘‘blind,’’

solely by reference to instruments, so why not entrust control to a computer? Apollo

astronauts tended to conflate visual perception and manual control.

For these reasons, Flight Director Chris Kraft recommended installing an automated

landing program in the LM. His idea was that once the commander had selected the

landing site and flown the vehicle over it, the computer would once again take over,

direct the vehicle to hover, and gently set it down on the surface under automatic con-

trol. The astronauts disliked the idea, but the LLTV review board recommended that the

astronaut office study an automated landing capability.53 After Apollo 12, the IL added

the feature to P66, calling it ‘‘velocity-nulling guidance,’’ that would automatically

place the LM in a hover and descend it under automatic control. It was never used.

For the astronauts, an Apollo launch was a ride atop a fiery automaton, as they

watched dials and indicators, poised for an abort while the rocket executed its se-

quence of staging, steering, and burns. They spent their trip to the moon largely doing

systems monitoring, maintenance, and housekeeping, complemented by star sightings

to back up navigation from earth. Major rocket burns were calculated in advance

by computer and the ground controllers, directed and controlled by servos. Only

when approaching the lunar surface would pilots do what they did best: fly and land

a delicate, powerful craft. Yet even there, only the last minute or two of the ten-minute

descent would be under manual control. Here ‘‘manual’’ meant jogging a stick that

would provide new setpoints to computer-controlled feedback loops, either for attitude

holds or descent rates. Yet this semi-automatic mode proved sufficient for the pilots

and NASA to feel comfortable that the landing was made under human control, with

human judgment and skill.

None doubted that the human eye could best assess a landing site and determine the

most suitable place to put down the LM. Hence the final trajectory centered on a mo-

ment of vision, of perception, of revealing, as the LM pitched over and the commander

saw his target for the first time. But what was the linkage between visual perception

and manual control? Did choosing the landing site necessarily involve hand-flying?

Real landings, with skilled but fallible people flying magnificent but imperfect

machines in less than ideal circumstances, would begin to answer these questions.
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9 ‘‘Pregnant with alarm’’: Apollo 11

Armstrong, sitting in the commander’s seat . . . is a man who is not only a machine himself in the

links of these networks . . . a man somewhat more than a pilot, somewhat more indeed than a

superpilot, is in fact a veritable high priest of the forces of society and scientific history concen-

trated in that mini-cathedral, a general of the forces of technology . . . of the vast multibillion

dollar technological bands which belted the very economy of the nation . . . the methods of the

hospital mixed with the methods of the football team.

—Norman Mailer, Of a Fire on the Moon

Apollo 11 was a test flight whose major goal was simply to prove the feasibility of

lunar landing with the Apollo system. Most aspects of the flight to the moon had

been tried before. Apollo 10 had gone right down to 50,000 feet and then returned

home, only a PDI burn remaining between it and the lunar surface. Yet from that point

downward everything was new on Apollo 11—accomplished many times before, but

only in simulation. The Apollo 11 landing was the climax of the development pro-

gram, of Apollo’s methods of integrating the efforts of diverse organizations into a

flight system. Not least of those components were the people, their computers, and

their software.1

Go for Powered Descent

It is July 20, 1969, about 5 p.m. Houston time. Less than two hours before, the LM had

separated from the command and service module as the two flew in similar, safe orbits

around the moon, preparing for the critical descent. Then the LM initiated its DOI

burn, for ‘‘descent orbit insertion’’ around the far side of the moon, to bring Neil Arm-

strong and Buzz Aldrin down from a circular sixty-mile orbit to an elliptical one, sixty

by ten miles. The crew carefully monitored the burn—ready to cut it off manually if

necessary, to abort if it burned even slightly longer than planned. Michael Collins, in

the CSM Columbia, was also watching, tracking by radio his range to the LM. Every-

thing was multiple, redundant, ‘‘man rated.’’ At every turn, the astronauts were ‘‘in



the loop.’’ From the alignment of the inertial platform to the PRO button, the final

check was to be executed by the people with the most to lose.

The burn went well. The first report of success heard on the ground was not from the

LM but from Collins, alone in the CSM, as he emerged first from behind the moon:

‘‘Listen, babe. Everything’s going just swimmingly. Beautiful.’’ A few minutes later,

the LM, nicknamed Eagle, emerged as well, also reporting the successful burn.

Now the comparatively pure orbital mechanics would begin to intersect the uncer-

tainties and roughness of the moon. At first Armstrong and Aldrin came in facing

down, feet first. This being the first time, they wanted to doublecheck the safety factors

by eye. As their elliptical orbit carried them close to the surface, Armstrong and Aldrin

sighted landmarks on the ground and timed how long it took them to pass across their

window—in tandem with paper charts, these observations provided a way to measure

altitude. The check indicated a perilune of about 53,000 feet over the moon’s surface.

From the CSM, Collins’s range to the LM allowed the computer to calculate an inde-

pendent altitude, which indicated about 50,000 feet, while the PNGS indicated

49,971 feet (later calculations showed true altitude at 51,000 feet). Close enough for

confidence.

Houston began having problems receiving signals from the LM’s high-gain antenna,

problems that would continue throughout the coming descent. The antenna provided

high-bandwidth: clear voices and many bits of data—but it had to point straight at

earth to work. A servo that directed the antenna was having trouble tracking the earth,

because in the face-down position it was obstructed by another part of the spacecraft’s

structure (also its radio transmissions were likely bouncing off the moon, creating an

interfering signal). Houston asked the crew to move, to allow a clearer path for better

data, in effect asking the human operators to compensate for a problem in the auto-

matic servo: ‘‘Eagle, Houston. We recommend you yaw 10 [degrees] right. It will help

us on the high gain signal strength. Over.’’ They accomplished the yaw, although at

some cost to their view out the window.

A few minutes later: ‘‘Eagle, Houston. If you read, you’re GO for powered descent.

Over,’’ drawled Capsule Communicator (CAPCOM) Charlie Duke (the astronaut on

the ground who communicated with the astronauts on board), in his smooth, South-

ern accent.

Aldrin keyed in Verb 37 Noun 63, enabling program P63 for powered descent. In a

few minutes the computer would run the subroutine BURNBABY, which calculated

and controlled the descent engine firing to begin guiding the LM toward the moon’s

surface. Verb 06 Noun 62 appeared on the DSKY, and the second display row began

counting down to the burn. When it was almost time, the display flashed. The com-

puter would not light the engine until Aldrin pressed PRO. He promptly hit the but-

ton, giving his human okay to the automatic firing (figure 9.1).

The engine came up to 10 percent thrust, barely noticeable, allowing the descent en-

gine to trim its gimbals so its thrust would go right through the LM’s center of gravity.
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Figure 9.1

Apollo 11 checklist from PDI to landing. See figure 8.7 for explication of format. (Apollo 11 Flight Data File, LM Timeline Book, Rev.

‘‘N.’’ July 12, 1969, 9. Grumman Aircraft Corporation Archives. Courtesy of Paul Fjeld.)
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About thirty seconds later, the engine throttled up to nearly full, to begin slowing the

LM out of orbit. As Aldrin calmly ran through his checklists, Houston was fussing with

the telemetry, asking the LM crew to switch antennas and to jimmy the tracking

modes.

Aldrin’s main job was to monitor the two guidance systems, AGS and PNGS, to make

sure they agreed. He stared at two sets of numerical displays, comparing them in his

head, and would call out if there was a problem. A simple enough job for a Ph.D.

from MIT, yet Aldrin remembered his intensity: ‘‘There’s a focusing of an individual’s

concentration and level of attention that is at the exclusion of a lot of other things. It’s

a kind of gun-barrel vision.’’ He still had a great deal of trouble aligning the antennas

and was trying to track the earth manually.

Despite the minor nature of the antenna problems, they added a critical piece of

workload at a busy time, and made unreliable the voice and data links with Houston.

After countless hours practicing in simulators, ‘‘I can’t ever recall having them exercise

us in the simulator with the uncertainty of intermittent comm,’’ Aldrin recalled. ‘‘It

was distracting. In simulator training, either things were working normal, or there was

something going wrong. It would have a degree of polarity to it. It either was or wasn’t.

But the uncertainty, particularly in communications, that was exhibited here, was frus-

trating. You didn’t know where you were—whether you were on your own, or whether

you were still under the close supervision of ground control. And that sort of reality is

rarely simulated in training.’’ He later said he could have continued slewing the an-

tenna manually for the entire landing, but it would have cost his attention to all other

tasks. Aldrin considered it ‘‘a forerunner of the computer alarms which further dis-

tracted me from my task, which was one of monitoring the computers and other

instruments.’’

Pitch Over

Now Armstrong and Aldrin were traveling feet first, face down, in order to visually

verify their altitude. This was the only landing to come in face down this way, a safety

feature that the astronauts had suggested during training.2

Then came the first indication they’d be facing something other than a perfect land-

ing. A few minutes after the PDI burn, Armstrong recognized a landmark out the win-

dow, a crater called Maskelyne W. But it came across his window two or three seconds

early. ‘‘Okay, we went by the three-minute point early. We’re long.’’ Aldrin had his

head inside the cockpit, looking at the AGS and PNGS. Armstrong, again, to Houston:

‘‘Our position checks down range show us to be a little long.’’ Flight controllers con-

firmed Armstrong’s reading.

Why was Eagle flying long? They were going just a little too fast. A number of prob-

lems could have pushed them ahead. The lunar gravity map was incomplete and could

not yet account for the strange concentrations of mass, or ‘‘mascons’’ that peppered
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the moon and would subtly pull the spacecraft and alter the trajectory. Also, when

the LM separated from the command module, somehow it picked up a little extra

velocity. Flight Director Gene Kranz believed it came from a little extra air pressure

caught in the docking tunnel, or perhaps it resulted from the LM’s maneuvers around

the CSM.3 Considering they had just come a quarter of a million miles, we can marvel

they would even be aware of such a discrepancy, let alone be concerned about it. But

the landing site had been precisely placed, and this extra velocity would cause them

to miss it by several miles. Armstrong would miss the landmarks he had carefully

memorized.

Still, everything else was going well. On the ground’s intercom loop, Gene Kranz

queried his team: ‘‘Go to continue powered descent?’’ The engineers yelled their affir-

mations with nervous enthusiasm: ‘‘FIDO: Go.’’ ‘‘Guidance: Go.’’ ‘‘EECOM: Go.’’ ‘‘Sur-

geon: Go.’’ To save time on the voice loop, Kranz just acknowledged ‘‘Rog.’’

Four minutes into the burn.

Now Armstrong yawed over—using his right-hand stick, he rotated the spacecraft

around the axis of the descent engine, bringing the two astronauts’ eyes to face the

sky. They could no longer see the moon they were about to touch; now they were look-

ing up at the earth, their backs to the lunar surface. Another problem: the rotation was

moving too slowly, taking longer than planned. Armstrong realized the switch that de-

termined the rotation rate was in the wrong position. He switched it and the LM

quickly yawed around.4

The landing radar was on the other side of the LM from the windows, and the yaw

over pointed it down toward the surface. The slow rotation meant the radar took

longer than expected to lock on the ground. But it did lock on, at 37,000 feet, and

thus resolved one of the major uncertainties in the program.

Aldrin keyed in Verb 16 Noun 68, to display the DELTAH, asking, in effect, ‘‘how

different was the altitude reading from the radar from the one calculated inside the

computer?’’ The computer had pulled its position literally from outer space, from its

inertial positions and ground updates, whereas the landing radar was providing ground

truth—the first time these ethereal calculations were checked against hard moon rocks.

The state estimator in the computer ate this sort of data for lunch. As long as the DEL-

TAH was not too large, the computer could incorporate it and adjust its solution. The

display read ‘‘–2900’’ to Aldrin. The two solutions were less than three thousand feet

apart, within acceptable limits according to the paper chart.

‘‘A computer pregnant with alarm’’

This point had a manual check as well. The computer would not accept the radar data

without Aldrin’s OK. He was about to tell the computer to incorporate the radar alti-

tude into its solutions when the unexpected occurred.

Kranz was asking his guidance controller, ‘‘Is he accepting it [the radar data]?’’
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‘‘Program alarm,’’ Armstrong called, a touch of urgency in his voice.

Aldrin quickly keyed in Verb 90 Noun 50, asking the computer for the nature of the

alarm.

Armstrong read aloud the display: ‘‘It’s a 1202.’’

Aldrin approved the computer’s incorporation of the altimeter data with Verb 57

ENTER (the new solution converged to within one hundred feet in thirty seconds).

Then, Armstrong to Houston: ‘‘Give us a reading on the 1202 Program Alarm.’’

CAPCOM Charlie Duke realized that the communications problems were mostly no

more than annoying, but that a computer problem could be ‘‘a showstopper.’’5

On the flight controllers’ audio loop, the voice of Steve Bales called, ‘‘It’s the same

thing we had,’’ referring to a recent simulation.

‘‘If doesn’t reoccur, we’ll be go,’’ Bales advised. But it did recur.

On the ground, engineers scrambled. At the IL, engineers were following the flights

in real-time, sitting in an MIT classroom in Cambridge listening to the flight control-

lers and the LM on a ‘‘squawk box.’’ The 1202 reading told the IL engineers it was an

‘‘executive overload.’’ The computer was falling behind in its tasks; something was

stealing processing cycles. (‘‘Executive Overload!’’ Norman Mailer observed. ‘‘What a

name! One thinks of seepage on the corporation president’s bathroom floor.’’6) But

the engineers were too far away to be of any help. ‘‘I had never seen or heard one [a

1202 alarm] in all of our pre-flight testing,’’ Fred Martin of IL recalled.

In Houston, flight controller Steve Bales asked his back room team for some help.

There, engineer Jack Garman cleared, stating ‘‘We’re go on that alarm.’’ Russ Larson,

an IL employee sitting next to Garman, was too nervous and engrossed to speak. He

just flipped up his thumb. Bales passed on the word to Kranz.

Within ten seconds, Duke reported to the LM: ‘‘We’re go on that alarm.’’ No prob-

lem, not to worry.

Thirty seconds later, another alarm. Another ‘‘go’’ from Houston.

Another thirty seconds and the engine throttled down the PDI burn, an important

moment, for it meant the computer was still running. ‘‘Ah! Throttle down . . . better

than the simulator,’’ commented Aldrin. ‘‘Throttle down on time!’’ Armstrong excit-

edly added (Don Eyles points out that in the official transcript of communications,

these are the only exclamation points).7 One more worrisome problem that might

have kept them from the moon was now behind them.

Armstrong knew he was a little long, but the computer throttled down the engine

exactly on time. He realized the computer was ‘‘a little bit confused at what our down

range position was. Had it known where it was, it would have throttled down later (to

kill a little velocity).’’ The human operator understood the situation better than the

computer, but the computer was driving and there was nothing he could do about it

(a problem fixed for Apollo 12).

At seven minutes into PDI, on the ground, engineers were scrambling to understand

the source of the program alarms. One controller recognized that the Verb 16 to mon-
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itor a variable in real-time on the DSKY was fairly processor-intensive, and that the

alarm might have arisen when Aldrin commanded the computer to monitor DELTAH.

‘‘Noun 68 well may be the problem here,’’ he told Kranz, ‘‘and we can monitor

DELTAH,’’ replacing the LM’s function with human backup on the ground. Kranz

asked if they should ask the astronauts not to use Noun 68, but the back room thought

it unwise. Indeed, the extra computation load created by Aldrin’s request for a Noun 68

was pushing the computer just over its overload margin.

And the alarms were still ringing. Armstrong did not move to abort, however, be-

cause the LM still seemed to be responding to his commands: ‘‘As long as everything

was going well and looked right, the engine was operating right, I had control, and

we weren’t getting into any unusual attitudes or things that looked like they were out

of place, I would be in favor of continuing, no matter what the computer was com-

plaining about.’’8 Armstrong explained himself as a mechanism: ‘‘In simulations we

have a large number of failures and we are usually spring-loaded to the abort position.

And this case in the real flight, we are spring-loaded to the land position.’’9 As a pilot, if

the craft was still flying, he was going to fly it.

All this took up precious time, and the controllers began to worry about fuel. ‘‘De-

scent 2 fuel critical,’’ they called, but Charlie Duke just passed up ‘‘Descent 2 fuel,’’ say-

ing tank number two would be the first to go critical for a low level and should

be monitored. One of the controllers noted about Duke that ‘‘he didn’t want to say

critical’’ up to the astronauts, who knew they were nearing trouble.

Still, Armstrong needed to make sure the LM was flying right. In the following sec-

onds the LM’s internal tape recorded him saying, almost to himself, ‘‘Okay. . . . No flags.

RCS is good. DPS is good. Pressure. . . . Okay.’’ He was checking the systems, trying to

determine if anything obvious was wrong besides the computer alarm (telemetry

recorded pitch changes in the vehicle as he felt it out).

Two minutes later, just before reaching the high gate, at 7,000 feet, the mode register

on the DSKY showed 64, indicating that the computer had switched to P64, the

approach phase. On another register, a new number appeared that was the LPD desig-

nator, the angle at which Armstrong should look out the window to see the landing

site.

The LM began its computer controlled pitch over, starting to bring the astronauts

face forward, feet down. Armstrong should have been looking through the window,

scanning for the landing site, expecting the thrill of recognition. Instead he was look-

ing inside at the instruments, trying to deal with the alarm.

Again, Kranz polled his controllers: ‘‘Go/no go for landing.’’ And again they

responded with ‘‘Go!’’ in an excited, nervous series.

Armstrong flipped a switch, moving the LM out of AUTO and into ATTITUDE

HOLD. He jogged the joystick, testing the LM’s handling qualities. ‘‘Manual attitude

controller is good,’’ he called down to Houston. According to the checklist (EVAL

MAN CONT, for ‘‘evaluate manual control’’), Armstrong was supposed to have done
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this earlier so he could focus on evaluating the landing site, but he may have delayed it

due to the computer alarms. He clicked the LM back into AUTO, to continue riding the

computer down.

And once again, Kranz polled his controllers on ‘‘Go/no go’’ for landing.

They replied: ‘‘FIDO: Go.’’ ‘‘Guidance: Go.’’ ‘‘EECOM: GO.’’ ‘‘Surgeon: Go.’’

Kranz answered ‘‘Rog.’’ Duke notified the Eagle: ‘‘Eagle, Houston. You’re GO for

landing. Over.’’ Like an airplane, the LM had been cleared to land.

Then at 3,000 feet, again came the alert: ‘‘program alarm.’’

Aldrin: ‘‘1201.’’

Armstrong: ‘‘1201.’’

Both read out the number; both were distracted by the alarm.

One second later, Houston replied: ‘‘Roger. 1201 alarm. We’re go. Same type. We’re

go.’’ In the Houston back room, Jack Garman was amazed to hear his ‘‘same type’’ ob-

servation repeated by the CAPCOM over the transmitter, and then repeated by Aldrin.

Garman’s judgment had just made a half-million-mile journey to another person and

back.

‘‘We just passed low gate’’ on the ground loop.

Then came another 1201 Program Alarm, then another 1202. Five alarms in all. Arm-

strong’s heart rate rose from 120 to 150 beats per minute.

In an ideal landing, in these moments after pitch over the commander would sight

through the LPD, identify the landing site, and redesignate to a new site, if necessary.

‘‘This was the area we completely failed,’’ Armstrong told the Society of Experimental

Test Pilots that fall.10 ‘‘The concern here was not with the landing area we were getting

into,’’ Armstrong recounted in the technical debrief, ‘‘but, rather, whether we could

continue at all . . . consequently, our attention was directed toward clearing the pro-

gram alarms, keeping the machine flying, and assuring ourselves that control was ade-

quate to continue without requiring an abort. Most of the attention was directed inside

the cockpit during this time period and, in my view, this would account for our inabil-

ity to study the landing site and final landing location during the final descent. It

wasn’t until we got below 2,000 feet that we were actually able to look out and view

the landing area.’’

Finally, the ground controllers realized it was out of their hands, up to the men in

the LM. Kranz silenced his team: ‘‘I think we’d better be quiet . . . the only callouts

from now on will be fuel.’’

Two and a half minutes after P64, Armstrong directed Aldrin: ‘‘Give me an LPD.’’

Aldrin told him to look down through 47 degrees.

Finally, Armstrong looked out the window. He saw potential disaster. The landing

area, already well beyond the planned point, included, he said, ‘‘a large rocky crater

surrounded with the large boulder field with very large rocks covering a high percent-

age of the surface.’’ (Armstrong later said the boulders were ten feet across). He was
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tempted to land short because of the scientific appeal of landing so near a crater. But,

he noted, ‘‘continuing to monitor the LPD, it became obvious that I could not stop

short enough to find a safe landing area,’’ adding that ‘‘it’s an old rule, when in doubt,

land long, and I did.’’

The LM continued its descent. Armstrong: ‘‘That’s not a bad looking area. . . . What’s

LPD?’’

Aldrin replied: ‘‘35 degrees. 35 degrees. 750. Coming down at 23.’’ Then: ‘‘700 feet,

21 down, 33 degrees.’’

Armstrong redesignated the landing site by jogging the joystick, but probably it was

an inadvertent move. He likely had forgotten to switch into attitude hold mode. Four

seconds later, he made that switch, which nullified the LPD, although the descent rate

remained under computer control.11

Armstrong: ‘‘Pretty rocky area.’’

Aldrin: ‘‘600 feet, down at 19.’’

Armstrong: ‘‘I’m going to—’’

Armstrong toggled a switch with his left hand, enabling P66. At about four hundred

feet, he was now flying in the autopilot’s rate-of-descent mode, still with attitude hold,

and flew the LM past the crater. Armstrong commanded the LM’s attitude with his

right hand, while the computer controlled the descent at a fixed rate. In his left hand

Armstrong had a rate-of-descent switch that he could click up for one-foot-per-second

slower, or down for one-foot-per-second faster. For the first twenty seconds he did not

change the pitch of the vehicle, but clicked the rate-of-descent button eight times to

slow the descent. He pitched back to slow the LM’s forward velocity, then forward to-

ward the west to get to the other side of the crater; ‘‘I had tipped it over like a helicop-

ter,’’ he noted, even gently climbing at one point.

The move was quite fast, causing Aldrin to warn: ‘‘We’re pegged on horizontal veloc-

ity.’’ The LM was moving so fast across the surface (greater than twenty feet per sec-

ond) that the needle on the crosspointer indicator pegged against its stop.

‘‘300 feet, down 3 1/2, 47 forward.’’ Armstrong was still moving across the surface at

more than thirty miles per hour.

Floyd Bennett was following the action from the trajectory analysis room at Hous-

ton. ‘‘We kept watching his forward velocity and his altitude rate . . . you can’t land at

those speeds. And I said, ‘What is he doing?’ . . . He didn’t have time to tell us it was a

rock field out there.’’12 All this maneuvering took precious additional seconds, running

the fuel down to critical.

The ground called up: ‘‘Low level.’’ Two minutes left.

Norman Mailer described the LM as ‘‘skittering like a water bug debating which pad

it will light on.’’13 Finally, Armstrong found a spot he liked, and ‘‘nulled the rates,’’

that is, slowed the vehicle’s horizontal velocity, a delicate task given the lack of atmo-

sphere to damp the motions.
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Armstrong later described his moves as ‘‘over controlling’’ and even ‘‘a little spastic

in final approach,’’ because he was ‘‘confused’’ about his lateral velocity. Also, he said,

‘‘my visual perception of both altitude and altitude rate was not as good as I thought it

was going to be.’’ As the engine blast began kicking up dust on the surface, it caused

visual noise that made it hard to discern the ground’s motion beneath (Armstrong

likened it to landing an airplane through fog, ‘‘however, all this fog was moving at a

great rate which was a little bit confusing’’).

As the LM continued its approach, Aldrin noted: ‘‘Kicking up some dust.’’

For Jack Garman in Houston, this moment brought the reality of the moon land-

ing home. Until now, much of the script, even the program alarms, had been prac-

ticed in simulations. But Aldrin had never before called out a detail so vivid as lunar

dust.

As the LM descended in a low hover, probes hanging below the landing pads

touched down on the moon. The blue ‘‘lunar contact’’ light came on. Armstrong later

said he never saw the light, but he shut off the engine. In the time it took the thrust to

die down, the LM descended the last few feet with a gentle thud—a perfect landing,

about a minute later than planned. Aldrin called out commands as Armstrong shut

down the systems and told the computers to stop flying: ‘‘Mode control: both auto.

Descent engine command override: off. 413 is in.’’

He continued: ‘‘Engine stop. ACA out of detent.’’ He gently jogged his control stick

to signal the computer to hold this new attitude, which would prevent any further RCS

firing. He then chimed in with his famous summation: ‘‘Houston, Tranquility Base

here. The Eagle has landed.’’

Charlie Duke replied, ‘‘We copy you on the ground. You got a bunch of guys about

to turn blue. We’re breathing again. Thanks a lot.’’

Duke and his colleagues had had good reason to hold their breath: touchdown was

forty to fifty seconds before the fuel would have been depleted, twenty to thirty sec-

onds before the crew would have been forced to make a land-or-abort decision. Arm-

strong had had the LM under control for almost two and a half minutes. His landing

was 1,100 feet from the targeted automatic landing spot (and more than four miles

down range from the planned landing site). An analysis by the Mission Planning and

Analysis Division noted that ‘‘total flight time was extended an additional 40 seconds

from the normal time for an automatic landing’’14 (figure 9.2).

After the landing, Armstrong acknowledged, ‘‘I don’t think I did a very good job of

flying the vehicle smoothly’’ in the last few seconds. In a speech to the SETP he ad-

mitted, ‘‘Well, I was just absolutely adamant about my God-given right to be wishy-

washy about where I was going to land,’’ choosing one spot and then rejecting it

when he got closer, then choosing another. Floyd Bennett wanted to put this com-

ment into a paper on the landings, but NASA disallowed it, claiming Armstrong’s

comments were not technical enough.15 Armstrong’s authorized biographer takes a
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rosier view than the astronaut himself did, noting that ‘‘bringing the LM down became

a matter of Neil’s piloting abilities, pure and simple.’’16

Chasing the Problem

Moments after the touchdown, the phone at the IL began ringing like a 1202 Program

Alarm. NASA was calling and wanted to know what went wrong, demanding an expla-

nation and a fix before the LM lifted off the surface in a few hours. The IL engineers

understood that their computer was not operating at full capacity, but they did not un-

derstand why.

They went to their simulators, in ‘‘a frantic session,’’ trying to recreate the problem.

‘‘We worked all night and time was running short.’’ Fred Martin recalled, ‘‘Our NASA

buddies called us every 15–30 minutes anticipating, demanding a solution. We had to

find it. We re-covered old ground, new ground, brainstorms, crazy ideas, anything.’’17

Finally, George Silver, an IL engineer with a great deal of experience in the LM simula-

tors, arrived at the lab. He had monitored the landing at home, heard the alarms, and

rushed into work to point out that he’d seen this problem caused by the rendezvous

radar during a simulation when the radar was on during a landing and in the ‘‘AUTO’’

position.

Fred Martin ran upstairs and pored through the telemetry data with his engineers—

sure enough, the radar was on during the landing, though the IL thought it should

have been off. It had to have been turned on by an astronaut, but why would he do

that? The rendezvous radar was not used during landing. Checking the procedures, it

Figure 9.2

Pitch profile for landing phase of Apollo 11 and comparison with automated landing (Bennett,

‘‘Apollo Experience Report: Mission Planning for Lunar Module Descent and Ascent,’’ 24.)
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turned out that the astronauts were indeed following the procedure—it was in their

instructions (actually, Aldrin had put the switch in SLEW position, when it should

have been in AUTO, but this would have made no difference to the problem). They

had learned to do it this way in the procedures trainer. But in that simulator the switch

was just a dummy, not connected to anything. In the real vehicle, it had different

effects.

By now Armstrong and Aldrin had explored the moon for a few hours, and their as-

cent countdown was already underway. The IL phoned NASA and asked them to call

the LM and ask for the rendezvous radar switch to be placed in the LGC position before

liftoff. The problem was solved and the program alarms did not recur.

Why did the procedures specify the rendezvous radar, used in the ascent from the

moon, to be turned on during descent? Some time before landing Aldrin asked the IL

engineers if he could leave the rendezvous radar on during the landing, so that it

would already be running if there was an abort and they needed to return to the CSM.

IL engineer Larsen approved this step and changed the checklist. Aldrin, of course, was

a rendezvous expert and he wanted to be prepared in case of an abort.

But hidden in the computer’s interface to the rendezvous radar lay a problem.18 The

radar had three modes: SLEW, AUTO, and LGC. In the first two modes, the crew oper-

ated the antenna. In SLEW, they could manually direct it, and then switch to AUTO to

automatically track the signal on the CSM during rendezvous. These modes operated

separately from the guidance computer and displayed their data on the cockpit dis-

plays. In LGC mode, the data was provided to the software, which incorporated range

and range rate as well as antenna angles into the calculations for the rendezvous guid-

ance. Crew procedures called for the switch to be in the AUTO position during the

landings, which would hold it still. Neither mode should have had any impact on

the computer.

The trouble was that the rendezvous radar and the rest of the guidance system had

different electrical power supplies. They both ran on alternating current (AC) of the

same frequency, but had different phases (i.e., their alternating sine waves were out of

sync). When the change in the switch procedure was tested in the lab, technicians con-

nected both to the same power supply, which caused them to run in phase, even

though they would be out of phase in the spacecraft. According to George Silver via

Don Eyles, the problem had been recognized early on but never corrected.

On Apollo 11, the power supplies on the LM fell into a particularly unfortunate

phase angle. Hence the computer and the radar were not in sync, causing the angle

counters on the rendezvous radar to constantly increment or decrement in response

to random electrical noise, sending nearly the maximum rate of data to the computer.

The computer struggled to increment or decrement its counters for tracking the radar

angles, which used up about 15 percent of its processing time.19
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The computer had been designed with 15 percent ‘‘overhead’’ in processing power.

That is, with all the processes running full blast, the computer would be at 85 percent

capacity. But the rendezvous radar was generating so much spurious data that it ate up

more than this 15 percent, causing the computer to overload.

Fortunately, the computer had a graceful way of responding to this situation. What

the computer did next was not a bug in the program, but a manifestation of robustness

in the software design. IL engineers were very proud of their ‘‘asynchronous execu-

tive,’’ and when the overloads came up, this feature allowed the computer to drop

low-priority tasks, meaning that basic housekeeping tasks and the DSKY display

were the first to go. Indeed, Aldrin’s request for Noun 68 (DELTAH) was dropped by

the computer and the display returned to P63. The display froze up for short periods

as well. Still, the mission-critical items—guidance equations, throttle control, atti-

tude servos—kept running, which was why Armstrong could still feel the machine

responding to his inputs.

In response to these overflows, not only was the computer generating alarms, but it

was also restarting. Fortunately, these were not the cumbersome reboots required by

today’s desktop computers. Rather, ‘‘restart protection,’’ the difficult new requirement

imposed on the software team in 1968, was allowing the computer to restart nearly

instantaneously. When the 1201 and 1202 alarms came up, the computer called a

BAILOUT subroutine (ironic for a craft without parachutes), and simply restarted itself.

Because of its restart protection, the computer could flush incomplete and lower-

priority jobs and pick up right where it had left off. Armstrong could not even feel the

hiccups.

When the computer shifted into P64 as the LM pitched over, the computer’s capac-

ity margin became even more critical, and hence the alarms continued and even

increased in frequency. When Armstrong switched into P66 and took over manual

control, the computing load lightened, because the computer was no longer calculat-

ing the landing point, and the alarms disappeared.

These explanations all developed in analysis after the landing. How, then, did the

ground crews know to make their snap decision not to call an abort?

In the months before the Apollo 11 mission, the crew had rehearsed the landing pro-

cess from the LM simulator, in contact with the flight controllers and numerous other

aspects of the network. As the basic scripts were perfected, engineers began inserting

a series of unlikely events to test reactions. Jack Garman, a young engineer on the

ground, helped develop computer errors that would probably never happen. These

included a program alarm reflecting an overload on the LM computer.

During one such simulation, just a month or two before Apollo 11’s launch, flight

controller Steve Bales called an abort in response to a program alarm, even though a

landing could have proceeded successfully. The young controllers weren’t too troubled
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by the incident, just one mistake among many. But NASA management was con-

cerned, for ‘‘it scared everybody to death.’’ Calling a mistaken abort was almost as bad

as missing a real one. As Garmin recalls, ‘‘Kranz called a meeting [to] go through every

program alarm, write down what could happen, what we should do about it,’’ which

the controllers subsequently did.20

Jack Garman made himself a handwritten ‘‘cheat sheet,’’ which he kept at his con-

trol console in the back room under a piece of plexiglass. On the left side was a list of

program errors, on the right side a series of problems and possible responses. In the sec-

tion of his chart corresponding to ‘‘1201-1211 PGNCS,’’ the alarm that appeared on

Apollo 11, he wrote the following notes in the right hand column:

PGNCS condition unknown, DKSY may be locked up, duty cycle may be up to point of missing

some functions (nav. last to die) switch to AGS (follow ERR needles) may help (reduces PGNCS

duty cycle signif.).

In these few words, Garman had the critical information that would allow him to

diagnose the problem in real-time (figure 9.3). This was all news to Aldrin: ‘‘I was the

kind of the systems guy in the LM and I was not made aware of that. And it seems as

Figure 9.3

Jack Garman’s ‘‘cheat sheet’’ for Apollo 11 landing; shaded section contains the 1201 and 1202

Program Alarms that Garman diagnosed in real time with reference to these instructions. (Cour-

tesy of Jack Garman.)
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though that was a flaw in communications. I was very much in the dark when this

came up.’’21

Errors of Human or Machine?

Were there mistakes here? Was the rendezvous radar mistakenly left on? No. Aldrin

had planned to do that before the flight, and it was written into the procedures. The

radar’s mode switch was indeed in the wrong position, but the sync problem should

not have occurred regardless of the position of the radar switch (and would have

occurred were it in AUTO instead of SLEW). The radar-computer interface had been

tested in a laboratory where both devices used the same power supplies, rather than

in the LM itself where they had different power supplies, generating a subtle, invisible

piece of unreality that masked what could have been a critical problem. Still, according

to Don Eyles, the lack of synchronization of the power supplies had been realized years

before, but never correctly addressed.22

It was at least an error of communications, if not of systems engineering practice.

‘‘There were folks who knew about the RR [rendezvous radar] resolver’’ interface issue,

ran the IL report on the matter. ‘‘There were also a great many people who knew the

effect which a 15% TLOSS [loss of processor time] would have on the landing pro-

gram’s operation. These folks never got together on the subject.’’ The report noted

that ‘‘scrutiny of the crew checklist by the hardware personnel’’ could have prevented

the problems.23

Robust processing and restart protection in the LGC saved the day, as the computer

dropped only low-priority tasks while keeping the vehicle under control. Still, the 1201

and 1202 alarms had been put in only for testing, and nobody thought they would

ever occur in a real situation. In light of the benign nature of the restarts, and the com-

puter’s effective responses, the ‘‘program alarm’’ should probably not have illuminated

the master alarm, and was probably too dramatic and intrusive in proportion to the

nature of the problem. In hindsight, an indicator that said something like ‘‘tasks

being dropped, critical functions still OK’’ would have caused less distraction for the

astronauts.

We can point to other aspects of the human-machine network that allowed the

Apollo 11 landing to succeed despite the program alarms: Kranz’s insistence before

the flight that all possible program alarms be understood, part of the Apollo philoso-

phy of ‘‘no unexplained failure.’’ He simply was not comfortable with the possibility

of anything unexpected occurring during flight. The IL team’s ability to quickly diag-

nose the problem when it occurred depended on having simulators ready to go in the

laboratory, as well as the experience built up during the long hours of testing and

simulation.
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Most important, in response to the program alarms the human operators con-

tinued the mission while engineers on the ground diagnosed the problem. This be-

havior seemed to confirm the NASA philosophy of humans as critical backup

components.

But how did Apollo 11 confirm the value of keeping the human in the loop? Recall

that the only real problem caused by the program alarms was demanding the attention

of the astronauts; a machine would not have been distracted. Had it been set on auto-

matic landing, the LM would have come down anyhow, with less ballyhoo, though

perhaps amid a field of boulders.

Software as Human Procedures

After the Apollo 11 crew returned, President Nixon presented them with the Medal of

Freedom for their work. He also gave an award to the young flight controller, Steve

Bales, who had made the no-abort call on the program alarms. The citation com-

mended Bales’s ‘‘decision to proceed with the lunar landing when computers failed.’’24

While acknowledging that not every critical decision that day was made in the LM it-

self, the wording also blamed the machine.

Despite the subtle nature of the errors, public discourse framed the episode as fallible

machinery versus skilled, heroic pilots. The press took up celebrating the human fac-

tor. Datamation magazine reported that Apollo 11 proved that ‘‘mere mortals showed

they can still put the computer to shame,’’ and took the LGC to task for not being

state-of-the-art in 1969.25 Electronic Design incorrectly reported that Armstrong ‘‘seized

the manual controls of the lunar module,’’ and ran an article ‘‘The Indispensable

Man,’’ in which they interviewed engineering and scientific experts, including Isaac

Asimov, on the importance of the human role in complex missions.26 Popular press

proved even more gushing, hailing a victory of human performance over the imper-

sonal forces of science and technology.

Was the culprit a software bug? Not in the sense that there was a particular error in

the programming. In fact, the IL’s antibug strategies—testing, restart protection, code

inspections—prevented the computer from crashing at all. IL engineers felt that they

were unfairly blamed for the program alarms. In a 1973 paper Eyles attributed the

problem to ‘‘excessive interface activity’’ on the part of the astronauts (Aldrin’s calls

to monitor DELTAH).27 ‘‘The software actually saved the program,’’ Fred Martin re-

called recently, ‘‘because it, in the face of this mistake in the switch . . . was able to go

on with the highest priority jobs and not tank the mission.’’28 To this day it galls Dick

Battin when people refer to the program alarms as computer errors.29

Ironically, despite the attention that the program alarms brought to the computer,

one potentially fatal problem did reside in the software that was not noticed until after

Apollo 12. As with the program alarms, it was not a programming error but a problem
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of data exchange. Reviewing flight data, Grumman engineers noticed a ‘‘castleing’’

effect in the engines thrust commands—dynamic variations that made the plots of

the thrust commands resemble the top of a castle’s turret, as much as 25 percent of

total thrust. Analysis showed that an incorrect set of parameters made the servo that

controlled the automatic throttle only marginally stable, which could have caused it

to oscillate wildly under certain descent conditions. Only a second error in program-

ming a related constant prevented the unstable throttle from causing this catastrophe.

The problem was fixed by Apollo 14, but behind the scenes the IL and NASA engineers

recognized hidden dangers could lurk in program code.30

From a systems viewpoint, it is not a coincidence that the program alarms (and the

castleing problem) arose from interfaces between different pieces of hardware. It was an

interface problem between two components of a system made by different organiza-

tions. Software in the LM’s control computer, the human-built glue that held the

human-built system together, highlighted relationships (successful and buggy) be-

tween groups of people.

IL engineer Hugh Blair Smith takes even a larger view. He allows that the Apollo 11

program alarms could be called a software problem, but only if one realizes that

‘‘the crew procedures are part of the software, as are the ground procedures.’’31 Apollo

crewmen followed carefully written ‘‘programs,’’ in the form of their timelines, check-

lists, abort criteria, and mission rules. These programs governing people’s behavior

were as important as the programs controlling the computer, and similarly embodied

assumptions and links between organizations (recall that Apollo overall was called a

program). In the human-machine system of Apollo, it often was not possible to distin-

guish between instructions for machines and instructions for people.

Indeed, every problem on the Apollo 11 landing stemmed from miscommunication,

incorrect documentation, or failure to pursue and track minute details in a complex,

unforgiving system. Yet, in a pattern that began on Apollo 5, NASA and the press

found it easier to blame ‘‘the computer’’ and to narrate the successful landing as a tri-

umph of humanity over the machine. This simpler, less anxious story affirmed the po-

litical goals of the Apollo program and did not require acknowledging the bugs in the

program’s vast and impressive human-machine system.
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10 Five More Hands On

We all felt that when you get to that point and you are going to land on the moon, you have

to have your hands on the stick. I like computers and I believe in computers, but it ain’t going to

land me on the moon. I’m going to do that. If something gets screwed up then it is going to be me,

it isn’t going to be the computer . . . You are probably fooling yourself because you are still going

through the computer. The stick that you move goes through the computer to fire the thrusters,

which is not too different from the computer doing that itself. You feel different, though.

—David Scott, ‘‘The Apollo Guidance Computer: A User’s View’’

Apollo 11 accomplished a dramatic first that was difficult to replicate, both in technical

suspense and public response. Still, it was only the beginning of the program, the first

of six landings. Nor was it alone in raising new tensions and synergies between human

and machine. Throughout the social-technical system that was Apollo, skill, experi-

ence, and risk migrated across human and machine boundaries. The social and the

technical traded off, complemented each other, made up for each other’s weaknesses.

In the real-time pressure of a lunar landing, an extensive social network of engineers

focused on two men and a computer in an air-conditioned bubble, sitting on top of a

rocket engine with a telescope and a control stick.

Landing near a Robot

For all its glory and accomplishment Apollo 11 lacked one thing: accuracy. Apollo

12 set a new goal and a new task for the human pilot: demonstrate accurate, ‘‘pin-

point’’ landing capability, defined as within one kilometer of the aim point. As with

Apollo 11, NASA chose a relatively smooth area in a flat region, called the Ocean of

Storms.

Ironically, Apollo 12 would not be the first landing in this area. The goal was to land

near where the unmanned Surveyor III spacecraft had come down two and a half years

before in April 1967. Surveyor III was the second in its series to land on the moon after

Surveyor I (Surveyor II crashed on the moon after a control thruster failed). When



landing, Surveyor III bounced several times on the moon because the engines failed to

shut down on time; only a command from earth finally turned off the thrust and sta-

bilized the vehicle. Simply landing on the moon did not require human presence.

Apollo 12 was to show, however, that precision landing called for piloting skill.1

NASA considered numerous changes to make Apollo 12 a more precise touchdown

than Apollo 11.

What did it mean to land with accuracy? ‘‘Accuracy’’ for geologists might mean

proximity to a known feature of scientific interest like a crater or mountain. By con-

trast, engineers defined accuracy by an error circle around precise coordinates. They

also distinguished between accuracy, as integrity to a physical quantity, and precision,

as a consistent numerical measure.

The Apollo program employed various maps based on different types of data (earth

observations, Lunar orbiter data, previous Apollo missions, etc.) and their grid coordi-

nates did not always line up. The unique requirements of the landings meant that the

Apollo guidance and control system had its own coordinate system into which the Sur-

veyor III coordinates were translated to target the Apollo 12 landing.2 ‘‘It is not mean-

ingful to compare stored landing coordinates with the actual site location,’’ one

mission report warned, ‘‘because of the various transformations and targeting biases

which have necessarily taken place.’’3 In other words, the Apollo computer’s coordi-

nate system was not necessarily compatible with those used by lunar scientists. Land-

ing near the Surveyor, however, an arbitrary but unequivocal point (perhaps the only

such point on the moon, given the monotony and homogeneity of the lurain), would

serve as proof of a pinpoint landing (hence Apollo 12 is better described as a precise

landing than an accurate one).

Only two changes were made to Apollo 12 software on the basis of Apollo 11, both

to improve precision. A new command, Noun 69, enabled the astronauts to update the

coordinates of the landing site early in the braking phase, based on improved data

from ground tracking. Using Noun 69 (and about twenty-eight key presses) the crew

could update the landing site position (up or down range, but not cross range) to cor-

rect any errors, thus increasing precision. By contrast, the Apollo 11 crew knew they

were going long several minutes before pitch over, but could do nothing about it once

the computer was in control.4 The second software change enabled the astronauts to

calibrate the LPD against a star during powered descent, fine-tuning the optics.

A few procedural changes were made as well. First, during undocking, Command

Module Pilot Dick Gordon moved his ship away from the LM using the larger craft’s

thrusters, rather than the LM’s, which had been used during Apollo 11. This maneuver

avoided adding additional velocity to the lander, one possible source of 11’s long land-

ing. Second, the Apollo 12 LM would spend the entire braking phase in the face-up

attitude. Unlike Armstrong and Aldrin, Commander Pete Conrad and LMP Alan Bean

would not check their altitude visually against the ground—thus eliminating the
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necessity of a yaw-around that could introduce uncertainty into the trajectory.5 Third,

a modification to the trajectory in the approach phase allowed the crew more time

for redesignation with the same amount of fuel and allowed the LPD angle to change

more slowly and smoothly to make it easier for the commander to follow.6

An Instrument Landing on the Moon

By the time the crew of Apollo 12 arrived at their PDI point 50,000 feet above the

moon, ground controllers uploaded a new state vector from the ground into the LM’s

computer—temporarily seizing control of the DSKY from the astronauts in the LM.

The new state vector told the computer it was five miles off course, north of the in-

tended descent track. Before the burn, a KALCMANU maneuver automatically pointed

the LM back toward the track, and the guidance drove the error to zero during the

descent.

As on Apollo 11, Apollo 12 began firing its engine at 50,000 feet to initiate powered

descent. Where Apollo 11 had reached this point a little bit long, Apollo 12 was about

a mile short.

At this point Conrad joked with the ground, ‘‘You can turn the mirror on; give

me the fox-corpen, and we got the hook down.’’ Terms from his days as a carrier

pilot—the fox-corpen was the heading of the aircraft carrier’s runway, the mirror re-

ferred to the ‘‘meatball’’ that showed his position above or beneath the glide slope,

and the hook referred to the tailhook on a carrier aircraft.

Houston then called up ‘‘Noun 69 þ 4200.’’ This new command allowed the crew to

retarget the vehicle 4,200 feet down range, something Apollo 11 could not do. Bean

keyed it in; the ground controllers reviewed his keystrokes to check for errors, then

okayed him to hit enter. A mistake entering this correction could cause a serious

problem.

Ground then reported: ‘‘MSFN agrees with PGNS and AGS.’’ The Manned Space

Flight Network [MSFN] was tracking Apollo 12 from the ground, and came up with

similar numbers.

Conrad replied: ‘‘Looks good. We’re smoking right down there.’’ A few minutes later

he pointed out, ‘‘I have an altitude light out; and I have a velocity light out.’’ The land-

ing radar was sending good data, at about 40,000 feet. Conrad then instructed the

computer to incorporate the radar data into the guidance equations. The radar showed

a discrepancy (DELTAH) of about 1,700 feet. Within a couple of minutes, the computer

had adjusted its solution so the two converged to within one hundred feet.7

When he incorporated the radar into the guidance solution, the RCS (reaction con-

trol system) thrusters began to fire to adjust the spacecraft to this new source of data.

‘‘I’m getting a fair amount of RCS firing,’’ Conrad reported, ‘‘more than I think I

should,’’ and a few minutes later, ‘‘Boy, it’s really giving her heck on the RCS,’’ but
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the thruster firings were actually normal. (NASA later determined that there had been a

software problem in the simulator. The astronauts were used to a simulation that had

less thruster activity than normal, so it seemed more active when they were in the

actual LM. Also, as on Apollo 11, unanticipated fuel slosh was making for a rougher

ride than expected).8

At 7,000 feet, the high-gate, the computer automatically switched to P64. The LM

immediately began to pitch over. A full panorama of the lunar surface came into view.

This sight caught Conrad unprepared, with much greater field of view and detail

than he experienced in the simulator. ‘‘For the first couple of seconds, I had no recog-

nition of where we were, although the visibility was excellent. It was almost like a

black and white painting.’’ Bean found this view, with all the craters, scary.9

Bean glanced down at the computer to enable the LPD. Before he could call out the

number, Conrad noticed a reading of 42 degrees on the display and looked through

the window at that angle. What had been undifferentiated gray, just moments before,

now became a pattern.

Then came an excited shock of recognition. Conrad cried out: ‘‘There it is! There it is!

Son-of-a-gun! Right down the middle of the road!’’

‘‘Hey, it’s targeted right for the center of the crater!’’ Noun 69 had done its job; just a

small redesignation would move them to the rim of the crater.

This was the critical moment missed on Apollo 11. The LM was pitched over, the

commander could see out, and he recognized the features. Within about thirty sec-

onds, Conrad began to redesignate the landing spot. He repeated seven times over the

next minute (figure 10.1).

First Conrad moved the landing sight a bit to the right (north). One click. ‘‘That’s so

fantastic. I can’t believe it,’’ he exclaimed of the targeting.

Conrad then redesignated forward (west), with two clicks. Then one click to the

north. Then two clicks back (east). Then one more click north, one final click back

(east). Conrad’s seventh redesignation put the automatic landing algorithm targeted

very near where Surveyor III had landed in 1967, but he would not use the auto mode

to land.

At about four hundred feet he called, ‘‘I got it.’’ He then took over control, in P66,

canceling the LPD mode (which would have allowed him to redesignate for forty-nine

more seconds). Despite three northerly LPD designations, Conrad steered further to the

right (north) when he took over. He also slowed the LM down to land closer up range

than his last designation.

At about three hundred feet, Conrad banked toward the crater again and began to

descend. Later he noted, ‘‘I saw a suitable landing area between the Surveyor crater

and head crater, which now meant I had to maneuver to my left and sort of fly around

the side of the crater, which I started to do.’’10
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The dust began at nearly two hundred feet. Conrad lost his visual reference. He could

see how fast he was moving by looking at the ground, ‘‘but I couldn’t tell what was

underneath me. I knew I was in a generally good area and I was just going to have to

bite the bullet and land, because I couldn’t tell whether there was a crater down there

or not.’’11

Conrad began to focus inside the LM, on instruments. But he kept glancing out the

window. He thought that the ‘‘crosspointers,’’ the needles that indicated lateral veloc-

ity, were not working. Actually, they were working, but he was nearly stopped, moving

so slowly that the needles had essentially no deflection. So Conrad tried to sense his

velocity by looking out the window. If he’d trusted the needles, Conrad later said, ‘‘I

probably would never have looked at the ground in the last 50 or 100 feet.’’12 As they

drew nearer the surface, the dust cloud overwhelmed the view.

The LM descended three and then two feet per second. The probes hit the moon.

‘‘Contact light.’’ Conrad killed the engine and the LM dropped the last few feet.

Figure 10.1

Conrad’s use of LPD redesignations during the Apollo 12 landing. (Redrawn by the author from

Floyd V. Bennett, ‘‘Apollo Experience Report: Mission Planning for Lunar Module Descent and As-

cent,’’ 340.)
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Then Conrad vented his own relief valve: ‘‘Okay. Man, oh man, Houston. I’ll tell

you. I think we’re in a place that’s a lot dustier than Neil’s. It’s a good thing we had a

simulator, because that was an IFR landing.’’ IFR stands for ‘‘instrument flight rules’’ in

aviation, when the pilot cannot see due to clouds or fog. ‘‘It’s a good thing we leveled

off high and came down, because I sure couldn’t see what was underneath us once I

got into that dust. . . . That stuff was going to the horizon.’’

Bean hailed Conrad. ‘‘It’s a real pleasure to ride with a number 1 aviator.’’ Pride still

tied them to the piloting profession.

When Conrad looked around, he later recalled, ‘‘it turned out there were more

craters there than we realized, either because we didn’t look before the dust started

or because the dust obscured them.’’13 Fortunately, they did not land in an unseen

crater.

Conrad had been in manual control for one minute and fifty seconds, about 30 per-

cent less time than Armstrong had. Sixty seconds had remained before the land-or-

abort decision point—twice the time that remained on the Apollo 11 mission.14

Despite the confusion, they’d made a good shot. Conrad and Bean were able to walk

over and take samples from the craft, to see how its materials had survived for a few

years under the harsh lunar conditions.

Instruments and Trust

NASA hailed Apollo 12 as proof of precision-landing capability. Floyd Bennett got

the NASA Exceptional Service Medal for his role in the pinpoint operation.15 Indeed

Apollo 12 came down right next to Surveyor III, which had landed in exactly the same

spot, with no human involvement at all. By its very triumph, landing near a robotic

spacecraft, Apollo 12 implicitly compared automated and the human-controlled lunar

landing, implying that the human landing was precisely controlled, whereas the ma-

chine had just plunked down in any old spot.

Yet how much did the human hand on the stick improve accuracy over an auto-

mated system? Conrad later described ‘‘my slight overflying and taking over to stop

what I thought was a relatively high horizontal velocity.’’ His comment is ambiguous

whether ‘‘overflying’’ means ‘‘flying too much’’ or ‘‘overshooting.’’ Conrad said later

that his initial two redesignations were ‘‘short’’ because he felt he was tracking a little

high: ‘‘I didn’t like the size of the area short, where we had normally been trying to

land, and I looked for a more suitable place.’’

This explanation is puzzling, because it does not match the data. Conrad’s first two

redesignations were not short; the first moved to the right (north) and the second and

third actually went long (west). Then he moved right, and only then began to move

back east (short). NASA’s mission report describes this move this way: ‘‘The manual
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descent program was entered at approximately four hundred feet altitude to prevent

an apparent downrange miss and to maneuver to the left.’’ It doesn’t mention that

the ‘‘downrange miss’’ was caused by Conrad’s initial redesignations past the target.

His final ‘‘accurate’’ landing was exactly as far down range as the original spot. A

post-flight analysis with the Grumman team reported that Conrad ‘‘related that an

examination of the post-flight data indicated that these redesignations were not

required but he felt that his real-time view using the LPD showed that crater as the

targeted site.’’16

Other analyses confirmed that Conrad’s maneuvering put the LM pretty close to its

original spot. ‘‘If no redesignations had been made,’’ ran the mission planning and

analysis division (MPAD) post-flight analysis, ‘‘then it (LM) would have landed approx-

imately 600 feet southwest of Surveyor III. If the LM had landed automatically after the

seventh redesignation, then it would have landed approximately 1,000 feet northwest

of Surveyor III.’’17 Either one would have qualified as a ‘‘precision’’ landing under the

one-kilometer criteria. Conrad’s intervention improved the proximity to Surveyor, but

only by a few hundred feet.

Apollo 12 also proved the feasibility of an instrument landing on the moon. Conrad

thought that he landed in a dustier spot than Armstrong had, because his vision was

totally obscured, whereas the Apollo 11 crew reported they could see through the dust

(on their moonwalks Conrad and Bean did seem to kick up a little more dust than on

the previous flight). The sun angle was also lower (five degrees compared to more than

ten degrees on Apollo 11), which may have made the dust cloud more attenuating of

vision. Nevertheless, post-flight analysis showed that the Apollo 12 LM had higher

thrust levels lower down than did Apollo 11, kicking up more dust. Conrad’s approach

came in steeper than Armstrong’s.

‘‘I took over manually at about 700 feet and immediately killed the rate of descent. It

looked like we were going at the ground like a bullet. I had plenty of gas and I wanted

enough time to look around,’’ Conrad said. He reported that he then overcompen-

sated, killed the rate of descent to 3 feet per second at 500 feet, essentially hovering

the spacecraft. ‘‘I got a little nervous.’’ His recollections were in error: he actually took

over below 400 feet and slowed the rate of descent to one foot per second, then came

down steep.

Just a few weeks after Conrad’s landing, he and Armstrong compared their experi-

ences at a meeting of the Flight Readiness Review Board for the LLTV. Conrad noted

that because of the dust cloud, he felt more comfortable on instruments during the

final seconds but he continued to look outside because he didn’t believe the cross-

pointers were working, as they were indicating zero horizontal velocity. In retrospect,

he stated, it was a mistake not to verify proper operation of that indicator during the

initial checkout because he couldn’t bring himself to trust it during descent.
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In fact, the velocity indicator was working, but Conrad entered his vertical descent

so high (300 feet) that he didn’t see the very slight deviations of the needles (under

one foot per second for much of the final seconds).18 Nevertheless, in Conrad’s words,

‘‘I was perfectly satisfied that we were in a clear enough spot that I didn’t need to look

out anymore.’’ Overall, Conrad said he felt comfortable with his training, ‘‘and I had

all the confidence in the world in the inertial guidance system, which made it very

easy to put my head in the cockpit when I thought I had to do it.’’

Conrad’s experience, and the way he related it, raised a question about the human

role in the landings. At the meeting, Chris Kraft asked whether, during an IFR landing

such as Apollo 12, when the pilot is ‘‘heads down’’ during the final descent and touch-

down, it would be better to have him just flick a switch and have the computer ‘‘null

the rates.’’ It could automatically bring the LM down in a hover, at a particular rate

controlled by the commander’s left-hand switch. Put another way, if the pilot’s major

asset is his visual recognition and selection of the landing site, then why continue to

fly by hand?

Armstrong’s account of his own landing argued for unique human involvement. He

declared himself ‘‘probably a little more reluctant to accept an instrument landing

than Pete was.’’ The reason, he explained, was some experience flying with a Doppler

radar on a helicopter, which demonstrated to him that the indications could acquire a

bias, as much as six feet per second, as the vehicle approached the ground. In other

words, if one was flying IFR using the radar and touched down reading zero velocity,

the vehicle might actually be moving as much as six feet per second, presenting a dan-

ger of tipping over on landing (‘‘stubbing your toe,’’ as Armstrong put it). A reasonable

enough objection, although Armstrong realized such a bias in the radar was ‘‘probably

an effect of rotor interference by the helicopter. . . . It probably would not exist in the

LM’’ (he still presented this velocity bias in public as a source of his objection to auto-

mated landing). Unlike Conrad, Armstrong did believe his radar was working during

his vertical descent, but he spent most of his time looking out the window for visual

cues (although he became comfortable with his landing spot much later than Conrad

did).19 The two men distrusted the radar for opposite reasons: Armstrong didn’t trust

the needles because he thought they might have a large bias in a hover; Conrad didn’t

trust them because they indicated zero when he was hovering.

The Apollo 11 and 12 landings occurred just a few months apart and before an

unplanned gap of more than a year before the next landing, so they formed something

of an analytical pair. Floyd Bennett wrote a detailed, insightful technical analysis of the

two flights, based on his Lunar Landing Branch’s post-flight analyses. Where Arm-

strong’s focus was on accomplishing the first landing, Conrad sought to land with pre-

cision. The addition of Noun 69 to update the landing target during the descent indeed

prevented an Apollo 11-type overshoot on Apollo 12. Where Armstrong fought the dis-
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traction of program alarms, Conrad struggled with the LPD, redesignating it close to its

original spot, and then taking over. Where Armstrong landed visually, Conrad landed

using instruments, with some uncertainty as to what was beneath him. Neither wished

to trust their instruments entirely, even though for numerous other phases of flight

they had staked their lives on instruments alone, with no visual or manual backups.

Hardware Failure and Software Fix

Before his lunar landing flight, Jim Lovell said that he planned to land the LM in fully

automatic mode. He never got a chance to try. The Apollo 13 story has become among

the best-known aspects of the program, thanks to a number of books and a popular

movie. Of course, that flight made no attempt at a lunar landing, so it will not be part

of our analysis here. The crises during that mission generated plenty of interesting

human-machine interactions, however, and the guidance system proved both redun-

dant and flexible in ways that were critical to saving the lives of the crew.

Apollo 14 came ten months after the near disaster, more than a year after the pre-

vious landing. In LMP Ed Mitchell’s words, ‘‘Apollo 14 had to be a flawless mission.’’20

Mitchell had originally been on the Apollo 13 prime crew and the Apollo 10 backup

crew. Hence he had a great deal of training, having been through numerous LM proce-

dures, and having worked with Grumman at Bethpage, New York, building the space-

craft. Apollo 14 Commander Alan Shepard, now forty-seven years old and the only of

the original Mercury Seven astronauts to fly to the moon, was a pilot’s pilot—old

school, hands on, stick and rudder, and an ego to match.

About four hours before the planned PDI burn, Shepard and Mitchell checked

out the LM. Everything was normal, until about fifteen minutes before the LM, nick-

named Antares, was scheduled to disappear behind the moon and lose contact with

Houston.

For all of the Apollo missions, ground controllers spent the long hours of the flights

staring at lists of numbers on computer screens as they downloaded the telemetry in

real-time. The controllers became exquisitely sensitive to the binary bits that made up

the numbers, which appeared as numerical hash to an untrained observer. Lights on

their consoles reflected these bits, signaling ‘‘flags’’ that represented various conditions

on board the spacecraft. Now, as PDI burn time approached for Apollo 14, they noticed

something strange. Amid the hundreds of bytes of data, a bit was set at 1 that should

have been a 0. It was the abort bit, indicating that somewhere along the line the com-

puter had gotten an indication to abort the landing. The erroneous bit was harmless at

this point, because the LGC in the LM was not running the descent program, so it was

not looking for an abort input. But once PDI occurred and P63, the braking phase pro-

gram, began, an uncommanded abort would be a serious problem.
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In the real world of electromechanical devices, things can be ‘‘flaky.’’ Houston

treated the problem this way, asking Mitchell to press the ABORT button, and then

the STOP button. He pressed, and reset both buttons. The faulty indication went away.

The crew twiddled around with antennas and gain controls, trying to get the com-

munications links solid and noise-free. Never an easy job.

About forty-five minutes later, Antares reappeared from behind the moon. Every-

thing looked good. But half an hour later, the abort bit set again. Houston mentioned

the discrepancy to the astronauts, noting that they were working on a fix to get rid of

the problem after the PDI. A little more than two hours remained before the critical

burn.

Houston: ‘‘And, while we’ve got that display up, Ed, could you tap on the panel

around the ABORT pushbutton and see if we can shake something loose?’’

Mitchell complied: Tap, tap. Again the error went away.

Houston: ‘‘OK. Antares, we’d like to kind of sit here a minute and watch it.’’ Ground

controllers uploaded a navigation vector into the computer. The astronauts spotted

their landing site on the moon as they passed over, on this the last orbit before

landing.

The radio conversation was calm and matter of fact, but everyone knew the story:

the flaky abort button was a showstopper. Without some kind of fix, a patch, even a

‘‘kludge,’’ the landing could not continue.

In Houston, and in Cambridge, engineers like Don Eyles were working furiously. Jack

Garman, who had been in the back room during the Apollo 11 program alarms,

remembered the intense pressure of only having two hours to solve the problem:

‘‘The worst nightmare of all.’’21

Unaware of the feverish activity on the ground, Mitchell became concerned. ‘‘Do

you think we’re going to come up with something on this problem with the ABORT

button?’’ he asked Houston.

‘‘We’re working it right now,’’ EECOM Fred Haise replied, ‘‘and also MIT’s working

it. Needless to say, we’re busy here, but we think we got a solution.’’

‘‘Good enough. Something—is it something like a solder ball?’’ Mitchell’s early guess

was exactly right; according to the post-flight analysis, it was indeed a ball of solder in

the switch, jarred loose by the flight, floating around in zero gravity and causing elec-

trical mischief. Several similar switches were later x-rayed and found to have similar

problems.22

‘‘Well, we don’t know yet,’’ Houston replied. ‘‘We got about 19 minutes until loss of

signal here, so we’ll have something to you before then, and we’ll have some time to

pick it up on the other side.’’

The bit came back again. Tap went Mitchell. Out again.

Ground now had some ominous commentary: ‘‘The implications of that bit being

set, I guess you also realize, means that in 63 we’re going to find ourselves in P70.’’
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That was Apollo computer lingo for disaster. Translation: when we’re in the braking phase

(P63), we could instantaneously go into an uncommanded abort (P70). If this were to hap-

pen when the LM was on its way down, it would incorrectly abort the mission—at best

a massive disappointment, at worst a dangerous surprise.

Shepard was nervous and felt powerless to fix anything. ‘‘You can’t climb into a

computer buried deep inside a spaceship with a screwdriver or a wrench,’’ he later

wrote. The familiar mechanical world of nuts and bolts was long gone.23

Finally Eyles came up with a clever solution. ‘‘As soon as he identified it,’’ remem-

bered Garman, ‘‘everybody went, ‘Yep, that’s it.’ ’’ Houston tested the procedure and

then called it up to Apollo 14.24

Mitchell wrote the procedure down on his timeline for the PDI: ‘‘Verb 25 Noun 7

Enter; 105 Enter; 400 enter; 0 enter.’’ The procedure was complex, and touchy. If the

bit set before a certain command, there would be problems.25

That was the last Houston heard from the LM before it went around the moon for

the final time. About forty-five minutes later, the LM emerged. As soon as it came in

on the radio, Houston sent another procedure. It turned out the one they’d prepared

before had some time-critical moments, so they scratched it and came up with a new

one.

The ground controllers could have uploaded the procedure automatically, through

the digital telemetry link. But instead they called this complex series of commands

up to the astronauts by voice, had them write it down, and then key it in by hand.

To this day, the computer’s designer Eldon Hall believes this meant that the flight

crews didn’t really trust the computer. While potentially more error-prone, the manual

entry gave the people in the loop the confidence that they knew what was being

entered.

This fix has often been described as a program change, which is incorrect. Actually, it

was a kind of bit-level hack right into the main registers of the computer. The proce-

dure involved about seven steps. An initial DSKY command fooled the computer into

thinking it was already executing an abort, so it would not respond to the stuck but-

ton. This prevented the computer from checking the abort bit, but it also inhibited

the automatic commands for throttle up, the automatic guidance steering, and pro-

cessing of the landing radar data. Thus the astronauts would manually throttle up for

PDI, enter some DSKY commands to start the computer’s descent guidance, restore

some of the mode flags in the computer, and then command the computer to decrease

the throttle when the burn ended.26 Because of these changes, the computer could no

longer accomplish an abort with the button, so the crew would have to initiate it

themselves by key presses on the computer, separating the stages and going through

number of other steps.27 As with other Apollo procedures, the fix involved a relatively

simple, automated ride if everything went well, but high-workload critical manual pro-

cedures if there was a problem.
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Shepard and Mitchell said later that they felt confident about the procedure. They

felt the ground had handled the problem well—not burdening them with the details

of developing the new procedure, just calling up one that was tested and accurate. Of

course, Shepard admitted, ‘‘we didn’t have much of a choice. It was either try that or

give it up.’’28 It will always remain a hypothetical question whether the crew of Apollo

14 could have aborted safely with the new procedures (although the same could be

said of the original procedures as well).

Mitchell didn’t feel he was tempting fate by typing in such strange mode changes at

the last minute. ‘‘I was so darn familiar with the systems that I could play games with

them, you know, like a computer hacker.’’ He was comfortable with the computer; it

was something he’d worked with in many different modes. ‘‘I could do things with

the AGS and with the main guidance system that really weren’t in there, that weren’t

even in the checklist.’’29 For all its complexity, the human-machine system of the crew

and their two computers was flexible, adaptable to new tasks on the spur of the mo-

ment. But the new procedures also introduced unwelcome uncertainty.

Relieved to get the procedure into the computer, Shepard said he ‘‘felt like we were

home free.’’ He realized later that he was being too optimistic—plenty of things could

still go wrong.30

Preparing for the PDI, the crew was tense. ‘‘We were trying to be a little light-

hearted,’’ Mitchell later recalled, ‘‘about the fact that the abort switch problem was

really a disaster. I mean, it had us pretty ginchy and gun-shy. God only knows what

could happen next.’’ He added, ‘‘We suspected, in the back of our minds but didn’t

know for sure, that when you re-write a system and re-engineer a system . . . you could

create side effects.’’31

The astronauts went through the checklist for the PDI burn. The RCS engines auto-

matically fired for ullage. Mitchell hit PROceed. Next: DPS ignition.

Shepard: ‘‘Okay. And the Master Arm is off.’’ This switch would normally have been

on—enabling the PNGS to signal an automatic abort. From now on all such procedures

would be manual. About half a minute after ignition, the commander manually throt-

tled it up.

Some of the workload was shifted to Shepard at this point to enable Mitchell to work

the computers.32

Mitchell: ‘‘001, Enter. Should have guidance. And you have Command and

Throttle.’’

Shepard: ‘‘Okay. We have guidance.’’

At this point Shepard began to feel the procedure was working, as the computer took

the craft down the trajectory. ‘‘PNGS was happy with itself. So that gave us a little

more confidence that things were going along well.’’33

One minute into the burn. Now Mitchell: ‘‘400, Enter; 0, Enter. Okay. Landing radar

enable, Verb 21 Noun 1, Enter; 1010, Enter; 77, Enter. The landing radar is there. Al,

you can reduce your throttle to Minimum.’’
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Shepard: ‘‘Okay. It’s coming down.’’

Mitchell: ‘‘You have Command and Thrust. Okay, Houston. The procedure is com-

plete.’’ What would have been accomplished by the computer now took tens of

keystrokes.

About two and a half minutes after ignition, Shepard keyed in Noun 69, plus 2800,

the navigation correction.

They were now into a normal descent. A little bit fast, about ten feet per second, a

little bit low. But all within normal bounds. Mitchell reported: ‘‘It looks good, it looks

good.’’

About four minutes into the burn, Mitchell started looking for the landing radar to

lock in. ‘‘Down to 32,000, we should be getting landing radar in very soon.’’

No radar. Forty-five seconds later he checked it again. Mitchell fiddled: ‘‘On radar, set

the lock ON on radar.’’ Then: ‘‘Can’t get the radar in.’’

The radar was supposed to be coming in (on Apollo 11 it had come in at 37,000

thousand feet; on Apollo 12 at 40,000). ‘‘At 20 thousand feet, that’s when were franti-

cally trying to get it to come in,’’ Mitchell later recalled, ‘‘because, at 10 thousand feet,

there was an automatic (meaning ‘mandatory’) abort without the landing radar.’’34

‘‘We still have ALTITUDE, VELOCITY lights,’’ lights that should go out when the

radar locked on the surface.

Shepard added, nervously, ‘‘I’ll bet they know that.’’

Houston issued instructions: ‘‘We’d like you to cycle the LANDING RADAR

breaker.’’

The radar, it turned out, had somehow switched to ‘‘low scale,’’ designed for close-in

measurement, before the burn even began, which prevented it from locking on the

moon at long distances. Recycling the circuit breaker switched it back.35 This was

the electrical engineer’s oldest and crudest troubleshooting technique, but one fre-

quently effective with balky electronics. Cycle the power: turn it off and turn it back

on again. ‘‘Just a body performing the job,’’ Mitchell said of himself later, ‘‘searching

for a solution to a dilemma, functioning like an extension of the computers at my

fingertips.’’36

A tense silence followed, as all watched the lights for twenty seconds.

Mitchell: ‘‘Come on in . . . How’s it look Houston?’’

Mitchell: (To the radar) ‘‘Come on in! . . . Okay!’’

It had popped in. Mitchell went to work: ‘‘VERB 57 ENTER,’’ reviewing the radar

data. He asked Houston, ‘‘Can we accept?’’

Haise: ‘‘Okay. We’d like to accept the radar.’’

Shepard: ‘‘Okay. PRO(ceed). Converging. PRO.’’ Relieved, he continued, ‘‘Okay,

go . . . go great. Great. Oh, that was close.’’

About 11 minutes after PDI, Apollo 14 passed the high gate. Said Mitchell, ‘‘Okay,

there’s pitchover.’’

He looked out the window and saw his landmark. ‘‘There’s Cone Crater.’’
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He had no trouble recognizing the landing spot. It looked just like the plaster-of-

paris model they had used for training. For Shepard, the ‘‘determining factor’’ was the

‘‘high fidelity of the simulator visual display’’ and the time he spent training with it.37

Tension broke in the thrill of recognition.

Mitchell: ‘‘And there it is.’’

Shepard: ‘‘Hot damn! Right on the money!’’

Unlike Buzz Aldrin, the LMP who had concentrated wholly on the computer dis-

plays, Mitchell was looking out, ‘‘stealing glances out the window with virtually every

sweep’’ of the instruments, he said, backing up Shepard’s own senses, giving guidance,

suggesting moves.38

Shepard redesignated once, moving the landing point approximately three hundred

and fifty feet to the left. As the LM descended, past about one thousand feet, Shepard

saw that his redesignated point was no good—the crater there was too large. He

entered P66 and flew back to the original spot.39 The commander took over control at

about 360 feet altitude, about 2,200 feet short of the target.40 He also flew 2,000 feet

down range, because the coordinates of the landing site were in error by 1,800 feet.41

The spacecraft landed on a slight slope, with what Shepard described as ‘‘about a 7-

degree right-wing down attitude.’’ If he’d come in faster, he thought, the vehicle would

have ended up more level.42

Pilot Skills and Backup Systems

Apollo 14’s mission report recounted the events of the descent to justify human pres-

ence: ‘‘The advantages of manned spaceflight were again clearly demonstrated on this

mission by the crew’s ability to diagnose and work around hardware problems and

malfunctions which otherwise might have resulted in mission termination.’’

Similarly, the Boston Globe reported, ‘‘Because of the computer problem, Shepard

took over manual control of the landing craft.’’43 The Apollo 14 crew had expe-

rienced a systems problem. First, an ordinary mechanical failure, caused by contamina-

tion of the abort button, had necessitated a computer workaround. For all the difficulty

in software development, and the complexity introduced by the digital computer, in

this case it had saved the day—few other control systems could have been flexible

enough to route around at the last minute. The work of solving the problem was off-

loaded from the crew in the LM to the NASA ground controllers, and then yet again

to the IL programmers in Cambridge. When they did come up with a fix, they were

able to test and verify it on the ground, all while the crew members were busy with

other tasks. A triumph of human problem solving in space? Or of the crews on the

ground?

After the clever solution to the abort button dilemma, the system presented another

problem, the landing radar. Even many years later, the crew thought that the two were
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somehow related. ‘‘As is often the case,’’ Mitchell wrote in his memoir, ‘‘errors in a sys-

tem tend to propagate.’’44 The landing radar failed to lock on to the ground because it

had tripped into the wrong mode setting, likely the result of some noise in the system

and unrelated to the computer or the abort system. The astronauts believed the sys-

tem was acting up, that their changes to the computer and procedures had somehow

induced a problem elsewhere.

When Shepard retold the story afterward, he described it as his own struggle against

the balky equipment, against the stultifying mission rules, ‘‘rebelling against the

glitches and all this crap about wiring and circuitry screwing up.’’ He recalled telling

his partner, ‘‘Ed, if the radar doesn’t kick in, we’re going to turn her over and fly her

down.’’

Of course, the radar did kick in, and Shepard’s memoir describes his landing as the

triumph of his manual skill: ‘‘Using thirty years of pilot skills, threaded a needle be-

tween the hills and ridges along their approach path and dropped his ship down into

a narrow valley, craters and boulders everywhere.’’45 After landing, the book says

Mitchell asked him ‘‘Would you really have flown us down without the radar?’’ The

book reports Shepard’s answer: ‘‘The Tom Sawyer grin was never so wide on Alan’s

face: ‘You’ll never Know, Ed. You’ll never know.’ ’’46 (None of the recordings, air to

ground, or within the LM, or the technical debriefs afterward, recorded such a conver-

sation. Ed Mitchell does not recall it either.)

Flight director Gene Kranz, in his memoir Failure Is Not an Option, recalled that She-

pard had confided later to Flight Director Gerry Griffin, ‘‘ ‘I had come too far to aban-

don the Moon. I would have continued the approach even without the radar.’ ’’ Kranz

did not doubt that Shepard was serious, but also was sure he would have had to abort,

because he would not have known his altitude accurately and, as Kranz noted, ‘‘The

fuel budget was just too tight.’’47 Whether Shepard or any other astronaut could have

landed without the radar data will never be known, but the systems problem on Apollo

14 once again stressed the interactions between humans and machine, and among the

pilots, ground controllers, and engineers. In the later flights, these relationships would

mature and evolve.

The J-Missions

Just prior to PDI on Apollo 15, LMP Jim Irwin commented: ‘‘I’m going to write me a

joke—Astronauts come back from the Moon; said it’s great, but no atmosphere.’’48

The moment of lightheartedness reflected a relaxation typical of the later landings as

successful flights built confidence and refined techniques. First of the so-called ‘‘J-

missions,’’ Apollo 15 incorporated a number of changes in design and operations that

allowed a heavier LM to descend to the surface, stocked with consumables for a longer

surface stay.
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The J-missions also carried the lunar roving vehicle, the small buggy the crews used

to cover significantly greater distances on the moon. The rover had implications for

landings, because the ability to drive around extended the radius of operations from a

few hundred feet to several miles. This extended range in turn relaxed the require-

ments for precision landing. If the LM ended up far away from a landing spot, the

astronauts could just drive there in the rover. At least one commander mentioned

that the presence of the rover eased his concern for accuracy at touchdown.49 For the

J-missions the angle of descent also increased from fourteen degrees to twenty-five

degrees, and the vertical descent phase began at 200 rather than 100 feet. The steeper,

longer, descent would provide improved accuracy, better visibility at pitch over, and

better control of the LPD redesignations.50 Figure 10.2 illustrates the different trajecto-

ries for three of the six landings. Note the higher angles for the J-mission, Apollo 16.

By Apollo 15, the landings themselves were considered proven, although hardly rou-

tine. In training the astronauts began to focus more on new techniques and scientific

work on the lunar surface.51 For them, the simulators were more regularly available

than for the earlier flights, allowing their training to become more reliable and routine.

Now the astronauts spent as much as 40 percent of their time training for lunar surface

science work, whereas the earlier missions concentrated on systems and procedures.52

‘‘Everybody else had done it,’’ Charlie Duke said of the Apollo 16 landing, ‘‘and so we

felt real confident, when we were there, that we were going to have plenty of gas.’’53

Figure 10.2

Comparison of radar altitudes for PDI to landing for Apollos 11, 12, and 16. Note the steeper de-

scent for the later, J-mission (16). (Drawn by the author from Apollo mission transcripts.)
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Landing Variations

Despite the increased confidence, each landing still had unique demands, problems,

and anomalies. Each was shaped by its place within the Apollo program and events

on the national and international stage. By Apollo 16, the final three missions (Apollos

18, 19, and 20) had been canceled, and the program was winding down. Developing

new technology and methods for lunar exploration took a back seat to science, explo-

ration, and the safe completion of the program.

By Apollo 17, though the missions had developed a sophisticated, reliable system,

Gene Cernan was acutely aware of his status as ‘‘the last man on the moon.’’ Even

though the landings spanned a mere three and a half years, a great deal had changed

by 1972. Federal budgets were tight, war in Vietnam was draining the nation’s confi-

dence, and a new consciousness in public discourse was proving skeptical of tech-

nology. Moreover, President Nixon had made a conscious decision to reverse the

Kennedy-era focus on well-funded spaceflight that had given rise to the Apollo

program.54

In this changed world, Apollo soldiered on. Each landing varied in everything from

lunar topography to crew training. Increased confidence in proven systems led to

choosing more difficult landing sites. By no coincidence did Apollo 11 land in the Sea

of Tranquility; the name evokes the flat topography chosen for the mission with the

greatest technical uncertainty. As the program progressed, however, experience grew

in navigation and landing operations and NASA selected ever more challenging terrain.

Here engineering and science reinforced each other, for ‘‘difficult’’ sites—more radical

terrain, more changes in topography, higher elevations, deeper craters—made for in-

teresting technical challenges and tended to correspond to ‘‘interesting’’ science.

Apollo 15 headed toward Mount Hadley (11,000 feet) at the edge of a larger range,

to land near Hadley Rille, a mile-wide, v-shaped trench that runs parallel to the

mountains, 80 miles long and 1,000 feet deep. Apollo 17 chose a spot between two

mountains so narrow that Floyd Bennett’s mission planners had to shrink their speci-

fied uncertainty or landing from an ellipse one-by-three kilometers in size to a one-

kilometer circle (Bennett rejected other sites he considered too risky for flying).

Pilots enjoyed the difficulty, which supported their sense of skilled flying. ‘‘For me,

the challenge of flying into an unexplored box canyon was a space pilot’s dream,’’

Cernan wrote in his memoirs, ‘‘pushing the LM’s envelope of performance and testing

everything I knew as a pilot.’’55

Confusion and Simulation

The most interesting moments in the final landings came at pitch over, when the com-

mander saw the terrain and searched for his landing spot for the first time. On Apollo

14 this moment engendered expressions of joy and recognition. On Apollo 15, the
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crew experienced miscommunication and confusion, the effects of errors in the simu-

lator.

During Apollo 15’s landing, the landing radar seemed in particularly good order and

began updating at 50,000 feet. ‘‘Look at that! ALTITUDE and VELOCITY lights are out

at 50 k!’’ Commander David Scott exclaimed, pleased that this tricky system, which al-

most aborted the Apollo 14 landing, seemed to be working better than expected. Soon

the computer converged to a solution within 150 feet of the radar, working with the

five-segment model of the moon’s terrain now incorporated into the software (figure

10.3).56

Things proceeded normally as the guidance solutions converged, the computer

throttled down, and the LM, dubbed Falcon, descended. The computer was expecting

to see a one-degree slope of the surface below, but it turned out flatter than expected,

so the trajectory flattened out for a minute or so, hardly enough to be a problem.57

Figure 10.3

Lunar terrain model, stored in the Apollo computer as five line segments in later missions. (MIT

Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, ‘‘Guidance System Operations Plan for Manned LM Earth Orbital

and Lunar Missions Uising Program Luminary 1E: Section 5, Guidance Equations,’’ R-567, Decem-

ber, 1971, 5.3-73.)
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Scott went into ATT HOLD mode, checking roll, pitch, and yaw controls. Everything

seemed okay, so he returned to automatic.

At about 8,000 feet, Mission Control told Scott, ‘‘We expect you may be a little south

of the site, maybe 3,000 feet.’’ This information, according to Scott, ‘‘biased my estima-

tion of where we were going to land.’’ Indeed the ground controller was in error, for

the slight southerly velocity that would have caused this error had already been cor-

rected before PDI (‘‘a double correction was made for this single error’’).58 ‘‘My inter-

pretation [Scott] was that our landing point had been moved . . . that was a confusing

call.’’59 Compounding this problem, Scott looked out the window and could see the

11,000-foot summit of Mount Hadley Delta. ‘‘We seemed to be floating across Hadley

Delta and my impression at the time was that we were way long because I could see the

mountain out of the window.’’ They were supposed to land just past the mountain,

but they were still more than 10,000 feet high. Scott couldn’t see Hadley Rille outside

the window, but from training he was used to seeing it in the left forward corner of his

vision. So he concluded he was heading long and south.60

At 7,000 feet, P64 occurred, the LM began to pitch over.

Then Scott’s disorientation began. ‘‘The problem was, when we pitched over and

began to look out the window, there was nothing there!’’ He was looking for a series

of craters dubbed Matthew, Mark, Luke, and Index (the last one located next to the

landing spot). But if he could see them at all, they were extremely subtle.68 From his

long experience in the LM simulator, Scott expected to look out and see numerous cra-

ters on the surface, defined clearly by their shadows. Instead he saw very few, ‘‘not

nearly as many as we were accustomed to seeing.’’ He could not get oriented toward

the craters he was expecting.62

Another problem, Scott later concluded, was the simulator, and the plaster of paris

model it used of Mount Hadley, produced by the U.S. Geological Survey. Modelers

worked from the best photographs they could get of the area from lunar orbiters, but

they were relatively low resolution (sixty-five feet) and taken at a different sun angle

than Apollo 15 was now experiencing.63 The modelers ‘‘made themselves think the

terrain had more topographic relief than it really did,’’ overestimating the true relief

of the site. The crew trained on the Lunar Mission Simulator, flying a little camera

from just below the plaster of paris model. Once on the moon, features from the model

either looked entirely different or seemed to be missing entirely. ‘‘I was very surprised,’’

Scott stated, ‘‘that the general terrain was as smooth and flat as it was . . . there were

very few craters that had any shadows at all, and very little definition.’’

Now Scott could see Hadley Rille, and ‘‘we were in fairly good shape, relative to the

Rille, but we were south.’’64 Irwin, meanwhile, was head-down inside the cockpit, con-

centrating on the instruments, reading aloud as much information as Scott could use.

Scott found the LPD to be excellent, and had confidence the LM was heading to the

points he designated. ‘‘We were south, and I redesignated immediately four clicks to
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the right, and then very shortly thereafter . . . I redesignated two more right and three

up range.’’ Scott finally saw what he thought was the area of his intended landing

spot, Salyut Crater (although afterward he concluded he had really seen another cra-

ter, Last Crater). He redesignated to that point. ‘‘I’m not sure how many other redesig-

nations I put in heading for the target as Jim called the numbers. I may have put in a

couple more.’’ He put in nine more, making a total of eighteen, the most redesigna-

tions of any mission.65 The new landing spot was 1,110 feet up range and 1,341 feet

to the north of the original spot.

Scott’s plan was that if he was on target, he would try to land exactly there. If he was

not, he would try to find a place within the circle of acceptable error and land as soon

as possible to conserve fuel. Now he realized that not only wasn’t he heading for the

original landing spot, he really didn’t know where he was relative to any familiar land-

marks. So he picked a smooth area nearby and headed right for it.

At about four hundred feet, Scott switched into P66 with a click of the left-hand rate-

of-descent switch, and the LM began to descend. His intention was to stay on a con-

stant flight path all the way down. Most of the previous flights had followed a

‘‘stair-step’’ pattern, where they leveled out too high due to the difficulty of perceiving

altitude. ‘‘When you get to the Moon, there’s no runway.’’ Scott said, ‘‘There’s nothing

there to tell you how high you are; and I think the trend had been for people to start

slowing up their rate of descent too soon.’’66

Scott found the LM’s controls responsive, a familiar experience after working out in

the LLTV. ‘‘Comfort and confidence existed throughout this phase,’’ he recounted

in his pilot’s report.67 ‘‘From the LLTV training . . . I knew I could land the machine if

it would stay upright and the engine kept burning.’’68

About fifty feet high, the dust came up, completely obscuring the view outside. ‘‘It

was completely IFR . . . and [I] flew with the instruments from there on down,’’ Scott

said. He kept his eyes outside, stole a few glances at the ‘‘eight ball’’ attitude indictors

inside, and relied on Irwin’s callouts.69 Irwin read off the rates from the needles, and

Scott slowed it down to one foot per second in the last fifteen feet.

One of the LM’s modifications for the J-missions extended the length of the bell on

the descent engine, and there was some concern about it burying into the lunar sur-

face. So as soon as Irwin called ‘‘contact light,’’ Scott pushed the STOP button on the

engine (whereas other commanders had waited a second or two).

The LM dropped dead the last few feet and made a hard landing (6.8 feet per second,

the hardest of the six landings).

‘‘Bam!’’ yelled a startled Irwin, as the equipment inside the LM rumbled and rattled

around (‘‘like you would shake the vehicle).’’70

Scott: ‘‘Okay, Houston. The Falcon is on the Plain at Hadley.’’

Irwin: ‘‘No denying that. We had contact (that is, it was a hard bump).’’ As the heav-

iest LM yet, the Falcon hit harder than Irwin expected.71
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Indeed, there had been a bump: the LM was overlapping the edge of a small crater,

with the bell of the descent engine dropping directly on its rim, buckling it.

Downslope

On Apollo 16, pitch over proved less critical. A pre-mission study had suggested that

the commander might be able to see the landing site out the window before the pitch

over, so at 20,000 feet Commander John Young looked out the window. He had al-

ready seen the site during the two previous orbits so he was not surprised. Young saw

Stone Mountain and South Ray Crater, indicating to him that the LM was right on

target.72

At 14,000 feet Young saw the entire landing site: ‘‘We’re right in there.’’73

At pitch over the LPD kicked in, allowing the commanders to redesignate the land-

ing site. Young paused. ‘‘I was just letting the LM float in there until I could see where

it was going,’’ he said. Between 4,000 and 3,000 feet in altitude, Young made five rede-

signations to the south. At about four hundred feet, he noticed they were coming in a

bit long. Young redesignated an additional five times, more to the south, and to ‘‘back

up a hair.’’ They were still going to land north, but having the rover on board eased the

need for precision.

After all the redesignations, Young was tempted to let the LPD land automatically,

‘‘to let it do the thing all by itself,’’ but saw as he got closer that it was going into a

‘‘pothole.’’74 He took over manual control at 257 feet, pitching forward a bit to move

along. From then on he never looked back into the cockpit, but concentrated on the

rocks. ‘‘It was just like flying the LLTV. Your reference is on the ground outside.’’75

When the contact light came on, the astronauts could tell they were still a few

feet up. Young counted ‘‘one potato,’’ before hitting the button to stop the engine.

Duke experienced ‘‘a definite sensation of falling,’’ as they dropped for the last three

feet.76

Apollo 16 landed about seven hundred feet from the original landing position.77 It

turned out they were only a few feet from the lip of a crater. Duke didn’t notice it until

he went around the back of the LM to retrieve some instruments. ‘‘If we’d have landed

like 3 meters back to the east, we’d have been—had one—back leg in the crater.’’

In fact, astronauts on the moon had a great deal of difficult judging shallow slopes,

and if they had landed a hundred feet in any direction they would have been on a

slope of six to ten degrees. Young said afterward that he ‘‘just lucked into’’ a flat land-

ing spot. Ironically, the spot had been chosen because the lack of contour lines indi-

cated it was particularly flat, but that data gave no indication of craters or rocks.

Young later said that he would have preferred to land in a place they saw on the tra-

verse, near the Palmetto Crater. It didn’t look great on the contour map, but when

they got there it looked acceptable and had no rocks at all.78
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Pilots or Scientists?

What sorts of skills were required to fly these landings? Of the six commanders, five

were navy pilots, or had some training for landing on aircraft carrier landings (all

except David Scott). Only two had graduate degrees, and only one a Ph.D. All

commanders had been to space before, some as many as three times. Of the LMPs, the

men in the right-hand position, only Aldrin had been into space before. Though

named ‘‘lunar module pilots,’’ they performed as systems managers, a task reflected in

their educations: five out of the six had graduate degrees, three of them Ph.Ds. Some

had detailed experience with the computer, such as David Scott who had studied for his

master’s degree at the MIT IL. He had been deeply involved in engineering decisions

regarding the computer, particularly the user interface. The difference in education

levels partly derives from the fact that the commanders were more senior and tended

to have been picked earlier when piloting was emphasized over engineering, but it also

points to the nature of the tasks. The commanders’ tasks were engineered to be hand-

eye and decision-making tasks at critical moments, drawing on more traditional pilot

skills. The LMPs, by contrast, were systems engineers or systems monitors. As Charlie

Duke recalled of his job during descent, ‘‘I was just keeping the LM running.’’79

Apollo 17 also saw a radical change in crew when the first non-test pilot, geologist

Jack Schmidt, from a group of ‘‘scientist-astronauts,’’ landed as LMP. As early as 1962,

the National Academy of Sciences backed manned spaceflight on the condition that

scientific observations would be made by ‘‘trained scientists, not pilots trained as astro-

nauts.’’ The academy proposed that on each flight one of the three Apollo crewmen be

a scientist. They made the analogy with Darwin: it took a scientist, and not a bevy of

mariners aboard the Beagle, to make his critical observations. NASA, of course, opposed

the plan, arguing that ‘‘a test pilot must be present to deal with any emergency,’’ and

emphasized the flight-testing role of the missions.80

Still, in 1964, under continuing pressure from the National Academy, NASA began a

selection process for scientist-astronauts, reluctantly admitting ‘‘there is not all that

much distinction between a scientist and an astronaut.’’81 The move raised the suspi-

cions of the pilots who felt ‘‘NASA was caving in to the scientific community, bargain-

ing for dollars and support by promising a ride for some guy toting test tubes.’’82 Gene

Cernan, who had already flown on Apollo 10 as lunar module pilot, considered science

‘‘a parasite’’ on the moon program, noting, ‘‘Science is not the reason we learned to

fly.’’83

Nevertheless, NASA selected six scientists in 1965, including Harrison ‘‘Jack’’

Schmidt, the geologist who would fly on Apollo 17. Upon selection, NASA immedi-

ately sent the four who were not pilots for a year of air force jet training.84 At least

one scientist-astronaut thought the jet training irrelevant and objectionable, found the
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pilot-astronauts’ scientific training to be superficial, and quit the program due to the

clash of cultures between test pilots and scientists. Disputes arose about how much

time was required for a scientist to stay ‘‘proficient’’ at research. ‘‘Jet jockeys versus ab-

sent-minded professors. What two groups could be more different?’’85 For Deke Slay-

ton, head of the astronaut office, it came down to an issue of skill: ‘‘The lunar landing

is purely a piloting technique. . . . You’d feel pretty bad to have to abort a mission be-

cause a guy on the right (the co-pilot) [LMP] wasn’t competent, and a dead scientist

won’t do anybody good.’’86

A number of senior NASA scientists resigned after Apollo 11, at least in part because

of dissatisfaction with the role of scientists in the upcoming missions. Several of

the LMPs on those flights were test pilots with less seniority than the first batch of

scientist-astronauts. Astronomer Eugene Shoemaker, who had been a vigorous sup-

porter of Apollo science, told the press that unmanned flights could have accom-

plished the same amount of science, at much lower cost, years before.87 These

pressures produced Schmidt’s crew assignment on Apollo 17.

Cernan eventually came to terms with his geologist LMP, calling him an ‘‘adequate’’

pilot, despite his lack of a career-long love for aviation. ‘‘Quite frankly, I don’t think he

had the aptitude or the desire to be a great pilot. Jack flew airplanes in NASA because

he had to fly. That was one of the squares to fill to get on the Moon.’’ Schmidt himself

agreed with the assessment, calling himself a ‘‘pretty good’’ pilot, never putting him-

self within the class of fighter and test pilots.88 Cernan qualified his judgment, how-

ever, regarding Schmidt’s abilities in space: ‘‘When it came to flying the lunar

module, ‘adequate’ does not describe Jack’s ability to fly in the right-hand seat of the

lunar module. He was outstanding.’’ So, for Cernan, it was possible to be a merely

‘‘adequate’’ aviator but an ‘‘outstanding’’ LM pilot.

By contrast, Cernan called test pilot Joe Engle, who had been bumped from the

roster for Schmidt’s role in Apollo 17, an ‘‘outstanding aviator,’’ but ‘‘only an adequate

lunar module pilot.’’ We should interpret these statements with some historical per-

spective, as they tend to justify the events of the mission: Engle being bumped

becomes palatable if his skills were not of the highest quality, and Schmidt’s presence

is justified by his performance on the flight.

Once on the moon, Cernan bristled at being thought of as ‘‘Dr. Rock’s taxi driver,’’

and believed that Schmidt would not be able to get out of a tough spot on his own.

‘‘Dr. Rock was a product of Mission Control and the scientific laboratory environ-

ment,’’ Cernan wrote in his memoir, ‘‘while I was an aviator.’’89 Nevertheless, Apollo

17 was ‘‘the most productive and trouble-free manned mission,’’ according to the mis-

sion report, which concluded that the flight ‘‘demonstrated the practicality of training

scientists to become qualified astronauts and yet retain their expertise and knowledge

in the scientific field.’’90
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‘‘Computer, I am now smarter than you’’

As he approached the moon on Apollo 17, Cernan scanned the lunar surface, looking

for his landing site, glancing inside at the instruments. Before pitching over, at about

8,000 feet, Cernan leaned forward toward the window and saw the tops of the moun-

tains out the bottom of his window.91 The crew could also see the earth, straight ahead

outside the window. ‘‘You’re allowed two quick looks out the window,’’ Commander

Cernan told his non-aviator LMP, ‘‘one now and one when we pitch over.’’

In his memoir, Cernan describes the moment of P64: ‘‘I pitched smoothly upright,’’

suggesting he was controlling, when actually it was automatic.92

Then ‘‘all of a sudden, bam, the lunar surface filled up almost the entire window,’’

and Cernan instantly recognized his landmarks. Using the LPD, Cernan removed the

exact correction he had just entered with the Noun 69 command, ‘‘which means their

[Houston’s] targeting was essentially perfect.’’93

Still, Cernan decided that he could find better areas to land than the selected spot.

‘‘It was evident that boulders and craters were going to be determining factors in the

selection of the final landing point,’’ he later recalled. ‘‘I used LPD frequently . . . several

clicks back, a couple left, a couple right. I just flew it where I wanted to fly it.’’ Cernan

redesignated several hundred meters south of the targeted point, to the right of the

Poppie Crater (named after what Cernan’s daughter called his father). ‘‘I just sort of

tumbled in on that area and did some more LPDs to finally what I’d call a suitable

landing site.94

Now Cernan took over in P66, at just under three hundred feet, to find an area level

and free of boulders. He described the moment personally, in terms of his relationship

to the machine: ‘‘In effect, I was saying, ‘Computer, I am now smarter than you. You

think you know where the target is, but I’m looking at it out the window. I know

where it is, and I’m going to tell you.’ ’’95 In his memoir, he remembers it as an inti-

mate connection with the spacecraft, ‘‘the LM had become part of me, responding to

my wishes as well as my touch on the controls as we lowered closer to the surface.’’96

Cernan felt ‘‘extremely comfortable flying the bird,’’ in both LPD and manual,

which he attributed to his experience practicing in the LLTV.97 In debrief, he con-

cluded, ‘‘I can’t say enough for what I consider the accuracy of the guidance. Manual

control of the spacecraft was hard and firm, different certainly than the command

module operation but exactly what I expected the LM to be.’’98

Vision, Skill, and Automation

Despite the differences between the landings, all had one thing in common: the com-

mander did not allow the computer to land in automatic mode and instead operated

the attitude ‘‘manually’’ in P66 (table 10.1). David Scott proved most reflexive about
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his use of the automation, perhaps because of his education at MIT and his comfort

with automatic controls. He described a single, integrated system: ‘‘we—as a group fly-

ing the machine, the PNGS, AGS, Irwin, and me, we were all flying that thing.’’ This

‘‘collective entity’’ was organized around the pilot to make it ‘‘safer and more efficient

if there was a focal point. And I was the focal point. Jim fed things into my ears. The

Moon fed things into my eyes, and I could feel the machine operating.’’ Irwin read

Scott as much information as possible so the commander could keep his eyes focused

on the outside. ‘‘I wasn’t going to do any talking.’’ Scott said, ‘‘I was doing the flying. I

was going to look outside the window, and he [Irwin] was going to tell me what was

going on inside.’’99

As commonly told in newspapers, astronaut memoirs, and popular books, stories of

Apollo landings usually recount how ‘‘the computer was taking us into a bad area,’’

necessitating the commander’s manual override of the mindless automation. Such

accounts fail to acknowledge the heavily mediated nature of the ‘‘manual’’ inter-

vention, which was really semiautomatic. Software created the very semblance of

‘‘manual’’ control of a complex beast like the LM and maintained a variety of feedback

loops to make it flyable. Moreover, until a relatively low altitude of a few hundred feet,

the commander could use the LPD to redesignate to a different area. Only below that

level would ‘‘manual’’ takeover be required. Consider the comments of each of the

commanders on their interventions:

Neil Armstrong, Apollo 11:

‘‘The LPD was pointing . . . just short (and slightly north) a large rocky crater surrounded with the

large boulder field with very large rocks covering a high percentage of the surface. . . . Continuing

to monitor the LPD, it became obvious that I could not stop short enough to find a safe landing

area.’’100

Pete Conrad, Apollo 12:

‘‘I didn’t like the size of the area short, where we had normally been trying to land, and I looked

for a more suitable place.’’101

Table 10.1

P66/ATT HOLD takeover altitude for six flights (compiled by the author from Apollo mission

transcripts).

Flight P66 height (ft.)

11 550

12 400

14 370

15 400

16 240

17 240
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Alan Shepard, Apollo 14:

‘‘Using thirty years of pilot skills, [he] threaded a needle between the hills and ridges along

their approach path and dropped his ship down into a narrow valley, craters and boulders

everywhere.’’102

David Scott, Apollo 15:

‘‘I knew I could land the machine if it would stay upright and the engine kept burning. And all

the other things I had was icing on the cake.’’103

‘‘I was very surprised that the general terrain was as smooth and flat as it was.104

John Young, Apollo 16:

‘‘It was working so well I was tempted to let it (the PNGS) do the thing all by itself; but the trouble

is, we got down low and I could see that we were going to land in that pothole down there.’’105

Gene Cernan, Apollo 17:

‘‘The reason I took over is that I wanted to slow our forward velocity down. I did not want to go

any farther west, because there were more blocks and more hummocky terrain.’’106

‘‘Finding a place to land wasn’t as easy as anticipated. A boulder the size of a house—that wasn’t

supposed to be there—loomed right in front of me . . . I scanned for an empty space in a parking

lot of boulders as big as automobiles.’’107

Each commander describes human control of the mission in the last few moments.

Nearly all mention that the LPD was carrying the LM into a rocky, cratered area. Of

course, given the rocky nature of the moon, that’s not too surprising. But it did happen

on every single flight. Fortunately, according to the commanders, on every single flight

there was a smooth area suitable for landing a short distance away.

The exception in the comments above are from David Scott, who explained his

manual control as preparation for reacting quickly in case something went wrong. ‘‘If

I’m in the loop mentally I can respond more quickly than if I have to watch an auto-

matic system and take over and then get my mind into the loop. So I was more com-

fortable in flying a manual descent than an automatic descent . . . my mental computer

is already running at full speed.’’ As he indicated in the quote at the beginning of this

chapter, this apparent safety might have been an illusion—a computer problem would

likely have affected the manual control as much as the automatic. But a hand on the

stick gave the commander a feeling of confidence and control. Scott admitted that

‘‘mainly, it’s a challenge’’ to do the landing manually, and being in the loop for emer-

gency response was secondary. Scott was thrilled by the difficulty of the landing. For

him, and for the other pilots, it represented the ultimate in flight. ‘‘I don’t care what

anybody says, that’s damn hard. I mean, that takes real aviation. That’s flying!’’

The astronauts’ own comments tend to emphasize visual recognition of the landing

spot as the unique human capability, demanding hands-on piloting to land safely.

‘‘You could fly automatically, but it’s not likely,’’ Armstrong told the SETP, noting,

‘‘one reason is that the auto system doesn’t know how to pick an area and it can’t

change its mind.’’108 Armstrong conflated two issues in a way that was common in dis-
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cussions of the landings: the perception and judgment required for selecting a landing

site and manual versus automatic control of the LM.

NASA management, and at least some of the astronauts, acknowledged this confla-

tion. Comparisons of the Apollo 11 and 12 landings raised the question of why, once

the landing spot had been chosen, the computer should not gently land the LM, given

that an instrument landing might be required anyway. Indeed, after Apollo 12 the IL

team added software to make an automatic touchdown easier for the commander. Now

anywhere below 500 feet the commander could enter could enter ‘‘P66 Auto’’ mode

(velocity-nulling guidance), in which the computer would bring the LM to a gentle

stop, hover, and descend at a constant rate. P66 Auto could land a LM blind, through

a dust cloud like the one Conrad had encountered.109 The feature was included on

every flight from Apollo 13 to 17. It was never used.

Even P66 Auto did not represent the limit of the computer’s capability. Astronaut

John Young suggested an additional feature. In P66 Auto mode, the astronaut could

‘‘mark,’’ or designate a landing spot as it moved past a particular point across the LPD

marker on his window. P66 Auto would then fly the LM to that spot, null the veloc-

ities, and land. Young’s suggestion (which became known as ‘‘P66 LPD’’) would allow

the commander to request specific horizontal velocities by jogging his control stick,

much as he jogged the stick to move the LPD point around. A left deflection of the

stick, for example, would increment the horizontal velocity two feet per second to

the left, and a right deflection could cancel it out. Similar motions could move forward

and backwards.110 Don Eyles implemented this mode in simulations, demonstrating

precise landings, but it was never included in an Apollo flight.111 Given more time,

and perhaps more flights, the landings would likely have evolved further computer

control, decreasing pilots’ workload and the attendant risk during the final descent.

None of this is to say that the astronauts, their perceptions, judgments, or flying

skills were irrelevant to the landings. Quite the contrary. The sociotechnical system,

including the engineers, flight controllers, and programmers on the ground, as well as

pieces of machinery, was impressive, precise, even wondrous, achieving a successful

landing on all six attempts. But it was not perfect. Programs alarmed, guidance over-

shot, boulders appeared, people misspoke, and buttons failed. In each case, human

abilities intervened in unplanned ways, made decisions, and landed the spacecraft on

the moon.
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11 Human, Machine, and the Future of Spaceflight

For a while I was afraid that Apollo might be one of the last battlefields on which the human race

took up arms against machines. Catch phrases such as ‘‘man in the loop,’’ ‘‘man out of the loop,’’

the middle ground of ‘‘man across the loop’’ and, I suppose, even man just ‘‘looped’’ have pur-

ported to represent the proper solution to one of the more subtle system problems facing the pro-

gram. . . . From this point of view, the terms ‘‘manual’’ and ‘‘automatic’’ carry more emotional

than technical content.

—Joe Shea, deputy director of Manned Space Flight (Systems), NASA

In 1963 Joe Shea addressed the second Manned Space Flight Meeting of the American

Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA). He explained the ‘‘systems view’’ that

had originated in Bell Telephone Laboratories and in the U.S. Air Force’s ballistic mis-

sile programs and was now pervading NASA’s upper administration. As the paramount

example of this philosophy, Shea offered NASA’s approach to the human-machine re-

lationship, ‘‘one area in danger of being overwhelmed by dogma.’’ Systems engineer-

ing, he argued, could help engineers move beyond that dogma.1

Shea granted that both humans and machines had critical roles to play in space mis-

sions. While human pilots could control docking, ‘‘selection of the landing site from

the hover point and, perhaps, lunar touchdown,’’ their most important function

would be monitoring systems and selecting alternate modes in case the systems failed;

hence his evaluation of the ‘‘emotional’’ nature of the manual versus automatic di-

chotomy. To call a control manual, when the output of an inertial platform is sent

through a digital computer and then displayed to a human who operates a hand con-

troller also connected to that computer, ‘‘is stretching things a bit’’; under these condi-

tions, the distinction between humans ‘‘in’’ or ‘‘out’’ of the loop, Shea concluded,

became primarily one of ‘‘semantics.’’

Shea presciently recognized how traditional understandings of ‘‘automatic’’ and

‘‘manual’’ no longer applied in the world of programmable, digital systems. Tradi-

tional social roles of the operators would change as well (what the IL’s Jim Nevins

called ‘‘a transition in the art of piloting’’). Moreover, Shea speculated on the broader



implications of these changes, leading some to see the Apollo program as a ‘‘battle-

field,’’ on which humans fought for their cause against the encroachment of machines.

Shea’s speech to the AIAA came early in 1963, when he was still at NASA headquarters,

months before he would head to Houston and bring his approach to bear on its pilot-

oriented culture, years before Apollo hardware actually flew or men landed on the

moon. Nonetheless, he asked questions about the relationships between systems

approaches and pilot-oriented design that played out in Apollo, from Apollo 11’s pro-

gram alarms to Apollo 17’s professional explorations.

‘‘Wings and wheels at last’’

Were these questions unique to Apollo? Did they arise from some special set of social

and technological circumstances during the early history of spaceflight and computer?

Absolutely not: the questions raised by Apollo’s history remain fundamental to human

spaceflight and other technological endeavors.

Immediately after Apollo (indeed during Apollo), NASA chose to send an aircraft into

orbit. The space shuttle put pilots at the center of American manned spaceflight for a

generation. Chauffeurs versus airmen? The pilots won.

Robert Chilton, the man responsible for the digital computer on Apollo, saw the

shuttle’s genesis this way: ‘‘I was very unhappy with the way the program was going

away from the Moon, and that was all largely an astronaut influenced decision. They

were pilots and they wanted to—nobody had ever built a spaceship that had wings or

landed, and they thought that was a deficiency. . . . They wanted something they could

fly and land. So I didn’t believe any of the justification for Shuttle.’’2 In 1970, during

the shuttle’s formative phase, one engineer complained, ‘‘They’re [NASA] talking about

automatic landings and the pilots are yelling, ‘Keerist, no!’ [But] you can design this

thing so that the pilot still makes the decision with respect to the landing and yet it’s

done automatically.’’3 Like the LM, the shuttle relies on a fly-by-wire control system

(running software created in part by Intermetrics, a Cambridge, Massachusetts, firm

founded by five MIT programmers from Apollo).4 Like the LM, the space shuttle has

an automatic landing feature that is never used.

In his memoir, astronaut Walter Cunningham made the point in terms of the pilots’

professional dignity. Whereas the Apollo command module fell into the sea, the crew

recovered ‘‘by helicopter like a bag of cats saved from a watery grave,’’ the space shuttle

orbiter, by contrast, ‘‘makes a smooth landing at the destination airport and the flight

crew steps down from the spacecraft in front of a waiting throng in a dignified and

properly heroic manner.’’5

The shuttle first flew in April 1981, culminating with Columbia’s landing at Edwards

Air Force Base, Apollo 16 Commander John Young at the controls. The moment repre-

sented America’s return to space after a seven-year hiatus, but also the return of space-
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flight to California’s high desert, which some saw as its proper home, the test pilots

reigning supreme. Michael Collins perhaps put it best in his book on the history of

spaceflight: ‘‘Wings and wheels . . . a dignified flying machine at last, no more awkward

capsules.’’6

In the 1950s, advocates for the X-15 project argued that reentry would require

human skill. Yet humans have manually flown only one shuttle reentry: flight number

two of Columbia, when former X-15 pilot Joe Engle flew from Mach 25 down to the

ground to test the stability and control system. Subsequent shuttle reentries have

flown automatically, though pilots still control the landing: despite the presence of

automated systems, every shuttle flight has ended with a human flying final approach

and touchdown ‘‘manually.’’

During the shuttle’s development phase, voices within NASA called for including the

ability to fly fully automatic missions. NASA neither planned such missions nor

designed options for them into the system, arguing that only human presence would

maximize the chances for successful return of the orbiter.7 In recent comments, Chris

Kraft, who was director of the Manned Spacecraft Center at the time, regretted this de-

cision because an automatic system would have allowed a quicker and easier return to

flight after the Columbia and Challenger disasters.8 (The Russian copy of the shuttle,

named Buran, flew once in 1988 with no crew and landed automatically on a runway

in a stiff crosswind.)

Strangely, the only aspect of a shuttle reentry that cannot be automated is the land-

ing gear, which the crew must deploy manually with a lever. After the Columbia acci-

dent, shuttle flights do include a crude automatic landing feature as a last resort. If the

shuttle’s reentry protection was crippled (as happened with Columbia), the crew could

evacuate to the International Space Station. They would then rewire the shuttle to

install a basic capability to separate the orbiter from the station, reenter, deploy the

gear, and land under computer control. Experiences of disaster and evolving attitudes

toward risk prompted changes in the balance between human and machine in the

shuttle system.

This short survey of pilots, professional identity, and automation in the space shut-

tle’s history is merely suggestive. The shuttle emerged from a complex mix of engineer-

ing, politics, and institutions (the physical dimensions of the vehicle literally reflect

NASA’s political alliances to secure the program’s funding) combined with impossibly

optimistic estimates of cost savings for a reusable vehicle. Still, a scholarly, document-

based history of the role of astronauts and NASA’s astronaut office in the conceptual-

ization and development of the shuttle would elucidate the role of human-machine

questions in setting NASA’s agenda in manned spaceflight for the past four decades.

As if to comment on that history, NASA’s next manned spacecraft, designed for

travel to the space station and possible return to the moon, resembles an Apollo-like

command module. NASA Administrator Michael Griffin calls it ‘‘Apollo on steroids,’’
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suggesting a spacecraft that can still be muscular without wings or wheels. The new

Crew Exploration Vehicle (roughly equivalent to the command module in Apollo)

will have fully automated rendezvous and docking, with manual control as a backup.

For lunar landings, at least some NASA engineers are still contemplating pilots’

hands on the stick in the final moments (although several Apollo veterans I spoke to

suggested future landings be fully automated). Current plans involve automated

landers delivering supplies and returning to the earth as engineering tests before any

human landings.9 High-resolution maps, precision navigational sensors, computer

imaging, advanced user interfaces, and modern computer power will surely change

the equation from the 1960s. Will future lunar landings be fully automated? If so,

who will be in command? Chauffeurs or airmen? Scientists or pilots? Or others?

‘‘Automated Cockpits: Who’s in Charge?’’

Apollo’s connections to human-machine issues are not limited to spaceflight but also

extend into aviation. In the early 1970s, engineers at NASA’s Dryden Research Center

(formerly the Flight Research Center at Edwards Air Force Base) began building on their

experience with the Lunar Landing Research Vehicle (LLRV) and its analog fly-by-wire

control system. Neil Armstrong suggested they use a digital computer, an Apollo com-

puter in fact, which had proven its reliability. The cancellation of the later Apollo

flights meant extra hardware would be available for research.

The Dryden group traveled to the Instrumentation Laboratory for meetings and

learned that developing a digital flight control system now involved writing software.10

From an unused Apollo spacecraft they acquired a computer, an inertial platform, and

a DSKY and installed it in an F-8 fighter jet, the first digital fly-by-wire installation in an

aircraft. Perhaps most important, the Dryden group also employed the MIT group’s soft-

ware development tools, program validation techniques, and testing processes. Sixty

percent of the software for the first digital fly-by-wire aircraft consisted of Apollo code.11

In NASA’s fly-by-wire aircraft, as in the LM, a computer accepted the pilots’ inputs

and actuated the control surfaces according to a software program, allowing a great

deal of flexibility in controlling the vehicle (ideally improving reliability and reducing

weight). The pilot merely had to move a control stick that issued commands to the

computer. Unlike in the LM, the DSKY was buried in a lower maintenance bay, avail-

able only to ground crews.12 NASA’s test pilots would not have an LMP available to

punch keys.

In the 1970s fly-by-wire systems made their way into fighter aircraft like the F-16.

Continuing the trend from the 1950s, this technology meant that new aircraft (like

the space shuttle) no longer needed to be inherently stable; now computer control

could provide stability for them. Exotic-looking aircraft like the B-2 stealth bomber,

for example, dispensed with traditional tail surfaces altogether as multiple, redundant
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computers kept the aircraft flying. European aircraft manufacturer Airbus began build-

ing fly-by-wire commercial airliners in the late 1980s with the A-320 passenger jet. For

the pilots, ‘‘glass cockpits’’ began to replace traditional flight instruments with screens

connected to flight computers.

As in previous generations, the new technologies fueled debates over pilots’ roles. A

philosophical difference emerged between Airbus and its American counterpart, the

Boeing company. The former tended to include more automation and side-stick con-

trollers (not unlike those on the X-15 or the shuttle) instead of traditional hands-on

control yokes. Under certain circumstances Airbus software would prevent pilots from

making dangerous maneuvers with the aircraft. By contrast, Boeing retained traditional

flight controls and allowed pilots ultimate authority, even when the company intro-

duced fly-by-wire in the 1990s.

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, pilots’ interaction with flight computers caused a

series of high-profile accidents in both Airbus and Boeing aircraft, drawing attention to

cockpit automation as a public safety issue. An ominous cover story in Aviation Week

and Space Technology asked, ‘‘Automated Cockpits: Who’s in Charge?’’ Inside, an edito-

rial pressed, ‘‘Preserve pilot’s roles in automated cockpits. There are justified concerns

that computers are taking control authority out of the hands of the pilots.’’13

The lay press immediately picked up on the social implications of these changes in

the airborne workplace: ‘‘today, having the right stuff means the byte stuff . . . when

aviator becomes computer monitor.’’14 Pilots grew concerned about losing their touch,

what one pilot called the ‘‘I-can’t-fly-anymore-but-I-can-type-80-words-a-minute syn-

drome’’ (indeed today’s newest Airbus airliner places keyboards where control yokes

used to be). One trade publication warned, in language reminiscent of the SETP’s

concerns in the 1950s: ‘‘Men and women who expected to participate in a great ad-

venture of individualism and personal control are memorizing tedious procedures

manuals. . . . It is a great irony called . . . automation. Rather suddenly, the profession of

aviation—that vocation of leather jackets and exciting experiences—has become a ca-

reer of computer monitoring and equipment management. You once thought you

would dance on silver wings, and now you are merely tapping on a keypad.’’15 Govern-

ment and industry responded with further human-factors research, novel simulators,

and improved training methods. The automation-induced accident rate decreased.

Now remote-controlled robot aircraft, called Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), are

beginning to pervade military operations. Some ask whether automated or remote-

controlled airliners can be far behind. Will people be willing to risk their lives on pilots

sitting on the ground hundreds of miles away?

In addition, digital and automated cockpits have come to ‘‘general aviation’’ aircraft,

right down to the small Cessnas flown by private pilots. These new technologies raise

familiar questions about skill, training, and whether inexperienced pilots become too

reliant on automation and prone to distraction by computers and display screens. Yet
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the new control systems also offer safe access to new realms for amateur pilots. Human

lives depend on striking the right balance.

Aviation is not alone; professional identities in a broad range of fields face similar

challenges from automation, simulation, remote operation, and telepresence. Archi-

tects now build prototype buildings entirely inside computers, leading some to ques-

tion whether they are becoming mere computer operators and losing touch with the

‘‘reality’’ of their craft. Scientists conduct experiments entirely in simulated environ-

ments, leading some to question whether they lose the ‘‘feel’’ of the physical world.

Archeologists use remote robots to explore shipwrecks in the very deep ocean, leading

some to question whether one can do ‘‘real’’ archaeology without physically touching

a site. Oceanographers debate whether to build new generations of human-occupied

submersibles or fleets of unmanned robots, leading some to question whether ‘‘real’’

oceanographers must personally visit the sea floor. Surgeons use precise robots to aug-

ment their manual skills and conduct novel surgeries, pressing their hands into com-

puter interfaces rather than physical bodies. What do we make of a military UAV pilot

who flies a robotic bombing mission from a remote control station, thousands of miles

from an actual war?

Agendas for Research

Space history offers one approach to studying these thorny, fundamental issues. It is, of

course, impossible to explore their full spectrum within the scope of this book. Even

within the Apollo program, questions were not limited to the landings. From the astro-

nauts’ relative passivity during launch, to their systems monitoring during other

phases of flight, to their operations as geologists on the lunar surface, each phase of

flight entailed a series of trade-offs between human and machine. Nevertheless, a close

analysis of the Apollo landings illustrates an approach to the history and sociology of

human spaceflight that will have broad impact.

Questions about human-machine interaction, when addressed from primary docu-

mentation, open up new avenues into seemingly well-worn topics. As a meeting point

for the social and technical aspects of a system, the human-machine relationship con-

nects a variety of dimensions of space history that are otherwise difficult to integrate

into a coherent narrative. For instance, the iconic role of astronauts as American heroes

was critically dependent on their roles (real and perceived) in actual piloting of the

missions. Questions of control unify Apollo’s cultural and political dimensions with

the evolution of its hardware and software.

As a final example, consider the lunar EVAs (‘‘extra vehicular activities,’’ colloquially

known as ‘‘moonwalks’’). Here the astronauts sought new professional roles, seeking to

become like scientists, or, as they put it, ‘‘explorers.’’ Where did they exercise scientific

judgment in collecting samples and data? Which actions, specifically, constituted ex-
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ploration (versus science, data collection, instrument deployment, etc.)? How did these

actions necessitate human presence?

Beginning with Apollo and continuing during the 1970s (and onward), the profes-

sional identity of astronauts began to expand—from the exclusive focus on test pilots

to scientists and engineers to new job titles like ‘‘mission specialist’’ and ‘‘payload spe-

cialist,’’ coupled with demographic expansion beyond white men. What did these new

professionals do? I recently asked an astronomer-astronaut how much he used his sci-

entific judgment while in orbit. ‘‘Not at all,’’ he quickly replied. Most of his time had

been spent following well-established procedures to deploy and operate other scien-

tists’ automated experiments. Under such conditions, what is the necessity for sci-

entific training? Or for human presence at all? Still, that same astronaut acknowledged

that being able to ‘‘speak the same language’’ as the scientists on the ground proved an

important part of his job. Clearly, tacit knowledge, social interaction, and shared vo-

cabulary play an important role in space operations.

Scholars who can deeply analyze scientific practice can explore these issues further,

across a broad range of spaceflight. Like this study, an anthropology of space opera-

tions would examine skill, training, professional identity, automation, risk, organiza-

tions, divisions of power, and other aspects of human-machine relationships. Sources

exist for Skylab, the space shuttle, and the International Space Station, as well as for

similar endeavors in other countries. What, exactly, are engineers, pilots, and scientists

doing in orbit? When are they using judgment, skill, experience, and expertise, and

when are they following scripts? What kinds of contingency operations do they per-

form? How are skills and judgment divided between those in orbit and those on the

ground? What kinds of ‘‘repair’’ do humans do (including rework and workarounds)

when operating complex systems? Numerous spaceflights have been recorded and

transcribed in detail (all of the Apollo flights and at least some of the shuttle flights),

allowing such real-time ethnography. Mission transcripts, combined with deep analy-

ses of operations, provide an empirical basis for exploring such questions.

Similarly detailed studies of unmanned projects will help us see the degree to which

remote systems provide scientists and engineers on earth a sense of ‘‘being there,’’ as

well as the value of that remote presence for missions’ success. How do operators of

remote vehicles—in air, in space, or even undersea—explore unknown places? What

skills do they require? What sensors, imagery, or data presentations can enhance their

experience? What are the limitations of remote presence?

Such studies, if rigorously done by disinterested scholars, would have implications

for engineering design, training, mission planning, and safety in spaceflight. Moreover,

comparing such studies of human- and remote- spaceflight will provide much-needed

insight into the appropriate mix of these technologies in a national space policy. Only

by conducting such research will we be able to understand the evolution and opera-

tion of human (and remote) spaceflight and make informed engineering and policy
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decisions for future endeavors. This work will also likely generate insights into other

complex technical systems whose operations are rarely as well documented or as acces-

sible as human spaceflight.

We can also help clarify the relationship between science and exploration. The docu-

ments leading up to Kennedy’s 1961 Apollo decision assumed that that ‘‘exploration’’

is done by humans, and ‘‘science’’ is remote or automated, assumptions that broke

down during the Apollo missions. The distinctions remain unclear today. George

Bush’s January 2004 speech kicking off a new American space policy used the word

‘‘exploration’’ more than twenty-five times, while mentioning ‘‘science’’ only once (re-

garding elementary education).16

When must exploration entail physical human presence? Exploration has a long

history, but when that history has been brought to bear on spaceflight it has tended

to serve advocacy and hagiography more than critical analysis. The history of science

and exploration has a great deal to offer current debates.17

Exploration often includes science, but usually as one component of a broader

agenda, and not usually the most important one. We can make this oversimplified dis-

tinction: science involves collecting observations to learn about the natural world,

whereas exploration expands the realm of human experience. Sometimes the two over-

lap, but not always. Exploration has always had significant components of state inter-

est, international competition, technological display, public presentation, national and

professional identity, and personal risk—components ideally suited to human space-

flight (under the right political and cultural conditions). Hence the prominence of

these nonscientific elements in Apollo seems less anomalous than sensible in a histor-

ical context.

In this light, justifying human spaceflight by emphasizing unique human abilities to

collect scientific data seems a distraction, always to be overtaken by the next genera-

tion of technology. Better machines will always come along to choose landing sites,

collect images, map terrain, and so on. Human judgment will, by definition, always

be required to interpret the data, but perhaps in the comfort of earthly offices or con-

trol rooms.

By contrast, justifying human spaceflight as an expansion of human experience is

independent of technology, ultimately a human rather than a technological aspira-

tion. Perhaps NASA’s technical and political orientation has prevented it from appeal-

ing for public support for so humanistic an ambition. Perhaps the agency lacks the

language to make the case—although NASA administrator Michael Griffin has recently

spoken of ‘‘acceptable reasons’’ for human spaceflight, favored by the policy process,

and the ‘‘real reasons,’’ that motivate those involved. Only a precise and rigorous fram-

ing of the case for (or against) human spaceflight can generate informed, productive,

and engaged public discussion of NASA’s envisioned futures.
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My goal here is not to take a side on whether we should be sending people or robots

into space. Rather, I argue that a historical understanding of the human-machine rela-

tionship helps to clarify the terms of this important debate, a clarification critical for

those seeking to intelligently commit public resources for future projects.

The Virtual Explorer

In the spring of 2004, the Explorers Club of New York City held its 100th annual din-

ner at the Waldorf Astoria. At this glitzy, black-tie affair, a few thousand people con-

sumed hors d’oeuvres of roasted tarantulas, braised earthworms, and poached bovine

brains, and then crowded into the grand ballroom. The Explorer’s Club has always

included scientists but also welcomes a panoply of mountain climbers, navy captains,

pilots, sailors, divers, trekkers, photographers, astronauts, and wannabe adventurers.

Above the crowd, on the ballroom’s stage, sat a number of the greatest living

explorers. Each rose in turn to give inspiring speeches about their own experiences

and the importance of exploration. Bertrand Piccard, heir of the great Swiss exploring

family, recounted his circumnavigation of the earth in a hot-air balloon. Sir Edmund

Hillary described the feeling of his first steps atop Mount Everest. Buzz Aldrin spoke

about his Apollo journey and advocated for a human return to the moon and a venture

to Mars.

The evening’s last speaker was Dr. Stephen Squyres of Cornell University, the chief

scientist of the Mars Exploration Rover Project that had recently landed two robotic

vehicles on the surface of the red planet. I leaned over to my friend sitting next to me

and whispered, ‘‘This ought to be interesting because the rest of those guys have actu-

ally gone places, where Squyres has done all of his work remotely.’’ A moment later, on

the heels of the great explorers, Squyres got up, in front of thousands of people, and

said (I paraphrase): ‘‘I must say I’m a little intimidated, because all of these people

have actually gone somewhere, whereas all I’ve done is rack up frequent flyer miles be-

tween Ithaca and Pasadena.’’

But nothing in the speech that followed lacked the excitement of the others. ‘‘We

build fiendishly complex robots. Our techniques lack the glamour and glory, but if

you really like exotic destinations, we’ve got you covered,’’ Squyres said, and went to

give an account of his group’s remote robotic exploration of Mars that easily matched

the others’ in energy and interest. He explained how the scientists and engineers in his

group at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena ‘‘live’’ on Mars, from darkened con-

trol rooms, for months at a time, through technologies of remote, virtual presence.

For Squyres, as for the Apollo astronauts, exploration entangled humans and

machines, defining new forms of heroic action in a technological world.
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Glossary

AGC Apollo guidance computer: main digital computer guiding the CSM

AGS Abort guidance system backup digital computer for lunar landings

AOS Acquisition of signal: the moment the LM reappears from behind the moon during an

orbit, allowing earth-based tracking to receive radio signals

apogee High point of an orbit

apolune High point of a lunar orbit

attitude Orientation of a spacecraft or aircraft

CAPCOM Capsule communicator: astronaut on the ground who speaks with crew during a

mission

CSM Command and service module

delta v budget Means of keeping track of velocity changes (delta v), roughly equivalent to fuel,

during spacecraft maneuvers

DELTAH Quantity describing the difference between the on-board inertial estimate of height

above the moon and that measured by the radar altimeter

DPS Descent propulsion system: rocket engine on the bottom of the Lunar Module

DSKY Display/keyboard interface to Apollo computer, pronounced ‘‘dis-key’’

gimbal lock Condition where three-gyro inertial system in CSM and LM loses track of attitude

due to unusual orientation of spacecraft

LGC Lunar module guidance computer: identical to AGC but installed in LM

LLRV Lunar landing research vehicle: ‘‘flying simulator’’ developed to research lunar-landing

trajectories and control techniques

LLTV Training version of LLRV

LM Lunar module: pronounced ‘‘lem’’



MIT IL Massachusetts Institute of Technology Instrumentation Laboratory, today known as the

Charles Stark Draper Laboratory Inc. (spun out of MIT in the early 1970s)

MPAD Mission Planning and Analysis Division: group at NASA Houston that developed landing

trajectories

PDI Powered descent initiation: moment at ten miles above the moon when descent engine

(DPS) fired to begin descent to lunar surface

perigee Low point of an orbit

perilune Low point of lunar orbit

PNGS Primary navigation and guidance system (‘‘pings’’): the digital computer plus the inertial

and optical systems

PRO Proceed button on DSKY display; astronauts had to press this button before the computer

would initiate critical events

RCS Reaction control system: collection of small thrusters that controlled the attitude of the

CSM or the LM

SETP Society of Experimental Test Pilots: professional organization of test pilots

IMU Inertial measurement unit: collection of gyroscopes and accelerometers that measured

velocity changes in CSM and LM

DAP Digital autopilot: computer programs that controlled steering of Apollo spacecraft

state vector List of numbers that described position and velocity of spacecraft at a given time
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About the Cover Image

Computer reconstruction of Neil Armstrong’s view out the Lunar Module on Apollo 11, 520 feet

above the lunar surface just as he transferred from automatic control to semi-manual ‘‘attitude

hold’’ (note his hand reaching for the switch), to fly the vehicle past West Crater (visible out the

window) to a smooth area for landing. Note the landing point designator, the graded angles on

the window that would guide Armstrong’s eye to the computer’s estimate of a landing spot, and

the 1202 program alarm indications on the guidance computer display at lower right. The image

was created according to the author’s conception by digital artist John Knoll, with research input

from Paul Fjeld. A small number of compromises were made in order to create the image: the

viewpoint is actually about 18 inches behind where Armstrong’s would have been; the view of

West Crater is a few seconds out of sync with the mission timer and the events depicted inside

the LM; the 1202 alarm, the last of them, occurred approximately 15 seconds earlier so it would

most likely have been cleared from the display by this point; some of the checklists that the

crew had arrayed around them may be missing; boulders around the crater are included from

Armstrong’s description.

The LM interior was modeled in AutoDesSys FormZ and LuxologyModo from a variety of

reference sources, including NASA drawings, historical photographs, and photographs of the LM

simulator at the Cradle of Aviation Museum in Long Island. The lunar surface was modeled in

Luxology Modo using lunar orbiter photographs and the Apollo 11 powered descent film as refer-

ence. Textures were created in Adobe Photoshop. Final rendering was done in LuxologyModo.
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